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INTRODUCTION

TTN this essay, I have aimed to reconstruct Plato's thought from

JL his own works, ignoring almost altogether what Aristotle

and the ancient scholars have reported Plato's doctrine to be.

In this work, Plato means Plato's writings: the dialogues and,

to a minor degree, the epistles. Furthermore, I have made no

effort to draw a distinction between the Socratic and the Platonic

elements in the dialogues, partly because the intent of this essay

is not historical
j
but chiefly because, although I recognize that

the influence of Socrates upon Plato is very great, I believe that

that influence was assimilated by Plato and became part of his

mind.

The purpose of this book is not scholarly but -interpretative}

not to analyze or to verify the text, but to present Plato's

thought as conveyed in the text. Ideally, these two functions are

inseparable; we cannot know what Plato thought unless we
know what he saidj but, for practical and pedagogical purposes,

they may be separated. The scholarly work has been, and is be

ing, done; and its results are taken for granted in this essay. Cer

tainly, the English-speaking reader has adequate guides for the

understanding of the text. But textual studies of individual dia

logues must be supplemented with comprehensive interpreta

tion. Now, it is hard to draw the line between legitimate inter

pretation and guesswork. Where I have indeed been conscious

of giving a speculative hypothesis of Plato's thought, I have

been careful to say so; and, on some occasions, I have deliber

ately made application of Plato's doctrine to contemporary

problems. But any interpretation, no matter how carefully car

ried out, is apt to be subjective; and the author is liable to con

fuse his own problems with those of the text. Nevertheless, the

remedy for inadequate interpretation is more and better inter

pretation. It is by checking one interpretation with another and

still another, and all with the text, that we may hope to approxi
mate the truth about Plato's thought

For interpretation there must be. Plato's answers will have

no significance for us unless we understand his questions. With

out grasping what Plato's problems were, and especially why

vn



INTRODUCTION

they were real problems for Plato, the texts will remain mere

texts* The understanding of the texts is inseparable from the

understanding of the problems and of the solutions to these

problems j and, we may even say, from the consideration whether

the solutions are plausible and true. Nevertheless, since all inter

pretation is tentative, the conclusions of this book are offered not

in any dogmatic spirit but as suggestions. Almost in every case,

alternative conclusions are possible j,and where Plato seems to

be defending both sides of the question, I have often repeated
his apparently inconsistent answers without trying to make them

fit into a logical pattern. After all, there is no such thing as the

meaning of Plato>5 his thought can be formulated in a variety
of meanings, all of them often equally good. Thus, any particu
lar formulation is bound to be one-sided. The value, if any, of

this book to the reader of the dialogues should be to initiate the

process of interpretation in him and to provide him with some

guidance along that path*
It would be wrong to assume that, because a thinker has lived

at a certain date long past, his views are dated and to be studied

from ar purely historical standpoint, A philosopher who was in

tellectually alive in his day is alive today, though he be dead}
and the student's approach to his written thoughts should be

essentially no different from his approach to the spoken thoughts
of a contemporary thinker. No doubt, the ancient philosopher
used words which have become obsolete and propounded his

doctrines in concepts which belong to another climate of opin
ion } and no doubt it is necessary to master, with the aid of the

most exact and scholarly technique, those aspects of his thought
and expression which are relevant to his special epoch. But no
matter how essential, this work is only groundwork} a philoso

pher who has any merit raises problems which are universal to

man at all times} and throughout this essay I have taken it for

granted that Plato's problems are pertinent to ourselves now,
until the contrary has been proved. In trying to understand what
Plato wrote I have put to myself the questions, what is it that

he means, what are the problems which concern him, why do

they concern him, assuming as far as possible that his problems

vm



INTRODUCTION

are also our own to the degree that we, too, are intellectually

alive.

For the most part, writers on Plato have confined themselves

to studies of separate dialogues, while, in this essay, I have tried

to give a synoptic account of Plato's thought as it is exhibited in

all the dialogues. The units in this book are topics, not dialogues.
I have aimed to express, as it were, in every chapter the whole of

Plato's thought from the perspective of a particular subject-
matter. Inevitably, therefore, there has been repetition. To

study Plato's thought dialogue by dialogue is right and proper,
for every dialogue represents a fresh and individual envisage-
ment of problems. But if we do no more than that, Plato is apt
to dissolve into a plurality of Platos, and his work is liable to

appear as an encyclopaedia. It is important to proceed further

and study the Platonic texts as the exhibition of a single mind,
now occupying itself with one problem, now with another, or

with the same problem but with a different emphasis at different

times. Thus, the two approaches the piecemeal and the synoptic
should supplement each other. It may be argued that I am

begging the question, and that, in fact, the Platonic text is the

product of many minds, not of one. But perhaps the habit of

studying Plato piecemeal encourages the tendency to view Plato

as a composite person. Anyway, the proof of a theory lies in its

works
j
and it is for the reader to judge whether in this book the

case has been successfully made out that the Platonic text ex

hibits the operations of a unitary mind, even when it seems to

contradict itself.

To this writer at least, the unity of Plato is revealed in the

fact that, as we proceed from dialogue to dialogue, we encounter

a recurrence of foci of interest, of questions and problems, of

ways of dealing with these, of intellectual attitudes and of gen
eral conceptions. We might take such an early and rather con

crete dialogue as the Lysis and find in it quite a number of the

problems and conceptions of the later dialogues, at least in

germ; such, for instance, as the notions of the intermediary, of

the good, of attraction and the eros, and of the limit. There is a

transformation, as we go on, but it is continuous as when a per-

ix



INTRODUCTION

son grows or abrupt, as when a person changes his mind. The

unity is not one of doctrine but of an intellectual personality, A
doctrine is explicit and coherent; it constitutes a system of propo

sitions deduced from stated premises. Plato's thought does not

form a system in this sense. What we do find in Plato is a unified

point of view. A point of view need not be self-consistent in

order to be one; there is such a thing as a persistent inconsist

ency. Also, a point of view need not be completely conceptual

ized; rather, it may generate a system, and it is not altogether

unplausible to suggest that Plato's point of view generated Aris

totle's system. Plato's point of view is exhibited in certain defi

nite attitudes toward problems, and in his employment of cer

tain general conceptions in dealing with these problems. For in

stance, in Plato we find the tendency to construe things as hier

archical, in terms of degrees of being and worth, as forming lad

ders; the tendency to establish continuities} to seek for links be

tween things j
the tendency both to isolate entities from each

other and to relate them; the conflicting attitudes of other-

worldliness and of this-worldiiness.

In studying Plato, we should take note not only of what he

says but of the manner in which he says it. There are the state

ments and there is the method by which he arrives at the state

ments. Now the method is not stated but is exhibited in the dia

logues. Sometimes the statement and the method do not quite

agree. In describing his theory of ideas, Plato talks of fixed,

static entities in fixed relations; and of fixed innate concepts*
But his method is that of a movement from hypothesis to hy
pothesis, his mentality is intuitive rather than rational, sugges
tive rather than definitive* In the Ph&dnts Plato is a romantic

rationalist, enraptured over the realm of eternal things. He
identifies knowledge with certainty; yet, in his writings, he is

doubtful, tentative, reflective, or again passionately convinced,
and mystical. He sets forth the ideal of coherent knowledge,
but he is not a systematic thinker himself. He speaks of mathe
matics as the prelude to dialectic; but his own method is any
thing but mathematical at any rate, anything but abstract.

Whereas Plato writes most sensuously of the realm of abstract
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things, Aristotle defends the reality of sensible things in the

most abstract fashion. Plato's mind is an expression of his in

tegral personality. His thought is, on the one hand, nourished

from the emotional springs of his nature, and on the other, it is

stimulated by a practical motive. By virtue of its emotional basis,

his thought takes on a pictorial and dramatic form} and, as prac

tical, it becomes profoundly moral. For Plato, the aim of phi

losophy is the reorganization of lifej its product is less a body
of ideas than a type of man. So Plato, while analytical and dis

cursive in his approach to problems, is essentially a prophet, fer

vent and crusading. Problems for Plato are personal rather than

formal} not inconsistencies among propositions so much as clashes

within the experience of a mind concerned with ideas. The use

of the dialogue form is significant in this connection} problems
are voiced by interlocutors who are concerned with them, and

hypotheses are set forth by characters who doubt or believe

them. In the dialogues, philosophy is carried on in the dramatic

and narrative formsthat is to say, it is philosophizing} thought
is exhibited as the actual experience of a mind in wonder, de

liberating over its problems and arriving at a solution which is

also a satisfaction. And surely the way in which Plato thinks and

argues, his emphases and his enthusiasms, are no less parts of

Plato's mind than what he consciously presents as his conclu

sions*

I have formulated certain abstract and highly general notions

which seem to me to lie at the root of Plato's thought} and in

this sense I have aimed, in this essay, to provide an account of

Plato's metaphysics. But I have been equally interested in giv

ing an account of Plato's ethics and of his theory of human na

ture} and, above all, I have aimed to make clear the intercon

nection between Plato's metaphysics and his philosophy of life.

The unity of Plato is primarily the unity of his abstract thought
with his concrete intuitions. His concrete intuitions are not casual

insights; they exemplify his general conceptions. And the latter

are inductions from his concrete intuitions. Thus Plato's thought

forms a pattern in which particular observations and abstract

reflections are mutually adapted.
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Among the defects of this book, I must list two. I have prac

tically made no reference to the second part of the ParmmidcS)
for the reason that I wholly fail to understand its purport j and,

owing to my ignorance of mathematics, I have omitted all de

tailed discussion of the mathematical elements of Plato's phi

losophy.
The reader who is not interested in the technical aspects o

Plato's philosophy is advised to confine himself to the following

chapters, reading them in the order as given: Chapters XVI,
XVII, X.VIII, XIX, XII, XIII, V, 1. 1 am grateful to the Har
vard University Press for its generous permission to reproduce
numerous passages from the translation of Plato in the Loeb
Classical Library j

to The Journal of Philosophy for permission
to republish the contents of the first chapter, and also to repro
duce my article on the Eros, which is here published in a revised

form as part of the chapter on the soul; to The Philosophical
Review for permission to republish the contents of chapters II

and III} and to the 'AQJcsiov $iAoaoqpia; (Athens, Greece), in

which the contents of several chapters of this book were published
in the modern Greek language. My greatest obligations are to

those who have helped me in my study of Plato* Often sugges
tions have come to me unnoticed and I have absorbed them un

consciously. Perhaps for this reason their effectiveness has been
all the greater, but also it is the more difficult to acknowledge.
I am, however, deeply grateful, especially to my colleagues and
students at Harvard, present and past, for ideas they have sug
gested to me and for the opportunity they have afforded to me to

test ideas concerning Plato's philosophy in friendly discussion.

I should like especially to express my obligation to the works of
A. E. Taylor, F. Cornford, and A. N. Whitehead to Professor
Whitehead for his ideas as conveyed not only in his books but in

his lectures and conversations as well. Needless to say, none of
these thinkers should be held responsible for the views supported
in this book. I am much indebted to Mr. Holcombe Austin for
his help in the correction of the proofs and the preparation of
the index.

R-D.
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CHAPTER I

THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTIONS OF PLATO'S
METAPHYSICS

ALTHOUGH to arrange Plato's doctrines into a system
JL\ would be to falsify his views, it is possible to discover and

enumerate certain essential notions, from the interweaving of

which his various and varying doctrines arises there are certain

types of being under which all things may be subsumed. Plato

speaks of the letters which enter into the alphabet of all things

(Politicks 278c). What are these letters out of which all the

syllables and all the sentences of the real world are composed?
This is the question which we propose in this chapter; and to

get an answer, we shall turn primarily to the Tim&us and the

Philebus.

In the TimcBUS) Plato propounds the question whether the

world is something which has always existed, or that has come

to be. Since the world is visible it must have come to be (Tim&us

28b); and since it has come to be it requires a cause. In short,

the world is sensible and temporal and therefore not self-

existent. The world is a creature a Yeyovdg. The immediate

problem is to ascertain its cause or causes. On the one hand, we
have the actual world, which has come into being; on the other,

the principles or causes (attia) which have not. I shall refer to

this contrast as one between the creature and the creative fac

tors; the former are known by experience, the latter by reason

(Tinueus 28a), by metaphysical speculation. In the ensuing dis

cussion, Plato demonstrates the creative factors presupposed by
the creature.

(0) In enumerating the creative factors, Plato begins with

God, who is the active cause of the universe. God is designated

both as the maker and the father; and these two notions repre

sent somewhat different aspects of the creative function. The

3



THE PHILOSOPHY OF PLATO

artisanthe maker has an external relation to his work, but

the father a living relation, in that the child participates in the

substance of the father.

By requiring God as a cause, Plato is denying that mechanical

causation is sufficient to account for the world. He is refuting

the atomists who explain the emergence of one physical oc

currence by reference to another physical occurrence. A physical

cause is an effect requiring another cause in its turnj it cannot

initiate motion. We must therefore posit a primary cause of

motion. In the Ph&drus (245d) Plato maintains that if we are

confined to the series of physical motions, we are reduced to

an infinite regress. We must have a beginning, d(jx4 a cause

of motion which is itself uncaused. Unless there is primary

motion, there is no motion whatever, and the whole framework

of heaven and earth would collapse (P/t&drvs 2450). We thus

posit a principle of inherent spontaneity, a self-initiating motion,

and this is the psyche, and ultimately God.

The notion of mechanical causation is inadequate; similarly,

the conception of the realm of ideas is inadequate to account for

the becoming of the creature. The world is the realization of

the ideas, but the ideas have no motion, they arc static, and can

not initiate their own embodiment. The psyche is the factor of

activity whereby the union of ideas and things is brought about*

Thus, God constitutes the energy of creation.

() God creates the world according to a Pattern which he

contemplates, just as the artisan has a model before his eyes
or in his mind while making his shoes or his bed. And since the

world is the best of creatures, not only is God the best of causes,

but the Pattern must be the best, that is, eternal. The Pattern

is a creative factor an Sgy^m that it is ultimate in the meta

physical situation, self-existent, and timeless* The factor of the

Pattern accounts for structure and order in nature, its regularity,
and the fact that things have definite characters.

(c) God works with something} the Pattern is embodied in

something. Creation is the determination of the indeterminate.

A third creative factor is required and this is the Receptacle.
At this early stage of our discussion, we cannot say much con

cerning this admittedly obscure notion. The Receptacle is also

4



THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTIONS

called space j in short, it is the locus of creation. Also, space as

such is indeterminate; it is the potentiality of all shapes; thus,

the Receptacle is the indeterminate which receives the de

termination of the forms.

The Receptacle is the primordial chaos. God finds discordant

and disorderly motion, and brings it from disorder to order;

he finds inertia, and brings in life. Or we can express the same

fact from the other end. Souls obtain bodies; the forms get
embodiment in the Receptacle. Thus, the Receptacle is the fac

tor of concreteness whereby we are enabled to speak of "this"

and of "that"; it is the aspect of brute fact, of sheer givenness.
In transforming the primordial chaos into an orderly world,

God has recourse to the Pattern. God makes the so-called ele

ments, fire, water, air, and earth, by arranging space according
to certain geometrical figures and solids. The actual world comes

about through the introduction of mathematical relations, of

number and proportion into the Receptacle. Thus, the soul is

a definite mixture of things (same, other, being) according to

a certain ratio. These ratios, these geometrical figures, issue from

the Pattern, but they are not actual except as embodied in the

Receptacle.

( ) The actual world is brought about by the union of forms

and the Receptacle. This union is transient. The copies of the

forms go in and go out (Tim&us 500) and the actual thing is

that moment between the going in and the going out. Thus, an

actual thing is in the nature of a process, with a coming to be

and a passing away. It does not endure. How then are we led to

speak of enduring things? Elsewhere (Symposium 2o8b), Plato

speaks of patterns repeating themselves in the flux; thus an en

during thing is a succession of becomings with the same pattern.

In short, the world points in three directions: to God, the

energy of creation; to the Forms, the pattern for creation; and

to the Receptacle, the matrix of creation. Add to these the crea

ture, and we have four kinds of being, in the final analysis

(Tim&us 48e). The creature is doubly characterized as sensible

(physical) and as temporal; it is a world of passage. But the

creative factors, including the Receptacle, are unchanging,
"never departing from their natures" (Timceus 5ob), timeless,

5
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because self-existent and necessary. What is their relation to the

concrete world?

The contrast between the two is that of cause and effect, of

primary and derivative, absolute and relative. Further, the

world is an image, a copy of being (Tbntrus 29b); an imitation

of God. The forms are reproducing themselves in the world,

so that, within certain limitations, the world represents the time

less, and bears its character. Finally, the world is a mixture,

[ii|ig (Tim&us 4id), of the creative factors. This makes the

relation of the creative factors and the creature immediate; the

metaphysical elements are ingredients of the world, they enter

into its composition; they are immanent. The world is the crea

tive factors in their togetherness.

(e) To the above we may add a further creative factor, not

singled out in the Tim&us and yet indicated in the argument
This is the Good, which constitutes the motive of creation. The
actual world is derivative in the sense that it is a means to an

end beyond the world. There is the contrast (Philebus 530)
of that which is for something, and that for which something

is; thus the contrast of the creature and the creative factor has

a valuational as well as an ontological significance. The Good,
as the ultimate end, is for nothing else, and therefore absolute;

it is the source of all the goodness in the world- In modern

terminology, the Good is the principle of perfection, the factor

of value, and the world is an embodiment of value, as far as

possible "the best of creatures" (Tim&us 29a)
The Good is a factor in addition to the mechanical cause or

to necessity. The mechanical cause supplies the instrumentality
of creation; but for a complete explanation, we must state what
end its production serves. There is the "why" as well as the

"how." The emphatic affirmations of the Phado (97-8) are

to the point here. The world is the outcome of the cooperation
of reason with necessity.

What is the nature of the world which results from the inter

play of these creative factors? The world is complete, since it

is as good as possible. Nothing is left out; it is the realization

of all the potencies in the Receptacle, the embodiment of all

the forms in the living Pattern. Thus, there is no alternative

6
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to this world 5 no unrealized Leibnizian possible worlds. And
there is no plurality of worlds. There is only this one world.

Were there a number of worlds, we should have to posit another

world, which would be the world of these worlds. Thus the

world is alone, in the solitariness of the comprehensive being;

nothing enters into it, nothing leaves it. There is nothing actual

to which it may be related, and by which it may be affected;

it is ageless. The law of conservation applies to it. And it is

self-sufficient: its own companion.
Here we have an anticipation of the idea of substance, as

of something which is all-inclusive, a whole, self-sufficient. But,
of course, the world could be only an image of substance, since

it depends on God.

Inasmuch as the world is a copy of the ideal pattern, it is

internally integrated 5 all its parts are organized into a sys
tematic unity. The parts are understood by reference to their

place in the whole. This integration is according to a scale of

values: the parts are arranged as higher and lower, and the

whole is an architectonic structure. Thus the world is (0) com

plete, () integrated, and (c*) hierarchical} and these aspects
issue from its perfection.

Let us now proceed to the Philebus> to whose argument we
have already had occasion to refer. In the Philebits, Plato is

considerably more explicit concerning the abstract factors of

the metaphysical situation than in any other of his writings j

in an important sense, the Philebus is the most important of

Plato's dialogues. It is not the best written
5 it is lacking in

wealth of detail and even insight. But it has clarity, elimination

of all but the essentials, rigorous analysis, and concentration on

first and last things. I have especial reference to paragraphs

14-18, 2330. Plato herein enumerates four classes of being:
the Unlimited, the Limit, the Mixed, and the Cause.

I, The Unlimited is the factor of indefiniteness. We must

not confuse Plato's use of the word "infinite" (&teipov) with

the modern use of the same term. The mathematical infinite

is a complete, well-defined class; but the essence of Plato's

Infinite is its indefiniteness. It is boundless; that is, without
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bounds, not a whole. A class is definite in that it is delimited;

the boundary defines what the class includes and what it ex

cludes. The absence of boundaries is the absence of wholeness.

Moreover, it is the absence of individuation. A thing is itself

in virtue of its not being something else; but in the Unlimited

there are no bounds and no diversity. The Unlimited is the

merging of all forms. Thus it is the principle of objective vague

ness and confusion in nature. An example would be the mani

fold of sense, or even better, of dreams.

Aristotle, referring to Plato's concept of the Unlimited,

describes it as the indeterminate dyad (Metaphysics 987C, 25-

30); Plato's own illustrations are: more or less, larger or

smaller, intensely or mildly, hotter and colder, these being

quantities and intensities that have no definite bounds. If we

picture the Unlimited as a line, we might say that it is un

bounded in a twofold sense: (*) that the line goes on indefinitely

at either end-^ T$OS fywmore and more hot at the one,

more and more cold at the other, etc. This is the aspect of excess

and o violence. An example from the field of human nature

would be appetite; greed is never satisfied, no matter how much

it consumes? it has no end, no t&og; greed is essentially the

unsatisfiable. Or, take inordinate ambition where the satisfac

tion of one wish immediately sets up a new and more insistent

wish.

And (b) the line is unlimited internally in that it is not cut

at any definite point, but is divisible anywhere. The line is not

segmented; "it has no beginning, middle, or end" (Philebus

3ia). Thus the Unlimited is a continuum not merely of space,

but of time, of intensity, of magnitude in general* That it has

no cuts means that it has no articulation, that in the Unlimited

there are no distinct points, moments, entities, qualities. Plato

speaks of indefiniteness both of quantity and of degree (aye).

The Unlimited is sheer multiplicity and sheer qualitative con

fusion. In immediate experience, things pass into each other j

the Unlimited is the flux in which all beings and shapes merge
into a confused whole} thus, in a world of change, we cannot

say of anything: this is white, since it already has turned into

black. In politics, the Unlimited would represent the condition

8
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of a state which, internally, is not stratified into classes, where

donkeys and men walk together on the pavement (Republic

563c); and, externally, a state that expands indefinitely, not

knowing what it wants, insolently aggressive. In human nature

the Unlimited is the condition of the democratic man whose

character is the merging of the good and the bad, who excludes

no impulse, who is indiscriminately a philosopher and a sports

man, a man of affairs and of pleasure. The democratic man has

no definite bent. The poet, with his alternating moods, with his

immediate susceptibility to the slightest change in the environ

ment, is another instance of what Plato calls the Unlimited.

He reflects Nature's moods, is one with the scenes which he

depicts; he has no self-sufficiency, no definite character.

We cannot even speak of a multitude of things in the Un
limited, of the sheer many, for there are no distinct things, but

only confusion and flux. Yet Plato does speak of the many,
and this is because there are grades of indefiniteness. Further

more, Plato points out that the Unlimited is itself limited, it

is a one; it has the character of indefiniteness and change (Phile-

Shall we say that by the words "Unlimited" and "Recep
tacle," Plato is describing an identical situation? It would be

rash to assume that Plato repeats himself from dialogue to

dialogue j his approach is always fresh. Yet we think it would
not be rash to assume that the four classes of being in the Phile-

bus, have a certain analogy to the creative factors of the Timaus.

The Unlimited and the Receptacle seem to play a similar role

in the explanation of nature. They are that upon which God
works in creating a world. And they both seem to express the

character of indefiniteness: the Receptacle, by complete nega

tion, as the absence of all forms; the Unlimited, by complete

affirmation -as the confusion of all forms.

II. The Limit is the principle of order. It sets boundaries

within the flux, thus breaking it up into separate events. It

arranges things into classes and ratios, and so converts the mani

fold into a system. Thus, the Limit is the factor of measurability
and of organization; the basis of clearness and distinctness, as to

quantity (rcoaov) and as to quality (JCOIQV) enabling the mind

9
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to describe a given situation as so many, and as such and such.

On the one hand, the Limit introduces the nafto, the full

stop, into the indefinitely extending line. It "binds the Un

limited" (Philebus 27d). It transforms a craving that is never

quenched into a purpose that has a direction and therefore an

end (t&os).The democratic man is protean, passing from one

impulse to another; but the just
man puts bounds to his con

duct} he excludes immoderate pleasures;
he performs a specihc

function. On the other hand, the Limit makes the cut within

the continuous range of time, space, sense, desire. White is

separated out of black; this object is discriminated fromi that;

it is itself and nothing else. The Limit is the principle
of divi

sion, that is, of not-being, creating the world of definite quali

ties and objects, each of them separate, independent, self-suffi

cient. Their self-sufficiency is the measure of their distinctness

from other objects; hence, the aspect of their boundedness. The

weak man is at the mercy of fortune; that is, he has no being

of his own, apart from circumstance; but the strong man is aloof

and independent; he possesses his own life; he sets boundaries

over which the flux of circumstance may not flow. Thus, the

Limit is the aspect of individuation.

Further, it is the aspect of relationship: of comparison, com-

mensurability, and proportion. Plato mentions as instances of

the Limit, equality, and the equal, the double, or again, the

proportional <25a). The good man has the right proportion

of courage and wisdom; the perfect state has the just allotment

of functions. Hence the Limit is the principle not only of indi

viduation but of correlation too, of the one as well as of the

many, of association along with division, whereby thejworld
is

constituted into definite entities in definite relationships; it is

the principle of classification, which both divides all things into

groups and unifies them into more general groups. Thus, more

generally, it is the factor of articulation, and harmony; the bond

(SsopJg) which joins the fluctuating appearances into one ob

ject, and constructs wholes out of elements. In this sense, the

Limit represents a conception of greater generality than the

Pattern. The forms are exemplifications of the Limit; they are

its first creatures, like the gods which are created by God; they

10
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are the definite ways in which the Limit operates on the Un
limited, the various formulas, ratios, according to which the

manifold is arranged.
III. The third factor is the class of the Mixed. This is the

actual world. It is the mixture of the Limit with the Unlimited}
the "information" of matter} the introduction of configuration
into space, of rhythm into the flux. In the Tim&us (5od) we
have the Father (Being), the Mother (the Receptacle) and

the Child (the world of Becoming). In the Philebus (^7a) we

have, on the one hand, the things that come about the mixture

and on the other, the things out of which they come about,

that is, the Limit and the Unlimited.
1

The mixed class is a creature YY8vrlM'Svr| ovcria (Philebus

2yb). But the concept of the mixture is fuller than that of the

creature. The world is not only an effect of the creative factors}

it is a concretion of them, and is therefore like them. Moreover,
it is less a mixture than a mixing; it is the becoming of a mix

ture} generation into being (Philebus 26d). The actual world

is a process of actualization, the realizing of the forms in the

Unlimited. Thus, the class of the mixed is the world of tem

poralitythings that are becoming, have become, or will become

(Philebus 59a). It corresponds to the transient, visible copy of

the Tim&us (49a). Plato's examples are health, strength of

body and soul, music, science (that is, knowledge), and the

seasons (Philebus 256, 26b). By the imposition of measure, the

inchoate mass of conflicting elements becomes adjusted and we

get health} the flux achieves a rhythm, whether in the move
ment of the heavenly bodies, in the changes of the seasons, in

the alternation of life and death, or in the dance and the other

arts. The welter of impulses is organized into a harmonious

character} rational knowledge is a mixture that is, the imposi
tion of the highest forms (or categories) upon the manifold of

experience} the welter of conflicting interests is organized into

a unity by the imposition of the principle of the public good.
The actual world is a mixture of all the creative factors. Thus,

reader might compare the argument of the Phalebus with that of the

Politicus (283285) where three types of being are specified: (a) Measure,

(b) Excess and Deficiency, (c) the Generation of Measure.

II
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it contains not only organization but life; it is an orderly and

also an animated, creature (PMlebus 32b). As a creature it points
in three directions: it is the Chaos bounded by the Limit, and
animated by the Psyche. Consequently, actual things cannot be

interpreted in any simple way, in terms of any one category

alone, material, psychical or formal. They are complex. Nature
is a teleological process, restricted by mechanical necessity

(avdyxTj). There is no problem, for Plato, as to how the soul

can play a role among bodies in nature
j nature, to begin with,

is psychical, matter which is animate, moving toward an end.

The concrete world is constituted by the implanting of the

Limit upon the Unlimited; therefore, to be real is to be*definite,

orderly, uniform* Yet the mixture is dual; it is a union of order

with chance. In the real world, there is something which eludes

intelligence, an ultimate matter of fact. The world is organized
as far as possible, not wholly. There is the irrational; the world
exhibits both rationality and brutality. Plato does not conceive
that the world of becoming can be wholly explained by science.

In the Tim&us (^9c) he states that the world can be grasped
under the aspect of probability; this probability is founded in

the objective nature of things, and is not a reflection of our

ignorance. In another context (Philebus 593) he argues that

the temporal world lacks fixity; thus, the knowledge of it lacks

fixity, too. Our theories about it can be only approximate, and
must be replaced by others constantly. Thus, the world is a

stage for conflict; there is the process of determining the inde

terminate, the stress between these opposites, the relative suc
cess in the adjustment, the constant failure. The duality in the
mixture is the source of the moral problem.

Several specific points may be made concerning the mixed
class, (a) Though each mixture is a concretion of all the crea
tive factors, yet in each, some creative factor seems dominant
in a special sense. The soul is an integration of all the factors,
but primarily expresses the type of being which is God, in that
the soul is self-moving motion j the forms, especially the highest
forms or categories, express especially the character of the Limit;
whereas the physical objects are nearer the Unlimited
0) There are degrees o mJxture-that is, degrees in the

12
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success of the imposition of the Limit upon the Unlimited. We
have mixtures which are well-mixed and others not (Philebus

6ib). Hence mixtures form a scale, a hierarchy of actual things.

In Plato we find the hierarchy of governments, from aristocracy

to tyranny, the hierarchy of kinds of love in the Symposium,
the ladder of being and of knowledge extending from dialectic

to the fluctuating impressions of sense, the scale of virtues, of

souls, and so forth. To be higher in the scale is to be nearer the

intelligible than to the sensible} to be a mixture in which the

Limit has successfully dominated the Unlimited. Hence the

higher the mixture, the more compact and integrated, the more

enduring. For example, human reason is a mixture so mixed

as to remain indissoluble; but the passionate soul is mortal.

Gradations of mixture represent grades of abstraction j they

represent an approximation to the limit of purity and clarity

(xaftctQov, evciQYsg).Reason, spirit, appetite are mixtures in a

descending order of purity. Reason is pure in that it is a definite

organization, and exhibits a form clearlyj but appetites are con

fused, only faintly determined. As we rise in the scale, the

forms separate out, and we are able to group objects under

definite classes and to exclude them wholly from other classes.

But as we descend it is not so; for example, physical objects are

unclear: both white and black, good and bad, real and unreal

at once.

The conception of degrees of mixture is the basis of Plato's

notion of hierarchy, and ultimately, of his rationalism. The

arrangement into higher and lower is the principle of division,

whereby we proceed from a more to a less inclusive class; and

classification is the organizing principle of science.

(tr) We have not only an ontological but a causal hierarchy

of mixtures as well. The higher is a cause of the lower, rules

it and provides for it. Thus reason rules spirit, and spirit rules

the impulses, and the whole soul rules the body. God (who is

not a mixture) creates the gods (who are mixtures) and these

in their turn create the mortal souls. The soul of the cosmos

creates and controls the souls of the parts. Thus, the more

general notions and ultimately the idea of the Good generate

the specific notions; the universals, in their turn explain and

13
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organize sense-experience} the philosopher returning to the

cave views the shadows in terms of the objects he has seen while

in the light outside.

There is a hierarchy of creators* The creator creates a crea

ture which creates a lower creature. The creature participates

in the nature of the creator, and is itself a creative agent* The
ultimate creator operates through intermediaries; just as the

statesman uses ministers and heralds to carry out his intentions

and transmit his orders, while he himself does nothing (Politicus

3O5d). So God uses the demons, among which is the Eros. God
creates a first mixture which then becomes the creator of the

universe. This point will become clearer as the whole exposition

develops j at this stage illustrations may be proposed but not

defended. Suppose, for example, we consider the following as

an ontological hierarchy of mixtures: (a) the Limit (not a mix*

ture), () the highest notions or categories (other, same, being,

etc.), 00 the forms, such as man, justice, white, (/) the par
ticulars. Now this is also a causal hierarchy in the following
sense: the first mixture of the Limit with the Unlimited results

in the categories. The mixture of the categories, in turn, with the

Unlimited results in the forms. The mixture of the forms with

the Unlimited, once more, results in the particulars. In short,
the higher mixture is a cause of the lower, because it is an

ingredient of it.

The conception of the mixed class, as it is presented in the

PhilebttS) has not received the attention it merits from students

of Plato. The role of the idea of the mixture is to give a meta

physical status to concrete things. Though the mixture is said

to be an effect of the other three factors, yet it 5s also described

as one of these j being includes the mixture as coordinate with
the other factors. In some sense, the mixture is as ultimate as

the other factors, possibly in the sense that, as the mixture is

an effect of the creative factors, so they in their turn have their

being in the mixture.

IV. The fourth class of being is called the Cause and is also

characterized as a Creative Agent T& Ilouyuv, that which makes

(Philebus 26e). What it makes is the mixture (PMelvts ayb) j

in short, it is the factor which joins the intelligible with the

14
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sensible, the finite with the infinite, and thus brings the world

into being. The Creator not only brings the world about, but

also sustains it and rules over it (300). He is identified as a

soul and as a mind. Thus the Cause in the Philebus. describes

the same factor as the Demiourgos of the Tim&us.

Plato makes the point that we must not confuse the Cause

with the servant of the Cause (27a). The first leads, the second

follows (2ya). The servant is the instrumental cause, and this

is physical causation, which is transmissive and not initiatoryj

the minister carries out an order which he does not issue }
but

the king issues his own commands and does not receive any

(Politicus 26oe). Again, the general is one who knows how to

wage a war, but is not competent to decide whether a war ought
to be carried out. The choice of ends is the function of the king

(Politicks 304). The general and the minister are auxiliaries

to the statesman} so is the mechanical process an auxiliary cause

to God (Philebus 2ya, Timceus 48a). Thus God has the double

role of initiating motion and choosing its direction.

God, then, is added to the other metaphysical factors j though

present in them (Philebus 3C>b), he is distinct from them (Phile-

bus 27b). It is remarkable that Aristotle should have accused

Plato of overlooking the eflicient cause, when, in the Philebus,

Plato is so emphatic about its importance. Moreover, Plato's

four kinds of being correspond to Aristotle's four causes.

V. The Eros is the connecting link between the creative fac

tors and the creature it is a principle of betweenness, the bond

between the absolute and the relative. The Eros is only another

word for the causal energy exhibited in the total scheme. The

relationship is on both sides} in the Symposium the Eros is

described as the aspiration of the mortal for the immortal, of

the actual for the ideal. And, conversely, in the Tim&us and in

the Laws, we find described the love of God for the world. The

philosopher must leave the cave and seek the Sun of the Good}
the philosopher must return to the cave and pierce its obscurity

with the light of the Sun.

Further, there is an irrational Eros described as the desire

which leads away from the enjoyment of beauty (Phoedrus

23 8c)} this is the fascination exerted upon the mortal creature
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by the Unlimited. On the one hand, we have the lure of the

Good, the rise of humanity to a state of justice
under the rule

of the philosopher-king; the ascent of the soul to the ecstatic

vision of Beauty. On the other, we have degeneration and death,

brought about by the irruption into the life of the creature of

the wild irregular force, by the overwhelming intrusion of pas

sion. Hence we have the cycle of rise and fall.

The idea of the Eros only partially expresses the inter

mediary. Coordinately with the Eros, we have the Light, which

is the effluence of the Sun of the Good, and other spirits, which

together constitute the class of demons, whose function it is to

link the realm of the divine with that of the mortal. The Eros

is one instance of the general factor of betweenness, of the link

between contrasting factors.

We can now sum up the preceding discussion. The meta

physical situation has been analyzed into God, or the Cause j

the Pattern, or the Limit
j
the Good, or the Principle of the

Best; the Receptacle, or the Unlimited j
the Creature, or the

Mixture} and the Eros, or the Demons. God comprehends the

realm of souls
}
the Limit includes the class of forms and mathe

matical relations; the Eros is generalized into the concept of

the Intermediary} the Good is equivalent to Beauty, In this

list we find all the elements for the making of the Platonic

philosophy, all the letters from which to construct the syllables

and sentences of his thought. The theory of ideas is one such

syllable. But the list has an importance beyond the boundaries

of Plato's own thought. It supplies a group of notions singularly

adequate for interpreting the universal experience of mankind,
a manifold of insights which, for comprehensiveness, has hardly
been equalled since,

The Eros is the prototype of the familiar doctrines of the

life-force, the will-to-live, the elan vital. The contrast of the

Good and of Being (which is an identity as well) is the contrast

between the normative and the descriptive, value and existence*

The idea of the Unlimited establishes the conception of matter

of fact, of that residuum in experience which remains forever

opaque to intelligence. The idea of the Limit as the requisite

16
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of all existence is the idea of mathematical relations as lying

at the base of all explanation of nature. The conception of the

Psyche sets forth the idea of self-activity and spontaneity

indeed of any activity as opposed to inertia. These notions pos

sibly overflow into one another, possibly all of them come to

gether in one complex notion, yet each one represents a different

emphasis, if not a distinct strain. The contrast of the Psyche and

the Limit is the contrast of the rational will and the standards

with which it is confronted. The contrast of the Limit and the

Unlimited is at the root of the contrast between the classical

and romantic in art, between the Apollonian and the Dionysian,

between reason and passion, the values of balance and propor
tion on the one hand, of enthusiasm and of excess on the other.

The contrast of God and Receptacle is that of teleology and

brute fact. The contrast of the creature and the creative factors

is the contrast of the phenomenal and transcendental, the rela

tive (dependent) and the absolute (self-sufficient) ;
the relation

between the two is the space along which take place the move

ments of ascent and descent, induction and deduction, theory

and practice.

There is something arbitrary in the listing of just these fac

tors as the primitive notions in Plato's philosophy, and also in

distinguishing them from each other. The Philebus mentions

only four explicitly; the Twncew only three of these. So the

list is not proposed as absolute, but as a convenient set of notions

from which to construct Plato's thought. And provisionally

once more, we state that in Plato's philosophy the factors of

value, of order, of motion, are distinct factors (which, however,

are mutually related). We will now proceed to some general

considerations about this map of the metaphysical situation.

In the list there appears no principle of evil. The Unlimited

is not antithetic to the Good; the Receptacle is not opposed to

God, but is neutral. Moreover, there is no thing or stuff. The

mixture is a becoming, not a static thing; the ideas are static,

of course, but they are not things; and souls are motions. The

place of motion among the ultimate constituents must not be

overlooked. Too often Plato's view of being has been construed

solely in terms of the world of forms, while motion has been
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relegated to the region of not-being; but souls too arc real and

they are motions, though to be distinguished from the flux, as

spontaneous from dependent or passive motion. Thus motion

is really real ovrcocj ov.

ThoughPlato is, as we would say to-day, antiphcnomenalistic,

though _the concept of the transcendental is basic in his doctrine,

fiis method is empirical; he proceeds not from definitions but

Irnm fhfr Qrtm'T^wnrId "from "this which IS

called the universe" (Philebus 28d). In the Tinwus> his point
of departure is the world of passage; he is driven to the notion

of the Pattern by the attempt to explain the actual world. Jfa

^g&JPhilebus (29-30) he arrives at the idea of the Divine Mind
from a study of the world around him^fjtherejire mindjund

says in ~sa. many, words there must be

mmd andsoul in.J:lie,ause That is Plato's method consistently}
to proceed like the philosopher moving along the divided line,

from the particular to the universal* Thus in the Ph&J$ (lOQ-

105) zQ^^ti^^rmanides (129) thgjheory of ideas is repre
sented as simply a hypothesis to explain the problems and con-""
The metaphysical situation is complex; there is no one factor

to which the world is reducible; the causes are several: God,
the Pattern, the Receptacle; the kinds of being are several. In

the Philebus (27b) God is said to be other than all. He is

limited, on the one hand, by the standard of the Good; on the

other, by the Receptacle. Thus, creation is the best possible. God
is not absolute; nothing as such 5s absolute. No definite factor

can be designated as the All; there is always something else,

There is no Parmenidean One, no Spinozistic all-embracing
Substance. Plato is not a mystic for whom all things arc blended
into a simple unity. To be Infinite would amount for Plato to

being indefinite; since to be is to be definite, to exclude* Per
fection is not all-inclusiveness. Thus, the ultimately real is a

society of beings contrasted with each other. Given the One,
there is also the Many; and from the Many we must proceed
to the One. To apprehend is to compare, discriminate, and
relate.

Not only is the metaphysical situation complex, but each one
18
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of its component factors is complex as well. The Limit sub

divides itself into the forms and the mathematical relations.

We do not have ingression of the Limit into the Unlimited

simpliciter; the Limit enters the scene as expressed in this or

that type of mathematical relation, Plato speaks of the Limit,

and then also of the Limited ("that which has the Limit," "the

offspring of the Limit." Philebus 24a). And the Unlimited,

too, allows for distinctions within itself, namely, as indetermi-

nateness of quality, or of quantity. Plato states that both the

Limit and the Unlimited are split up and scattered (soxiojisvov

xal 8i8OJtOQ|L8VOV, Philebus 23e). In sum, each of the creative

factors is a one in a many, and this quite apart form its relation

to the temporal world. There is an aboriginal complexity in the

creative factors. So, too, God generates subordinate gods who,
in their turn, create other souls and the world. The idea of a

plurality of gods is apt to be taken as a survival from primitive

polytheism. For Plato, however, the plurality of gods issues

from the rational character of the divine
j
it is division, the many

in the one. Wherever there is being, there is hierarchical order.

Governments are arranged in an ascending order, so are the

parts of the human soul, so are the types of knowledge. The

hierarchy of gods culminating in God is analogous to the

hierarchy of forms culminating in the Good.

Let us now return to the primary complexity, in virtue of

which the metaphysical situation is distinguishable into God,
the Good, the Receptacle, the Mixed Class. This complexity
is not to be construed as a plurality. The ultimate elements are

in a reciprocal relation. One of the aspects of being is power,
that is, relationship (Sophist 2476) ; nothing exists in isolation

(Philebus 63b). The totality of being is not a sheer unity, but

neither is it a sheer multiplicity: (a) God is good; the soul is

akin to the ideas. () The forms have being in relation to

motion and the soul (Sophist 248). (c) The Good is the fair,

the harmonious, the orderly; that is, it is constituted by the

Limit, (d) Yet the forms have being only in so far as they

participate in the Good. (<?) In some obscure fashion God and

the Forms are internally related to the Receptacle. God, says

Plato, persuades necessity; purpose cooperates with necessity.
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But if God can persuade, it must be that the Receptacle can

listen and understand. Also, God would be unable to elicit an

orderly world from the Boundless, unless there were a primor

dial aptitude for the coming together of the Limit with the

Unlimited. Since it is possible for God to find in the Receptacle

enough material for the realization of all the forms, it follows

that the Receptacle is intrinsically adequate for the purposes

of the ideal pattern. And in the Philebus (asa) Plato points out

that the Unlimited has unity; which would mean that it par

ticipates, by its very nature, in Number, and in the Limit*

Thus there is an aboriginal relevance as well as a diversity

among the metaphysical factors. Each has its being as such and

also in relation to all the rest* The internal relationship of the

metaphysical factors makes it possible arbitrarily to treat any
one of them as a principle from which to derive all the rest.

Starting with God, one can regard the Good as his purpose, the

forms as his ideas, the Receptacle as the negation of his being.

But so could one start with the Good, as Plato does in the Re-

iwbticy and regard all the other factors as derivative from it.

On various occasions, Plato treats every one of the ultimate

factors (except the Receptacle) as supreme} it would seem,

then, that none of them, taken as such, is prior to the rest, but

that they are coordinate in their togetherness.

Practically the same point is involved if we raise the question
of the relation of the creative factors to the creature- We have

asserted that they are ingredient in it j may we proceed farther

and maintain that their being is exhausted in their ingredience
in the actual world that the creative factors are simply features

of the mixture, and when taken as such are abstractions? This,

is, of course, a far cry from the Ph&do> in which the realm of

forms is affirmed to possess absolute being, apart from the world

of opinion. And yet if we free ourselves from the traditional in

terpretation of Plato which has been erected chiefly on founda

tions derived from the Ph&do and if we study the dialogues
with a fresh approach, especially the later ones, the hypothesis

just propounded is seen as not unplausible* The later dialogues
make much of the creature

j the intelligible and the sensible are

joined. Thus, the universals may be construed, not as inde-
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pendent entities, but as the formulae expressing the structure

of the mixed class. The psyche (and God with it) may be inter

preted as the life which animates the world ("the Cause exists

in all things" Philebus 3<Db). The Good, which in the Republic
is presented as the apex of the column of being, may be regarded
as the principle of integration, the nexus of the actual world.

If so, the Good would not be something reached when the

actual world is left behind, but the very principle which con

stitutes it into a world. Thus, the actual world would seem to

be the total world, and the Good, the Limit, God, the Recep

tacle, would be the diverse dominant strains in the worldj real

to the degree that they characterize it, but not otherwise.

At this stage of the inquiry, it is not possible to settle the

problem} in fact, the question cannot be solved on the basis

of texts. But it is true that the account of Plato as other-worldly
is one-sided} there is also his this-worldliness.

2 Yet to admit

this is not to imply that the actual world exhausts the situation.

The idea of beyondness, of the transcendence of the given, is

fundamental to Plato. In knowledge, experience is a necessary
but not an adequate condition} experience is useful because it

pushes the mind beyond its bounds. Also, the forms are sug

gested by, not embodied in, the particulars. The actual does

not contain the ideal} it only foreshadows it Plato invests the

creative factors with an ambivalent nature} they are both im
manent and transcendent} they inhere in the creature and also

have a life of their own. That this is possibly a contradiction

is beside the point; the impartial student can only indicate that

both aspects consistent or inconsistent enter into Plato's phi

losophy} not so much as explicitly formulated, but as coloring
his mental attitude. When Plato is thinking of being as summed

up by absoluteness and self-sufficiency, he makes the creative

factors independent} when Plato is thinking of being as rela

tional, he presents the creative factors as immanent in the crea

ture. In the myth of the Politicks, God takes leave of the world,

and then God comes back to the world. In the Philebus, God
in one passage is stated to be distinct from all things; in another,

to be present in them (ayb, 3Ob). There is the rapture of the

2See A. O. Lovejox, The Great Cham of Being, pp. 31 ff.
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vision of Beauty unalloyed, and there is the interpretation of

each particular
in the light of this vision. In short, there is both

the distinctness of the creative factors from the creature, and

there is their mutual interplay; thus, the relation of the two is

one of polarity,
with both attraction and repulsion.

There is a unity in Plato's mind, more subtle, less obvious,

than that of a logical system. There arc dominating strains,

operating not as premises-for they are not formulated and yet

determining the texture of his thought. These are not concep

tions; but they are the source of his conceptions. There is the

unity of an activity, the enthusiasm which is Plato's intellectual

life. It is the balance of diverse and even opposing strains. Thus,

some inconsistencies in Plato are regular inconsistencies running

throughout his thought, and intelligible to that extent. Other

inconsistencies are just there, and must be left as such, arising

as they do possibly as a consequence of Plato's view of the inade

quacy of verbalized thought.

In this chapter we began with Plato's later dialogues; we

have done this not because we consider the earlier ones less

important, nor because we assume any divergence between the

two sets of dialogues. Plato is fond of saying that progress in

understanding consists in supplying the "reason why" of true

belief. The later dialogues start with the affirmations of the

earlier ones and supply the reasons for them. Thus, we take the

standpoint of the continuity of Plato's philosophy, with progress

in penetration and generality and with a certain loss of con-

creteness.

Usually, an account of Plato's philosophy makes the theory

of ideas central. That is not the position of this study* This
js

not because we hold that the theory of ideas is non-Platonic,

nor even that it is not central in Plato's thought. We take the

view that the theory of ideas is part of a larger framework,

which becomes clear in the later dialogues. In the chapters that

follow, we will aim to present the general framework (con

sisting of the notion of the metaphysical factors) and then to

place the theory of ideas in it. Thus the theory of ideas will be

exhibited as a consequence, rather than as a premise m Plato's
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philosophy an illustration of the conceptions of the definite,

the self-sufficient, the in-itself these being general categories

of the real. In the later dialogues the theory of ideas is not

abandoned, but is reformulated in the light of the general con

siderations.

Is this to deny that there is any change in Plato's thought?
No or rather, yes and no. The question of whether Plato did

change his mind or not cannot be posited as one of sheer same

ness or difference between his earlier and later works. That

would be far too simple a way of stating the problem. There

is the change which consists in expansion in the reaching of

ideas of wider generality, of hypotheses of more ultimate im

port. There is the change which consists in a shift of emphasis;

as, for example, when a writer, returning to old ideas, only
hinted at before, now realizes their significance, and makes them
more effective in the metaphysical scheme. Or it may be that

he merely utilizes them in a different setting of meanings. Thus,
he may be rethinking old doctrines in the light of new ex

perience and greater maturity. Correspondingly, other ideas

may fade into unimportance; there may even be loss of vivid

ness throughout. Finally, there is the change which definitely

consists in the adoption of new views inconsistent with the old.

All these phases of change are discernible in Plato's thought,
taken in its history. But changes though they be, they do not

disrupt the unity of his thought, far less do they constitute him
into a double personality Socrates-Plato, or Pythagoras-Plato.
These changes occur not separately, but all together as aspects

of one process of change. When the mind is active, it moves-
forward or backward, as the case may be. Such movement is

complex and also continuous, like the life-history of a per

sonality which in its unity finds place for both contrast and

similarity. Moreover, any thinker is apt to be indebted to his

intellectual contemporaries and predecessors; and especially in

the early part of his intellectual life, he may be even a disciple,

not attaining independence until well beyond youth. But in any

case, what he receives a great thinker makes his own; and the

pre-Socratic and Socratic elements in Plato's thought are part
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of Platonismj once received, they were dissolved and re

fashioned according to the individual pattern of Plato's mind.

In the pages that follow, we will do no more than elucidate

the conceptions and doctrines presented in this chapter.



CHAPTER H

THE RECEPTACLE

notion of the receptacle as presented in the Tvmceus

JL is of fundamental importance in the philosophy of Plato.

And yet it receives no mention in any of his works outside the

Timceus* The reader may well ask to what degree the account

in the Timcew should be taken seriously; and this question is

all the more important as, in the present essay, the Timceus will

be largely drawn upon in the discussion of God, the soul, the

good, as well as of the receptacle.

Now an important group of Platonic scholars have viewed

the Timceus as a figurative account, an allegory not to be taken

OM $ied de la lettre. The evidence comes from Plato himself in

the Tim&us, and is copious. In 2gb-d he says there is a kinship
between knowledge and its object. The Tim&us is an exposition
of the world of generation; as generation is an image of being,
so an account of it is only an image of the truth. A doctrine

concerning becoming partakes, itself, of flux; it is not final, but

has to give way to other doctrines. All such doctrines are in

fected with probability; their status is that of myths (69b). The

exposition in the Tim&us lacks experimental demonstration

(pocrovog, 68d); therefore it is not fixed, and is without the

invincible quality possessed by truly rational knowledge (agb).
Plato speaks of the study of probabilities as a relaxation for the

philosopher, from which he derives innocent amusement, just

as in the Pheedws (2766) he describes the writing of books as

a pastime for tired old men.

But to grant that the cosmologies! account in the Twnosus is

a myth does not solve the matter. What is a myth? The ques
tion is not one of facts but of the interpretation of facts. What
is the status of probability in knowledge? Is a likely story just

a fantasy, or is it a definite way of conveying the truth? Thus

^-Except possibly in Cratylus 41 2d.
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the whole question hinges on the place of probability and of

myth in the scheme of valid thought.

Absolutely true and abiding knowledge is found only in

dialectic} this is knowledge from first principles, and finally

from the idea of the good. But such knowledge is to be had

only by the gods and their friends among men to whom they
choose to reveal it (53d). Presumably it is not to be achieved

by unaided human effort j or, if it is, it may be achieved by
rare spirits at rare and fleeting moments, Plato makes much of

the difference between divine and human nature, and of the

limitations of the latter. "Whereas God is sufficiently wise and

powerful to blend the many into one, and to dissolve again the

one into the many, there exists not now, nor ever will exist

hereafter, a child of man sufficient for these tasks" (68d). And

again, "We should be content to furnish accounts that are in

ferior to none in likelihood, remembering that both I who

speak and you who judge are but human creatures, so that it

becomes us to accept the likely account of these matters and

forbear to search beyond it" (agd).
In short, inability to attain the level of dialectic is all but

universal among the children of man* But, if this is so, the

account in the Timeus^ in its character as probable, is no better

but no worse than many other portions of Plato's philosophy.
After all, this is a relative matter j if the cosmology of the

Tim&u$ is probable in the same sense as is the doctrine of the

immortality of the soul, we have made the point that the former
should be taken seriously. And as we propose to show almost

immediately, the theories both of ideas and of the soul lack

final demonstration; they are only hypotheses- Man's failure

to attain absolute knowledge docs not, for Plato, imply that

we should forsake the quest Man should frame reasonable

hypotheses, and this is a venture worth making (Pft&do i I4d).
As is familiar to all students, Plato has the category of the

second best, which he uses in all kinds of circumstance. Failing
the best, we should avail ourselves of the second best* Such are

books as compared to the spoken word j such is the spoken word
as compared to the unspoken word. Such are written laws as

contrasted with the rule of reason. They are second best because
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they involve a compromise with the limitations of human na

ture; and this compromise Plato was willing to make. In fact,

it is an inevitable compromise so long as the soul is in the body.
And this is true of many, if not all, of the Platonic theories;

they represent a second best. All speech is infected with the

element of accident, since we ourselves are infected with it

(Timceus 34c). Take the theory of the good. "Now I would

gladly be the pupil of any one who would teach me the nature

of such a cause [^a.y the good]; but since that was denied

me . . ., do you wish me, Cebes, to give you an account of the

way in which I conducted my second voyage, in quest of the

cause?" (Ph&do 99c). Thus the theory of the good, and of the

ideas, is a second voyage. Plato speaks of the hypothesis of ideas

as plain and foolish '(CCTSJCVOS, ewjihis Phcedo lood), just as he

describes his cosmological account in the Tim&us as unusual

and novel (Srffreg, cfrontov 48d). The theory of ideas may be

demonstrated only within the limits which human nature pre
scribes (Ph&do loyb). Neither the account in the Ph&do nor

that in the Twweits possesses complete certainty.
2
They are both

hypotheses.
And this is our main contention: For Plato, thought does not

divide itself into true and false, or simply into completely cer

tain and completely uncertain thought; there are degrees of

knowledge, of certainty, of clarity. To say that the cosmological
account of the TWMBUS is not dialectical, is not necessarily to

damn it; it is to assign to it a certain definite rating as knowl

edge. We suggest that it belongs to the third segment of the

divided line, which is understanding (dianoia). In the third

level, propositions are believed which are not demonstrated

from first principles (Republic 511a). So is the account in the

Tim&us stated to leave out "the higher causes" (53d). But

though it is not a demonstration, it is knowledge of a certain

degree. In the level of understanding for example, in mathe

maticsone only dreams about being. So is the cosmological

account of the Tim&us a myth. Now what a myth is can be

understood from a study of what mathematical thought is ac

cording to Plato. "They summon to their aid visible forms, and

2
E.g., that the forms are indissoluble is likely. Phado 780.
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discourse about them, though their thoughts are busy not with

these forms, but with their originals, and though they discourse

not with a view to the particular square and diameter, which

they draw, but with a view to the absolute square and the abso

lute diameter, and so on. For while they employ by way of

images those figures
and diagrams aforesaid, . . . they are really

endeavoring to behold those abstractions which a person can

see only with the eye of thought" (Republic 5*od). This

passage provides an account of the function of symbolism in

thought. Symbolism consists in the use of a particular in order

to apprehend a universal. And this Js the sense in which the

cosmology of the Timaus is a myth. It is a treatment of eternal

things by the symbolism of the passing. The discussion, clothed

in imagery, is really about the Good, God, the Receptacle, the

Mathematical Relations. In Plato's words, "I will essay to give

as likely an exposition as any other nay, more so regarding

both particular things and the totality of things from the wry

beginning* (Twweus 48d). And earlier he speaks of his exposi

tion as relating to the gods and the generation of the universe

(290). Thus it is an account not of the passing primarily j it is

about the timeless through the symbolism of the temporal.

Of course, the mere failure of an exposition to reach dia

lectical certainty is not by itself a reason for putting it into the

rank of dimoia. Such an exposition may have the lower rating

of doxa. The question is whether the likely story of the Tmceus

belongs to the third or to the second level of knowledge. Plato

himself is not clear in his own mind on this matter. When he

speaks of his account as being infected with the accidental, as

being inconsistent (29c), he seems to imply that it is opinion.

In other passages, however, he speaks of his account as having
the greatest probability (48d)*

8 Here probability is not the

negation of proof} it has its own type of rigor- It is a form of

demonstration (apodtixiS) 40e). Plato distinctly says that he is

proceeding according to a method which combines the probable
with the necessary (Timaus 53d) j and later he refers to the

true account and the probable (56ab). In brief, probability of

^Compare with Phado iooa where he speaks of the hypothesis of ideas as

the strongest one.
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this sort is a type of proof, wherein a hypothesis is validated}
with this proviso that its validation is by reference not to first

principles, but to phenomena.
4 And whereas Plato aims in the

Tim&us to give an exposition provided with just this degree
of rigorous demonstration, he suspects that he falls short of it,

and thus sometimes he refers to his account as methodical, and
at other times as casual. Thus he does not have the same degree
of conviction about the cosmological account as he has about the

hypothesis of a realm of ideas though the latter is no more
than a hypothesis, he believes that it will never fail (Phado
lood). We will conclude then that the account in the Twn&us
is somewhere between opinion and understanding} that it is an

instance of knowledge of the "second best" kind} that, on ac

count of human limitations, the second-best sort is all but

universal} that for these reasons the account in the Tim&us falls

short, in respect of certainty, of some of the Platonic doctrines,

and is coordinate with a majority of them.

Plato introduces the notion of the receptacle by way of a

critique of the Ionian philosophers and the atomists. He is look

ing for a creative factor} now the preceding schools had put
forth the four elements earth, fire, air, and water as the ex

planation of the world of generation. Plato's point is that this

explanation does not go far enough and therefore is not truly

metaphysical. The four elements are not really "elements"

(otoixeta) ; they are not ultimate} they, themselves, belong to

the world of generation. They come and go, each passing into

each. Thus they lack self-identity, being indistinguishable from

each other. We cannot call them "this" and "that" (49d). They
cannot even be designated, for they run away while being desig
nated. But a true being remains identical with itself, and there

fore undergoes no change. In sum, the four elements do not

really exist} they are only fluctuating modes of being. The
Ionian school has mistaken effects for causes; we must abandon

their solution, or rather use their ending-point as a point of

departure and thence proceed to discover the truly ultimate

4
"Proceeding not to a first principle but efi teleuten? Republic Jiob.
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constituents of the real. If the so-called elements are determina

tions of being, what is it they are determinations of?

And so the notion of the receptacle comes on the scene. The

receptacle is the enduring thing underlying the transformations

of the elements into one another. The receptacle is a hypothesis
to explain data of experience more specifically, the facts of

change. We have here an instance of Plato's method of vali

dating a notion by relating it to the world of sensible things.

On the other hand, the receptacle, although presupposed by

experience, is never given in experience ("apprehended without

sensation," 5^b). It is not a datum, and is known as in a dream.

The receptacle, as it is described by Plato, has the distinguish

ing marks of a creative factor. It is invisible and belongs to the

intelligible world (though in a fashion not to be understood,

5ia). While things pass into and out of it, the receptacle itself

remains unaffected, never departing from its own nature. It is

changeless and timeless. Finally, it is the cause of the world of

generation.
As changelessness and self-identity are the marks of the realm

of forms, one might raise the question whether the receptacle

may not be a form. It would clearly be wrong to draw such an

inference. The receptacle is like the realm of forms in that both

are contrasted with the world of created things, in their char

acter as creative factors. But there the similarity ends. They,
each, belong to different grades in the hierarchy of the creative

factors.

Or shall we say that the receptacle is Newtonian matter? The
receptacle is called space and contains motion; as the basis of

the sensible, bodily aspect of the world, it might he material.

In a narrow sense, it could be defined as extended matter in

motion. And it is a passive cause; it has the property of inertia*

Finally, it acts by necessity, not by teleology.
Such an attempted interpretation of the receptacle would be

wholly superficial. Physical matter is definite, divisible, or

ganized, operating according to law. Physical matter is a crea

ture, not a creative factor^ it arises from the ingression of the
limit into the unlimited. Both physical space and physical
motion are relatively determinate, bearing the impress of the
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forms. The receptacle is wholly indeterminate} therefore it can

be identified neither with physical space, which is a definite pat
tern of positions, nor with actual motion, which is a measurable

phenomenon. It must be rather construed as the potency of

matter, and of space, and of physical motion} as that which,
when impressed by the patterns, becomes matter, space, motion.

What is, then, the receptacle? In answering this question,
our method will be to offer successive approximations to the

answer*

Plato notes that the world of generation is not self-complete.
It cannot function as a logical subject in a sentence} it is a

qualification of something else, or rather of two things. On the

one hand, it is relative to a "wherefrom" (oftsv) and, on the

other, to a "wherein" (sv 5oc). The first is the timeless pat

tern, of which the creature is a copy} the second is the timeless

receptacle, wherein the world is born and passes away. The
actual world is the enactment somewhere of the forms.

I. From the start, a possible confusion must be removed. The
receptacle is not stuff or matter. It is true that Plato compares
the receptacle to the metal gold, from which gold figures are

made, and to the liquid ointments used in the production of per
fumes } and it is true that both the gold and the liquids are

materials used in a variety of products. But we must remember
that this is an analogy, and distinguish the relevant from the

irrelevant features of the analogy. What Plato is concerned

with in the relation of the gold and liquids to their products re

spectively are (a) that there is an enduring identity in what is

changing and () that there is something formless and yet

capable of receiving all forms. Now the character of enduring-
ness or eternality pertains to all creative factors} the joint char

acters of formlessness and receptivity are those of a creative fac

tor which, in this particular instance, is a determinable.
5 Now

space, without being stuff, possesses these characters; it is form
less and can receive any form; that is, it may be divided into

any kind of segment; it may be impressed with any geometrical

figure. Plato's receptacle is an underlying factor for concrete

5But see p, 41.
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things, which need not be stuff, need not, in fact, be anything.

The receptacle is the container of events; it is itself nothing, a

void in which events thrive and perish. Now, the container

(8e|a}isvi) is further identified as space, X&Qa. Wato speaks of

space as though it were a basket into which events are thrown,

yet, as it were, a basket without bottom and without sides. At

other times, he speaks of it as a principle of position- "We say

it is somehow necessary that all being should he in some place

and occupy some space, and that whatever is neither in earth nor

anywhere in heaven is nothing*
7

(Tiw&us 5-b).

II. We propose the hypothesis that the receptacle is not sim

ply space, but s$ace-time. Though there are strong objections to

such a construction, which immediately occur to one, the writer

would like to defend this hypothesis without, however, pressing
it on the reader. But, first, what are the objections? The recep
tacle is timeless, and so cannot be the principle of time. The an

swer to the objection is that there is no contradiction hcrej only
a paradox. Time itself does not change, and does not occur j time

is timeless. A more basic objection issues from a consideration

of Plato's explicit doctrine of time in the Tiuurus. Time is de

scribed as a creature, contrived simultaneously with the creation

of heaven (370) j it is measured motion, and therefore must be

long to the mixed class. Space, on the other hand, is a creative

factor, logically prior to time.

This interpretation of time as contrasted with space will not

stand. The receptacle is not space, if by space we mean a pattern
of definite positions. Definiteness is a product of the impression
of the forms upon the receptacle. The receptacle can only be the

potency of a definite space in which definite things occupy defi

nite positionsj as such, it is indefinite extendedness. Thus actual

space is a creature, as time is. The considerations in favor of the

view that the receptacle is space-time are as follows. Measurable

space presupposes an undifferentiated extendedness on which
definiteness has been imposed. So does measurable time re

garded as a creature presuppose a primordial state of affairs on
which measure has been impressed. This state of affairs is sheer

passage. As we will try to demonstrate below, the receptacle is
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the principle of wild surging motion that is, of undirected ac

tivity. Thus, in the receptacle, there is undifferentiated or latent

time, in the form of indeterminate change which, by the creative

intervention of God, is transformed into ordered time.

In support, the reader is referred to the passage (5ia) in

which Plato refers to the receptacle as fitted to receive fre

quently, and throughout its whole extent, copies of intelligible

things. In this passage there is a double characterization of the

receptacle, as an extensity both temporal and spatial. The recep

tacle is a potency for time as well as for space. It is the reason

why things succeed each other, as well as why they are extended.

On this view, it is a spatio-temporal continuum, in which deter

minate events take place. The events arise as images of forms in

space-time.
It would follow that the word, time, is used ambiguously.

It may refer either to measurable motion or to undifferentiated

flux. In its first sense, time belongs to the mixed class, having
been created by God along with the world. In its second sense,

time denotes an uncreated, primordial fact} and is a character

of the receptacle. In the former rendering it is actual, and in

the latter it is latent, time.

The receptacle is the locus of creation, just as God is the

energy for creation, and the Good its purpose. And the world

of concrete things is nothing more than the relevance of the

forms to the receptacle, such that we have not merely "man"

as such, but "man" at a moment and at a place. Thus the recep

tacle is the factor of the otoMd, or sheer plurality. Each form

is one; there is one form "man" or "white"; but each form

may be repeated many times and in many places. There are

many individual men, either as generated in successive genera
tions through time, or, if at the same time, as occupying different

places in space.

We must contrast this type of manyness with intelligible

multiplicity. As against Parmenides, Plato maintains that the

One is divided into a Many; that, in fact, the One and the

Many are necessary forms of thought (Philebus i5d). To
think is to compare parts within a whole, to analyze a genus
into many species. There are many forms, and many genera.
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Thus multiplicity (as well as unity) is a character of the in

telligible world. This is rational multiplicity in the sense that

diversity is difference; each distinct entity is a form. Also the

variety of forms is referable to the principle of the best} thus

the multiplicity is derived from the One. But in the world of

generation diversity is sheer plurality, it is repetitive j things

multiply themselves for no reason, that is, without reference

to any principle of value. The plurality cannot be deduced from

any rational ground; it has to be noted by sense-perception;

it is a given fact.
6
This plurality is unintelligible in a further

sense as well. The forms are things in themselves (avtd xaft'

saartcx), possessing self-identity. Thus they can be designated
and distinguished. But the plurality of things is more like a

mob in which individuals merge into one another. Concrete

things are relative to a context} they vary when the context

varies; thus they have no distinct being* Real plurality implies

self-identity in the members of the group, and is to be found

in the world of forms. As for concrete things, it is more true

to say of them that they are confused and indefinite than that

they are many.
We can now draw certain definite conclusions from the pre

ceding considerations.

(a) The receptacle is a void} it is not-being*

() The receptacle is a determinate void; it is a space-time
continuum.

(c) The receptacle provides a seat (s8pa) for events, and
is not defined by them. Plato states that the receptacle existed

before the heaven (i.e., the cosmos) was created. Thus space-
time is not an abstraction from concrete things j it is presup
posed by them; it is a creative factor for events. But such an
assertion must be properly safeguarded. Measurable time and

space do not exist apart from measurable changes. Similarly,
undifferentiated time and space are aspects of a more complex
fact which includes undifferentiated change. Thus we can validly
say only that the primordial uncreated space-time is prior to
the world of definite things,

(d) The receptacle is a principle of multiplicity. The forms
6But see p. 54.
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are simple, but space-time is divisible. Hence the receptacle
accounts for plurality in the world of generation.

(<?) The receptacle is a principle of relatedness among the

many concrete things. The passing events meet and merge in

it. It is the common background in the interpassage of things;

by virtue of their common relation in the receptacle, the events

are members of one family.
7

(/) There is one unique space-time container common to

all events (i.e., becomings). This proposition is an immediate

consequence of the preceding one. Thus there is only one frame

work of reference.

III. We must now retrace our steps and embark on a fresh

study of the receptacle. What we will proceed to say does not

contradict what we have already saidj it supplements or rather

includes it. The notion of the receptacle is that of matter of jact.

In explaining the world of generation we point to the realm

of forms, which Plato calls the cause of passing things. Yet it

is not a sufficient cause} it explains their structure, their order,

their nature; it does not explain their existence. We have the

truth that such and such a form is embodied in fact; and this

is not accounted for by the realm of essence. Now the factor

which accounts for the transition from ideality to actuality is

the receptacle; it is the principle of existence.

The receptacle as the factor of actuality is conveyed by Plato

through the notion of anagke necessity. Anagke is the given-
ness of ideas, their sensible immediacy. Fact is what we find

and are compelled to accept. Things are simply so, and there

they are. In human nature, magke makes its appearance in

what Plato calls the mortal soul. While our rational actions are

self-determined, our impulses are compelling. We do not choose

our passions; they are given. In the world at large, there is the

sheer happeningness of things, not referable to the principle of

the best. The receptacle is the aspect of brute fact in things.

We have on the one hand rationality, which is the presence of

the good in the mixed class; and on the other brutality, which

7See A. N. Whitetead, Adventures of Ideas, 240 ff., for an elaboration of

this view.
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expresses the presence of the receptacle. In brief, the receptacle

is the irrational factor in nature.

IV. The receptacle, further, is the factor of movement.

Plato speaks of the receptacle as filled with powers which are

neither similar nor balanced* Motion in the receptacle is ran

dom, non-purposive, irregular, unpredictable. l
T

p n suc^ mo~

tion God engrafts order so far as possible, and thus creates the

rhythmical movement of the heavenly bodies, of living things,
of time itself.

Irregular motion is the factor of passage m things. Accord

ing to Plato the destiny of all sensible things is to perish j they
are tainted with death. "For everything that has come into

being, dissolution is appointed" (Republic 546a). Even the

philosophic state eventually succumbs to a less admirable polity,
and so on until it descends to the level of the tyrannical state.

Nothing, no matter how good, can escape destruction, whether
it be an internal achievement in the character of man, or an
achievement of orderliness in nature. The conquest of desire

by reason is a task which is never completed and never secure;
at any moment, the wild surging force of passion may break
out and work havoc with our settled dispositions. Thus char

acter is a precarious edifice. The institutions of man are col

lective habits and virtues; they are mixtures; they arise from
the imposition of order upon human relations; these, too, perish

inevitably, for they are constructed with, a material which is

incurably indeterminate. And so, to the extent that he is con
scious that there is something rotten in things, Plato seeks to

escape from this world. Likewise, the mutual adjustments in

the world of things, which today we call laws of nature, will

pass, since they have come to be. The receptacle affirms its own
indeterminateness against the Demiourgos who impresses it with
the forms, and thus perpetually defeats him by the method of

passive resistance.

The receptacle is not only the factor of perishing; it is also

the principle of birth into novelty. There is the passing away,
and the coming-to-be. In the democratic man, in impulse, there
is a restlessness, the getting tired with the old, a change to new
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things, just because they are new. The receptacle shakes off the

old forms and moves on to others. It is both destructiveness

and creativity it is the aspect of transience. Plato says that

while the copies of the forms come into the receptacle and go
out, the receptacle itself is ever-existing and does not admit of

destruction (Timteus 52b). It is eternal creativity issuing into

particularized motions, that is, impulses, lives, processes. Thus
it is the vital force in all things, passive like the female prin

ciple, probably unconscious, inexhaustible in its creative power,

since, while all creatures come to be and perish, it remains;

yet inert, becoming creative only when activated by the forms.

In the Laws (897 ff.) Plato speaks of an irrational soul

which moves wildly and irregularly. It seems reasonable to

identify the irrational soul with the wandering cause of the

Tim&us (48a). In the Symposium (aoye ff.) Plato describes

the soul as ever changing, one in which no ideas, no memories,
no knowledge remain j where the old is replaced by the new.

This is the empirical self, the soul as issuing from the recep
tacle. We do not propose to identify the conception of the

receptacle with that of the psyche ; rather, we maintain that

the psyche is a creature of which the receptacle is the underlying

cause, by way of contributing the mortal aspect of the soul,

namely, its appetites and passions.

We have said that the receptacle is a space-time container;

we have further described it as the principle of actuality and

of motion. Here are two pairs of notions which must be cor

related with each other; also the members of each pair must

be correlated among themselves. We will begin with the second

pair, and in our attempted explanation we will go beyond any
of Plato's explicit formulations. What is actuality, and what

is passage? The concrete world exhibits two phases: one of

incompleteness, and one of completeness. In the first place,

things are in motion, point to a state beyond themselves, are

in a process of attaining completeness. This is their character

as becoming. In the second place, things are; they are there,

they are completed bits of being; this is their character as

actualities. There are both the passage and the givenness, the
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dynamic and the static aspects.
The phase of the present as

incomplete arises from its relevance to the future} the phase

of the present as complete arises from the immanence of the

past in the present Becoming deposits being} being issues into

becoming. Thus the concrete thing is both an actual fact and

a process. Now the spatio-temporality
of the receptacle is an

abstraction from its dual character as actuality-activity. Space

is the character of things as actual, and time is their character

as activities. Furthermore, we have the notions of matter and

soul. What Plato calls body-cro^a-is a mixture of the re

ceptacle as space, with the forms j what he calls psyche arises

from the reflection of the forms in passage. Eros is the char

acter whereby things are not, but are striving to be* Conversely,

body is the character of things as simply there, and as unchang

ing in their character as fact. Hence it would be wrong to identify

the receptacle solely with passive activity. When Plato com

pares it to a matrix, or to a determinable which receives the

impress of forms, he is not thinking of it as activity. But it

would be wrong to identify the receptacle with Aristotle's mat

ter, in so far as the latter is contrasted with motion- Plato's re

ceptacle is a more confused, less determinate, and a richer con

ception than Aristotle's matter.

V. We will now attempt to analyze still further the nature

of the receptacle in order to find, if possible, the ground for

its dual character as space-time* A useful approach would be

to note the difference between the receptacle and the realm

of forms.

The receptacle is the principle of indeterminateness, as the

forms are that of definiteness. Plato attributes to it a fixed

nature (5ob), But this fixed nature consists in the fact that it

remains indeterminate, throughout its relevance to the forms.

Correctively, it is the aptitude for all forms. As its name sug

gests, it is receptive. Thus it is absolute mdetermination and

absolute catholicity. These two poles of the receptacle negative

and positive must be noted separately* Though indeterminate,

it is a potency for determination. And again, though determin

able, it asserts its nature as indeterminate and rejects its de-
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terminations. At the same time, the two poles exist through
each other. Because it is devoid of all forms, the receptacle may
receive all forms j and because it is catholic (jiavSsjcsS* all-

receptive), it really is without form. Its nature as receptive
is responsible for the fact that copies of the forms come to bej

its nature as indeterminate is responsible for the fact that copies

of the forms pass away. Thus the nature of the receptacle is

ambivalent} it is both receptive and resistant} and these two

aspects are summed up in the notion of the receptacle as pure

potentiality.

For example, God is able to persuade the receptacle to receive

the patterns. And even antecedently to God's intervention, the

receptacle contains traces of the forms. The random movement
in it sifts like from unlike and brings the like together (53ab).
There is in it a primordial aptitude for order. Nevertheless

there are limitations upon the aptitude, (a) The receptacle does

not embody the forms adequately. Thus the world of sense is a

distorted representation of the ideas
j

ideals are never fully

realized} actuality is a frustration of the forms (e.g-> equality

between two concrete things is never exact equality, Ph&do 74c),

() Consider the following quotation:
c*Reason persuades neces

sity to conduct to the best end the most $art of things coming
into existence" (Timceus 48a). Thus persuasion of the receptacle

by God is never wholly successful in any one instance, and not

at all successful in some instances. There is both a qualitative

and a quantitative limitation, (c) Further, no embodiment is

permanent. The submission of the receptacle to the forms is like

the acceptance of a lover} the relation is not stable. In short,

the receptacle is refractory, and the outcome of God's creative

action is good only so far as possible.

In the reciprocal relation of pattern to receptacle, the first

functions as an active cause, the second as a passive one. The

receptacle corresponds to absolute patience, to sensitivity} it is

a transparent mirror reflecting whatever shapes are held before

it. But the problem arises as to how a relation between the two

is possible at all. The receptacle is essentially indeterminate

and yet partakes of the patterns. Plato says that the relation

is obscure} the receptacle participates in them in a most per-
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plexing manner (500, 5iab)* The rclatcdncss of the two cannot

be explained; it is an ultimate fact, the ultimate polarity among
the metaphysical factors.

We will now return to the contrast of the receptacle with the

forms. The defining feature of the forms is that they remain in

themselves, neither receiving anything, nor passing into any

thing. They are identities} fire is fire, and water is water, time-

iessly. They are things in themselves (5ic). The receptacle ex

presses the opposite property, of being
not in oneself hut in some

thing else; it is the passage to otherness. That is exactly the

sense in which it is a receptacle} it is receptive to something else,

namely, to the totality of forms. These arc for nothing; they

receive nothing. But the receptacle is nothing in itself ;
essen

tially, it is being through otherness. The actor or, shall we say,

the man with a dramatic temperament has no nature of his own j

he is constantly projecting himself into some one else. So the

poet projects himself into the scenes which he depicts (Ion

53 5b) ;
the poet is outside himself. Again, the poet is under the

spell of the Muse, the rhapsode under the spell of the poet, the

audience under the spell of the rhapsode* The enthusiastic man
is borne along on other people's ideas; he is a disciple thinking

through other people's minds. The actor, the poet, the disciple,

the man of sensibility, are beside themselves; they are projected
into others. Moreover, they are continually changing the ob

jects of their enthusiasm. The receptacle is catholic. Hence the

instability of the creative achievement; to be receptive to all,

the receptacle is enduringly receptive to none*

Passage to the other corresponds to what we call need or

desire. In so far as I need something, my being is not through

myself. Plato contrasts (Philebus 53d) the things that are self-

existent with those that are ever in want of something. The good
man is self-sufficient, contained in himself, unaffected even by
the loss of his closest friends* But the uninstructed man is

gnawed by desire; he depends on others and on fortune; his

being is outside himself. And, in general, nothing in the world

of generation is adequate to itself; all things are ever in search

of what is beyond themselves, namely the Good* The eros, as

the appetition of the good, is the receptacle exhibiting itself in
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actual things. The gods desire nothing. Eros, life, desire, quest,
movement these are all types of being through another.

To copy, to participate in, to embodythese are all cases of

passage to otherness. The concrete thing which is a copy of the

forms refers, and is relative to, them. To embody is to enter

into something else. The forms embody nothing, since they
remain in themselves. Embodiment of forms in the receptacle
is the basis of predication in discourse $ for predication is the

affirmation of the participation of a particular in a universal.

Seeing that the receptacle intrudes no form of its own and

that it therefore is wholly patient to the forms, the problem
arises why the embodiment of the forms in the receptacle is

never wholly successful. The answer is that embodiment is

spurious. The actor who enacts the role of Macbeth is not Mac
beth in the sense in which Macbeth is himself. The relation

of the actor to Macbeth is not a genuine participation; he is

playing at being Macbeth. Contrast the communion of forms

amongst themselves with the participation of a particular in a

form. The first is a relation of determination to a determinable,
as when we are enabled to affirm that white is a color. The com
munion of forms is a timeless fact; white is always a color. The

receptacle, it is true, embodies the forms, but it is not a timeless

truth that the receptacle is "impressed" with this or that form.

White is a color; but it is not a fact that "this" is white. We can

only say that "this" is happening to be white. The receptacle is

essentially indeterminate; and any statement to the efect that

the receptacle is thus and so would render it determinate. So, too,

the volatile disciple who projects himself into the ideas of his

master does not really embody them. His enthusiasm is only

passing, and his reception of the truth a deceptive appearance.
In sum, the spuriousness of embodiment arises from the fact

that the receptivity of the receptacle is qualified by its indeter-

minateness.

Before proceeding with the exposition, we must go back and

clear up certain obscurities in our treatment. We have said that

the receptacle is the factor of passage into otherness, whereas

the forms remain in themselves. Yet, the reader may ask, do

not the forms participate in each other? Now the passage is
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radically different in the two cases. It is important to realize

that the communion among forms does not abrogate their dis

tinct identity; whereas the relativity of generated things is one

whereby they fuse with each other. The first is a non-contra

dictory relation} the second is not. Plato asserts in the Pfwdo

(lOic) that forms commune with each other; thus the number

two partakes of duality. He also says that each form is in itself.

Thus we have both the self-identity of the forms, and their

relatedness. Communion is a relation between entities which

maintain their self-identity; in fact, there can be no relation

unless the terms be distinct and independent. But passage in

the world of generation is such that things depend on each other

and lose their self-identity.

Enthusiasm is communion with the forms. Here, likewise,

we must draw a line between the eras which partakes of the

receptacle and is a form of relativity and the eras which is pure
and involves maintenance of self-identity in relationship. On
the lower level, the eros arises from incompleteness, us with the

philosopher who seeks wisdom because he lacks it. All achieve

ment is passage from not-being to being and is a sign of imper
fection. This is eros as need, hence as dependence* On a lower

level still, we have the enthusiasm of the democratic man* He
fluctuates in his enthusiasms 5 he is open to all suggestions and

influences j
he has no self-being. Most important of all, his en

thusiasms are spurious; he is drawn to a variety of occupations

by way of "fancying" them. He plays at being a philosopher,
an athlete, a man of affairs. He is never convinced; he is only

impressed.
Consider the eros on its higher levels. The love of reason

for the ideas is based on inward conviction; it is a fixed pur

pose; therefore it is enduring. In the ideal polity, each citizen

has a specific function, selected with reference to the pattern of

the whole. By virtue of his function, he possesses a self-identity*

Moreover, he is selective in his enthusiasms*

On its highest level, the eros arises from completeness* We
have spoken of love and action which spring from lackj there

is also love which springs from strength. God, being perfect,
bears a grudge to no one; he alone can transcend himself and
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sustain a relation to others. In the Phadrus (2466) and in the

Laws (900 ff.) Plato speaks of the care of God for the created

world. Such love is not an attainment of perfection} it is love

without dependence on the object loved.

We have spoken so far of the relation of the receptacle to

the world of generation, and to the forms. There is also its rela

tion to God. We have, in sum, the relation of the receptacle

to the mechanical cause, to the formal cause, and to the efficient

cause. God is able to persuade the receptacle to work for the

best. As there is the aptitude in the receptacle to receive the

forms, so there is the aptitude to be persuaded by God. But

again there is an ambivalence. The receptacle is refractory

(35a). But it can be won over. This victory is never final; the

submission is not enduring.

Necessity submits voluntarily to God under his persuasion.

Reason rules over necessity. We have the victory of persuasion

over force. Nevertheless there are limitations to the aptitude of

the receptacle to be persuaded. The result of God's interven

tion is good as far as. possible. This phrase is repeated in the

Tim&us over and over again (3Oa, 32b, 38b, etc.). Hence God
is not omnipotent j

he must cooperate with necessity, and the

result of the co-operation bears the impress of both causes.

If the receptacle is capable of being persuaded by God, it

must be because it can understand God. The conclusion seems

inevitable that the receptacle has the potency of reason, and

that there is a primordial relation between God and the recep

tacle. But there are degrees of understanding; the intelligence

in the receptacle can be of no higher rank than that of the in

telligence latent in desire. In the Nicomachean Ethics (logSa),

Aristotle says that the soul may be rational in two senses: in

being capable of thinking, and in being capable of understand

ing reason. Desire is not a faculty of thinking, yet it is rational

in this second sense; it can understand and obey reason. The

receptacle might be deemed rational in a similar sense. Plato

states (yra, c; see also Republic 431) that man's beastly desires

may be brought under the control of reason either by threats

and violence, or by the exercise of a spell over them. We must,

then, assume an ultimate relatedness between God and the re-
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ceptacle, a fascination of chaos by the divine, remembering also

that the fascination is possible because of "the innate sweetness

of desire" (7ic).
Shall we say that the receptacle is evil? Though we cannot

answer this question dogmatically, the tenor of the relevant

passages suggests a negative reply* The receptacle is "other"

than God but not antithetical to him. Necessity cooperates with

the principle of the best (4&a); God uses the wayward cause

for the production of the good (68e). Yet the fact remains

that the receptacle is reluctant, never completely won over. Its

participation in the generation of things means that the world

has an aspect of chance and confusion. So, in the ThtwtetttS)
Plato says "It is impossible that evils be done away with, Theod

oras, for there must always be opposition to the good" (i76a).
And in the Laws he refers to the immortal conflict between

good and evil (9o6a).

Perhaps our problem is only verbal. If by evil we mean

instability, casualness of attachment to the good, then the re

ceptacle has an evil nature. But it is not evil in any other sense

of the word, God is good, in the sense that he is timelessJy
wedded to the good; but the receptacle is not evil in the sense

that it is identified with evil; it is not identified with anything,

good or bad. As between the two, it is neutral, because by its

nature it is indeterminate. It is true that good things pass, but

so do evil creatures. If the receptacle resists God, so would it

resist the Devil (were there one) in order to maintain its inde-

terminateness.

Another question is whether the receptacle is real- We have
seen that it is not-being; yet in some sense it is real, since it

may thwart God. It is a cause a passive cause; it is power, and
is therefore real. Against its reality may be brought forward
the argument that it is given neither in experience nor to

reason. How then is it known to be, at all? Now it is only
natural that the receptacle should not be given in experience.

Experience is of the "mixed," of the indeterminate as de
termined. Experience is of a creature, not of a creative factor.

Again, it is only natural that the receptacle should not be con
ceived by thought, since to conceive is to determine; it is to
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apprehend a form, or to assign a form to a particular. In fact,

none of the creative factors enters the world of discourse,

whether of experience or of reason. They are the causes of the

world of discourse, and are known by inference only. The re

ceptacle is known to be, because it is a necessary inference from

the world of experience; it accounts for the element of chance

and of flux in things. It is known without being given; it is

apprehended by "a bastard sort of reason" (52b). Like the

realm of forms (as discussed in the Ph&do) it transcends the

world of generation; it is brought in as a hypothesis to account

for phenomena.
But it may be asked: is it consistent with Plato's philosophy

that what is unintelligible should nevertheless be real? It is

true that in many passages Plato identifies the real with the

rational, but it is also true that there are passages (especially

in the later dialogues) in which he seems to abandon that iden

tification. Thus in the Politicus (2836) he says that excess (ab

sence of measure, negation of the Limit) is real. In the Philebus

(26c) he speaks of the Unlimited as having a unity. One's posi

tion on this question depends on one's interpretation of Plato's

philosophy as a whole; on whether one understands Plato to

be a thoroughgoing rationalist or not; and this, in its turn,

depends a good deal on whether one forms one's opinion about

Plato from the early dialogues (especially the Ph&do) or

whether one attaches equal importance to the later dialogues.

To the writer it seems dear that, for Plato, reality includes an

irrational factor, a surdbrute and inexplicable fact.

The reader must bear in mind that the receptacle is not the

only irrational factor mentioned by Plato. Beauty is beyond

concepts, and the Good is beyond truth. Further, the Good is

said to be beyond being (Republic 5O9b). In a sense, both the

receptable and the Good are not-beings; and yet, in another

sense, they are real, because they are the causes of being.

The notion of the receptacle is one of the outstanding in

sights in Plato's philosophy. He treats it in a meager fashion

and hesitantly, furnishing hints rather than statements. He is

similarly modest and reticent in the treatment of all his out-
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standing insights, as for example, of God and of the Good.

Obviously, this attitude is due to the difficulty of the subject-

matter; perhaps it is also due to his conviction that the most

important truths may not be written up in books and flung,

as it were, to the public indiscriminately j
but must be reserved

for the few and the initiated, who have undergone the proper

discipline of thought. Thus Plato leaves us at the "vestibule'1

and we must be content with glimpses from a distance.

To grasp the receptacle in its full significance is to realize

that any account of Plato as a rationalist is inadequate. The

receptacle is the factor of brute fact} it accounts for the failure of

the forms as causes in the world of generation. In creation there

is something not in accordance with the eternal pattern. And
even to the extent that order is established, this order may be

overthrown j
laws come and go. The receptacle functions as a

principle of entropy in nature. It is the cause of the perverse

ero$9 whereby nature disintegrates* Beyond a point, the natural

processes are unpredictable and contingent* Science is faced with

objective chance and therefore is not science} accounts of the

world can be no more than probable at best. Similarly, no exact

description of an individual thing is possible. Thus the world

is opaque to reason.

It is possible to separate Plato's description of the receptacle

from his appraisal of it, to accept the first and to reject the

second. For Plato, the receptacle represents a Joss in being, a

fall from the classic perfection of the forms, into the darkness

of the cave. But that very darkness may seem to another as

endowing the receptacle with importance. The concrete object
is obscure to reason, because by virtue of its infinite complexity
it may not be comprehended by a formula. It is indeterminate,
because no form may exhaust its content. And the conflict be

tween, the patterns and the receptacle, the risk of defeat by the

latter, is of the very essence of activity* The flux, which Plato

decries, is the display of the endless creativity of being. In

short, it is possible, departing from Plato, to construe the re

ceptacle as a contribution to reality, not as a diminution of it.

Plato's own mind exhibits the traces of the receptacle. His

dialogues are a flow of thought, meandering from argument to
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argument, carrying a point and then losing it, now confused,
now clear, gradually gathering force and issuing into brilliant

insights, never resting in a system. In his works, the end is not

contained in the beginning, but thought is made in the process
of thinking. Plato's practice does not conform to his theory j

nor should it do so, if the alternative view be correct that the

factor which escapes determination in knowledge is also the

factor which furnishes content and novelty to life and to

thought.
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CHAPTER III

THE IDEA OF THE GOOD

npHOUGH, according to Plato, the Good is the most im-
JL portant of all topics to man, though he refers to the Good

as often as to the other metaphysical factor*, at no point in his

writings does he come to grips with the Good, us a topic to be
treated exhaustively. This does not mean that Plato has failed

to carry his thought through, but only that he did not choose
to put his detailed reflections concerning the Good into writing.We can safely believe the legend that Plato lectured on the
Good to his pupils in the Academy* However, his pupils had
a friendly and a personal relation with the master, and had

gone through the intellectual discipline indispensable to phil

osophical understanding. But the written word is addressed
to an amorphous and unselected public which need have neither

intellectual preparation, nor even a love for the subject of

philosophy. Thus, reflections on important and fundamental
matters may not properly be treated in books. For, in addition,
the written word is immobile and dead, in contrast to the spoken
word which is flexible and alive, adapting the idea to the par
ticular question in hand, Yet, to the misfortune of posterity,
it remains a fact that living things diej only lifeless things like

books survive. And so we are forced to confine ourselves to

Plato's scattered references to the Good in his writings especially
in their relatively more concentrated form in the Republic VI
and VII, the Philebu$> and the Timaus. Even in these dialogues
the references

to^
the Good amount to no more than hints.

In the beginning, it is important to make dear what we are

talking about. In discussing the Good, we arc not talking of
moral virtue; the Good is value in general, of which moral
virtue is only a particular instance. We are dealing with the

theory of value, not with ethics. The Good is "greater than
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justice and the other virtues" (Republic 5040!). Ethics is not

an ultimate science; it deals with specific values, and makes

hypotheses about them. These need to be validated by a study
of ultimate principles, and this is the study of the Good as such.

Plato's treatment is empirical in its starting-point. In ex

perience we note good things and we ask ourselves what it is

that makes them good. Thus a line is beautiful, a dance is grace

ful, a moral action is admirable; and we proceed to isolate the

common factor in terms of which all these are good. Like the

other creative factors, the idea of the Good is posited as a cause

to explain the given; thus it is a principle, OQyfi, airiov. But

the Good is suggested rather than embodied in experience. The
idea of the Good is not only an hypothesis to explain experience;

it is also a criterion by which to test empirical valuations. Our

study, therefore, is empirical only in the sense that our problem
is set for us by experience. But the study must be really carried

on by reason, in that the Good must be grasped in an a priori

fashion.

Analogous to the distinction between the immediate and the

abstract good, or between good as effect and good as cause, is

that between good as means and good as end. There are things

which are sought for the sake of something else; and there are

things on account of which other things are sought (Philebus

53e, Republic 357b). The first represents the class of instru

mental goods. When one object has value as a means for an

other object, and that for a third and so on, there must be

something which has value in itself. There can be no infinite

regress (Lysis 2i9c). Unless there are intrinsic goods, there

can be no instrumental goods either.

Correspondingly, we have two kinds of science. We have (to

use a modern word) technology, which is concerned with the

questions of organs or tools alone; and we have the science of

ends which determines the purposes for which the tools may
be employed. The second presides over the first. The flute-

maker is under the orders of the flute-player. The military

officer knows how war may be waged, but it is the task of the

statesman to decide whether war should be waged. Indeed,

military science is a servant of political science in a double sense.
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The statesman both chooses the ends and initiates the activity

of the general (Politkw 304-5). In sum, the statesman con

templates the Goodj the general, the means to the Good.

Goodness as an end and goodness as a cause j both of these

convey the nature of the Good as an ultimate principle, sharing

with the other factors in Plato's scheme the character of in-

gredience in the world of experience, and also of transcendence.

Also, as happens with all conceptions about first and last things,

we cannot be absolutely certain about the Good. "The idea of

the Good is a surmise X&ftfe) an<i onty God knows if it be

true" (ReftitJ>ty 5 *
J\^_ "It is very hard to accept and very

hard to reject" ^3 id). As soon as Plato, in his endeavor to

explain experience, is forced to assume a realm beyond ex

perience, he invests his statements with a very real tentative-

ness. But his state of mind with respect to the metaphysical
factors is a mixed onej he is both doubtful and certain. In so

far as he is a human being, a soul imprisoned in the Ix>dy, he

is doubtful. In so far as he rises beyond the body and is inspired,

he is certain. So, too, he knows the Good with absolute con

viction. "If I could" says Socrates to Glaucon, speaking of

the Good "I would show you no longer an image and symbol
of my meaning, but the wry truth as it appears to me." Yet

he adds immediately, "Though whether rightly or not, I may
not affirm" (Republic 533a), This mixture of doubt with cer

tainty is characteristic of Plato in all his writings. His doubt

is more like an undogmatic conviction} his conviction, more
like a faith.

We will begin our discussion by considering the grounds of

the Good, which in the last resort are criteria for ascertaining
the presence of the Good in any entity.

GROUNDS OF THE GOOD

In, the Philelnts Plato gives two sets of grounds of the Good,
each set consisting of three members* The Good, he says, is

that which is desired, the self-sufficient, and the complete. The
second triad is of the Good as beauty, measure, truth (aod,

6oc, 6ia). We will treat the first triad as basic, adding measure

from the second triad* The other two members of the second
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triad are, as we hope to show, repetitions or variations of the

other four.

I. The Good is the universal object of desire. It is the goal
of all wish, action, and art (Gorgias 4680, 499e). Universal

to whom? we may ask. The Good is desired by all rational

beings } by all human beings j by all living things, animals, and

plants} finally, by the universe (Philebus 2od, nd, 22b, 64a).

Thus Plato is ambiguous} whereas he begins by posing ex

plicitly the problem in terms of the Good as desired by rational

beings, implicitly he conceives of the Good as desired by all

created things. The Good is the object of all nature. Now that

which all nature desires is the Good as such. On the basis of

isolated passages (such as nd), commentators have been mis

led into supposing that Plato is concerned in the Philebus, with

the Good in a limited sense, namely as the Good for man. For

Plato, however, this is only a starting point} what he is con

sidering in the dialogue is primarily the Good in general,
<cthe

highest good for man and for the gods'* (65b).

Plato specifies or rather expands his notion of desire. "Every

intelligent being pursues it [the Good], desires it, wishes to

catch and get possession of it" (2od). The Good is the object

of a desire, which incites man to action, for the purpose of

possessing the Good, with the intent of preserving that posses

sion. Thus desire is not for a mere esthetic enjoyment of the

Good} it is desire as the impetus for action.

The Good does not constitute a separate realm of values. It

is the universal object of desire. Students of the theory of value

have created problems for themselves by separating human

nature from the Good. There is the Good, and here is man,
and the question then arises why men should seek the Good.

In answering this question philosophers have been forced to

resort to extrinsic factors, as, for example, the pleasure which

is attended by the Good, or the compulsion of an external au

thority like God. On either of these constructions what man is

seeking is not the Good} it is pleasure, his own or God's. Once

the two have been separated, they cannot be brought together.

But Plato starts with an intrinsic relationship between the soul

and the Good. The soul, by its own nature, loves the Good.

And the Good is what men seek 51
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Now what men seek is something real, not a projection of

their own desires. The Good is desired because it is good; it

is not good because it is desired. So Plato designates the Good
as the desirable (6ia), There is a realm of absolute values

which we seek and find and recognize as such a realm which

is unaffected by time and circumstance and social convention,

which imposes itself upon the soul and is not created by it.

Human life, as a quest for values, has an objective meaning.
The Good is what we desire, and we desire it because it is good

good for itself, and eternally. In seeking the Good man tran

scends his own particularity. The sophists had been maintaining
that man is the measure of all things of the real and the un

real, of the good and the bad, Plato's doctrine is that man is

not the measure either of being or of value. This statement

must be taken in its strongest possible sense. The Good, of

course, is not relative to the empirical self $ what should be

emphasized is that the Good is not relative to the intelligible

self. The Good is such by its own nature. Therefore it cannot

be defined as satisfaction. Not all satisfaction is good, but only
the satisfaction of the desire for the Good,

The discussion in the Euthyphro is to the point. Holiness

is dear to the gods- But to be dear to the gods and to be holy
are not the same thing (ice). To be dear to them is something
which h&ppcm to holiness (lib)} it 5s an added fact, to state

which is not to state the nature of holiness ( nb). Thus men and

gods love the Good because it is lovable (na).
To repeat, the Good is discovered in the context of desire.

But relationship does not exclude distinctness of being. The
Good is independent; but it is not separate, And just as it is

independent of mind, so it is independent of being. It is not

determined by what happens, or even by what is; it is a standard
for that which is. Value is independent both of desire and of

nature; by reference to the Good, desire may be judged and
fact criticized. Thus the whole area, not only of temporal but
also of eternal beings, may be evaluated by the norm of the

Good, This is the sense in which the Good is other than Being.
The Good is a norm for Being.

II. The second ground of the Good is self-sufficiency (Phile-
5*
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bus 2od, 6 1a). Self-sufficiency is a causal category; to be self-

sufficient is to be master of one's destiny. The good man is

unaffected by the vicissitudes of life, even by the death of those

dearest to him (Republic 38yd). He is independent of his

surroundings; as far as is possible to man, his actions and his

beliefs are self-determined. The immortal soul moves, but is

not moved by, other things; it is self-moving. Self-sufficiency

is also a formal notion. To be self-sufficient is not to require

anything else for one's definition; it is to be identical with one

self and so to be definite. Thus worth consists in "in-itselfness"

or self-hood. Now, in so far as something is definitely "this"

and not "that," it is really real. The notion of self-sufficiency

merges into that of the really real. In sum, worth attaches to

being, simpliciter; and anything, in so far as it really is, is good.

It is good to be.

III. Thirdly, perfection is found in plenitude of being.

Plenitude is a further qualification of self-sufficiency. An object

may be self-sufficient, because, while there are other objects as

well, it is wholly independent of them; or it may be self-suf

ficient because it includes all things. These are two different

senses of self-sufficiency, and goodness entails self-sufficiency

in the latter sense of inclusiveness. Thus worth lies in complete

ness or totality (arcov, Tim&us 4ic). To be perfect is to be

comprehensive; for instance, the sphere is the most perfect of

all shapes because it contains all the other shapes (Timceus

33b). Similarly, to be perfect is to be complex to be a "one

in a many." It will be convenient to distinguish complexity into

two kinds, horizontal and vertical. Whether this distinction is

ultimately valid will be discussed in a later section of this

chapter. We will begin with horizontal complexity.

Plenitude is formal diversity. The cosmos achieves perfection

by reason of the fact that it represents all the forms in the ideal

pattern; to every kind in the intelligible realm there cor

responds some object in the actual world (Tim&us 30c, 396,

4ib, c). Thus actuality exhibits the greatest conceivable variety

of character. In the just state each man has a specific function

different from that of every one else; whereas injustice is the

overlapping of functions and so homogeneity. The city comes
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about through the interrelations and interactions of diversified

individuals; so does knowledge emerge from dialogue in which

differing standpoints are evoked.

Plenitude means contrariety, as well as diversity. That man

is good who unites opposites in his person: the modesty and

gentleness of a cultivated mind, with the firmness and aggres

siveness of the soldier; the virtue of wisdom with that of cour

age (Ckartmdes 159-160), The divine that is, the perfect-

bond is one which unites unlike and opposed parts of virtue

(Politico? 3*oa). Easy-going individuals seek like-minded

people for their associates, finding the unlike unendurable. But

the business of the great king is not to let opposites be sepa

rated; he weaves boldness with self-restraint (Politicus 310

ff.). Thus goodness exists in contrast; and contrast leads to

balance. A trait of character, unless combined with Its opposite,

is apt to become excessive to the point of madness (Politicus

3iod). Opposites temper each other; the courageous is pre

vented from becoming ferocious by being joined to the wisej

so enthusiasm is moderated by the critical spirit* On the other

hand, opposites stimulate each other; the conflict of opposites

makes for vividness in each trait. Intelligence, without bold

ness, is apt to degenerate into lethargy; boldness makes the

intellect alert and keen (Potitkus 3070, 3O8a)- Thus opposites

both moderate and enhance each other*

Not all contrasts are desirable; some are disruptive* The

right contrast arises from a basis of similarity and unity. Thus
the various virtues are also alike (Protagoras 33 ib). The wise

king weaves the pattern of contrast upon the canvas of common
beliefs and valuations (Politicus 3ioe).

Beyond qualitative complexity there is quantitative complex

ity* In the cosmos, not only are all the forms in the intelligible

pattern represented, but all the potencies of the receptacle are

realized, too (TimaMs 32C, d). That is to say, perfection is the

maximum of actualization. Existence is good j and in the perfect
world all possible particulars under a given form are embodied.

An unwise ruler would destroy all the wicked citizens; the

wiser ruler allows the wicked to live, persuading them to the

good; and the wisest of rulers reconciles all citizens to each
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other (Laws 6270, 628a). Thus the good king saves all the

individuals. Reason, confronted with the presence of lawless

desires in the "inner city," must try all possible ways of con

verting them to the good, by threats or persuasion, before pro

ceeding to weed them out (Republic 5yib, Twnceus 71 a). The

philosopher is concerned not only with all essence, but with all

time as well (Republic 48 6a); and he loves all the accidental

variations in things (Republic 474.6. ff.). Thus perfection in the

world implies the greatest formal diversity and contrast, along

with casual and incidental variety} it is wealth of character and

wealth of actuality.
1

The complexity that we have been dealing with is on a hori

zontal line, so to speak} it is a multiplicity of coordinate char

acters and things. We will now discuss vertical complexity.

Goodness is plenitude in the sense of embracing all degrees of

perfection, lower as well as higher. Perfection may be defined

by selection or by inclusion} it may be construed as the best,

or as the best with the worst} as the really real exclusively,

or as the real along with all grades of reality down to the least.

Plato vacillates between these two notions of perfection} and

passages can be adduced in support of either. But on the whole

the second seems to prevail; perfection is the plenitude of all

grades of reality. This conception is dialectical in a sense} per

fection entails imperfection. Vertical complexity cannot be re

garded as a modification of self-sufficiency; it is an additional

ground. The Good is (a) the really real, and () the less really

real, in a descending order. According to the cosmological ac

count of the Timceusy God, after creating the immortal soul,

commands the inferior gods to proceed to the creation of the

mortal souls; for "if these come not into being, the Heaven

will be imperfect" (Timceus 4ib). Thus, without imperfection,

perfection could not be. Here we have, so far as the writer

knows, the first statement of the doctrine of the Great Chain

of Being, which has played such an important role in the history

implications of this line of argument (as further explained on p. 55)

are inconsistent with the statements in an earlier chapter (p. 33). There, the

multiplicity of things appeared to be an accidental fact; here, it appears as a

rational fact and an exemplification of value.
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of thought. The cosmos is a hierarchy, starting with the perfect,

going through all the grades of the imperfect, down to the

least perfect; a hierarchy of higher and lower forms; a hier

archy inclusive both of forms and things 5
a hierarchy of higher

and lower grades of things. The Great Chain links the eternal

pattern with the eternal receptacle.
3

From the principle of plenitude we arrive at the law of con

tinuity. According to this law, in any scale, there arc inter

mediaries between the highest and the lowest, and still others

between these intermediaries. Continuity means that all the

points on the line of being are filled. As Plato says in the

PhilebiiS) a rational account must not jump at nncc (siHhSs)

from the many to the one, or from the one to the many, but

should proceed step by step, going through all the intervening

stages (i6c if,). Thus from the many we rise to a species,

thence to a genus, thence to a higher genus, until we attain the

highest genera- The law of continuity is the source of the in

numerable kinds of ladders in Plato's philosophy* In sum,
from the principle of perfection, we reach the principle of pleni

tude; from the principle of plenitude we derive the principle of

continuity; and the principle of continuity provides the ordered

character essential both for a world and for knowledge* Such

is the sense in which the Good is the source of being and of truth.

The Good, construed as vertical plenitude, supplies the rea

son for the creation of the actual world. The question is: why
should the Demiourgos not be content with the realm of the

forms, which is the realm of the really real? Because the forms

without their embodiments are a lesser perfection than the

forms with them. The creature is inferior to the creator; but

the creator with the creature is more perfect than without it.

^Compare the following passage from Spinoza: "But to those who ask, *Why
did not God create all men in such a manner that they might be governed by
reason alone?' I make no answer but this; because material was not wanting to

him for the creating of all things from the highest grade to the lowest; or

speaking more accurately, because the laws of his nature were so comprehensive
as to suffice for the creation of everything that infinite intellect can conceive."

JSf/iics, Bk. I, Appendix.
The doctrine of the Great Chain of Being was first suggested to the writer

by Professor Arthur Lovejoy, in his book by the same title,
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The world was created in order to fill up the interval between

the intelligible pattern and the receptacle. In support of the

above, consider the concluding paragraphs of the Philebus (66a,

67a), in which the final hierarchy of goods is formulated. At

the top is measure, the really real} to this are added the pro

portional, then wisdom, mind, pleasure. And in the Republic

(358a) the highest good is defined as "that which is good both

in itself and in its consequences. Hence the Good, as vertical

plenitude, is the cause for the existence of the world of par
ticulars.

3

To sum up, plenitude is both horizontal and vertical; the

demand of perfection is that all the points along the horizontal

line and all the points along the perpendicular line and thus

all the points along the plane of being should be filled up.

The realm of being is a plenum, without a void. But there is

a reservation: that which is inherently destructive is excluded.

For instance, in discussing the eligibility of pleasures, Plato in

sists that discordant pleasures must be eliminated. Immoderate

and frenzied pleasures are obstructive *(8[uio8iajia, Philebus

63d); they prevent the coming to be of other elements; or

they destroy what has come to be. We must leave out of the

good life whatever impedes achievement or destroys it. From
the plenitude of being the exclusive only is excluded.

The objection might be raised that striving has no place in

a doctrine according to which imperfection is good. To strive

is to endeavor to remove imperfection, and this, on Plato's

view, would be to diminish perfection. To make things better

would be to make them worse. Our answer would depend on

how we construe striving. If striving be the endeavor to change
one's status, then striving is excluded from Plato's philosophy;

8Thus the aspect of quantitative complexity which we considered under the

general notion of horizontal plenitude may with equal propriety be included

under vertical plenitude. There is however an alternative theory as to Plato's

doctrine of creation. God is without envy and desires that everything should be

good as far as possible (Tim&us $oa). Consequently, he orders the potencies

and motions in the receptacle according to the ideal pattern. On this construc

tion, the motive for creation is the bringing about of a greater degree of per

fection rather than of a lesser onej since the receptacle as such is less real than

the actual world.
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since every status, no matter how imperfect, is good. I must

occupy my place whether as king or as cobbler. The artisan is

to remain an artisan. There is no place for progress in the sense

of an ascent from a given function to one that is higher. But

striving taken as the effort to express one's function adequately

has a place in Plato's philosophy. Actual things inevitably par

take of not-being; to this extent they fail to express their na

tures, they fail to be what they are. Such failure and such not-

being have no part in perfection j
and striving is justified

as the transition from not-being to being, as the effort of the

soul to remove the distance between what it is actually and

what it is ideally, A bad carpenter is not even a real carpenter j

he must try to become a good one. Corresponding]}*, we may

say that imperfection is of two kinds j first, imperfection as

representing a certain degree of being and therefore as part

of reality j second, imperfection as not-being* For example, con

jecture and opinion in knowledge, or the types of the democratic

and the tyrannical man respectively, represent imperfections of

the second kind. They do not form part of the good life. On
the other hand, the artisan class expresses a certain function, a

certain type of order in life, and, therefore, a certain grade of

reality. It represents imperfection of the first kind.

The characteristics of the Good are exhibited in the parts

as well as in the whole* Every member of the whole is a micro

cosm reflecting in itself the shape and worth of the macrocosm.

Thus each part of the plenitude is both self-sufficient and com

plete, as far as possible* The members are definite, separate,

autonomous. Each individual has a self-identity; he is distinct

from the other individuals j he possesses a specific nature that

he must cherish and fulfil. Furthermore, the individual pos
sesses an internal completeness j

he is an integration of the

three parts of the soul. Now these parts correspond to the three

metaphysical factors: reason to the Limit, desire to the Un
limited, and the spirited part to the Mixed Class* Thus he

reproduces within himself the complexity of the metaphysical
situation*

Naturally however, neither the self-sufficiency nor the com

pleteness of the individual is as perfect as that of the state. The
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individual is self-sufficient under limitation; he is as self-suffi

cient as the condition of his being a member of the state permits.
But neither is the state as self-sufficient and complete as the

cosmos
j
and the cosmos falls short in these respects of the realm

of forms. There are degrees of self-sufficiency and complete

ness} and the characteristics of the whole are diluted while

being reproduced in the parts. Thus every individual exhibits

the Good in a dual way. In the first place, he is a factor in the

achievement by the state of its own perfection. In the second

place, each individual is a world by himself, an "inner city,"

and therefore achieves a perfection for himself, which is meas

ured by the degree of his self-sufficiency and completeness. We
might perhaps speak of the internal as contrasted with the ex- .

ternal perfection of the individual.

Similarly, the plenum of universals is split into subordinate

plena. The totality of forms is not anyhow; it is subdivided into

subordinate realms each presided pver by a different genus. We
are told in the Sophist (251 ff.) that a given form mingles with

some forms and not with others. There are therefore autono

mous constellations of forms autonomous in the sense that the

forms in one constellation are not included under the defining

genus of another. So knowledge consists of distinct sciences

(Sophist 25yd) each with its own premises and genus. These

separate areas in the realm of forms and in knowledge are uni

fied into one group by their common participation in the form

of the Good. In short, they come together by the fact of their

difference; they all exhibit perfection under its aspect of self-

sufficiency.

Now each particular constellation of forms and each science

is a plenum; it consists of all the possible species under a given

genus; and of all the possible sub-species under a given species,

down to the indivisible (Sophist 229d). Thus each area exhausts

all the possible determinations of its defining concept. In a

different language Spinoza asserted later what perhaps is a

similar point when he states that every attribute is infinite. In

an organism the parts are organisms; so the realm of forms is

divided into parts each of which is a complex hierarchy of forms.

Each hierarchy is complete within the limitation of its genus
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and therefore self-sufficient; also each hierarchy constitutes the

province of a distinct science. And Plato says that the cosmos

is a whole compounded of wholes (Tmwns 34b); thus the

Good is a plenitude of plenitudes.

IV. We have qualified self-sufficiency by plenitude; we must

now qualify plenitude by measure measure which is ranked

as the highest in the list of perfections (Pkilcbtts 66a). A mere

plenum is a mere aggregate; the plenum must be integrated

into a whole; and the concept of measure or harmony intro

duces the difference between a whole and a class. If we limit

ourselves to plenitude, we find it impossible to distinguish the

philosopher from the democratic man. The life of the demo

cratic man is a plenum; in fact, that is its distinguishing mark.

He gratifies every impulse and every need the impulse to

think and the impulse to drink; the motive of profit and the

motive of public service (Republic 56 ic, d). The democratic

man is unable to say "no" to any stimulus, external or internal.

But this inability does not qualify him as cither a strong or a

good man* He has plenitude; what he lacks is integration. The

absence of integration leads to internal warfare and finally to

internal impoverishment. He has no organization of impulses;

no measure in their gratification; no adaptation to time and

place. "A mixture which lacks measure and proportion must

necessarily destroy its components and first of all itself; for it

is in truth no mixture but an uncompoundcd jumble
5*

(PAiletvs

64d, e).

Plenitude is the notion of the many; wholeness or integra

tion is the notion of the one- Species join together to form a

genus; individuals live together in a state* Thus there are con

stellations of species and of particulars; and the relation of the

constellation to its members is that of a whole to its parts. Such

a constellation is limited; it must exclude, as well as include.

Also, in such a constellation there is a mutual dependence of

parts; thus a constellation is an organism in which the organs
involve each other and the whole- The notion of harmony is

relevant at this point; there is adaptation of part to part. This

adaptation is construed mathematically, as a ratio. In the Gorgias
Plato speaks of that orderliness (tdltg) by which heaven and
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earth, gods and men, are held together, and he describes it as

geometrical equality (5o8a). In brief, measure, and indeed the

Good, are geometrical conceptions, mathematical ratios.

Harmony is particular harmony, that is, relevance among
particulars. The Good we have pointed out above is a pleni

tude which includes both the realm of forms and that of par
ticulars. The Good is not a definite good unless we specify the

particular entities and the particular circumstances to which they
are adapted in a particular way, in accordance with a general

principle. The Good is the fit, the timely (XCCIQIOV), the just

Morality is not a matter of precepts j justice is not a rule of

conduct to be repeated uniformly. Rather is it like an algebraic

formula, whose expression varies as the values given to the

variables are different. There is no general goodj every artifact

and every living thing has its own specific nature and its own

specific good (Republic 3530, 44ie; Gorgias 5o6e). The virtue

of a knife is cutting; the virtue of a hand is handling. Man's

good includes wisdom; the dog's does not. Or more accurately,

there is a general good, and a particular good. The good of

everything alike is self-sufficiency, plenitude, measure; and

also the good of every thing is different, in that these general

conditions yield different results in so far as they are applied

to different situations. Both you and I must conform to the

ideal of harmony: but the pattern of conduct imposed by this

ideal is not the same for the two of us, given the difference

of our natures and of our circumstances. We have generality

of principle with variety in its application. Thus the good is

both absolute and relative, both the good simpliciter, and wy
good (Republic 3526, 353a, b).

In order to complete our account of measure, we must sup

plement the notion of integration by that of subordination. The

question is how to distinguish the philosopher from the tyrant.

The latter is completely integrated; all his passions are sub

ordinated to a ruling passion. He is strong where the democratic

man is weak. The tyrannical man is not swept from his purpose

by any lure of pleasure. In his own way he is highly intelligent,

using reason to promote power and to justify his acts to others

and to himself. Yet his strength (such as it is) is not goodness.
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The integration achieved in the soul of the tyrannical man is

not "according to nature" (Reptt&lk 444d). Integration is not

anyhow? the welter of desire should be organized in a specific

type of order, such that reason rules and impulse obeys; but

with the tyrant this order is reversed. Plato would allow the

lower perfections to enter the total mixture only on the con

dition that the highest is already included (PMlelws fi^a), and

presumably in its proper role as king. The lesser good has no

value in itself, but only derivatively, from its co-presence with

the highest good, as supplying a field of action for it, "He who
receives the greater acquires also the less, or else he is bereft

of both" (Laws 63 ib).

Thus we have integration of the members in a plenitude
both horizontally and vertically j both formally, and as an inte

gration of particulars* When a whole is so ordered, it has beauty.
In sum, beauty is defined through measure/

It would be a misconception to regard the tetrad (desirable

ness, self-sufficiency, plenitude, and measure) as a definition

of the Good. The Good is simple and indefinable
j therefore

it does not consist in these characteristics} in fact, the Good can

not properly be said to consist in anything. For tkxample, the

proposition that self-sufficiency is good is synthetic. In short,
while enumerating the above-mentioned traits we have not been

engaged in analyzing the Good. These traits partaka of the

Good. Their relation to it is (inadequately) analogous to that

of instance to essence. Now goodness is no more constituted by
its exemplification than a universal by its instances. The analogy
may be

^developed
one step further; it is to be doubted whether

exemplification in this case is adequate, />., whether the Good
is wholly present in these traits. The particular embodies the

universal only imperfectlyj it does not contain the universal}
it suggests it. So does the tetrad suggest the Goodj but the

Good lies beyond it

*We have now dealt with the first triad: of desirableness, self-sufficiency,
and plentitude, as characterizing the Good* From the second triad we have
added measure. The other two members of the second triad may be regarded as

repetitions
^of

the characteristics already mentioned. Thus truth is the really
real (Softest 24ob) ; it describes the characteristic of reality as opposed to ap
pearance; whereas beauty is measure in its aspect as desirable*
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We must, then, revise our previous statement that the tetrad

constitutes the ground of the Good. The Good has an intrinsic

being, and does not depend on anything. The four traits con

stitute the most general exemplifications of the Good} of all the

genera, they are those nearest to the Good, in the sense that

whatever else exemplifies the Good does so by virtue of its

participation in the tetrad. Thus the tetrad is a necessary in

termediary between the Good and everything else. In so far

as the tetrad is a ground, it is a ground for the further embodi

ment of the Good in any entity. And in this sense it is a sum

mary of the criteria by which to test whether anything has

worth, and in what degree.

In his portrait of the philosopher, Plato depicts his concep

tion of the good life. The philosopher loves truth j but he

gazes at the realm of temporal things as well. He is indifferent

neither to the small nor to the ignoble, thus imitating God who

cares for the least as well as for the greatest of his creatures

(Republic 485b, Laws 9O3a). The virtue of magnanimity is

just this insight into the value of lesser things (Republic 486ar

b). The philosopher ever seeks integrity and wholeness} he is

both contemplative and practical} both solitary and sociable}

both enthusiastic and critical} a dialectician, but in his highest

moments a poet; living the life of reason, but also cherishing

his impulses in the manner of a gardener who cultivates his

plants.

Thus the good life is characterized by plenitude. Plato's

chief complaint against the oligarchical man is that he is par

simonious} he represses the useless desires which are harmless.

The oligarchical man is an enemy of the lower appetites} but

the philosopher is experienced in the pleasures of all three parts

of the soul. We must note, however, that the parts in the pleni

tude of desire are graded} there is diversity as to rank and

status. Reason is superior and rules} the philosopher is king

over the masses. Yet ruling is through persuasion. The state

is pervaded by the virtue of temperance, which is an attitude

of mutual friendliness between rulers and ruled. Government

is based on good-will (efyisvsia, Laws, 7^3a) and consent.

The bond between the parts in the state is not mechanical but
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living. Moreover, the very fact that persuasion is necessary

indicates the existence of conflict, making for sharpness of indi

viduality.

Two points may be noted with respect to Plato's conception

of the Good, (a} The Good is described formally, even mathe

matically; it is ratio. It is not an immediately felt quality;

beauty is not sensuous. Plato regards the immediate apprehen

sion of beauty in music by way of feeling as inferior to the

analytical consciousness of music as a structure (Republic 53 1 a).

Yet this point must be no sooner made than revised* The Good

is exhibited formally; it is revealed in measure but is not iden

tical with it Measure is the Good in so far as it can be grasped

by reason. Ultimately, the Good is ineffable; in so far as known

at all, it is discovered in ecstasy. We must therefore distinguish

between the felt apprehension which is inferior to rational

thought, and the immediacy which is above rational thought,

and for which the latter is a prelude.

() The idea of the Good stands alone in Plato's philosophy,

differing in a fundamental sense from all his other conceptions.

All creatures, all forms, all the metaphysical factors save the

Good, have their being through limitation; the real is consti

tuted through negation. Consequently, every entity is contrasted

with something else. There is always a "mare," Every par
ticular and every form, every person and every virtue, is situ

ated in a general environment of being, on which at depends
and with which it sustains relationships, Thus every entity is

self-transcendent; every entity save the Good. The Good is a

totality; its nature is to include, but not to exclude; and not-

being, which mingles with all being, does not mingle with the

Good. The Good has no reference to anything beyond itself.

In this respect, theUez of the Good atid the idea of Behtg stand

m contrast to each other* Hence the Good is not a being and

is beyond being, and is the source of being. The world is

radically divided into two parts; on the one hand, the indi

vidual entities, whether particulars, or forms, or metaphysical

factors, including God. These are instances of a plenitude
which involves exclusionj they are restricted plena* On the
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other hand, there is the absolute plenitude, which is the totality
of the restricted plena; and this is the Good.
A critic might perhaps be justified in holding that Plato fails

to give an adequate account of the Good, just in so far as he
makes it all-inclusive. A Good which is everything is nothing.
In Plato, all contrasts fall within the Good; they are contrasts

between higher and lower perfections. For Plato, further, all

men desire the Good; he has no place for a free and conscious

rejection of the Good as such; no place for a conflict between

a good desire and a bad one. It may be questioned whether
Plato has not lost the Good by expanding its meaning.

THE GOOD AS AN ONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE

To say that the Good is a norm is to disclose only one part
of its nature. The Good is power. It is not only a standard for

evaluating the real; it is also a cause of being; it is both an

axiological and an ontological principle. These two aspects are

together. An ideal is a force bending the world to its pattern;

perfection generates its own realization. The Good is creative.

There have been philosophies which have divorced value

from being, conceiving standards as ineffective in nature. Ac

cording to these, the fact that an entity is good is immaterial

to its arrival or to its survival. There is a mutuality of indif

ference between ideals and things. But for Plato this bifurca

tion does not exist. The Good is efficacious. Perfection is a law

for nature, in the sense that phenomena proceed according to

the rule of the best. And Plato is not satisfied with mere lip-

service to this doctrine. Anaxagoras, once having granted that

nature is governed by the principle of the best, then proceeded
to explain the details of phenomena by the operation of me
chanical causes. Plato insists that nature, not only as a whole,
but in its every part and its every individual movement, should

be referred to the real cause, namely, the Good.

(a) The Good is a cause without itself being caused; it is an

absolute cause. () The Good explains not only why things

behave as they do, but why there are things at all. It supplies

an answer to the question why a world should exist at all.

Nature exists because existence is good, (c) Beyond the realm
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of existence is the realm of essence, of which the former is a

copy. Now the Good is the source of all being (Republic 5O9<i),

whether existential or essential. Of course the realm of essence

has no beginning in time. None the less it is derivative from the

Good, and therefore a creature.

In Plato we find what is perhaps the first formulation of the

ontological argument, in his statement that "as the sun is the

author of the generation of visible things, so the Good is the

source of being and essence in the intelligible world" (Repttblic

5<D9b). Perfection entails being. Plato's formulation of the onto

logical argument is free of any subjectivistic tinge- It is not an

inference from idea to being} it is simply the statement that

perfection is the necessary and sufficient condition of being.
We will now proceed to consider in detail the respects in

which the Good is the cause of being. Let us begin with the

cosmos. Everything comes about for a purpose, and its behavior

is with reference to a goal. Things are in so far as they are good
for something. This is the affirmation of the teleological prin

ciple. The goal at which all things aim is perfection. The
mechanists and the materialists "make the earth stay below the

heavens by putting a vortex about it" or they "regard the earth

as a flat trough supported on a foundation of air" (Pfi&do 99b).
But in fact the state of the earth and moon, the sun and the

stars, their speed and revolutions, the shape of the earth, be it

flat or round all these are determined by the principle of the

best. The orbits of the stars are circular because the circle is the

best of all shapes (Timaws 33b), The Good contains and holds
all things together.
Let us now consider the efficacy of the Good in the realm

of forms, taking up each trait of the Good in turn, (a) The
efficaciousness of plenitude is exhibited in the fact that the realm
of forms is a totality which exhausts the range of the con
ceivable. Every possible shade of meaning is represented in the
world of ideas. The young Socrates, who, impelled by motives
of sentimentality, would restrict the area of being to what is

noble, is rebuked by Parmenides. When the spirit of true phi-
losophy-Parmenides says in effect takes hold of the mind,
replacing conventional opinions, then one despises nothing
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is willing to include mud and hair, along with justice and tem
perance among the essences (Parmenides 130^13 la). The
range of forms embraces all the general characters, and also all

the possible determinations of these characters, (b] The pleni
tude of forms is not to be confused with the plenitude of the
unlimited. The former is thoroughly articulated, with its mem
bers distinct from each other, and in definite relations with each
other (such as the relation of class-inclusion). Thus the realm
of forms is a structure. At this point the efficaciousness of the

Good is exhibited in another one of its traits, namely, measure.
Essences entail one another under appropriate limitations. There
are systems of essences which themselves enter into more inclu

sive systems. To sum up, from the principle that the Good is the

source of all beings, it follows that all things are good.

THE TRANSCENDENT NATURE OF THE GOOD

However, the doctrine which identifies the real with the

ideal seems to leave no place for the moral struggle. If the

real is perfect, there is nothing to be achieved by action. By
virtue of the fact that I am, I am good. More generally, this

doctrine seems to exclude the critical judgment. Criticism can

be valid only provided that norms and facts are distinguished
from each other. Plato and Spinoza lay themselves open to one
and the same objection. Spinoza reduces perfection to being j

Plato, being to perfection. Both alike are monistic, and both

are compelled by their position to reject the ethical and norma
tive judgments. The doctrine of the divine immanence in

Spinoza's philosophy implies that all modes are perfect. Con

sequently, there is nothing to improve. The conception of ideals

as standards for self-reform is a confused idea. For Plato simi

larly, to be is to be perfect. The goal is already achieved} there

is nothing to strive for.

Now it is hardly necessary to state that the above account

is a travesty of Plato's thought. For Plato, ethical action is

significant. One of the doctrines that most clearly stand out in

his dialogues is that of the essential contrast between the actual

and the ideal. No actual equality is an exact equality; none of

the actual men is an ideal man. The realm of nature inevitably
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falls short of the intelligible realm, at which it aims* In human

experience, there is the divorce between actual pleasure and the

good life. Life is not to be sought at any price; virtue is not

reducible to self-preservation; the good life may
^entail

a battle

with one's self, even a sacrifice of one's life (Corgias 513^).

To live and to be good are not the same thing.

The contrast between ideal and fact is inherent in the cosmo-

logical situation. Motion and change in nature are a manifesta

tion of the eros; they consist in the attaining of value. But if

value were adequately realized, then there would ixr no motion

and no change. Activity in nature is the aspiration of the mortal

for the immortal; and the existence of the aspiration presup

poses the existence of a gap between the two*

Confusion and evil abound- There is more evil than good
in this world, and the warfare of the gods against evil is undy

ing. "It is impossible that evils be done away with, Theodoras,
for there must always be something opposed to the good."
Plato goes so far as to suggest that there is a pattern of cvii

"Two patterns, my friend, are set up in the world, the divine,

which is most blessed, and the godless, which is mast wretched"

(Tkeetetou I76a). Let us analyze the nature of evil A dis

tinction must be made between a lower degree of perfection on

the one hand, and a frustration of the Good, on the other.
9

The latter is evil, the former is not. Whatever 5s not completely
real is not necessarily evil. The tradesman when submitting to

the rule of the philosopher, the particular as revealing the

universal, desire when under the control of reason all these

are necessary ingredients of perfection, construed as vertical

plenitude. Our problem arises from facts like the existence of

the tyrant, in whose life passion dominates reason, or of the

sophist who has no values or false values, or of the existence

of doxa as divorced from rational justification, of particulars as

distortions of their nature, and finally of the fact of transience,

whereby even the best of states is doomed to perish.
The obvious and easy answer would be to say that, for Plato,

evil and motion and frustration are unreal. The discrepancy
which constitutes our problem is one between the actual and the

5
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ideal} not between the real and the ideal. To the extent that

things fall short of goodness, they fail to be. The receptacle
is the factor of perishing} it hinders things from achieving

genuine reality. The moral struggle is the opposition between

reason in man and the wild surging motion from the receptacle.

But only the rational essence of man is real; the receptacle is

the factor of not-being. The conflict is one between being and

not-being. The Good contributes the ingredient of being in

human nature, and thus the soundness of the ontological prin

ciple remains unshaken.

This solution is unsatisfactory, for it yields new problems.
If we say that the moral struggle is against not-being, then we
are also driven to say that it itself is unreal. We have solved

the problem of the moral struggle by denying its existence.

Yet Plato is acutely aware of the fact of moral tension. The
root of the matter lies in the notion of the receptacle. The re

ceptacle, we have said, is not-being. But it can and it does thwart

the Good. The receptacle has power and to that extent it par
takes of being. It is a not-being which can act on being and so

is a being in a more general sense of the word. In short, to

reduce evil and motion to not-being does not solve the matter.

Not-being is a real factor. The actual world consists on the one

hand of being as being (that is, as plenitude and measure),
and on the other of not-being as being. If the ontological prin

ciple is to be established, it must be demonstrated that the

Good is the source of being in these two senses.

Before proceeding to clarify Plato's position on these mat

ters, we must concede that he is not wholly consistent nor clear

in the solution he offers. Perhaps no philosophy can ever pro
vide a satisfactory treatment of the problem. And it should be

added that the suggestions offered below are highly specula

tive, exceeding any of Plato's explicit formulations. In order to

demonstrate our point, we will expand our problem so as to

include under it the question of the relation of the intelligible

realm to the Good.

We are informed in the Republic (5O9b) that the Good is

not being, and transcends being in dignity and power. Here

Plato is speaking of the realm of essence, over which the Idea
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of the Good presides. How are we to interpret the statement

that the Good is beyond being? Its meaning is obscure, and we
can only make conjectures, Plato, we suggest, means that the

realm of essence is imperfect, that to be is to fall short of per
fection. Nothing that is, not even the completely real, is com

pletely good. Being consists in this very incompleteness with

respect to the norm of perfection. Ami by virtue of this fact,

the Good is other than the organized plenitude of essence. The

premise which underlies this inference is the proposition that

the Good is the source of being- A cause cannot be identical

with its effect. The sun, which is the cause of generation, is

not itself generation; in like manner, the Good, which is the

cause of the being and essence of things, is not itself an essence.

The Good transcends being, because the former is uncaused,
whereas the latter is derivative* The distance between the Good
and being is the distance between cause and effect. Every crea

tion is a fall. The realm of essence is an effluence from the

Good, and is thereby a dilution of it* The character of imper
fection in the realm of essence is exhibited in its discursive

nature.

Now, in so far as being is an abstraction from the Good, Jt

partakes of not-being. Not-being is a necessary ingredient in

any effluence from the Good* The problem of evil in the tem

poral world, the aspects of frustration and of perishing in the

world o opinion, are only particular cases of the more general

problem of the necessary ingredience of nut-being in being as

such. Ultimate causality is reserved to the Good; being is de
rivative in the metaphysical situation and, in so far forth, is

tinged with not-being* The difference between the visible and
the intelligible worlds is only one of degree; both are deriva

tive, and so both partake of not-being. The Good is the cause

of what is less and so other than itself; thus it creates not-being.
We have been faced with the problem of reconciling the

existence of confusion and transience in the visible world, and
of discursiveness in the intelligible world, with the Good. We
have shown that not-being issues from the Good from its very
character as creative. Thus we have maintained the integrity
of the ontological principle. Also we have shown that to be a
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creature is to partake of not-beingj that is to say, that not-being
is an essential ingredient of being. Thus we have not denied

reality to confusion, or evil, or discursiveness; we have ascribed

to them a not-being which is a factor of being. But the Good is

also the source of order, measure, and plenitude. We must
therefore rephrase the ontological principle to read that the

Good is the source both of being sim$liciter and of being as

infected by not-being. We return to the primary fact of the

relation of an effect to its cause. The creature embodies the

creative factor inadequately. This fact means two things: (a)
the first does partake of the second, () the participation is

limited. The Good is partly immanent in being, and partly
transcends it. Thus we have the paradox that the Good is

present and the Good is forever beyond attainment. This para

dox, if paradox it be, pervades all of Plato's thought, and is

exhibited especially in his doctrine of the hierarchical nature

of things, whereby the lowerfor instance, the particular sug

gests or intends the higher for instance, the universal. The
universal is present in the particular and is beyond it.

By virtue of its transcendent nature, the Good is other than

being. Values are distinct from things} the Good is a principle

of criticism for the realm of all being, existential and essential.

In nature the Good is striven for but never to be attained. But,
since it may be striven for, the Good is immanent in nature.

The Good is the summit of all being, the idea which is beyond
all other ideas; it is also the defining principle of all being. The
immanence of the Good is mediated by beauty. Plato says that

beauty is of all forms the one most clearly visible and the love

liest (Ph&drus 25oe). Beauty is the Good in its aspect as ap

prehensible, as pervasive, and as creative of the temporal world.

In the field of nature, the immanence of the Good is exhibited

in the eros> which is the striving for beauty. Eros is the lure

of the Good, leading the soul to transcend its particularity; it

is human nature in its incompleteness, moving toward self-com

pletion.
6

ideas presented in this chapter are not consistent with those suggested
in the earlier ones. We have just been saying that, according to Plato, the Good

comprehends all reality, whereas previously we had stated that, for Plato, the
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THE VISION OF THE GOOD

We all desire the Good, but often we fail to attain it, because

of ignorance. We do evil because we mistake it for the Good.

The innate love of the Good is not matched by a clear knowl

edge of it. A superficial reading of Plato might lead one to

believe that for him, while the love of the Good is innate,

knowledge of it is not. No one does evil voluntarily j
that is

to say, the desire for the Good is always present j
but knowl

edge of it may be absent.

One need only reflect on this statement for a moment in

order to realize that it is false to Plato's thought. Plato main

tains that knowledge is innate
j
such knowledge is of the ideas

and ultimately of the Good. But if we know the Good innately,

how do we happen to make mistakes about it? Because we are

in the body and are distracted by pleasures. Plato's account of

evil in man is circular. I run after pleasure because I am ig
norant of the real nature of the Good. And I am ignorant
because the appetites and the pleasures have made me forget
what I know. Now in fact, for Plato, evil is due to the intrusion

of the receptacle. Man innately loves and knows the Good 5

but owing to his participation in the receptacle, he becomes

unconscious both of the knowledge and of the lovej his rational

essence is submerged by his bodily nature, with its appetites and

its senses.

Let us confine ourselves to the specific point that knowledge
of the Good is innate. The prisoners in the cave live in dark
ness. Yet, surely, they have an idea of the Good, however dim.

Else they could not even see the shadows. While in the cave,

they reason from cause to effect, by a process of empirical in

duction (Republic 5i6d). They make predictions concerning
the futurej thus they have an idea of the Good, not in itself,

ultimate situation is complex, not reducible to any one factor. Also, in this

chapter, we have represented Plato as deriving evil from the Good, whereas we
had previously stated that evil issues from the receptacle. It would be perhaps
futile to attempt to reconcile these two views* But it may be noted that the doc
trine of the Good as all-comprehensive is to be found in the Republic (Book
VI) alone of all Plato's writings j and we have therefore taken the position in
this book that that doctrine does not represent Plato's general position,
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but as shadowed in the sequence from particular to particular.
Then there are the few who break their chains and go out. Now
the soul which leaves the cave, and ascends the steep hill from

the top of which a vision of the sun of the Good may be ob

tained, knows where it is going. We are told, it is true, that

it is accompanied by a friendly demon. But the latter serves

less as a guide than as one who overcomes the inertia of the

soul by sheer pressure. What we seek, we must in some sense

possess already. It is not a question whether we know the Good
or are ignorant of it. Our knowledge of the Good is innate.

The question is whether our knowledge is conscious and clear

or whether it is dormant and latent.

But many who are awakened rise no higher than the level

of doxa. This is true of the ordinary man, and even of the ex

traordinary man in his ordinary moments. We do not know the

Good with certainty; we guess at it. Now even when our con

jecture is correct, it is only a conjecture; it is not grounded on

a first principle. Moreover, doxa is apprehension by the sym
bolism of myths. Doxa is an intuition of the Goodj as such it

does not grasp its object by a concept. The relevance of ig

norance in the origination of evil habits and actions can now
be more fully perceived. Our idea of the Good lacks certainty

and precision. When standards are vague, then our measure

ments by these standards are likely to be wrong.
Our empirical knowledge of values comes under the class

of intuition or |xavteux as when I recognize immediately the

loveliness of a vase, or of a melody, the lightness of an action,

the perfection of a dance or of a moral principle. I know that

these are good, but I do not know why they are good.
From the intuition of the Good we may arrive at knowledge

of it. It is important to notice that such knowledge is possible

for man. The guardians may possess it, though the large mass

of men may not. The released prisoner at last sees the sun

itself, in its true nature and in its own setting (Refullic 5i6a,

also 5nb, 5i7c). Such knowledge is independent of sensuous

symbolism. Even more, it dispenses with concepts j it is above

sense and above reason. Beauty is beyond definition (^oyog)
and beyond knowledge (&tum/j|iT| 9 Symposium 2iia)j the
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Good is other than truth and knowledge (Republic 5086, 59a)-

At the top of the ladder o knowledge we attain an idea of the

Good which is not an idea, and we reach it abruptly, suddenly,

in a flash, that is, without reasoning (Symposium 2ioe). The

knowledge of the Good is supra-rational in that it is non-con

ceptual and non-inferential. To understand is to refer to a

system of co-ordinates }
the datum, whether a visible or an

intelligible object, is rendered determinate by its location in

the system. But the Good cannot be referred to any system of

co-ordinatesj hence it can neither be defined nor interpreted.

The Good is the Sun which renders all things visible j it is the

principle of intelligibility}
it supplies the criteria and norms

by which all rational beliefs are tested. But the criteria cannot

be thus tested
j they must declare themselves. The insight into

the Good is beyond knowledge j
the norms for truth are not

truths. Thus Plato suggests that the Good is not a truth; truth

is like the Good, but is not the Good. Yet the idea of the Good
is the source of all knowledge; it generates all meanings, and

validates all true beliefs. The Good, by virtue of its being the

source of knowledge, must be beyond it, but also it must be

knowledge potentially, since it generates it. We have here a

further instance of the paradoxical nature of Plato's doctrine.

The Good transcends knowledge, and is immanent in it. So we
find Plato sometimes saying that the Good is not an essence,

and yet sometimes speaking of the Good as a form, and as

intelligible (Republic 5i7c, 534b).
Our point is that insight into the Good is contrasted not only

with doxa, but also with reason, even with knowledge itself.

Nevertheless, there is an interplay between reason and insight.

We cannot attain the vision of the Good unless we go through
the discipline of reason. From the observation of beauty in con

crete things, we are led to beauty in the forms* Thence we are

led to contemplate beauty itself, as though by an induction

from material and formal beauty. There is a progression from
reason to insight. Plato says that the idea of the Good is attained

at the extreme limit of the intelligible, and by a process of

definition (Republic 532b, 534b). But the realm of the in-
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telligible suggests rather than contains the Good- The vision

of the Good is attained by a leap.

On the other hand, there is the descent from the ecstatic

vision of the Good to discursive knowledge of the ideas. Dis

cursive knowledge both precedes and succeeds insight. The mo

mentary insight into the Good is "saved" and "remembered"

in conceptual formulations} and it is displayed to others through

definition and speech. In fact, whether a man's insight is genuine

is proved by the fact that he is able to run the gauntlet of argu

ment. In the Philebus, Plato is engaged in displaying the Good

through discourse, Adyog. Discourse reveals only the effects

of the Good, for instance, measure, and self-sufficiency. By
means of such conceptions the insight into the Good can be

effectively employed to validate or criticize our ordinary em

pirical judgments of value. In music beauty is conveyed sen

suously} one can illumine this spontaneous and natural appre

hension of beauty by an insight into perfection as such, which is

rational and ultimately exceeds reason.

Knowledge of the Good is possible, but is it attainable by
man as he is now? Man is weighted by the body, distracted by

passion, and confused by sense; he can know the ideal only as

foreshadowed in things. Can he know the Good in its pure

state? So long as he remains in the body, he cannot} he has

only intimations of it from another life. In this, he is condemned

to remain in the cavej his happiness lies in recollection and in

anticipation. But there are some privileged souls who are able

to see the Good, though the vision comes rarely, and, when

it comes, is fleeting. They achieve the vision in a state of what

Plato calls madness, when they break their bonds with the

ordinary world and its conventional properties, cease to be

normal, cease even to be themselves, and are identified with

the divine. It is a question whether they can reach this condition

by their own effort. The knowledge of the Good is conferred

on man by revelation. Man must strive and ascend the various

steps in the ladder of knowledge; at a given point he ceases all

effort and becomes passive, and then the revelation may, or may

not, come, The vision of the Good entails the passivity of man.
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In the descent which must follow upon the ascent, man becomes

active once more. He converts the insight into a system of con

cepts. But it is true that the formulation is a frustration of the

vision.

CONCLUSION

Our treatment of the Good in Plato's philosophy has carried

us into many diverse fields
j
the discussion has been certainly

extended, if not too long, and it may be useful to make some

concluding comments by way of bringing to the foreground the

main and general considerations of this paper. Inasmuch as the

light which Plato throws on his own views is so dim, we have

been compelled to resort to hypotheses. The reader who is

familiar with the text is warned to test for himself the extent

to which the speculations have been in accordance with the

general trend of Plato's thought, and the degree in which the

analyses of what he actually states are correct.

Probably in no other philosophical scheme does the concep

tion of the Good hold such a central position as in that of Plato.

Plato is notable for the amplitude of his conception of it It is

not only the defining principle of ethics; it is the basic notion

in ontology, in theory of knowledge, in the arts, and in theology.
It is the most fundamental of the metaphysical factors; all the

other metaphysical factors are subordinate to the Good. To a

mind which is reluctant to conceive the ultimate ground of being
in personal terms, Plato offers the religion of the Good. In this

notion, the ideas of an ultimate standard of value, and of an

ultimate source of being, are joined. Thus enthusiasm is an

adequate expression of the religious attitude; it is a love for

an absolute ideal which is also a power.
In the development of philosophic thought, Plato's concep

tion of the Good originates two important currents of doctrine:

the Ontological Argument, and the Great Chain of Being.
Plato's mind is inclined to paradox habitually; and in his treat

ment of the Good this propensity receives full play. The Good
is beyond truth; it is also the highest truth. It is an indefinable

notion; yet it is "caught" by the notions of Truth, Beauty, and
Measure. It is a being, and is other than being. It is present in
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all things} and it haunts all things as an ideal never to be at

tained.

In Plato, we find the first and the most powerful formula

tion of the doctrine of absolute values. The Good is the goal
of all desire j but it is not a goal arbitrarily determined by de

sire. Values do not change with races, or with times, or with

material conditions. The Good is a universal and a fixed norm
which the individual finds, and to which he must submit. The
soul has an aim beyond that of mere self-preservation, and

beyond success} its purpose lies beyond itself, in the pursuit of

an absolute ideal, by which alone its own life may be justified.

Living is not a pastime, nor even a tragedy. The Good is abso

lute} thus it operates as a principle of limitation upon the soul.

But the Good is also the beautiful} it operates upon the soul by
virtue of its intrinsic beauty, to which the eros in the sold

responds.
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CHAPTER IV

THE SOUL

PLATO'S
doctrine of the soul may be divided into three

parts. The soul is motion 5
it is the eros$ it is a mixture.

(I.) Nature offers the spectacle of a perpetual stream of

change and becoming. All natural objects change, or rather

they we changes 5
nature is a movement. This characteristic is

summed up in the conception of the soul as duration. (II.) For

the atomists, too, motion is inherent in things. But the atomists

explain motion by the void and the impact of atoms. For Plato,

the only explanation of motion is by reference to the conception

of value. Motion has a goal; the soul is the realization of the

good; it is teleological activity. This is the soul as the eros.

(III.) The soul is a mixture of the indivisible and the divisible;

hence the soul is complex, with both a conceptual and a sensuous

pole. The soul is the primary concrescence of the intelligible

with the sensible, and the mediating principle for all particular

concrescences. We will elaborate these three notions separately,

and study their interconnection.

Plato's demonstration of the existence and nature of the soul

is inductive, based as it is on the empirical fact of motion, con

strued in a very wide sense. Motion is not only spatial that

is, locomotion and rotation; it is also change, namely, altera

tion of quality, as when white changes into black. Then there

is motion in the sense of growth and decay, of generation and

of passing away. Here there is no change of place, nor change
from quality to quality; there is merely emergence of quality
or its submergence. This is motion as sheer temporal passage,
and motion in this sense underlies all the other kinds. In sum,
kinesis means what we ordinarily mean by motion; it means

change; and it means becoming.
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The series of natural motions is not self-explanatory but

points to a cause outside itself. The natural causes of motion

are themselves caused} one body moves another body and is

itself moved by another. Natural causes are mechanical in the

sense that they are external to what is moved (e^Qdev,
Pha?drusy 245e); they are also determined, not spontaneous,
for if one body moves another, it is determined to do so by
the impulsion of another body. Finally, the cause of motion in

the physical world is transmissive, not originative. A is moved

by B, B by C, etc., etc.; at no point of this series is there an

origination of motion. Thus, we must go outside the order

of physical motions in order to find its origin. The atomists are

content to rest with the physical order, explaining one motion

by another, indefinitely; but an infinite regress states the prob
lem and does not solve it (Laws 8946). If there are derived

causes of motion, there must be a first that is to say, a genuine
cause of motion. There must be an arche, a beginning, an

unconditioned cause, which explains the series of conditioned

motions. Without such an arche of motion somewhere, there

would be no motion anywhere; and the whole framework of

heaven and earth would come to a standstill and collapse

(Ph&drus 245e).
So far as the writer is aware, we have in the above the earliest

formulation of the cosmological argument, so prominent in

mediaeval theology. We have been led, in our attempt to ex

plain phenomena, to posit a first mover (jtQcotov {lerofJdXov

Laws, 894a). Now, this self-caused mover must itself be a

motion, for motion can come only from motion. Thus, we posit

a motion which has the power to move itself and to move other

things. Also, to assure the existence of contingent and passing

things, we must further assume that motion is of the very es

sence of the arche that is to say, we must assume a necessary

motion. The first mover is indestructible, and its motion con

tinuous.

The wche has two functions: it moves itself and it moves

other things. In its first character, it is self-motion. Physical

things are passive; their motion is inertia; they move only in

so far as they are moved. But a self-moving thing initiates its
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motion and directs it. Now, this is the soul, for "the very essence

of the soul is self-motion" (Ph&drus 2456 ). In this sense, soul

and life are one and the same thing; for a living thing controls

its motion from within itself, and initiates motion in its relation

to the environment* The soul is the principle of life* In the

Politicks (26od), Plato compares the king to his ministers. The

ministers convey to the menials orders which they receive from

the king, but the king issues his own orders- The king is self-

commanding (ovrosjrtTOXTixds). The analogy between the

king as self-commanding and the soul as self-moving is obvious.

The soul is inherent spontaneity, generating motion in itself

perpetually. Whereas bodies run down, whereas a cloak that is

made is gradually worn away (Phado 87), whereas a physical

object gradually dissolves, the soul is self-restoring and self-

reproducing; it does not die, for the soul perpetually renews

itself from within.

The soul moves other things, too. It is self-imparting an

energy which is the fountain of all energy. The soul is creativity

"the most ancient and divine of all those things whose motion,
when developed into becoming, provides an ever-flowing fount

of being" (Laws, 966e). Now, that which causes motion both

in itself and other things is a motion. The soul is not a thing
which changes; it is change as such; the soul is activity and

becoming. Thus the sold is a duration which is the source of

all particularized becomings "the cause of all things that are,

have been, and will be" (Laws 89<>a). The soul is the principle
of transition and is co-eval with time (Laws 72 ic, Tim&us 34c).
The soul, then, stands for any self-activity, vital or rational.

We find souls in all organic things, in plants no less than in

animals. Plants lack the power of thought, but they are not

without a soul. Their actions are not rationally controlled;

nevertheless, they are controlled. A plant "repels the motions

from without and uses its own"j in short, it is a vital creature,

endowed with a degree of spontaneity which ensures self-main

tenance, growth, and reproduction. Plato further holds that

plants are capable of desire and of the feelings of pleasure and

pain (Timaus 77a, b). Obviously, we have in the above an

anticipation of Aristotle's conception of the vegetative soul.
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Moreover, the soul extends beyond living things into all natural

motion. The soul is a natural force; and all things are full of

souls. .Plato is typically Greek in his animism. Thus, his con

ception of the soul is naturalistic, not moralistic. The soul is

the cause of any change, good or badj the cause of dissolution

as well as composition, of decay as well as growth. The soul

may produce order or disorder; it may declare truth or false

hood. Especially in Laws, Book X, Plato regards the soul as

morally indifferent; it is the cause of natural motion. Thus,

Plato has an objective view of the soulj he conceives it as a

member of the world around us, the seat of activity in nature.

The essence of the soul is doing, not cognizing. If the soul

thinks, that is because to think is to act. The mental aspect of

the soul is one of its modes of activity. The activity of knowing
and the activity of creating are different steps in a continuous

process, the first preparing the way for the second. There is

envisagement of a plan, and execution of a plan; and both are

activities.

But there are passages in Plato which might be interpreted

as meaning that reason is not a soul; thus, he speaks of reason

being implanted in a soul (Laws 897b) as though the two were

distinct. Only a soul can receive reason, and reason cannot exist

save in a soul (Tmueus 46d). Shall we say that reason as the

pilot of the soul does not move, but only directs the motion

of the soul? The question is of some importance; on our answer

to it depends whether reason shall be defined as a temporal

fact and thought as a becoming, or not. We will say that reason

is a soul and therefore partakes of the characteristic marks of

a soul; and, in evidence, we will adduce passages from the

dialogues. The traits of the soul are said to be art, opinion,

mind (Laws 892b) ;
the ordered movements of natural objects

are stated to be indications of a soul. In the above, Plato re

gards reason and soul as equivalent. Then, there are frequent

references to the kinesis and the periodic revolutions of reason

(Laws 897c, 898b). Reason is a motion and a cause of motion.

In what sense? the reader might ask. The motion of mind is

thinking. The mind is said to move throughout itself in declar

ing the truth about the world of forms and the realm of opinion
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(Timaus 37a). The activity of the mind consists in affirmation

and denial. Even more significant
is the process whereby the

mind arrives at its conclusions. Mere affirmation is not cogni

tion
j
unless there be the realization of the problem, there is no

understanding of its solution. In thinking, the soul answers

questions which it puts to itself. Thought is dialogue the con

versation of the soul with itself. And when one question has

been answered, a new question arises. Thus, thought is a transi

tion from problem to problem; it is also the transition from

answer to answer. In the Platonic dialogues, we find the author

passing from one theory to another; a variety of alternatives

is considered before the final conclusion is reached. And the

process of getting to the conclusion is essential to the compre
hension of it. The search is part of the system.

Reason is a soul, since to think is to act, and to act spon

taneously. Mind is a manifestation of life. The meaning of the

statement that reason cannot exist without soul is that rationality

presupposes the generic essence of self-motion. Reason is a

rational soul; but the soul may or may not be rational. Like

all things in nature, thought is a duration, a happening in time.

And mind, of which thought is the function, is a temporal fact,

a creature, though an immortal one. Being immortal, it is most

like the forms; being immortal, it is not timeless, but a member
of the historical order, "imperishable but not eternal" (Laws

904a). Reason is everlasting and thus lives its life in time.

II

We have said that the soul is the principle of activity, and

that the principle is itself an activity. But the notion of activity

does not by itself describe the soul. The soul is $atterned ac

tivity; it is a process of realizing the good. The soul is teleo-

logical movementthe achievement of value. The soul is the

principle of life operating in accordance with law. What gives
character to the soul is that, unlike the receptacle, it is move
ment with a shape. The soul is eros. We will now proceed to

a consideration of the Symposium, in which a full account is

given of the eros as the factor of creativity.

Eros is the love of the good, in its aspect as beauty. Now, all
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love is of the good} we love the good, and we love nothing else.

Personal friendship and affection are always conditioned by the

fact that the person loved is an image of the ideal. We do not

love particulars as such} we love the ideal which we find in them.
All love is of impersonal causes. And in this love of the ideal

there is nothing casual. Plato is no more of an empiricist as to

love than he is as to knowledge. The knowledge of the forms is

innate} so is the eros of beauty innate. The concept is prior to the

percept and renders it significant} so does the ideal dimly pres
ent in the soul render love of the particular significant. Each

person loves the good in a different manner} some love strength,
others wisdom, others justice. Each one has his own god. We
already love our god and go about seeking a person who is an

image of our god. Love is symbolic, in the sense that we love a

person because he is a symbol of our god. And in loving him,
we aim at instructing him in order to make him a better image
of the god. Thus teaching is a manifestation of friendship. The
love of the good conditions the love of the person} and con

versely, the love of the person awakes in us the dimly conscious

love of the ideal. Thus, personal love is recollection} and the

transports of love arise from the fact that the friend reminds

us of our ideal.

The eros is not merely human friendship} it is the nature of

all zestful activity in man of money-making, of the search for

truth, of patriotism. All action is motivated by the eros. The

erosj then, is the drive of life itself. For the eros is not detached

admiration for an ideal} it is a passion} nor is it crude instinct,

for its object is perfection. Life is the indefatigable pursuit of

perfection.

In its character as the impetus of life itself, the eros extends

into all living things, animals and plants, as well as men. All

movement in living things is an expression of the eros. Now,
what we desire to achieve, we also desire to keep} the eros is the

impetus to the preservation of values. Plato speaks of "saving"
what is mortal (2O8a). At this point, the emphasis shifts from

the eros of the ideal to the eros of the eternal. Or rather the two

desires are joined in one} we have the desire for the endless

possession of the good. Yet things in this world are subject to
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decayj all concrete achievement must perish. How, then, can

we have enduring possession of achievement? By procreation,

whether bodily or psychical.
The soul saves itself from death by

exteriorizing itself in some objective work. Eros leads to crea

tion; for creation is the endeavor of life to persist beyond its

own perishing. An inventor survives in his inventions; a states

man in his influence upon the community; a scientist in his dis

coveries. The love of fame is the love of immortality. Or the

soul survives in living children. The instinct of procreation is a

variation upon the instinct for self-maintenance j
and the sexual

impulse is ultimately the eros of immortality. It cannot be too

strongly stressed that there is nothing Platonic about Platonic

lovej for the eros is nothing if not creative.

Creativity is perpetual; the child must die, and to obtain its

own survival, it generates another child, and so on forever. To
remain a bachelor is to commit an act of impiety j

it means vio

lating the demand for the perpetuation of values. The similarity

of Plato to Freud is striking. Both agree that love is a funda

mental impulse. Both alike construe love in terms other than its

obvious expression. And the difference between the two is a

regular difference. For Freud, love of the ideal as a sublimation

of sex; for Plato, sex is a sublimation of the love of the ideal.

But it is not true that Plato conceives love in idealistic terms

alone: the eros has Plenty as its father, and Poverty as its moth

er. On the one hand, it is rational love; on the other, it is a

primitive impulse, earthy, rough, and squalid, weaving in

trigues, shrewd, endowed with the practical intellect of instinct

(203d).
Plato states that there is transition within the same individual.

In the mind nothing remains the same. Habits, feelings, experi

ences, beliefs, all pass. Memory is not the persistence of the

old, but the substitution of something new for what has gone.
The life of the mind is a perpetual perishing and a perpetual

renewal, with a similarity of pattern j for, as Plato says, we have

on the one hand a passing away and on the other, a birth of

something like it (ao8b). Thus, the eros becomes generalized in

the mind of Plato into the fact of transition; the eros is the

aspect of duration; and time is the measured aspect of the eros.
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We find the eras not only in living things, but in inanimate

things too. The eros is a stream of life running throughout the

whole of nature} all nature is a becoming} all nature is a per

petual coming-to-be and a perpetual perishing, and thus an

achievement of eternality in time. Plato's eros is not unlike Berg-
son's elan vital. There is, however, a vital difference. The elan

vital has no fixed goal} it makes its goals and supersedes them}
it is solely process. But the eros has a fixed goal which is the

good} the stream of life is a process of realizing values} the

universal 'process has a significance. We cannot see this signifi

cance because we enter, as it were, while the play is on, and

leave long before it is over. But were it possible for man to

grasp the whole, he would see the great variety of natural

processes falling into a pattern. For modern thought, to explain

means to relate as cause and effect} but for Plato to explain

meant to relate as means and end} and even more, to establish

proportions and harmonies between events. Nature, for Plato,

has an esthetic significance} the eros is the lure of beauty as ef

fective on things.

So far we have seen that the eros means (a) life, () more

life, (c) Finally, it means better life. The eros is a factor of in

tensification in life. Plato depicts the eros as an ascent from the

love of the body to that of the mind, from the love of the in

dividual to that of the collectivity, from the love of the con

crete to that of the abstract. There is inherent in the eros a gen

eralizing tendency} the eros is an inductive process proceeding

from particulars to universals. The culmination of the ascend

ing movement is the vision of beauty, beyond conceptual formu

lation and beyond art.

Corresponding to the ascent, there is also the fall. In man,

in society, in knowledge, we have the alternations of a rise and

a fall. In the individual there is the tendency to settle into a

rut, into custom and convention. Or instead of the lethargy of

custom, there may be the inrush of unbridled passion, deflecting

the movement of the soul toward the good. The Greeks were

fascinated by the topic of the degeneration of man. Besides the

dramatic tragedies there is the history of Thucydides in which

is recounted the tragedy of Athens, its grandeur and its fall.
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The fall comes about through insolence and self-attribution

of achievement. Not only human nature, but nature at large

exhibits alternation. There is a cycle of cosmological epochs in

which a period of reign of order is succeeded by an epoch in

which the maximum of confusion and chance prevails (Politkus

269e-274d). Thus, besides the ascending eros, there is
also^the

reverse erosy which expresses the downward pull of mechanism.

There is the lure of the ideal; there is also the fascination of

the receptacle.

Ill

From the idea of the soul as activity, we will now proceed to

that of the soul as a mixture. The eros is a fieralv, a prin

ciple of betweenness. Plato says that desire is neither divine

nor human; not divine, because desire implies a deprivation;

the gods, who have everything, desire nothing. Not mortal,

because total absence of the good would entail absence of desire

for it. Neither the completely ignorant nor the completely wise

desire the truth. Desire is a demon hovering between heaven

and earth. Thus, the eros is an intermediary between the two

realms, engaged in interpreting the divine to the human, con

veying the commands of the ones, and the prayers of the others.

The soul is the principle of interpretation in the universe. The

metaphysical setting is one of the Limit vis-a-vis the Unlimited,

of the Patterns and of the Receptacle. Though distinct, they

are continually passing into each other. Now, activity consists

in just this passage of things into forms, and conversely. We
are thus able to make the transition from the notion of activity

to that of mixture. The activity of the soul consists in the bring

ing of diverse elements together; the soul is the principle of

relatedness. Becoming is the becoming of relatedness. The soul

is the cause of the mixture. By imposing order upon the in

definite, the soul brings about concrete objects. Or it imposes

order upon communities and converts them into states. Or it

orders its own inner life, and transforms the jungle of con

flicting desires into a state of temperance. Or instead of making

things, the soul may know them. In knowledge, the soul in-
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troduces order into the manifold of sense, interpreting the sen

sations in terms of concepts.

The statement that the soul moves itself and moves other

things defines a dual capacity for the soul. On the one hand,
the soul constitutes an inner city, enjoying its own being for

itself. This is the intrinsic essence of the soul, the soul as apart,
as abstracted from other things into itself. On the other hand,
the soul is in an interplay with the community and its total

environment. There is the soul as maintaining itself, and the

soul as causing other things. It is this latter aspect which will

engage our attention now. What is the transaction by which the

soul produces a mixture outside itself? The soul as creative of

other things, as imparting motion, illustrates the principle of

concern. As Plato says, "all soul has the care of all that is soul

less" (Phcedrus 246!)). In the Politicus> Plato gives an analysis
of the functions of the soul, which is relevant to our problem.
The soul may be engaged in the activity of judgment (xQmxifj),

during which it is a pure spectator (26oc, d). But in contrast

with judgment, we have the activity of commanding for the

sake of generation and of production (26ib). Thus, command
is the aspect of the soul as concern. For example, the calculator

passes judgment about numbers and then leaves off
j
but the

architect uses his knowledge of numbers in order to convey to

the workmen their proper orders as to how to build a house.

However, command is not action j the architect is not a work
man (2596). Command is only the first step in production it

is not execution. Thus, we are told that commanding is the pre

rogative of the king, who does nothing.
Command is a branch of intellectual science, combining as it

does wisdom with strength. Command is not unlike practical

reason} it is reason as a drive to action} it is the application of

judgment and presupposes it. Now, command comes under the

general class of persuasion, and persuasion is through speech.

In the act of judgment, the soul converses with itself} in per

suasion, with others, and by the aid of speech. Speech is the

first step in the self-exteriorization of the soul. Speech is flexible,

adapting itself to the individual thoughts} yet even speech

represents a fall, since no words are wholly adequate to thought.
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From judgment to command} finally from command to exe

cution. This last is the stage of practice praxis, or ergon. The

soul now functions as a demiourgos, an artisan, a productive

agent. Techne art is knowledge concerning production, and

such knowledge cannot be conveyed in abstract formula, but

"is inherent in practice itself
7

(2586). Speech is the first step

in the self-communication of the soulj production is the second.

In command and production taken together, the soul completely

expresses its nature as creative of other things. The productive

function is divided into two stages. First, there is the stage of

creation, in which a concrete mixture is brought about. This is

the function of converting what is not into what is. Then there

is the stage of management or supervision of what now is.

We have described the transaction by which the soul creates

a concrete object. But the more fundamental question is: how
is it possible for the soul to act on the body, and in general,

to act on the physical world? The answer, given summarily,
is that the soul can act on the world because it is continuous

with it. The soul can make a mixture because it is a similar

mixture itself. The soul operates on the world by the mediation

of its body. The body is the vehicle of the soul (Tim&us 8yd).

Plato asks the question how the soul operates on the body and

answers it by suggesting two alternatives: the soul acts on the

body either from without or by inhering in it (Laws 899a).
And though in this connection he does not choose between

the two alternatives, elsewhere he inclines toward the second,

namely, toward the conception of the inherence of the soul

in the body. In the Philebus (33d, 34a), Plato speaks of affec

tions and vibrations which belong to the soul and body con^

jointly. In the case of sense-impressions, feelings of pleasure
and pain, and the lower desires, body and soul act as a unit. Man
is a composite entity (HOIVOV coov, Timasus 89d), We must
make the reservation at this point that the union of soul with

body is limited to certain psychical functions only, or rather

to a certain level of soul, namely the mortal soul. The judging
and commanding functions pertain to the soul independently
of the body.
Yet granting that the soul operates on the body by virtue of
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its inherence in it, the question still remains as to how it is

possible for the soul to act on the body at all, whether it is

conjoined with it or not. The question is not raised by Plato j

indeed it does not exist for him, as it later did for Descartes,
because he does not conceive of soul and body as distinct sub

stances with different attributes. The soul is homogeneous with

the body. If the physical body is a mixture, so is the soul. We
will consider the problem of the composition of the soul some

paragraphs below; at this stage of our discussion it will be

sufficient to state that the soul is composed of the indivisible

(i.e.y the form) and of the divisible, which is identified as

bodily. The soul is a mixture of the Limit with the Unlimited,
as the body is. The difference between the two is one of degree,
not of kind} the soul is a more integrated mixture than the

body. It is possible for the soul to act on the mixture only
because it is a mixture itself. And as the soul contains a bodily

element, so do bodies contain an ideal element; they are wholes

organized according to a pattern. Both souls and bodies are

motions; the soul a self-determining motion, and the body an

externally determined motion. And there is a continuous transi

tion ([Jtstdpacng) from the level of psychical to that of physical
motion (Laws 894a).

In the early dialogues the metaphysical situation is analyzed

primarily in terms of the ideas and of the world of opinion. In

the later dialogues, the soul is made central. The soul is essen

tial to the picture. The forms are distinct from things; the soul

supplies the connecting link between them. The soul is a

mediator, a universal activity of interpenetration, drawing the

forms to things and actualities to the ideal. In order to be able

to mediate between the two realms, the soul must partake of

both in its structure. Thus we come to the view that the soul

is a mixture. In the first place, in order to produce the blend

of the Limit with the Unlimited, the soul must be able to con

ceive the forms. Thought, however minimal, is a prerequisite
to the creative activity. The soul envisages the forms which it

imposes on things. There must then be a relevance between

soul and ideas. The ideas are innate. In the second place, inas

much as creation is action upon the receptacle, the soul must
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have an affinity with the latter. The soul all soul has a bodily

element. The soul is a concrescence of all the elements in the

universe; it is a microcosm. Being a mixture, it is an actuality,

the basic actuality which is the source of all actualities. The

soul is not a form, though it has onej and it is not a body,

though it has a bodily part. And since it is an actuality, the

soul is a creature. It is the first and best of creatures j at once

a creature and the lord of creation. The idea of the soul as an

actuality is a richer, more inclusive concept than that either of

the forms or of the receptacle. It is a nice question whether

the soul is derivative from the Limit and the Unlimited, or

whether the latter two are abstractions from the concrete fact

which is the soul. Hence we find Plato at times speaking of the

soul as a creature and at times as unborn (Laws 892C, Ph&drus

245d). But his more persistent view is that the union of the

Limit with the Unlimited is not an ultimate fact, to be accepted
from the start, but is one requiring an explanation. God creates

the primary mixture which is the soul, and the soul brings about

the other mixtures. To sum up, the soul contributes to the meta

physical situation the character of a mediator, of a concrescence,

and of a basic actuality.

It may be useful to recount the steps of the preceding argu
ment. We said that psychical activity consists in bringing about

the mixture of the Limit with the Unlimited. The next step
was the inference that the soul itself is a mixture, causing mix
tures. Thus, the soul is an actuality. Finally, we drew the

conclusion that since the soul is an actuality, it must be a crea

ture. We will now proceed to elaborate the conceptions of the

soul both as a mixture and as a creature. The best account of

the soul as a moving mover is to be found in the Laws, Book

Xj the account of the soul as a mixture is given in the Tim&us

(35 ff.). The soul is a blend of the indivisible with the divisible

in respect of being, same, and other. What does this mean?
To be real is to have being, sameness, and otherness j it is to

exist, to be self-identical, and to be other than other things.

Now, the soul, too, in so far as it is real, has being, is identical

with itself, and is other than other entities. Thus, the statement

that God created the soul as a blend of being, same, and other
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means that the soul has the constitutive features of the real,

and is a definite entity. But there is a further point to consider.

The soul is a blend of the indivisible with the divisible in re

spect of each of the three features /.<?., being, same, and other.

That is to say, it is a blend of indivisible being with divisible

b&ngy of the indivisible same with the divisible same, of the

indivisible other with the divisible other; and finally, it is a

blend of these three blends. :

In explaining the above, we may reasonably assume that by
the indivisible Plato refers to the realm of forms, and by the

divisible to the realm of opinion and the bodily. The forms

are indivisible and simple; they are just themselves, while

particulars are complex, made up of parts, extended in space
and in time. We may sum up by saying that the character of

being real is divided both horizontally and vertically; hori

zontally into the features of being, same, and other, vertically

into the indivisible and the divisible. The horizontal division

applies to both members of the vertical division; that is to say,

particulars, no less than forms, have being, sameness, and other

ness. For example, a particular ox exists, preserves its self-

identity throughout its various changes, and is other than other

oxen, than other animals, than other things. So does a universal

have being, is identical with itself, and is other than other

forms. Now, let us return to the soul. The soul partakes both

of the indivisible and the divisible, of rest and of motion; it

is a blend of forms with particulars. This describes, shall we

say, its material nature. Formally, on the other hand, it par
takes of being, self-identity, and otherness, blending all three.

Thus it has the marks of reality.
1

It follows that the soul belongs neither to the realm of

forms as such, nor to that of particulars; it occupies a different

locus, as the link between the two. Plato states that the soul

makes true affirmations concerning both worlds (Timosus 3yb,

c). When it turns toward the world of particulars, the soul

declares how, when, and where, a given thing has being, self-

1In the above discussion, we have followed roughly the construction of the

text suggested by Grube (Plato's Thought^ page 142) and Cornford (Plato's

Cosmology, pages 59-65).
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identity and otherness, and is related to the environment. When

it turns toward the realm of forms, it declares, similarly, the

facts of being, sameness and otherness concerning each form.

We are justified in concluding that the ability of the soul to

form judgments concerning both forms and things arises from

its character as a mixture (0) of the indivisible with the divisible,

and (3) of being, same, and other.

The conception of the soul as composed of reason, spirit, and

desire is familiar to all students of Plato. But in the above ac

count, Plato has been dealing with the immortal soul of the

cosmos, and with the souls of the subordinate gods; in other

words, he has been dealing with the nature of reason itself.

Reason is a blend. The gods of heaven are described in the

Ph&drus (247) as driving a chariot with horses. Reason has a

sensuous and a conceptual pole, and the two are inseparable.

And more generally, the conception of a blend in which the in

divisible controls the divisible seems to anticipate the idea of a

self with an identity enduring throughout its various states and

holding them together. Finally, this blend is a world-soul j

there is, according to Plato, a cosmic consciousness which holds

both forms and sensibles in its grasp, and which, being cosmic,

embraces these two realms in their totality? in fact, the cosmic

consciousness is these two realms in their relatedness. The cos

mic soul is, so to speak, the point at which the Limit intersects

the Unlimited and at which the forms become active in things.

While Plato describes the soul as composed of reason, spirit,

and desire in the RepttUC) he declares it to be simple in the

Ph&do. To avoid the apparent contradiction, it has been sug

gested that in the Phado Plato is referring to reason alone.

But as we have seen, reason too is complex. We will not reach

simplicity in the soul by any route which avoids complexity. The
soul is a one in a manyj it is a holding together of diverse parts

in a simple unity; it is both simple and complex. "God mixed

the three parts of the soul, and out of them made one" (Tim&us
3Sb).

All souls, including reason, are mixtures, creatures, and in

that sense, imitations of the forms. In the Tim&u$, Plato is care

ful to describe how God created the soul in accordance with the
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eternal pattern. The soul is a concrete actualityj it is part of na
ture and does not belong to the intelligible realm. It is a crea

ture, not an underived entity like God or the Limit. It is the

oldest of all creatures and the best, and the ruler of them all

(Laws 899C, Timasus 34c). Thus, the soul occupies the highest
rank in all the hierarchy of mixtures, and is nearest to and most
like to the realm of forms. It is that first junction of ideal and
sensible realms the initial concrescence, which is the parent of

all other concrescences. Thus, there is no difference between

souls and bodies in respect of constituent elements. Nor is there

a difference between the various parts of the sold in this respect.
Reason is no less a mixture than spirit and desire

j
reason has a

sensuous and an affective phase. It is an eras of the truth and
the energy to pursue it as well as perceptiveness and retentive-

ness. Plato denies that one soul can be more or less of a soul than

another (Ph&do 93b) ; they all are self-moving and all are mix
tures of the same constituents.

But within the general framework of the soul and body as

mixtures and of the various parts of the soul as complexes, there

are important distinctions. Souls are self-moving} bodies are

not. Moreover, bodies are altogether too complex to form stable

unities} "they are fastened together with numerous pegs, in

visible for smallness" (Tvmceus 43a). There is, then, a differ

ence in respect of type of organization, and the difference exists

as between soul and soul, too. There are mixtures which are

firm and those which are not. In the former, the indivisible pre
dominates over the divisible} in the latter it does not, and the

divisible, taking the upper hand, may dissolve the mixture.

Reason is a compact mixture and indisspluble. But there are

other souls, such as spirit and desire, in which the sensuous as

pect is not completely integrated by the principle of identity, in

which there is lurking disorder that may break the mixture into

its elements. Like the lower souls and bodies, reason includes

the receptacle as a component} but unlike them, reason is a blend

in which the irregular powers of the receptacle have been tamed
and ordered.

Within the framework of the essential cleavage of souls into

immortal and mortal, into stable and unstable mixtures, into
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complete and incomplete concretions, there are other less funda

mental classifications. In the Tim&us (4Oa), Plato recounts four

levels of soul: those of the stars} another, the winged kind which

traverses the airj thirdly, the class which inhabits the waters}

and fourthly, that which goes on foot on dry land, A second

classification is that into reason, spirit, desire, and mere vital

activity ultimately reducing into the rational, the animal, and

the plant souls. Compare this with the hierarchy in the Sophist

(2486) which consists of motion, life, soul, and mind. In this

last, probably, motion stands for the irregular motion in the

receptacle, life for vital activity without cognition (*.<?., self-

preservation and reproduction), soul for desire and spirit, and
mind for the rational soul. In such classifications we should

avoid certain possible confusions. That a soul is vegetative does

not mean that it is found in plants only* Men, too, have the

functions of self-maintenance and reproduction} men are plants
and animals as well as men. And this brings us to our next point.
There are compositions of the various levels of soul into unities.

There are mixtures of mixtures, wholes of wholes. Man is a

composite of soul and body} also his soul is a composite of rea

son, spirit, desire. But such composites are dissoluble} such mix
tures are not stable.

There is one final and important distinction, however, to be

noted between souls in general, and bodies in general (at least

bodies in the realm of opinion). Both are creatures} but the
soul is a creature which is also a creative factor. We have seen
that Plato calls the soul the lord of creation} the soul is the

source of motion in all the created world. On the other hand,
bodies are moved, but do not initiate motion. The situation may
therefore be summed up as follows. The sum total of being is

divided into two groups: first, the group of the creative factors,

second, the group of the creatures. Again, the group of the crea

tures is subdivided into two classes, higher and lower } the higher
consists of creatures which are also creative, namely the souls }

the lower of entities which are merely creatures. Thus, we get
three grades of being: (a) creative factors which are not crea

tures, 0) entities which are both creative factors and creatures,
and (c) creatures which are not creative factors} these last are
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the bodies in the world of opinion. If we may describe universals

as creatures, then we can say that the world of creatures formal,

psychical, and bodily, exhausts the realm of discourse. Beyond
this world, at either end, stand the creative factors, which are in

effable} there is the good which is beyond conceptual knowledge,

and the receptacle which is known as in a dream.

It has often been assumed that, for Plato, motion and form

are conceptions directly opposed to each other. This is because

motion has been identified with fluxj to move is to change and so

not to be. But movement may be orderly} this is the motion

of reason which proceeds according to a pattern, namely the

circle, the fairest of all shapes. Thus, though to move is not

to be, motion conceived as a complete stretch may exemplify a

form. Regular motion is motion according to a formula} it has

a shape} it is a mixture of the unlimited with the limit. Thus,

time, which is a motion, is an image of eternity. And the motion

of reason is the closest imitation of the realm of forms that is

possible. The students of Plato have sometimes mistakenly

opposed motion to form because they have ignored the fact of

soul, and especially of the rational soul. The rational soul is the

principle of measured motion. "And when the Father that en

gendered the cosmos perceived it in motion and alive, a thing

of joy to the eternal gods, he rejoiced" (Timaws. 37c). Now,
God would not take unqualified joy at the coining into being of

something which, by its nature, was unintelligible.

To the student of Plato, the conception of the soul presents

itself as the most important of all the ideas in his philosophy.

It is true, the soul is not ultimate} it is not one of the primary

creative factors. But just because it is derived, it is a more com

plex fact than the ultimate factors, which are simple. The soul

is the most concrete of all creatures} in the soul, all the various

strands of the universe intersect, and meet, and disperse. The

soul is the togetherness of all things, of the Limit with the Un

limited, the mental with the physical, forms with flux. The soul

is the channel through which God transmits his activity into the

receptacle, and through which the receptacle is ordered accord

ing to the ideal pattern. In the soul there is the movement away
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from things toward the good, and the movement toward the

world of opinion.

The conception of the soul is that of activity as the basic fact

of experience. Now, the most obvious fact of experience is be

coming. Yet because so obvious, it is unnoticed. Common sense

is primarily struck by the variety of things in their variety of

qualities. Thus, common sense regards becoming as adjectival,

and speaks of matter in motion. But such a construction of ex

perience leaves an unsolved difficulty; there is the co-existence

of two unrelated facts, of matter and of motion. Why should

matter move? So, enlightened common sense, in its materialistic

form, tries to explain change away. Change is redistribution;

decay is the separation, and growth the composition of atoms.

But thrown out from the door, change re-enters from the win

dow. Redistribution itself is change. Moreover, transition re

mains j in becoming, the future becomes real. Passage cannot be

redistribution, for the future is genuinely new* The matter of

the next moment is new matter. Passage is creation.

Plato therefore starts with the concept of motion as genuinely

realj not as adjectival and not as reducible to other terms of

experience. We have the fact of change throughout the world
of experience; nature is history. The essence of the empirical
world is transition, temporality. Plato says that motion is self-

generating. But this is no more than a restatement of the propo
sition that motion is an ultimate fact, not reducible to anything
else in experience. There is a tendency to motion. Also, Plato

says that motion is everlasting. This, too, is a tautology, since

time is the measure of motion.

Now movement is not simply movement j it is movement in

a direction. In fact, movement is unintelligible except in a
direction. Thus motion has a form j becoming is the becoming of

something, namely, of the good; the world of experience is a
field for the realization of values. This is evident in human na
ture which is purposive living; less evident, but equally real in

animal and plant life, both of which are efforts at achievement
and maintenance. Further, the whole universe of experience is

a teleological process. But there is also movement in the reverse

direction; as there is growth, there is also decay; there is not
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only becoming, but also passing away. But the tendency to die

is counteracted by the tendency to live} what is lost is restored.

The movement of nature is cyclical.

There are particular centers of motion, and there is a uni

versal motion, of which the former are phases. And the uni

versal motion is conscious, apprehending the end for which it

strives. The conscious eras is primary, lapsing into unconscious

ness in its particularized phases.

This motion in a direction, as a real and independent fact, is

the soul. By the term soul, Plato is enabled to bring together
all the facts and phases of motion. Now the world of experience
is not self-contained} it must be explained in terms other than

those of experience. Thus, from the soul we proceed to the ulti

mate creative factors. God is the efficient cause of the soul. The
soul is the primary fact of experience, the explanation of which

requires the transempirical factors of the eternal God, the eter

nal pattern, and the eternal receptacle. The temporal is a crea

ture of the timeless. The soul, then, shares the derivativeness

characteristic of all empirical things. The soul, because partak

ing of the divisible, is not really real. At this point, however,
we are confronted with the fundamental ambiguity in Plato's

thought. On the one hand, we have the doctrine that the really

real is the completely intelligible} on the other, the doctrine

that it is the completely intelligible along with the less intel

ligible. The second doctrine issues from the principle of pleni

tude according to which perfection consists of the most perfect

together with all other degrees of perfection. Plato says in the

Sophist (^49b) that motion is completely real} that motion and

moving things are realities. The primary metaphysical situation

must be, then, held to consist not of the creative factors alone,

but of the creative factors along with the creatures of the time

less with the temporal. The real is a complex being with a pole
of rest, on the one hand, and a pole of motion on the other. The
forms are entertained by mind} and mind moves according to a

pattern. We can say that the whole is self-activity according to a

fixed rule, or, alternately, that it consists of the pattern ener

gized by the soul. The soul must have a fixed character and

identity in order to exist at all} thus motion without rest would
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be nothing at all. And conversely, what is merely at rest is a

mere potentiality. The upshot of our argument is that the soul

is completely real, in the sense that it is a component of what
is completely real.

2

2It may be convenient to bring together the conception of the soul as crea

tive, with the other notions of creativity presented in the earlier chapters. We
have said, for instance, that the receptacle is motion, and also that the good is

power; finally, in the present chapter, we have described the soul as the prin

ciple of change. The puzzled reader will be justified in asking whether mo
tion has one source or many. Now, the soul, since it is a creature, derives all its

properties (including motion) from the more ultimate creative factors, namely
from the receptacle and from the good. The receptacle is the factor of irregu
lar, undirected motion; the good is power in the sense that it is the final cause

of motion; thus, the good supplies motion with a goal. The soul is the blend
of the two; it is measurable motion. The ambiguity may be therefore clarified

as follows. Motion as a concrete fact within experience must be identified with
the soul. But motion as a fact to be explained must be referred to the receptacle
and to the good.



CHAPTER V

GOD

E approaching the topic of the Platonic God, the reader is

)affled by the very considerable vagueness of the discussions

in the dialogues. The atmosphere is that of myth and allegory,
when the actual form of the discussion is not. Not only is it dif

ficult to understand what Plato means by God 5 it is difficult to

ascertain whether he takes the concept of God seriously whether

he really believes in the existence of God. The question is

whether the term God may not be an allegorical rendering of

the idea of the Good. Undoubtedly Plato is religious 3 undoubt

edly Plato believes in the reality of the realm of forms. Shall

we say that his religion is the emotional grasping of the realm of

forms, and that the term God is a symbolic rendering of that

emotional response? In short, may not his theology be poetry

simply 5 and is not the student of Plato justified in concluding
that the objectively real is nothing less and nothing more than

the realm of the ideas?

Or even if we grant a place to the conception of God in

Plato's ontology, we are still hard put to explain what he in

tends to convey by the term. The language of Plato is that of

popular Greek religion; it is fluid and indefinite. He speaks of

God, of gods, of demons, of souls; he even refers to the cosmos

on its material as well as on its psychical side, as a god (Tim&us

34b, 4od). The word God is employed by Plato to refer both to

the moved and to the mover indiscriminately. Also, the account

is inconsistent. Whereas in the Laws, we are told that there is an

evil god in addition to the good god an evil god who is the

cause of the evil in the world in the Politicus we are expressly

warned against ascribing the evil in the world to the operation
of an independent, evil god.
And to! the extent that the theological terms could be assigned

definite meanings, it might still be true that what Plato means
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by God is very different from what we mean by that term. I am
now referring to the Christian tradition. The danger is that

those of us who have been brought up in the latter may find our

selves using the word God in a very confused way, should

we assimilate Plato's usage with our own. Perhaps the word

God, in any context, is vague j perhaps the God of the Christian

tradition is not one, but many different gods. But in so far as the

Christian God is a supernatural being, personal, good, one, it

may be argued that he is a being different from Plato's God.

Plato's theology is tinged with polytheism; he speaks of gods no

less than of God, and the references to demons are frequent in

his writings. Furthermore, his gods seem to be nothing more

than natural forces; for instance, to every star there is assigned

a ruling god, whose function is to move it. Thus, his gods would

seem to be elements of nature, the principles of motion in things,

as is true of the gods in all animistic, pantheistic religions. And
in so far as the gods are natural forces, they are not only several

in number; they are morally indifferent; some are good and

some are evil; their essence is to originate motion, and not to be

either good or bad.

Such are some of the questions with which the student of the

Platonic God is assailed from the outset. The position of the

writer, stated dogmatically in advance of the more elaborate ex

position, is as follows. Plato believes in the reality of God; that

is to say, God is a part, not merely of his religion, but also of his

metaphysics. Rather should we say that Plato's religion is a con

stitutive element in his metaphysics. Plato, we have said, is reli

gious; and religious insight is a form of knowledge not poetry.
The object of religious experience is not merely subjective; it

is a factor in the ontological situation. Furthermore, the concep
tion of God is reached by the rational as well as by the religious
route. Plato is faced with the task of explaining the phenomenal
world; he observes that nature proceeds according to a pattern,
and so he posits the realm of forms. But for a complete explana
tion of nature, the realm of forms is not sufficient, though it is

necessary. We must assume a principle of activity which brings
about the embodiment of the realm of forms in nature. God is

the active cause of nature, while the patterns are the formal
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cause. Thus, God is one o the creative factors, along with the

idea of the good and the receptacle.

As for the content of Plato's theology, we shall say that al

though Plato starts with Greek animism and polytheism and

naturalism, he makes significant departures from these. The
contribution of Plato to Greek religion is his criticism of it. His

relation to popular Greek religion might be compared to that

of the Jewish prophets to popular Jewish religion. But the

analogy fails because Plato, while doing justice to religious val

ues, proceeds to rationalize religious insight and make it a com

ponent part of a philosophy. Plato finds the many gods of

mythology and proceeds to organize them under one supreme
God who creates the subordinate gods and demons. He takes

the non-moral Olympian gods and replaces them with a God
whose nature is to be good. Nevertheless, there are evil things in

the universe, perhaps evil gods; but none of these is co-ordinate

with the supreme God} they all belong to the realm of creation

and give rise to the familiar problem of natural evil existing in

a world created by a morally perfect God. And though the cre

ated gods are natural forces, the Supreme God is not j
he is the

creator of all natural forces and transcends them.

Nor is it true that to refer both to the Platonic and the Chris

tian God by the same name is to use the term in two meanings.
After all, the Christian tradition is partly the creature of Plato-

nism. Plato's God is endowed with moral perfection. He is not

explicitly conceived as a person, it is true; nevertheless, he is a

God of loving care for the world, and a God who takes sides in

the moral conflict. Perhaps what will help most toward a just

appraisal of Plato's contribution to the idea of God is the under

standing of the fact that his reflections are not worked-out con

clusions, but trends away from popular Greek thought to some

thing new. The vagueness is not the consequence of an absence

of reflection; it comes from his having achieved a novel insight,

which, not being adequately grasped, is unclear. The idea of

God in Plato's mind is not made but in the making, moving, as it

does, away from Greek polytheism toward the doctrine of a

benign and spiritual God. God is an artificer and a demiurge;
he is also a shepherd and a father.
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There is an increasing emphasis upon the idea of God as Plato

proceeds from, the earlier to the later dialogues. This is not to

say that the idea of God does not appear in the former; on the

contrary, the references to God are plentiful. Nevertheless, the

preponderance of metaphysical weight is in favor of the realm

of ideas. But in the Politicus, the Philebus, the Timeus, and the

Lawsy God is treated as a metaphysical factor with a distinctive

contribution to the whole situation. Again, this is not to say that

in the later dialogues the doctrine of ideas is abandoned. It is

true that the theory of a separate realm of forms is criticized in

the Parmenides; but so is the idea of a separate God criticized

in the same connection (i35d, e). Moreover, the moral of the

criticism in the Parmenides is that a restatement not an aban

donmentof the doctrine of ideas is called for. But, more clearly

than in the earlier dialogues, Plato makes it appear in his later

works that the realm of forms is only one of the causes of the

world of generation, and that, by itself, it is unable to account

for the existence of concrete things.

The demonstration of the existence of God rests on the fact

that the natural state of affairs requires an explanation in terms

other than itself, (a) There is order in the world: the rhythm
of the seasons, the revolutions of the stars, the cycle of genera

tion and decay, and the like, which cannot be explained by

chance, as the atomists claim; these facts presuppose the opera

tion of intelligence. This is the familiar argument from design,

conceived by Plato in a rather naive fashion. The world exhibits

a teleological process, a ceaseless tendency to realize the good.

Now, of course, there is an objective realm of patterns, and an

objective principle of the good. But these do not by themselves

account for their exemplification in nature. It is necessary to

posit a mind which, by grasping the structure of abstract order,

impresses it upon things. This, at any rate, is the doctrine of the

later dialogues, and especially of the Tim&us. In the Republic,

we are told that the good is the cause of all things; such a state

ment seems to imply that the good is not only a principle of

value but also a power, an efficient as well as a final cause. In

the TwncBUSy however, the efficient is differentiated from the

final cause, God from the principle of the best. It is assumed
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that a creative force is required which will energize the pattern,

just as an artificer is required to produce an actual copy of a

model. And among the earlier dialogues, the Phce&Oy in which

the doctrine of ideas is so prominent, affirms the need of Mind
as an explanatory cause.

() The first argument proceeds from the character of the

world as orderly, the second from the very actuality of the world

as requiring a supernatural cause. The world is a becoming, and

"it is impossible for anything to attain becoming without a cause"

(Timaus. 28a). In other words, becoming is the passage from

not-being to being j
this passage cannot be the work of the event

itself, since it is not there to bring itself about. Therefore becom

ing is due to a cause which is not itself a becoming. The require

ment of a cause applies not only to individual instances of be

coming, but to the entire cosmos conceived as a process of becom

ing. Nature is a passage from not-being to being, and requires

a cause. The argument applies not only to bodies but to souls

as well. The soul, reason itself, are members of the temporal
order no less than bodies are, and point to a cause beyond them

selves.

To sum up the above, nature is created, and God is the effi

cient cause of creation. He is the cause both of the happening
of the world and of its order j he is a maker and a designer; he

is a creative intelligence (Stovoioc; qnxnxrnc;, Sophist 2650). We
may say of him either that he is an intelligence which is crea

tive, or a creator who is intelligent; in short, he combines the

function of power with that of rationality; he is a purposive

cause. And as the creator of the temporal world, he is timeless

and ungenerated.

(c) Plato says that it is a task enough to find God; and, hav

ing found him, it is impossible to declare him to everybody

(Tim&us 2,8c). There is the finding, and there is the declaring;

the first is insight, the second is conceptual elaboration and ra

tional argument. The proofs we have been citing are rational

arguments; they are declarations of an insight already possessed.

This is knowledge as descent. It is true that reasoning may also

be the process of ascending up to first principles; argument is

sometimes the validation of a hypothesis by its conformity to
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empirical data. But such reasoning yields results that are only

probable5 and Plato is certain of the reality of God. We are

therefore led to the conclusion that, in his proofs of God, Plato

is setting forth an insight, had independently of the proofs. On

recurring occasions he refers in the dialogues to divine inter

vention. The evidence for God rests on a personal religious ex

perience} this is the final proof. Yet because it is personal, it is

private. Plato hints at it, but does not discuss it. His dialogues

are public "declarations
77

} and there the emphasis is on the ra

tional proofs.
We may analyze Plato's views of God into two parts; the

divine nature, and the divine activity. The second follows from

the first} yet, for pedagogical reasons, we will begin with the

second. Then, having discussed the divine activity in creating

and ruling the world, we will proceed to the exposition of the

divine nature as revealed in that activity. What is the motive

of creation? This question has been a thorn in .the side of many
religious philosophies. They start with the conception that God
is complete and therefore perfect} now if God possesses every

thing, why should he create a world at all? On the one hand,
we have the statement that everything is completely realized}

on the other, that the world is added, a statement which implies
that there is something unrealized. If God is complete, he does

not require a world} but since he does make a world, he must

require one, and therefore is not complete. Thus, the problem
is how to reconcile completeness with the creative function in

God. Spinoza had to solve the same problem, as it was generated

by his own premises} and in the end, he solved it by denying or,

at any rate, minimizing the reality of the modes. In the history
of thought it has proved easier to proceed from the modes to

substance than to lead back from substance to the modes.

By a bold stroke, Plato derives creativity from the complete
ness which would seem to exclude it. God is creative because

he is a complete being, and he could not be creative unless he

were complete. Usually, action arises from lack, and is a process
of fulfilling a need. I make a tool because I use it to provide
what I lack. But there is another type of productive action which
arises from abundance, not from deficiency, God, being perfect,
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is envious of nothing; and he desires that everything should be

as much like him as possible. This is the love which passes into

creative activity} this love issues from strength, not from weak

ness. The lower eras is an appetite j it is a mixture of being with

not-being; ultimately, it is selfish. I love the tool for the

benefit I derive from it. In the Tim<ieusy Plato considers the

divine erosy though not by that name, which has no admixture of

not-being. Such love respects the objects to which it is ad

dressed. Only a complete being can love truly, without self-

reference, for, being complete, it seeks nothing from the object

it loves; only a complete being can transcend itself and enter

into a genuine relation with other things.

The explanation of God's creative activity as arising from

his completeness is paralleled by the doctrine of the good as

plenitude, whereby the good is conceived as the most perfect to

gether with all the degrees of imperfection. God is "this-world-

ly"; the world of opinion is not in opposition to his nature, since

it is the outflow of his perfection. It is important to note that

here Plato is not abandoning the doctrine of the Ph&do and of

the other early dialogues; he is only drawing different conclu

sions from that doctrine. From the proposition that God and the

realm of ideas are really real, in the earlier dialogues Plato was

inclined to draw the conclusion that there is an opposition be

tween the intelligible world and that of opinion. In the Tim&usy

from the same premise he draws the conclusion that the two

worlds are harmonious. The world of opinion is a revelation of

the divine perfection; it is not a thwarting of the really real.

God's completeness is not diminished by the fact that he im

parts himself to the world, for "he abides in his own proper
state" (Timaus 42e). "And when the Father that engendered
it (the cosmos), perceived it in motion and alive, he rejoiced"

(TWWBUS 37c). God perceives in the world an image of his own

perfection. Correspondingly, the eros is a stream flowing from

either direction: (a) from the creature to the creator, from the

mortal to the immortal; () from the creator to the creature,

from the perfect to the imperfect.

Ordinarily, in speaking of creation we mean total creation:

the bringing about of something when there was nothing at all.
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But God's creativity, according to Plato, is not ex nihilo; it is

like the productive activity of an artisan or a sculptor, working
over their materials respectively. In creating the world, God is

operating upon something which he has not created, namely, the

timeless receptacle; creation is transformation. And the trans

formation consists in the introduction of order into chaos j it is

the directing of the powers and motions of the receptacle so

that they will work for the best.

Thus, the whole world is a product of two causes, reason

and necessity; and a complete account of creation must include

reference to the operation of the "errant" cause (48a). The
latter is a passive cause, the former an active cause. God is re

sponsible for the world only up to a point; he is limited by the

potentialities of the receptacle; and the world is as good as

possible under the circumstances. Thus, God is not omnipotent.
God is the author only of the good in the world, not of the

evil; and there is much more evil than good in the world. The
evil is the result of the passive cause. God is limited, even frus

trated, by the resistance of the receptacle. We are told that

the gods wage an undying warfare against evil (Laws 9o6a) ;

thus, evil is a fact for God, which he finds; it is a power because
it resists him; and it is everlasting, since the battle is endless.

God is faced by the enduring resistance of an independent fac

tor; and in creation, he has to make the best of it.

Neither does God create the pattern by which he transforms
the material. The pattern is timeless. Hence Plato describes

creation as a process of mixing; there is the pattern, and there
is the receptacle; there is the Finite, and there is the Infinite.

God's activity consists in mixing the two together; the only
novel fact in creation is the 'presence of the pattern in the recep
tacle. God is the efficient cause of creation, and only that; he is

not its material cause and not its formal cause. Plato's God is

finite in the sense that he does not constitute the totality of

things. God is a being constituted by not-being. There are fac
tors "other" than God; namely, the receptacle and the ideal

pattern, both of them uncreated and timeless. And correspond
ingly, God's power is limited; he is only one among a group of
causes.
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The conclusion of the above may be summed up negatively as

follows: (a) God is not an absolute creator
5 () God is not in

finite. We have said that creation consists in the act of bringing

together pre-existing factors such as the Finite and the Infinite.

The notion of creation must be diluted further still. God creates

time in the same act whereby he creates the world; time is, in

fact, the aspect of measured motion, and therefore an abstrac

tion from the cosmos. There is no time before creation. How
then can we speak of creation at a time? And since time and the

cosmos are aspects of one and the same fact, the cosmos is ever

lasting. Therefore, it would seem that the world was not created

at all. .

To this difficult problem we have to grope for our own an

swer, since Plato does not consider the problem. It might be

argued that before time and the world were created, there was

undifferentiated flux which is the latent time in the receptacle.

Yet this does 'not enable us to speak of creation at a time, just

because, being undifferentiated, such time has no before and

after; it is not time as an.ordered series. Actual time arises from

the implanting of measure upon the flux. Thus we cannot say
that the world has a beginning in timej there was no moment
"before" creation. Nevertheless, it does not follow that there is

no creation in any sense, and that the world is co-ordinate with

God (though such an interpretation is not wholly incompatible
with Plato's statements). The world depends on God; he is the

creator of the world in the sense that the world is in a timeless

dependence on God. God is the cause, and the world is the ef

fect; that is to say, the world is an everlasting revelation of

God. God is the principle necessary to account for the related-

ness of the ideal pattern to the receptacle.

There is the divine providence as well as the divine creation.

God is the continuing cause of creation. In fact, the two are the

same if we are right in our statement that the world is an ever

lasting revelation of God. Thus, the cosmos endures because

God wills that it should (Twnceus 41 a). God cares for the least

equally as for the greatest of his creatures; he lavishes atten

tion on the minutest details of the cosmos. Plato compares the

gods to commanders of armies, to physicians, or to farmers

(Laws 9o6a). 107
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Providence is a manifestation in the divine nature of the meta

physical principle of concern (rtQOvoia, emjxeXaa). The phi

losopher must serve as a kingj and in general, the superior in

the scale of being has the care of what is inferior. In his discus

sion of the virtues, Plato asserts that temperance is a duty both

for the inferior and the superior, both for the ruler and the

ruled. Thus, temperance is the principle which integrates a

graded community into a whole (Republic 43 re, 4323). The

question arises whether we can regard temperance as a virtue

for the gods as well as for man. Plato states that the difference

between the divine king and the human king is greater than the

difference between the latter and his subjects (Pottticus 2753, b) j

yet, he adds, in another connection, that we are justified in using
the small as an example by the help of which to enlighten our

selves concerning the nature of the great (Politicus 285d). We
would not therefore be going too far in holding temperance to

be a virtue for the gods, and in speaking of a divine concern for

the creation.

We cannot be too careful not to be misled by the familiar as

sociations of words. Divine providence, in the Christian tradi

tion, is concern of a person for a'person. But according to Plato,
we are possessions of the gods, and they are bound to take good
care of us, just as a man manages his property well, because he
does not want to lose it. And yet it would be wrong to reduce
the divine providence to self-interest. God's love is genuine
and without envy} it is disinterested. Plato's doctrine of the

divine concern is not crystallized j it hovers between the idea of

prudential love and that of disinterested love; and on the

whole, Plato's mind is moving in the direction of the latter* We
can, at any rate, establish that Plato's God is different from that
of Aristotle. Far from being indifferent to the world, Plato's

God observes the world, is aware of it in its details as well as in

its general character, cherishes it, works on it. In various pas
sages, Plato hints at divine intervention, as for example when
he is considering the chances of the salvation of the world from
its present degradation (Republic 4990} Parmenides I34e).

According to Plato, the perfect ruler does not govern by law,
because laws are general, making no allowances for individual
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variations j he judges every individual case on its merits. He
rules by reason and not by law. Now Plato also maintains that

God rules by reason} and if we use the principles of human
government as an analogy for the divine, we may say that divine

providence is the relation of God to the individual as an indi

vidual, and a government of nature, not according to general
formulas, but with regard to the peculiarities of the individual

event.

The providential character of God must be qualified by the

divine indifference. There is the divine immanence and also the

divine transcendence, the relational as against the intrinsic es

sence of God. In the myth of the Politicks, there is the curious

story of God as sojourning in the world and ruling it, and then
as absenting himself from it and abandoning its care. God is

represented as an owner who on occasions acts as an absentee

landlord. When God is absent, the world is left to its own re

sources and gradually deteriorates. Thus, the duality of God's
nature is paralleled by a duality in the state of the world. Nature

passes through the alternate phases of operation according to

general laws, and of individual spontaneity and variety.

Obviously, we are here dealing with allegories, and it would
be rash to make dogmatic assertions. But the idea of a rhythm
of cosmological epochs is not foreign to the pre-Socratic phi

losophers, and there is no reason to think that Plato did not

believe in it. It would seem then that nature does not operate

continuously according to general laws. There is a cosmological

epoch characterized by the personal immanent rule of God. This
is succeeded by an age of divine abstention during which nature

lapses into mechanism and routine. So, when the statesman goes

away, he leaves written instructions with his subjects} these

instructions, being written, are rigid, and cannot take account

of the changes in circumstances. Then the statesman returns and
overrides the written rules. There is divine interposition on
critical occasions. Thus, the cycle is finally completed by the

restoration of divine providence and the beginning of an epoch
in which nature recovers her spontaneity and variety.

Plato's employment of the conception of persuasion is of the

utmost significance in the analysis of the relation of God to
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creation. Creation is an operation by God upon the receptacle.

This operation is not an act of brute force but of persuasion.
The receptacle is won over to the divine purpose} chaos submits

to the lure of the ideal. Nature as an orderly process is a result

of the power exercised by the intelligible pattern upon necessity
a power which issues solely from its perfection. God does not

override the receptacle, nor does he set about destroying its

powersj he converts them to his purposes and uses them* Thus,
there is the co-operation of necessity with reason in creation.

Similarly, divine rule is mediated by persuasion. God acts like

the philosopher-king, not like a tyrant. His is government by
the consent of the ruled. Necessity is voluntarily persuaded by
reason. God further restrains himself in his control of the

destinies of the soul. He appoints JEor it its general pattern j but

the form of its individual character depends on the souPs own
choice (Laws 9O4c). Plato's conception of God is strongly in

contrast with the Oriental conception patterned after the omnip
otent despot. For Plato, God is not omniponentj and he does

not coerce the world} God is a moral force.

With reference to the conduct of human affairs by men, Plato

is jealously insistent on two points. First, he objects to democratic

equality and affirms the need of a hierarchical organization of

society. Second, he objects to exploitation of the ruled by the

rulers and holds that the rulers should respect and serve the

ruled. The analogy from the human ruler to God would not

be too far-fetched. God is benevolent, and he respects the crea

ture.

The analogy with the conduct of human affairs may be de

veloped further. The concept of persuasion runs throughout
Plato's reflections, not merely on cosmology, but also on educa

tion, politics, and medical attention as well. The wise legislator
does not contemplate imposing laws on the public by a fiat; he
introduces them with a preamble in which he explains the
reasons necessitating the laws, and thus convinces the public
of their justice. The wise teacher relies on persuasion (Republic
548b). As for the relation of doctor to patient, we will quote
Plato's own words: "You are also aware that, as the sick men
in the cities comprise both slaves and free men, the slaves are
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usually doctored by slaves, who either run round the town or

wait in their surgeries j
and not one of these doctors either gives

or receives any account of the several ailments of the various

domestics, but prescribes for each what he deems right from

experience, just as though he had exact knowledge, and with

the assurance of an autocrat; then up he jumps and off he rushes

to another sick domestic, and thus he relieves his master in his

attendance on the sick. But the free-born doctor is mainly en

gaged in visiting and treating the ailments of free men, and

he does $o by investigating them from the commencement and

according to the course of nature
j
he talks with the patient him

self and with his friends, and thus both learns himself from the

sufferers and imparts instruction to them, so far as possible; and

he gives no prescription until he has gained the patient's con

sent, and only then, while securing the patient's continued

docility by persuasion, does he complete the task of restoring
him to health" (Laws 7200, d). Thus, the doctor secures the

patient's docility by persuasion; and thus does necessity submit

voluntarily to the divine behest.

God's bearing toward the cosmos is like that of an under

standing parent who reasons with the child, explaining why a

certain rule should be obeyed. God governs by a moral appeal,
and by reason; his government is free. Yet it would be perhaps

wrong to interpret Plato as excluding the use of coercion. The

point is not clear. While discussing the form of government
suitable to man, Plato makes the point that whether a polity is

based on consent is not as important as whether it is based on

science. The essential is to get the right thing done; if by persua
sion all the better; if not, then anyhow (Politicus 293a). Scien

tific method in government is the prime consideration. Thus, we
should say that for Plato, force is at the behest of reason, or that

reason is backed by force. The ideal is the union of reason with

power.
We will now consider the nature of the world created by

God. The cosmos is divisible in several different respects, (a)

There is the whole and there are the parts. The world is an

organic system in which the parts are subordinated to the whole.

Every part contributes to the perfection of the whole, and to
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its preservation (Laws 903^ 905b). (&) The world contains

souls and bodies} the souls are active, the bodies passive, (c)
The world consists of immortal and mortal creatures; this divi

sion not being the same as that into souls and bodies. There are

souls which are mortal for example, the spirited and appetitive
souls j and there are bodies which are immortal, as, for instance,
the stars (Timaus 38c, 4ob). There are souls which are earthly
and bodies which are celestial. The immortal creatureswhether

psychical or bodily are as perfect an imitation of the ideal pat
tern as possible, considering the fact that they include the prin

ciple of the divisible in their composition.
Creation is determined by the impulse of self-reproduction.

God wishes that everything should be like him as far as possible.
The creature is an image (ixijrryjia) of the creator; the creature

reflects the perfection of the creator, though in a diluted degree.
As the creator is self-sufficient and complete, so is the creature.

As the creator is a cause, so is the creature; God creates gods.
The creator transmits his creative power to the creature, which
in turn reproduces itself. Thus, we have both a creature and
a creator in the second degree: an image of an image. As the

cosmos is a whole, so are its parts wholes. The principle of self-

representation yields a series of creatures in a descending order,
in which the members function as causes and rulers for those
next lower to them in grade. This series has a limit; there is

a last creature. Whether the series consists of an infinite number
of members is not clear; probably not, inasmuch as, for Plato,

infinity is synonymous with mdefiniteness, and the series is a

copy of the intelligible pattern. The generation of the cosmos

in^all
its detail is a process of self-mirroring in which the creator

mirrors himself in the creature, the creature in another creature,
and so forth, until we reach the last member of the series.

With the creature having been invested with creative power,
the distinction between what is and what is not a god becomes
blurred. The creature, too, is a god, since it 19 a creator. Thus
we have both God and gods ($s6g, {feoC); Plato speaks of
the Supreme God (fieyiotog SaCpioxv) and of the gods who
share the rule with him (Politicus 2726). Thus, there are many
gods. And as the gods are children of God, so are there lesser
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divinities which are children of the gods (Tim&us 4od, e).

Thus, there are God, gods, and demons.

The gods form a hierarchy, from the best God to the least

godj the series corresponds to the gradation of perfection in

the good. Each god has his appropriate status, with the lower

subordinated to the higher (Phadrus 24.7%). In the Epstles

(32'3d), Plato speaks of the Lord and Father of the Ruler and

the Causej the latter must be an intermediary creator imme

diately derived from the supreme creator. It is quite possible

he is referring to the world-soul} the world-soul is a created

god and must be distinguished from the demiurge. Further,

Plato uses two words for the Supreme God: theos and dermow-

gos. Probably the first refers to God as enjoying his own per

fection, and the latter to God in his relation to the world. The

hierarchy of gods descends to spirits which might be termed

evil, if it is to include all grades. For Plato is apt to call the

mortal soul evil, though it is demanded by the scheme of per
fection.

The Supreme God participates in the creation of the best

part of the cosmos only namely, its immortal part (Tim&us

4ic), and turns over the task of creating mortal things to the

lesser gods. The hierarchy of the gods corresponds to the hier

archy of the creatures. Moreover, God supervises the whole

revolution of the cosmos, whereas the gods are apportioned

particular regions within the whole, over which regions they
have independent authority (Politicus 271d). In sum, God has

control over the whole and over the best, the gods over the

parts and over the less good.
The difference between the notions of god and of creature,

minimal in some respects, is very important in others. God is

fundamentally contrasted with the gods. He is a creator who
is uncreated} he is an absolutely original cause. The gods are

created creators. God is timeless, the gods 'are temporal} God
is eternal, the gods are everlasting. The gods are mixtures of

the indivisible with the divisible} they are impure and partake
of the refractory element. God is simple and pure.

The Platonic teaching of a multiplicity of gods is puzzling,
not to say forbidding to the casual reader. It would seem that
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Plato has simply incorporated Greek mythology and its naive

identification of natural forces with divinities into his general
doctrine. Or perhaps he is employing familiar, popular termi

nology for the value of its emotional association, without tak

ing its content seriously. The present writer holds that the

matter is not so simple. As always, Plato takes his start from

tradition, from common sense, and from immediacy j but what
ever he takes over, he transforms. Plato rationalized Greek

polytheism into the metaphysical doctrine of the One and the

Many. The conception of the inferior gods with their specified

regions of authority establishes the fact that the divine rule

is particularized. So, in the just city, there are specific skills

and functions by which the plan of the whole is executed. In

the universe, there is the general ruling energy, and there are

the specific ruling energies? there is attention to detail as well

as to the whole, and the attention is a particular attention. The

gods are intermediaries between the Supreme God and the

world} as in every relationship, here too, for Plato, there is

a link (fietalo;) between the terms in a relation* In knowledge,
we should never descend immediately from the one to the

many (Philebus i6c, ff.), but go step by step, from genus to

species, to subspecies, and so on till we reach the indivisible

species. This is a principle not only of thought but of being
as well. So we proceed from God to the world not immediately
but via the intermediary gods and demons. The hierarchy of

the gods is a particular application of the general principle of

hierarchy which pervades all things e.g^ the forms, the eros,
the virtues, political institutions, knowledge. Thus, though
Plato's polytheism may have been suggested to him by popular
religion, it is a deduction from his general standpoint, accord

ing to which the One is diversified into a Many, arranged in

a graded order. In order to be intelligible, an entity must be a

structure, analyzable into elements in a relationship. The divine

principle is a complex organic region of divine agencies in

mutual interplay. The plurality does not abolish the unity; it

only renders it intelligible, since a bare One is nothing. The

plurality is organized according to the principle of degrees of

perfection and power, such that the totality of subordinate gods
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executes the command of the Supreme God. In fact, they are,

probably, the Supreme God in his aspect as a diversity of ener

gies. Thus, it would be wrong to construe the doctrine of the

intermediate gods as implying that the Supreme God is com

pletely transcendent, indifferent to and unconcerned with the

world. The heralds transmit the orders of the king; so do the

gods carry out the general plan of God. God works with the

gods in the world, as the commander of an army works with

his staff. On the other hand, it is true that the Supreme God
does not immediately operate in the world. God is not tran

scendent in a sense which would mean that he is without con

cern for the world} God is transcendent in the sense that this

concern is rendered effective in respect of particular details by
the use of intermediaries.

We are now prepared to discuss God's nature, of which we
have received intimations from our study of his works. Souls

and all mortal things are incomplete, forever striving. God is

complete and there is no becoming in him. Hence God is out

side time. God is in the best state in every respect; he is without

deficiency with regard to beauty and excellence. Whereas other

beings might realize completely a nature of limited perfection,
God realizes completely a complete perfection.

1
Lacking noth

ing, he is independent and self-sufficient. Without any admix

ture from the nature of the "other," he is simple and "pure";
that is to say, he has a definite nature, being just what he is.

Purity, self-sufficiency, completeness, timelessness these are the

traits of the really real. God is absolutely real (Republic 38od-
38id).
God both enjoys his being and imparts it; his own complete

ness leads him to communicate himself to lesser things. Thus,

perfection leads to power; the intrinsic nature of God demands

that he concern himself with other things. Now, God's perfec
tion is moral. In God there is no envy and no injustice; he is as

righteous as can be (The&tettts I76c), and he contains all virtue

(Laws, 9<Dod, 9O2c). There is absolute exclusion of evil from

1Cf. 'Laws 9Oib-e, 9020, 9030, in which it is argued that God is all-wise,

all-good, and cares for the whole.
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God. This is the fundamental determination o God, which is

also his fundamental limitationthat he is good. Being good,
he cannot be held responsible for the evil in the world

j he is

not the cause of everything.
What is, then, the cause of evil in the world? There are

various suggestions in Plato, covering every usual solution

to the problem. (0) Evil is unreal} that is to say, things are

unreal to the extent that they are evil. () The character of

evil is only an appearance in things. All things are really good}
the appearance of evil arises from our failure to perceive the

whole scheme of things (Laws 903c). (<;) Evil is due to the

operation of the errant cause, that is, the receptacle. This is the

solution of the Tlmceus. (d} In the Politicus, evil is explained

by the absence of God from the world, whereby the world takes

charge of its destiny (274*). With God absent, the world is

given over to fate and innate desire (272e), to the bodily ele

ment, of which it partakes (273b), to its primeval condition of

disorder (273c). Thus, according to the Poliiicus, evil is an
innate tendency in the cosmos, (e) In the The&tetusy we are

told "that it is impossible that evils should be done away with,
for there must always be something opposed to the good"
(i76a). We are further told that "two patterns are set up in

the world, the divine, which is most blessed, and the godless,
which is most wretched" (i76e). Here we have the suggestion
that there is a form of evil which is set against the form of the

good (/) In the PMetws, the hint is thrown out of an inde

pendent cause of separation, in addition to God, who is the
cause of the mixture (23d); and (^) in the Law, this hint is

elaborated into the doctrine of two separate gods, the one the
cause of the good, and the other, the cause of the evil in the
world.

Our concern is not specifically with the problem of evil, but
with the question whether the explanation of evil necessitates

the hypothesis of an evil principle set over against God. In short,
is Plato a theological dualist? The answers just recounted to
the problem of evil can be regrouped under common headings.
First, there are the theories which, in one way or another, deny
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the reality of evil.
2 We will ignore these theories at this junc

ture. On the other hand, the doctrines of the Timceus and the

Politicus reduce to one and the same. According to the latter,

the world lapses into evil in the absence of God, because the

world is infected with desire, with the bodily element, with the

element of disorder. This is necessity, the errant cause of the

Timaus. The world contains evil, because the world partakes
of the receptacle. The solutions of the Theaetetus, the PhilebuSy
and the Laws come together under another common heading,
in the sense that they agree in referring evil to an independent

principle acting according to an evil pattern. Thus, we have

essentially two solutions: evil consists in confusion and results

from a neutral cause; or evil is a form and actual evil results

from an evil cause. We are thus left with two theories which,
in their literal expression, are mutually incompatible j yet each

of these receives emphatic support from Plato. "Is it one soul

or several that controls all things?" he asks in the Laws (896e) j

and adds: "I will answer for you several. Anyhow, let us as

sume at least two, the beneficent soul and that which is capable
of effecting results of the opposite kind." And later on (Sgyd),
he calls the latter the evil soul. But the assertion in the Politicus

is no less emphatic that "we must not say that two divinities

opposed to one another turn the universe. . , . The only alterna

tive is that the universe is guided at one time by an extrinsic

divine cause, and at another time it is left to itself and then

moves by its own motion" (27Oa).

Now, of course, it is nothing unusual for Plato to present

mutually opposing views in different dialogues or even in one

and the same dialogue; yet the doctrine of two absolute prin

ciples, one good, one bad, is so out of harmony with the general
trend of his thought, that the student should exhaust every

possibility of interpreting the doctrine in other terms, before

he accepts the statements in the Laws at their face value. We
will contend that the evil cause is not co-ordinate with God; that,

in fact, it is not essentially evil; in short, that it is one of the

subordinate gods created by the Supreme God according to the
2
Seepp. 67 ff.
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scheme of perfection. In Timteus 29a, Plato speaks of God as

the best of all causes} thus, there are other causes, less good,

perhaps evil. He also inquires whether God created the world

according to an eternal or to a created pattern (28a, b). Here

the alternative to an ideal pattern is a pattern that has been

created. The hypothesis suggests itself that the causes which do

not come under the category of the best are created causes. Also,

the godless pattern of the Thecetetus need not be coordinate

with the eternal pattern; it may be precisely the created pattern

mentioned in the Tim&us. Thus we need assume neither a

primordial principle of evil nor a primordial pattern of evil.

The created pattern is the resulting form of created things; it

is empirical as against ideal form. We know that, according to

Plato, the existing objects do not reproduce exactly their in

tended natures. They strive for the ideal, but inevitably fall

short of it. The actual form of the oligarchical man represents

a thwarting of his ideal nature j
and the form of the tyrannical

soul is a godless pattern.

And so with the godless, evil cause. God creates subordinate

causes, such as the mortal souls. Now, the mortal souls are

liable to dissolution; they include a principle of confusion; they

may be overpowered by pleasure or fear, and thus, forgetting
their real end, may lapse into sin (dpiOQTia). Yet their crea

tion is part of the divine plan to realize plenitude. The mortal

souls represent a lower degree of perfection. The tyrant is not

created by God to be a tyrant; yet he is so created that he can

lapse into the pattern of a tyrant. The essential point is that

complexes which include the "divisible element" are part of

the scheme of creation; thus, liability to evil is entailed in the

ideal pattern, which includes the least as well as the most perfect.

Following the analogy of the mortal souls, we may say that

the created gods, too, who are mixtures of the divisible with

the indivisible, are, in the lower reaches of the scale, liable to

upset their own equilibrium, to be dominated by the divisible,

in short, to be overcome by passion; they may become frenzied

and cause irregular motions. The evil god of the Laws, we sug

gest, is like the tyrant a ruler who is also a slave; he is a divine

soul, who, like many human souls, has been led astray by un-
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natural desire into disorderly activity. If this hypothesis be

correct, we do not need to deny the existence of an evil cause.

It is real, but it is not co-ordinate with the Supreme God, having
been created by him. The evil cause is not primordial, nor is

there an eternal form of evil.

In the above analysis, the explanation adopted as valid for

all the dialogues is the one indicated in the Timaus. The cause

of evil is the receptacle, which is a principle of confusion, wedded
neither to good nor to evil. So we return to the account in the

Politicusy according to which evil is not due to an independent

cause, but to the inherent disorder in the world, arising from

the fact that God chose to employ the powers in the receptacle

in the creation of the world.

If we sum up the above, we may say that God has a moral

nature
5

also he is an intelligence, since he contemplates the

forms (PhcecLruSy 24yd). Both his goodness and his intelligence

are self-communicative. God not only envisages and loves the

goodj he utilizes the envisagement in order to create a world.

Thus, God is goodness and intelligence in action} he is teleo-

logical activity.

Goodness, intelligence, activitythese are all traits of mind.

Moreover, God is a father and loving to his children, gentle,

and using persuasion instead of compulsion. Also he rules by

reason, not by lawj he takes account of individual differences.

Such a relation is that of person to person. It is not suggested
that Plato conceived God in terms of personality. For example,
there is no trace of the idea of freedom of choice in Plato's

account of God. But we do suggest that Plato's account of God
contains the germs of the idea of a divine personality, germs
which came to maturity in Christian thought also germs which

were suppressed by Christian thought. The idea of a loving
father was emphasized in later developments} but the concep
tion of a God who uses persuasion instead of coercion towards

his creatures was often overlooked by later thinkers, in their

zeal to emphasize the omnipotence of God at all costs.
8 In Chris

tianity, the idea of God was developed so as to include the trait

of personality} but in the process, it lost the trait of power
8See A. N. Whitehead, Adventures of Ideasy pp. 213 ff.
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through persuasion. God became omnipotent and all-creative,

and, as such, responsible somehow for evil. Thus the radical

distinction between good and evil was blurred.

A further aspect indicative of God's personality is his finitude.

God is finitej he is limited by the receptacle and by his own

creatures} also the mortal souls deviate from the divine plan

through the disintegrating operation of the receptacle. God is

not omnipotent} he "is not the cause of all things" (Republic

38oc). Plato limits the power of God in order to preserve his

goodness} God's activity is both enhanced and thwarted by the

receptacle. In this fashion, Plato also establishes the definiteness

of God. God is contrasted with the world. Spinoza's substance

is an absolute which absorbs the modes and is absorbed by them.

Plato's position is different} he departs from the Parmenidean

doctrine according to which the universe is an undifferentiated

unity. For Plato, the metaphysical situation is complex, ana-

lyzable into component elements; the world has its own self-

identity and so has God. Thus, God is an intelligible being.

It may be objected that a God who is finite is not God, that

is to say, he has no title to religious adoration. But religion takes

various forms and so does perfection.
There is the perfection

of infinite affirmation, which Spinoza claims for substance; this

is the perfection of all-comprehensiveness. Correspondingly,

there is the religion of mysticism which is directed toward an

all-encompassing divine being. But there is also moral perfec

tion, the perfection of a self-sufficient being which is completely

realized, without any internal lack, with no internal obstruction.

This is intensive perfection. Correspondingly, there is a rational

form of religion concerned primarily with the preservation of

moral values and the absolute distinction of good from bad.

Moreover, a finite definite being may sustain relationships

because it allows the existence of other things. Plato's God does

not absorb the world; therefore a genuine communion between

God and the world is possible. In short, the creation of the world

follows from God's goodness; and the possibility of a divine

communion with the world follows from God's finitude. In

Plato's philosophy we have neither the Epicurean doctrine of

the divine aloofness nor the pantheistic doctrine which assimi-
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lates the world to God. The world and God are distinct (cf.

Politicus ayoa, with its reference to an extrinsic divine cause) ;

therefore the two can be together. Perhaps the best way in which

to describe the relation of God to the world is to say that he is

"with" the world, or present in it. God is a friend to man and

an enemy to evil. Since God is finite, the conflict with evil is

real. And since the receptacle is unchanging and timeless, the

conflict with evil is everlasting. God takes sides in a battle of

which the outcome is not a foreordained victory for his side.

Thus, God is a completely good intelligence, working in the

world with man and against evil. Also God takes account of his

creatures in their individual capacity. Here are ideas which, as

we said above, contain hints of the conception of personality.
But now we must turn to another set of considerations which,
on the surface at least, are out of harmony with what we have

just said. They are considerations which indicate a nature in

God wholly transcending the world and its traits. God is not a

soul. The soul is change and the principle of change, but "self-

sameness and perpetual changelessness belong to the divinest

things of all" (Politicks 269$). The world-soul is everlasting
but God is timeless.

4 The soul is a creature, not an original prin

ciple j even in its highest form reason -it is part of the created

world. The soul is a mixture, whereas God is pure. The soul in

cludes an admixture of the divisible element; it is the principle

of identity manifesting itself in time and in sense. In God there

is no trace of anything but the highest perfection. It is true that

Plato sometimes speaks of gods and souls interchangeably, es

pecially in Laws, X; but presumably there he is referring to the

created gods, whereas we are now concerned with the Supreme
God.

It would therefore seem that God transcends reason, and

soul, and activity, and is a being from whom reason, soul, and

activity emanate. They are his creatures and cannot be part of

him. Thus, the very same considerations which led us to con

ceive of God as an intelligence concerned with the world and

acting in it, lead us to the opposite conclusion of an absolutely

transcendent God. This last is, in fact, the construction which
4In the Timaus, the demiurge and the world-soul are distinct.
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the Neo-Platonic school has placed on the Platonic doctrine of

God. The writer cannot accept this construction as adequate.

Against the view that God is neither mind nor soul, we must

set the statement that "motion, life, soul, and mind are present

in the completely real" (Sophist 248e) ;
and we have already

seen that God is completely real. There are several references

to divine reason which cannot be easily dismissed as references

to the subordinate gods. We are told that mind is the greatest

of causes (Tim&us y6d) j that creation is a consequence of the

logos and dianoia of God (38c). Creation is necessarily an act

of intelligence, since the Supreme God in creating the cosmos

envisages the eternal pattern (aga), and such envisagement is a

cognitive act. Thus, cognition is presupposed in the act whereby
the world-soul was created. God is a mind creating mind. We
have said a few paragraphs above, that God cannot be a mind

because he creates mind. But this argument can also be re

versed: since God can create mind, he must be a mind. More

over, God's intelligence is turned in two directions} it contem

plates the forms by themselves, and it gazes at the created

sensible world (Lams 901 d).
Besides envisagement, creation involves an activity of join

ing the "indivisible" with the "divisible"} this is the operation
of will (poT&Tjcas, Laws 967a). This act results in the creation

of the soul which is the principle of all activity. Thus, divine

activity is creative of psychical, temporal activity. God, then,

is both thought and action, reason and will} he is both phi

losopher and king (Ph&drus 2'52e). Plato speaks of the dianoia

of boulestSy that is to say, the intelligence of the will arriving
at the realization of the good (Laws 96ya). Thus, God may be

described as reason under the authority of the good will, or

as will executing the plans conceived by reason.

Should not, however, the functions of reason and bottle in

God be conceived as radically other than psychical? Psychical
activities are durations; now time is a creature of God, who is

timeless. Are we therefore driven to the conception of a time

less intelligence in God engaged in timeless acts? But the idea

of a timeless activity is not easy to formulate without contradic

tion. Probably we should seek a solution in another direction.
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There are in God two phases, one transcendent, one immanent.

In respect of his intrinsic nature, God is simple, at rest, time

less; in respect of his relational nature, God is a motion and a

soul. In respect of his enjoyment of his own perfection, God
transcends mind, loule> psyche; in respect of his relevance to

creation, God is motion and activity. Now, should the reader

object that this solution, no less than the preceding one, contains

a contradiction, it may be said in reply that this contradiction

is pervasive in Plato's thought. The contrast between the in

trinsic and the relational phases of the really real arises from

the dual nature of the real on the one hand, as something for

itself, and, on the other, as power.

Another difficult question is that concerning the relation of

God to the forms; and no answer can be made which is not

tinged with doubt. God is not a form, since he uses the forms

in creating a world. Nor are the forms to be assimilated to God}
God finds the forms and gazes at them. There is mutual ob

jectivity
as between God and the forms; the efficient and formal

causes are distinct from each other. There is the well-known

passage in the Republic which proclaims the good as the source

of being and truth; here the good is said to be all-comprehen

sive and probably inclusive of God. But such a passage must

be set against other passages which imply that God, too, is all-

comprehensive. We have the statement that God is the demi

urge of the Limit and the Unlimited (Philebus 27b), and the

statement that God is the measure of all things (Laws 7i6c):

here God seems to absorb the function of the forms. None of

these passages should be taken literally; Plato is apt occasionally

to erect one or another of the metaphysical factors into an abso

lute. When he is dealing with a particular creative factor he is

inclined to ignore the others.

Perhaps one's position in this matter is determined by one's

general position concerning Plato. To the writer it seems that

Plato's whole bent is anti-monistic; Plato's mind is sensitive to

the complexity of the cosmos as disclosing a plurality of phases.

The world is a manifold which cannot be reduced to any one

category. In the ultimate resort there remain the factor
^of

activity and that of pattern. These are coordinate; we can main-
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tain neither that God is an image of the forms, nor that the

forms are ideas in the mind of God. This is the sense in which

they are mutually independent. But though irreducible each to

the other, they may both be regarded as abstractions from one

ultimate complex fact of patterned activity.

We should guard ourselves with the reflection that, with

respect to the divine nature, rational accounts are bound to be

inadequate. The intellect is analytical and concepts abrupt} one

meaning excludes another. The nature of God evades exact con

ceptual formulation. Thus even the phrase itself, the nature of

God, is apt to be misleading. Religion grasps its objects con

cretely, symbolically, through myth. Thus the content of reli

gion is to be found in its lore, in the detailed stories concerning

saints and devils, and in the grand cosmological symbols. The

ology is the conceptual elaboration of mythj and such elabora

tion is necessary but always incomplete. Plato is religious rather

than theological. His apprehension of God is direct and imagina

tive, and the medium by which he conveys that apprehension

is myth. Now myth is not synonymous with fancy; myth is the

apprehension of fact by means of a concrete presentation rather

than by an abstract idea. To ask whether Plato believed the

myths as true is perhaps unfair, even irrelevant 5 it is to expect

that the religious attitude may be reduced to the terms of the

intellectual attitude. Myth is not doctrine; and if myth is only

the image of truth, this is no less true of doctrine. Myth is the

matrix for analysis, not an analytical statement. It is the potency

of diverse and sometimes contradictory concepts. In this chapter

we have attempted to elicit a doctrine out of Plato's myth, and

naturally we have found that God embraces a variety of traits

not always consistent with one another. The myth is richer than

the doctrine; thus, inevitably our account falls short of the

experience which it purports to disclose. However, symbolic

knowledge is unsatisfactory unless somehow used as a ground
for doctrine; a myth is insight, and also it is a nest of problems.

In formulating his own view of God, Plato joins issue with

both the religious and the anti-religious camps. Against the doc

trine of the latter that the world is the product of material forces
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acting by chance, he maintains that mind is a ruler over all

things. His warfare against the religious camp is even more
intense. Plato will have none of the capriciousness with which
the Homeric stories endow the gods. God is a rational being
who works according to a plan. God is not arbitrary} the perfect

king who dispenses with laws nevertheless rules by reason.

Plato strongly condemns the immoralities ascribed to the gods
in popular lorej in God there is no evil, no lying, no licentious

ness, no pettiness. Plato lifts the anthropomorphic God to a

level above human vices and limitations, and the God who is a

personification of natural forces to a supernatural level. While

proclaiming the transcendence of God over nature, Plato never

theless endows God with a concern for the world and with traits

which contain the germs of a personality. Plato effects this trans

formation of popular religion while remaining within the frame

work of Greek mentality, with its values of formal definiteness,

moderation, and freedom.

In the complexity of the Platonic doctrine, with its fusion

of the ideas of transcendence and of immanence, of finitude, of

moral perfection, and of rationality, the ensuing religious schools

found a rich storehouse from which to replenish themselves.

The conception of a righteous God joined the very similar

Hebrew tradition; the ideas of immanence and transcendence

have proved fruitful seeds either separately or jointly for later

religious growths} and not only have all the intimations of

personality been made explicit in the Christian doctrine, but

the conception of personality itself has been enriched by the

conception of the freedom of choice. Other phases of the Platonic

doctrine have been neglected, notably the idea of a finite God

using persuasion in his dealings with his creatures and battling

against evil. That, nevertheless, these phases represent enduring

insights is suggested by the fact that in recent times the doctrine

of a finite God has been resurrected and is operative in religious

as well as in philosophical thought.
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CHAPTER VI

BEING

TTT MAY be not inaccurately maintained that Plato's meta-

JL physics is one persistent inquiry into the really real. Things
are not what they appear to be; the mind is faced with the con

trast between appearance and reality. Plato's endeavor is to

uncover the reality of things concealed by their appearance j

his quest is sternly ontological. In order to guide himself in this

inquiry, Plato undertakes to construct a standard of what is real,

by which to measure the claims of whatever presents itself as

real. And so his philosophy is critical in its outcome; it refuses

to accept common sense at its face value, but judges, rejects and

modifies it.

We must remember that Plato is performing an explorer's

task 5 the concept of reality had not yet been successfully isolated

(though the Pythagoreans and Parmenides had advanced the

work considerably) ; the words to express it had not yet been

invented. Therefore, we find Plato struggling with a variety of

approaches, and trying a variety of formulations. It is difficult

to know how far the complexity in formulation represents a

complexity in doctrine, and how far it is simply a restatement

of one and the same idea in a diversity of formulations. Perhaps
both. Also, Plato had to make his terms as he went along; the

technical vocabulary was inadequate or non-existent; conse

quently, he resorted to colloquial expressions in order to convey

highly abstract conceptions. Though the really real is the topic

of most of the dialogues, it receives outstanding treatment in

the Ph&do and the Sophist, and it is to these dialogues that our

discussion will refer most often.

In the chapters comprising Part II we will consider two

topics: (a) what it is to be real. This is the problem of the

standard of the really real. () What are the entities that con

form to this standard. In taking up the first of these topics, we
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will make the point that being is indefinable; but we will pro

ceed to show that, although being is indefinable, it has certain

essential traits which may serve as its criteria. As we will see,

these traits are conveniently summed up in the following three

notions: selfhood, otherness, and relatedness. After dwelling
on these criteria in some detail, we will proceed to the second

topic and seek out the entities that conform to the standard set

up. This will lead us to an inquiry into the nature of forms

and things.

Plato seeks to find out the standard of the completely real,

the entirely real, the really real, the integrally real (Republic

4773, 478d, 479d; Philebus 59d). These are all equivalent

expressions for him, and to grasp their meaning, we must remind

ourselves of Plato's doctrine that the world of opinion lies mid

way between the real and the unreal. The concrete world is a

mixture of being and not-being; it is neither purely real, nor

purely unreal. Now, in speaking of that which is completely or

really real, Plato is excluding the type of reality met with in

the world of opinion; he is calling attention to what has no

admixture of not-being. In the same way, the entirely unreal

has no admixture of being. By the various adverbial qualifica

tions of the adjective "real," Plato seeks to abstract altogether
the condition of reality from that of unreality, and obtain it in

a pure state, so to speak.
In discussing this abstract standard of reality, we must elimi

nate ambiguity in the usage of words. The words reality or

being may mean either that which is, or the character which

pertains to that which is, in respect of the fact that it is. In order

to keep our terms clear we will take the liberty of borrowing
from Mr. Cornford his term "realness" to convey this char

acter.
1 That realness is a character or predicate Plato seems to

assume; thus, he speaks of attributing (jtQ00cbttsiv) being to

things (Sophist 25id), and says that being, more than any of

the universal characters, belongs to all things (The&tetus

i86a). A large part of the Sophist is devoted by Plato to the

demonstration of the proposition that realness is indefinable.

^ee Cornford, Plato's Theory of Knowledge, p. 248,
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His method is negative} he shows that those philosophers who
have undertaken to define realness have failed to do so* We
will give a summary of his argument in the ensuing paragraphs.

First Plato says there is the exact school of philosophers,
divided into the pluralists and the monists. The pluralists talk

of war among the elements and then of friendship among them,

resulting in marriage and children which are brought up. Among
the pluralists there is the strenuous school of philosophers who
insist that enmity and friendship occur simultaneously all the

time} but the gentler school holds that combination and separa
tion occur at successive epochs, such that sometimes the all is

one and friendly, and at other times it is at variance with itself

by reason of some internal strife. There is however another

principle of division among the pluralists. There are those who
hold that the elements which combine into units and are derived

from it are infinite, and there is another school who maintain that

there is a finite number of elements that combine and separate.

Of this last school there are more especially the dualists, who

say that the world consists of the hot and the cold, the wet and

the dry, which mingle and separate. Addressing himself to these

dualists, Plato asks: "Come now all you who say that hot and

cold or any two such principles are the all, what is this that you
attribute to both of them when you say that both and each are?

What are we to understand by this 'being* of yours?" Plato

poses the following alternatives to the dualists. (0) Either being
is other than each of the two principles} and then the all is three

and not two any longer} (V) or being is identical with one of

the two principles, say the hot, and then the cold has no being,

in which case the world is reduced to a unity} (c') or finally,

being is identical with the two of them together, in which case

the two are one} namely, the hot and the cold form a unity to

gether. Thus a dualistic doctrine is either driven to the view

that being is over and above the two principles a category in

which they participate} in which case, being has remained in

definable} or it is reduced to some form of monism.

Consider now the monistic school. (#) The monists maintain

that being is one; but if so there are two things, being and unity.

You have two names, each of which has a definite and distinct
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meaning* "It is ridiculous to maintain that two names exist,

when you assert that there is nothing but unity." (b) Then there

is the specific point that being is named. Now to admit the ex

istence of a name for being is to contradict the monistic position.

For either the name is other than the object and then there

would be two things, the name and the objectj or the name is

identical with the object, in which case we have two alternatives:

the name names nothing, or if it does name something, it is the

name of itself and hence the name of a name, and of nothing
else.

The point of Plato's argument may be explained as follows.

The monist qualifies being (as one) and utters it in speech (gives

it a name). In so far as the monist enters into description and

discourse, he ceases being a monist, for he has articulated being.
Thus being breaks up into many. The consistent monist is con

demned to be a mystic not to speak and not to think in short,

he is forced to abandon monism as a doctrine.

Plato confronts the monist with another dilemma. Is being
a whole or not? Suppose we say that being is a whole; since the

whole is a unity of parts, in asserting that being is a whole, we
are attributing unity to being, in which case since the attribute

is other than that of which it is attributed we would have both

being and unity, and would contradict our monism. Here we
have the same problem as before, namely that to qualify being
is to add to it. But if, taking the other alternative, we deny that

being is a whole (while affirming that the whole exists) it turns

out that being is deprived of something that is, and so we con

tradict ourselves. Moreover, the all becomes more than the one,
since being and the whole have, each, their own nature.

But the consistent monist may deny that wholeness as a unity
of parts exists. Should he do so, however, Plato points out that

he would be denying the existence of the world of generation
and of definite quantity, (a) Whatever is generated always
comes into being as a whole. Unless we admit the existence of

wholeness, we fail to include becoming among the members of

the realm of being. () Also, without wholeness there cannot

be definite quantity; for quantity is a totality. Plato's objections
in this connection do not in any way constitute an internal refu-
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tation of monism } what they do achieve is to prove that the

monist is compelled to ignore important contributions o ex

perience. That Plato should criticize Parmenides on the ground
that monism fails to do justice to the world of becoming is

worthy of particular notices his attitude here confirms what we
have noted earlier (p. 97), that, according to Plato, the world
of motion is real.

2

Plato's discussion of the tenets of the monistic school is highly
formalistic and seems to lose itself in a sea of words. But it must

be remembered that the monists too defended their standpoint

by formal arguments, and Plato is meeting them on their own

ground. And the essential point that Plato is trying to make
is once more this: that the monist is reduced to silence and to

the abandonment of thought. Monism simply is not a theory of

being; thus, being has been explained no more by the monists

than by the dualists. To sum up, the dualists are wrong, because

when you reduce the real to two things, you are driven to the

question, what is the genus which includes the two, and is there

fore prior to either
j
and the monists are wrong, because as soon

as they speak, they articulate being, divide it and multiply it,

and thus contradict themselves. Plato's conclusion is that the

problem of being is as perplexing as that of not-being; and his

great master Parmenides has made himself ridiculous by his

contention that whereas not-being is unthinkable, being is some

thing we have a clear idea about. We have convicted ourselves

of ignorance; formerly we thought we knew what being is, but

now we are perplexed.
Plato next moves on to the consideration of another pair of

schools of philosophy, the materialistic and the idealistic (friends

of ideas) ; these philosophers are less exact than the others but

they raise a more important issue, and the battle between them
is a battle of giants. The materialists who define everything as

body are a savage lot, dragging everything from heaven to

earth, grasping rocks and trees with their hands; but the idealists

are more restrained. In engaging the materialists in a contro-

2Cf. Cornford, Plato*s Theory of Knowledge, pp. 220 ff., and A, Dies, Le

SopAiste, pp. 348 ff. I have been indebted to both of these works for the pre

ceding analysis.
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versy, we will first try to tame these savages, or at least pretend
that they have been tamed

5 and then we will put the following
considerations before them. The materialist (probably repre

senting the school of the atomists) reduces everything to the

visible. But, then, he includes the soul among existing things,

construing it perhaps as an atom or a collection of atoms; and
souls may be good or not good, just or unjust, etc. But a soul

can be just only by the presence of justice in it, and justice is

not something visible. Thus the premises of the materialist lead

to the inference that something incorporeal exists j the ma
terialist must say that being is both corporeal and incorporeal,
and he is in the same position as the dualist who reduces being
to the hot and the cold. Since being consists of two classes which
arey being must be other than both.

To put the same result in other words, a materialist cannot
be merely a materialist. The materialist reduces the world to a

collection of concrete particles; but the particles have properties,
and properties are not particles. The materialist, however, may
deny that atoms have properties; he may reduce the world to

particles without color, taste, odor and the like. Plato does not
consider this alternative. But the answer seems plain that (a)

by such a denial the materialist would be abandoning his pro
fessedly empirical position; and () what is more important,
his position in any case would force him to ascribe some qualities
to his particles, namely, diversity, corporeality, and being. In
its final analysis, materialism cannot be a truly metaphysical
doctrine; it is a theory concerning the character of things that

partake of being; it is not a theory of being itself.

The friends of the ideas (who are a "peaceful folk") reduce

everything to the unseen; they deny reality to the corporeal,
which they identify with the world of generation. The issue

here Is somewhat shifted; it becomes the problem of whether
realness should be defined as rest or as motion. The ideas are

attest, always unchanging and the same, whereas corporeal
things partake of generation. Now, we have seen that the ma
terialist must admit the reality of forms which are static; but
it is also true that the idealistic school must admit the reality
of motion. After all, the friends of the ideas must admit that
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the ideas are capable erf being known; for it is indeed monstrous

to exclude mind and knowledge from the completely real. Now,
knowing is an activity, and if knowing exists, motion exists.

This argument is valid against the position not only of the

friends of the forms (who, after a fashion, are pluralists) but

of the monists as well. Both schools must grant the existence

of something other than rest, namely, life, motion, soul.

The existence of knowledge is crucial in the demonstration

that both motion and rest are real. Knowledge arises in a mind.

Now, we have seen that mind is active j
therefore the com

pletely real is not immovable (dxivntov). Yet there could be

no mind if all being were reducible to motion. Mind has a

certain sameness of quality and relationship; it has an unchang

ing nature; it is what it is. Also, knowledge is what it is. Thus,
mind partakes of rest as well. The materialists who would

reduce everything to flux would deny rest, and with it mind

and knowledge as well. But to any one who denies the existence

of knowledge, we would point out emphatically that he thereby

convicts himself of inconsistency; while doing away with knowl

edge, he is maintaining his position with the aid of dogmatic
assertions.

In short, both idealism and materialism fall before the un

deniable fact of the knowing mind; the idealist leaves out the

aspect of motion in knowledge, and the materialist makes no

place for its aspect of rest. We are therefore driven to the view

that being is both rest and motion; and we are back where we
started. Motion and rest both partake of being, and therefore

being is distinct from them. "Inasmuch as you consider both

rest and motion as comprised under being, you conceive of

being as a third element, over and above the other two." Thus,

being is not reducible to the world of generation, nor to the

realm of forms.

Those commentators who have construed the above statement

to mean that Plato has abandoned the theory of the forms have

missed the point of his argument. Plato is not denying the reality

of the forms. He is, in fact, saying that the forms have being;

and since, he argues, being is an attribute of the forms, it is

something other than they. The forms are exemplifications of
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being in fact, its completest exemplifications; but they are not

being itself. Now since the notion of being is prior to that of

the forms, Plato's philosophy cannot be summed up in the

theory of the forms. The realm of forms occupies a subordinate

position in the metaphysical situation, and is a derivative of

being, same, other, etc. In studying the forms we are concerning

ourselves with the real but not with the ultimate. Being is be

yond any one of its exemplificationsj therefore any doctrine

which defines being in terms of any specific being, be it process

or form, is inadequate. On the one hand, there are doctrines

concerning the nature of things that have being; on the other,

there is the doctrine concerning being itself j
and the former

must not be confused with the latter. Materialism and idealism

belong to the first group j and so do monism and pluralism.

Being is outside their purview; and if they go beyond their

limits and claim to define being, they are false.

Plato treats the subject of power simultaneously with that

of motion and rest. In fact, power, in the end, reduces to mo

tion; nevertheless, it will be found preferable to treat power
as a separate topic. Plato offers the definition of realness as

power, as a means of reconciling materialism with idealism on

a more basic ground. "Being is the presence of the power to

act or be acted upon." Otherwise expressed, realness is the power
of causal interaction and more generally perhaps of interrela

tion. Now, the materialists admit the presence of interaction

among generated things; and the idealists must admit it, al

though they would not. For ideas are knowable by a mind, and

therefore capable of being acted upon. Thus, the presence of

power is the common denominator in the realness of ideas and

things respectively. Yet no sooner does Plato set up the defini

tion of realness as power, than he overthrows it. Immediately
after his discussion of power he says: "My dear fellow, don't

you see that we are now densely ignorant about it (being), but

think that we are saying something worth while?" (2496). And
then he moves on to further proposed definitions of being. Real-

ness cannot be summed up in power alone, if power be taken

to mean causal interaction; realness entails fixity as well. If

now, correcting ourselves, we go on to define realness in terms
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of both power and fixity, we are plunged into all the difficulties

of dualismj we are in the same predicament as those who define

being as hot and cold (2496). Hot and cold, power and fixity,

processes and states, forms and things all these fail as defin

ing elements of realness, for they themselves are. Being cannot

be defined in terms of the entities which it constitutes.

To recapitulate, the order of investigation is as follows. Plato

begins with the "exact" school, who conceive the issue in formal

terms: monism w. pluralism. The monist says too much, the

pluralist too little} the monist differentiates being, and the

pluralist leaves it out. Then Plato considers the inexact school,

who formulate the issue in more concrete terms, and divide into

the two antithetical camps of materialists w. idealists. Plato's

objection to the inexact doctrines is that they are incomplete}
also that, by the very fact that they are definite, they do not

attain being as such. Beneath the issue of materialism vs. ideal

ism lie deeper questions: whether realness is to be construed

in terms of motion or rest, of relatedness or its absence. Plato

answers all these questions in the negative} the proposals they
involve commit the fallacy of defining being through its exem

plifications.

Thus, the search into the nature of realness ends in the blank

answer that being is indefinable. What Parmenides held of not-

being might well be applied by us to Plato's being: being is

being and nothing may be said of it. And this view coincides

with a large body of philosophical tradition} when we affirm of

something that it is, or exists, or is real, what we ascribe to it

is not further analyzable. However, it is not quite clear that

Plato adheres to this view. It is true, indeed, that Plato goes

through the definitions which other thinkers had proposed of

realness and finds them wanting, but this is not the same as

affirming that being is incapable of any definition. Perhaps he

is trying his old trick on his readers of reducing them to be

wilderment} in fact, he so much as hints that he is doing pre

cisely that (H9e). Perhaps, then, we should limit ourselves

to the simple statement that Plato has left being undefined in

the Sophist.

But we are unable to accept this view. Granting that he does
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not explicitly assert that being is indefinable, the whole trend

of the discussion points to that conclusion* In his extremely

abstract and rigorous discussion in the Sophist (254d, ff.) he

makes the point repeatedly that realness is not the same as

identity, otherness, or any other of the greatest kinds; his aim

presumably being to demonstrate that each of the categoreal

notions is distinct from each other, having its own irreducible

nature. The ultimate notions 'are atomic, so to speak, and con

stitute a plurality: e.g., being, unity, diversity, and so forth.

This does not mean that they are unrelated, for nothing exists

in isolation. The ultimate natures are mutually interrelated,

excluding or including each other j
but in order to be capable

of entering into relations, they must possess their own intrinsic

being.

There is, however, the further consideration that Plato in

the Republic (Book VI) suggests the reduction of realness to

goodness. The good is the source of being; being is an exem

plification of goodness; being is worth. In the Sophist, he ignores

the problem of the relevance of the good to being, altogether.

The question as to whether the good defines being or not is one

of the large, unsolved or rather, ambiguously solved prob
lems in Plato's philosophy. It is the question whether the good
is one of the greatest kinds and co-ordinate with them, or

whether it includes them, as a class includes its members.3

To repeat, the upshot of the inquiry in the Sophist is that

realness is indefinable. Is metaphysics, then, to be restricted

to affirming the tautology that being is being, and is all fruit-

fulness to be denied to descriptive or analytical investigation?

Not necessarily. Though realness be indefinable, it is open to

the philosopher still to ask: what is the nature of the things

which partake of realness, what groupings do they form, are

they temporal or timeless, particulars or universal and such

similar questions. In short, the philosopher must solve the prob
lem of what the entities are which conform to the standard of

the really real. And, before embarking on this inquiry, he may
also study the nature of the necessary and sufficient conditions

8For example, in the Thtastetus (i86a) the good is cited as co-ordinate with

being.
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of being, such that if any entity partakes of these conditions, it

has realness, and conversely. These conditions do not define

being, but they characterize it; we have therefore called them
traits of realness. In seeking to identify these traits, it will not

be sufficient for our purpose to study Plato's explicit statements

(as, for instance, in the Timceus and the Sophist) ; we must also

attend to what he conveys by implication in other passages. In

describing the manner of the soul's composition (Tim&us 35a)
Plato refers to the indivisible, the divisible, being, same, and

other. In the Sophist (255b, ff.) he includes under the list of

the highest kinds, being, same, other, rest, motion. Elsewhere,
in the same dialogue, he refers to unity and wholeness. The list

in the The&tetus (185) comprises being, not-being, likeness and

unlikeness, sameness and otherness, unity and plurality, beauty
and ugliness, good and bad. These various groupings are not

consistent with one another, and it is clear that Plato had not

constructed a systematic account of the traits of realness. We
will proceed to construct one for ourselves, on the basis not

only of these lists but of his general metaphysical doctrine. Our
list will, in a sense, be arbitrary; it will try to sum up and

classify, in convenient fashion, Plato's characterizations loose

or rigid of realness. We will say that the traits of realness are

three: selfhood, not-being (or otherness), relatednessj in short,

that to be, an entity must be its own self; it must be other than

other entities; and it must be related to the entities from which

it is distinguished.
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SELFHOOD

which are really real (a) are described by Plato

as things in themselves, by themselves, for themselves, in

relation to themselves. These qualifications point to the cate-

goreal requirement of selfhood, which is contrasted with the

trait of being in another, or in relation to another. () A second

requirement is that of sameness being identical with self, and

other than other things, (c) The really real is like itself, or

uniform with itself. This is identity of nature, (d) The really
real is simple and pure, unmixed and uncomposed. This is the

requirement that everything should be specific and unambiguous
just itself and nothing else 5 white is white and not black. (#)

The really real exists always and does not become
j it is un

changing, unmoving, untrembling. The point is not that the

real endures forever but that it is timeless* (/) Finally, the

really real is completely knowablej it is intelligible and in

visible j the knowledge of it is clear and firm.
1

We may sum up the above formal requisites of being as those

of selfhood, self-identity, self-similarity, purity, rest, and in

telligibility. We will assume that Plato is using different words
to denote not so much different traits as different shades of

meaning in one fundamental trait, namely, selfhood. By virtue

of this trait, the real is completely independent and self-con

tained} in a word, it is absolute.

To be absolute is to be real unconditionally. Whatever a

thing is, it is simply, and not by reference to anything else. Here
Plato is rejecting relativity, reference to a perspective, or to a

context. Realness is in-itselfness, or intrinsic being; but em
pirical objects have their being in other things. This is meant
not merely in the obvious, causal sense, but also in a formal

673, 780, 79d, 8ob; Symposium 2lia; Republic 4770, 4790, 484^
485^5 Timceus 293, 353; Pkadrus 25005 Cratylur 4403.
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sense. To be really is not to be for anything or from any point

of view. Protagoras had maintained the relativity of all tilings.

Values, qualities, things are inseparably bound up with a con

text j they have no being as such. Vary the context and you vary
the things. Similarly, all truths are relative to a situation, to a

percipient, to a place, to a time; even the assertion of the rela

tivity of truth is relative} thus, there is no valid assertion.

We might sum up the doctrine of Protagoras in the statement

that being is referentiality, or being through another; as con

trasted with Plato's doctrine of absoluteness, or in-itselfness.

The thesis of relativity involves two propositions, one narrow

in scope, and the other general. The first one maintains that all

entities are relative to a percipient subject ("man is the measure

of all things") ; the second generalizes this statement into the

proposition that all things are relative to each other. Plato denies

both of these propositions. To be is to be relative to no context

at all, whether it be the context of knowledge, or that of the

general metaphysical situation. For example, absolute beauty
is the same here as there; now as then; from the point of view

of this mind as well as of that. Thus, absolute beauty is inde

pendent of the cognitive and of the spatio-temporal contexts

(Symposium 2iia).
The real is real solely in and for itself. Supposing I say:

this is thus and so from my point of view; you then naturally

ask, but is it really so? In asserting that S is P, I am asserting

this to be a fact, independently of the fact that I assert it. Af
firmation is an act of self-transcendence, whereby the mind states

a proposition to be true in itself and apart from the context of

affirmation. Assertion is the recognition of an absolute reality.

Should affirmation be of a truth as relative to the act of affirm

ing, then the question is posed whether the assertion of this

relativity is itself relative. If the answer be no, then the second

assertion is absolute; if yes, then the first is absolute. Cognition

posits a world which is real for itself.

Take generalized relativity. Supposing I say, this surface

looks white when juxtaposed with black; you then ask, but is

it white as such? Or I affirm, this rule is a code of conduct for

such and such a city at such and such an epoch; you then ask, but
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is the rule right? What you are doing in these instances is to

exclude reference to a context. Absoluteness is irrespectiveness.

The doctrine of metaphysical relativity would mean that A is

real from the standpoint of B, which, in turn, is real from the

standpoint of C, and so on ad infinitum. In such a metaphysical

situation, of nothing may it be said that it is. Thus, without

absoluteness there is no being.

In Plato's notion of selfhood we have an anticipation of the

notion of substance, as for example it is presented by Spinoza,

who defines it as that which is in itself and is conceived through
itself (Ethics, First Part, Def. III). By the notion of substance

we mean existence s%m^Udtery we mean independence and indi

viduality. Plato's contribution, especially in the Ph&do, is the

conception of the real as that which is definite, precise, and

discriminable} as that which enjoys a being of its own.

Plato's ethics and ontology are interdependent. His ethical

doctrine is neither an arbitrary nor a separate intuition; it has

significance only within the wider framework of his metaphysics.

The criterion of the morally good is the same as the criterion

of realness. The good man is self-contained and independent of

circumstances. Thus virtue is independence and individuality,

just as the standard of reality is selfhood. Plato's definition of

the really real as the self-adequate is at the root of the notable

ethical ideal of self-sufficiency as held by Aristotle, by the Stoics,

and later by Christianity in the special form of the ideal of the

monastic life.

To render the trait of selfhood clearer, let us turn to situa

tions in which it is absent, partly or wholly. One of these is the

world of opinion. A concrete object exists "for" something else;

thus, it exists "for" a given percipient. It has no independent

nature; it is what it appears to be. "If a man says anything 4s,'

he must say it is to or of or in relation to something" ( Thecetetus

i6ob). The world of opinion lacks objectivity. It follows that

all impressions are valid alike; there are no errors in sensation;

moreover, the delusions of the maniac and the images of a dream

are as valid as the impressions in the waking life of a sane per
son. The distinction between appearance and reality, and be

tween truth and error, falls to the ground. From the manifold
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of sense, nothing is excluded. And if we generalize relativity

to the senses into relativity to belief, then an opinion is true

in so far as I hold it, and all opinions, whether consistent or

contradictory, are true. Every thinking mind is infallible. The
distinction between the ignorant and the wise, the very notion

of the expert, lose their significance} since there is no belief

which is better than another. We have a democracy of minds

and also a democratic equality among impressions. Criticism is

ruled out.

In such a world there are no common objects. Each impres
sion is unique to its perceiving subject} each percipient has a

different world. The common world disintegrates into a mul

tiplicity of private worlds. Since there are no independent

standards, there is no room for persuasion except in the guise
of sheer personal influence. What enters my world is valid for

me alone. There is no argument, not even discourse. The mind

is enclosed within its own world. Each person is self-sufficient

in respect of knowledge} each mind is alone} each cognitive sub

ject defines its own criteria (Thecetetus i69d, i6id, iy8b).

But the private world is itself broken up into a plurality of

disconnected, incommensurable worlds. To Socrates sick, the

object has a different appearance from what it has to Socrates

healthy. And the one appearance cannot be used as a standard

for the other. There is a different world for each state of the

percipient. We are reduced to the solipsism of the present

moment.
There is no common self joining its various perceptions, or

its various temporal stretches. At each moment the self is new
and different. "The perception of another thing makes the per

cipient different" (Theestetus i6oa). Memory is not the re

covery of the past but the presentation of a new image} thus,

there is no cohesion between the present and the past history

of the self. In short, there is neither a single object common to

many minds nor a single self common to a variety of percep

tionsonly a series of appearances to a series of selves. We have

the paradoxical result that relativity entails absolute pluralism.

Now, in a world of relativity, things overflow their boundaries

and pass into one another. Thus, they are in a flux and never
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the same. Plato compares the realm of opinion to a sea of bound

less diversity (Politicus 273d). There is perpetual novelty, a

sheer multiplicity of quality. Each object has a unique char

acter j there is no repetition, and no recognition. We can speak
neither of "this," nor of "thus"j a world of flux is nothing, and

nothing may be said of it.
2

Change is a character of the world of opinion. Now change
seems to be a simple empirical notion, but for Plato it is a

-formal notion reducible to relativity. To change is to become

something elsej transformation from black to white is the merg
ing of forms in the object, whereby the nature of the object is

both black and white. Thus change is the union of opposites
or of others j it is lack of purity. Or take coming-to-be and

passing away. An entity in passage is and is not. Thus, change
is indeterminateness ("if knowledge changed it would not be

knowledge/' Cratylus 44Ob) ;
and the changing thing cannot

be identified since it is in something else in another state, or

in not-being. Thus change is absence of self-identity j
a moving

thing is not "something" (ti). Consequently the world of

change is not one concerning which exact and precise statements

could be made.

Perhaps one might urge that a precise, though contradictory
formulation of change is possible, to the effect that "this is both

black and white." Plato, however, insists that we can assert of

the thing neither that it is both black and white, nor that it is

not (Republic 479b). Change is sheer indetermination.

Or take change, not as change of nature, but as sheer hap
pening. Given a world in passage, we cannot say "this is white,"
chit only "this is whitening." The quality is not there to be

describedj it is coming to be or passing away. Changing things
have no natures, no "suchness." Hence, in the world of opinion,
there are no truths, and there are no facts. "How, then, can

that which is never in the same state be anything?" (Cratylus

439e).
But perhaps we can achieve a definite description of a motion

by breaking it up into a series of rests. Thus, a changing thing
2For the statements in the immediately preceding paragraphs, we have relied

on Theeetetus 142-187.
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would at first have one property, and later another} it would

disintegrate into a multiplicity of things each of which has a

definite self-identical property. Plato points out in the Cr&tylus

(439d) that such an analysis is impossible} change is not a

succession of states} there are no states, since the object is chang

ing at the very instant. Change is the negation of a "state," of

rest, of being simplicber, of identity, of in-itselfness.

Let us now turn to relativity as exhibited in human nature

and conduct. We will begin with appetite. Plato compares the

appetitive part of man to a many-headed monster. Appetites are

various and cannot be brought together under one class-concept.
Like the world of flux, the appetitive part lacks a definite char

acter. A particular appetite arises from an emptiness, the re

moval of which is accompanied by satisfaction. Thus, by drink

ing water, I quench my thirst. Now, the consciousness of an

appetite is neither exclusively pleasant nor painful} it is both.

There is the pain of the present emptiness and the pleasure
at the anticipated repletion. In the realm of the really real,

there is the separateness of the diverse and opposite forms} but

in the realm of opinion, there is fusion. Joy and sorrow go
together. Thus, Plato describes envy as a state of mind in which

I am both pained and pleased at the misfortunes of my friends.

Desire lacks purity.

Appetites, moreover, are infected with relativity; The pleas
ure which attends the quenching of thirst is not an intrinsic

quality} it exists by contrast with the pain which it supersedes.
The satisfaction of an appetite consists in release from pain.

And in superseding the pain, the pleasure supersedes itself,

yielding its place to a new pain. Thus, the life of appetite ex

hibits the transitiveness of events in time. "By the act of drink

ing, both the pain and the pleasure are brought to an end."

And the new pain, brought about by the memory of the now
vanished pleasure, gives rise to a new craving. Thus, the process
of quenching an appetite is endless, because at no step is the

satisfaction genuine. Plato compares it to the process of pouring
water into a leaky pot. The leak is the aspect of not-being in

appetite.

The life of appetite is one of continued flux. An appetite
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has no internal principle of measures rather, it expands in

definitely, and inevitably leads to excess. Ambition is un

bounded; the more the craving for power is satisfied, the more

it demands new worlds to conquer. Appetites are insatiable;

for example, the love of money when it takes the form of

avarice. And once more, the insatiable character of
^appetite

arises from the fact that appetite has no real end; appetite is

only a craving for escape. Hence appetite exhibits the character

of the unlimited.

Thus, the appetitive part in man exhibits impurity with con

sequent indefiniteness of nature, relativity, flux, illusoriness.

Further, the life of appetite is one of internal disruption. The
natural man is in a condition of perpetualthough undeclared

warfare, both with his fellow-men and with himself (Laws
626a, d). The natural man, both in his external and internal

relations, is in the condition of the jungle, because appetites

are essentially competitive. A community of men who are

brought together solely through their appetites cannot be a

society; an appetite posits itself as an absolute; it does not recog
nize the claims of other interests; it uses them only as tools

to its own satisfaction. Thus, by its very nature, an appetite is

selfish self-absorbed whereas the life of reason is inclusive,

taking into account the interests of the whole. Selfishness is to

conduct what solipsism is to knowledge. In a world of relativity,

in which an object is what it appears to be to the percipient,
each individual has his own private world, and percipients never

meet on common ground. So, too, when life is governed by

appetite, individuals are separated from each other and are in

a state of war, because their ends are private.
Consider human action under a democratic regime. The

democratic man is the exact opposite of both the oligarchical
and the tyrannical man. Where they are exclusive, he is all-

inclusive. He is unable to say no to any appetite; all desires

are valid and must be gratified. Hence, the democratic man has

no determinate nature; he indulges the good equally with the

bad desires. He is the fusion of all types at once a philosopher,
an athlete, a libertine. Thus, he lacks simplicity. He is every

thing and therefore nothing. The democratic man has no inde-
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pendent being} he is susceptible to the varying influences of

the environment and to the suggestions of his friends} he has

being only in relation to his context. Thus, he is all things to

all men and to all circumstances. He is a manifold. So Plato

compares the democratic state to a general store in which all

kinds of goods are sold, for the democratic state abounds in a

variety of customs and fadsj it is tolerant of any behavior, no

matter how eccentric. Every desire is valid, every individual

must express himself. There is no criticism, there is no self-

discipline. The parallelism between the democratic standpoint

and relativistic empiricism is obvious. For the one, every ap

petite must be gratified} for the other every perception must

be recognized. Both are totalitarian} and both are anarchical

because they deny objective standards.

A democratic society is egalitarian; all desires and all indi

viduals are on the same footing. The old cater to the young;
teachers to their pupils } the ignorant are treated with the same

respect as the wise. So, in a world of relativity, where a thing
is as it appears to be, all data and all beliefs are equally true,

and criticism is excluded. The expert is no wiser than the lay

man.

Or take esthetic experience. Plato's critique of poetry in the

Ion is founded primarily on his conviction that the trait o

selfhood is absent from the poetical frame of mind. The poet
is possessed by the Muse} to be inspired is to think through

another, not for oneself. The poet is in an ecstasy, which literally

means that he is outside himself} his being is referential. In his

turn, the poet possesses the rhapsode. The function of the rhap
sode is a special instance of that of the interpreter In the arts.

The virtuoso embodies in himself and expresses the inspiration

of the composer} he is a receptacle, and a transmitter. So, too,

the actor re-enacts by his performance the character of another

person, as conceived by the playwright. But the actor is not

merely the professional worker on the stage} he is the man who
dramatizes his own life; always living the life of some hero

whom he admires, always playing a role, even though his

audience be only himself. Such a man is extremely suggestible

and liable to enthusiasms. He has no character which is truly
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his own; he has an apparent, not a real nature. And he is con

stantly changing his heroes; now, he is playing the role of the

abjectly humble person, but later, by a reaction, he takes on

the pose o the strong man. The man with the dramatic tem

perament finds his being in another. Correlative to the type of

the susceptible man is that of the person who exerts a spell,

fascinates, projects his personality into others, turns them into

disdples or slaves. This is the orator who, by the use of persua

sion, has the effect of making the audience lose its reason and

its self-control. We have here an active cause and a passive

one; the first is persuasion, the spell of the Muse, the creation

of "atmosphere"; the second is suggestibility, and in the case

of the fine arts sensibility.

The rhapsode, in his turn, magnetizes the public and carries

it away. Thus, we have a hierarchy consisting of the Muse, the

poet, the rhapsode, and the public, all merged together by
emotion. In so far as Plato is adverse to emotion, it is because

emotion is the condition of existing in another. I am moved by
some person or by some thing. The current of emotion destroys
individual boundaries and fuses all persons into an inchoate

unity; that is to say, it deprives them of their individuality, for

the time being. Over and above the vertical fusion of Muse,
poet, rhapsode, and audience, there is a horizontal fusion. The

group of persons under the spell of the orator merge among
themselves; persuasion transforms a collection of distinct selves

into an undifferentiated mass; the community becomes a mob.
Loss of selfhood occurs also in respect of the poet's relation

to his subject-matter. The poet is not in himself but in the

scenes he depicts; Homer's rhapsode is at Ilium. He feels the

occurrences which he is describing in the sense that he identifies

himself with them; the sufferings of the heroes of the epic are

his own sufferings. Poetic sensibility is fusion with nature; and

correspondingly, it is loss of the self-contained inner life; it is

a deprivation of the "inner city."
We intend to give a reasonably thorough account of Plato's

views concerning the world of opinion, human nature, and art

in later chapters. In this section, we have only skimmed the

surface of his views, because our interest has been primarily
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in ontology. But, fragmentary though our remarks have been,

we hope they have been sufficient to show that his judgments
of man, his reflections on ethics and politics, and his critique of

the fine arts, are all conditioned by his ontology. The importance

of Plato's metaphysical doctrine lies to a great extent in the

light which it throws on his views concerning concrete, moral,

political, and esthetic experience. We do not mean that Plato's

method is to lay down certain premises of an abstract character

in advance and then proceed to draw conclusions on matters of

fact. It would be rather more true to say that his general prin

ciples are an induction from his particular insights.
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OTHERNESS

correlative of selfhood is otherness. All real things
-1L are just themselves and not others j thus, A is identical

with itself and other than other things. Diversity is not a cate

gory additional to identity j identity entails diversity, and con

versely. Identity and diversity are two aspects of the same fact 5

something is in itself by virtue of its differentiation from other

things $ and it is distinct from them only as it is identical with
itself.

Now, diversity and not-being are the same notions. Thus,
not-being is the second categoreal trait of realness. But in this

matter we must make a distinction between an earlier and a
later Plato. In Republic 476 ff., Plato altogether rules out not-

being from the sphere of the really realj he conceives of it as

the opposite of the real, and thus displays himself as still

under the influence of Parmenides. He describes the world of

opinion as being less real than the intelligible world by reason
of its participation in not-being. In the Sophist, however, and
others of the later dialogues, not-being is granted a co-ordinate

rank with being. The real is constituted through not-being 5

not-being is a category of the intelligible world. It is through
the character of not-being that the forms are differentiated

from each other, and that discourse is possible. It is through
the principle of not-being that division and classification are

rendered possible. Thus, in the The&tetus (1850), being and

not-being are referred to as classes which are discovered by the

power of reason alone. In sum, according to the earlier Plato

not-being is characteristic of the world of opinion; according
to the later Plato, it is a defining factor of the world of realities.

1

The discussion of not-being in the Sophist is perhaps the

outstanding exposition of the subject in philosophical literature.

^ee, however, pp. 165 ff.
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It begins with an extremely forceful statement of the position
which Plato himself condemns. This is the doctrine of Par-

menides, that not-being refers to nothing in fact, and to nothing
in thought} it is a meaningless jumble of words. Not-being is

nothing} hence we can predicate nothing of it; not-being cannot

function as a logical subject in a proposition. There is abso

lutely no truth concerning not-being. Nor can not-being be

named, for what is named must be something. Thus, not-being
is not an object, and is not part of any fact. It is outside the

sphere of the real. And for similar reasons, it is outside the

sphere of knowledge. We can neither perceive nor think an

absence. Whatever we think of must be something} to think

of nothing is not to think. Also, to utter nothing is not to speak
at all. Not-being is unthinkable and unutterable. The whole

system of Parmenides is based on what to him is the self-evident

proposition that not-being cannot be. Nothing is nothing and

nothing can be said of it.
2

The argument is perfectly cogent} moreover, its conclusions

appeal to our native sense. What is more important still, it

expresses what must be part of all sound philosophy. But it

conveys its truth in an intolerant and cumbrous fashion} it

makes unnecessary and invalid exclusions. So Plato attacks the

argument} its plausibility is specious, obvious } what it asserts

seems true, but the implications of what it asserts are unac

ceptable. And his mode of attack is thus to reduce it to absurdity

by drawing out the implications of the argument. He shows in

effect that, in rejecting not-being, we reject being as well, and

truth.

I. We have said that, for Parmenides, not-being is inexpres
sible and unthinkable. Now, we do refer to not-being in the

very act of refuting it. To be consistent, we should say that

Parmenides, in refuting not-being, has been talking nonsense}

therefore, he has not refuted it. Also, in affirming that not-

2
Compare with the following passage from Lewis Carroll's Through the

Looking-Gl&s:
" 'And I haven't seen the two messengers, either. They've both

gone to town. Just look along the road and tell me if you can see either of

them.' 'I see nobody on the road,' said Alice.
C
I only wish I'd had such eyes,*

the King replied in a fretful tone. 'To be able to see nobodyand at that dis

tance, too. Why, it's as much as I can do to see real people, by this light.'
"
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being is unthinkable, we have been applying the copula to not-

beingj we have been affirming not-being as being. Here we
have a dialectical refutation of the argument of Parmenides;
to deny not-being is to affirm it. Were it absolutely unthinkable,

not-being would not be even an object of denial. Thus, not-

being does enter into discourse} and in some sense, not-being is.

2. The denial of not-being would entail the denial of the

possibility of error. Error is the affirmation of what is not 3

more specifically, it is the declaration that what is not, is, or

that what is, is not. Thus not-being is part of the content of

error. Parmenides holds that not-being is unthinkable; yet in

error, not-being is an object of thought. The doctrine of Par

menides leads to the denial of the existence of error; yet error

is a fact.

At this point, Plato is combating not only Parmenides, but

the sophists as welL The sophists maintain that truth is relative

to the affirming act, and that consequently all beliefs are true.

Now, discourse depends on the opposition of truth to error ;

abolish this opposition and you abolish discourse itself. Unless

we are to side with the sophists, we must affirm the reality of

this opposition, and the being of not-being. The above point

may be generalized as follows: every assertion affirms at once

its own truth and the falsehood of its contradictory} thus, the

possibility of valid assertion entails the possibility of error, and
so the validity of not-being.

3. Nor do we solve our problem by maintaining that error

is a delusion. Delusion is itself a fact. We have the ontological
contrast between reality and appearance j there is objective ap

pearance, with its own peculiar type of reality. What appears
to be, is not, and yet does appear, and so is.

Thus, Plato's defense of not-being rests both on experience
and on ontological considerations. More fundamentally, it rests

on ethical considerations, that is to say, on considerations of

value. The distinction between good and evil is fundamental

to ethics. Now, evil is primarily an intellectual sin; it is error.

If not-being and therefore error are meaningless conceptions,
so are ethical conceptions meaningless. The moral conflict is a

struggle against errors *ht good life consists in the escape from
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shams, pseudo-values, delusions} the evil life is the fall bade

into the cave with its shadows. Unless appearance is in some

sense real, the moral conflict is unreal. Plato is combating the

sophistj hence the sophist is real. Philosophy itself is a moral

effort} it is the purgation of the soul from ignorance and error.

The soul is apt to wander aimlessly between appearance and

reality} philosophy sets the soul upon the path to reality and

keeps it there. To deny the being of appearance and error would

thus be to deny the value of the philosophic task.

4. Beings are diverse from each other. Correspondingly,

knowledge is division} without contrast there is no meaning.
If all forms participated in each other, e.g.y if white were black,

and round were square, and good were bad, discourse would

be rendered impossible. To think is to contrast form with form.

To deny not-being is to deny all contrast and diversification.

And in effect, Parmenides was driven by his rejection of not-

being to the denial of parts (and therefore of the whole) and

of motion. And this is a reductio ad absurdum of his philosophy,
since not only experience but reason as well recognize diversity

and relatedness.

We must therefore restore not-being into our metaphysics,
if we are to account for error, for appearance, for being itself.

The problem is how to redefine the notion of not-being so as

to avoid the pitfalls which Parmenides had pointed out. So

long as we construe not-being as a privation of being, any

proposition to the effect that not-being is, is self-contradictory.

We must therefore avoid interpreting not-being as sheer vacuity,
or absence, or non-existence} there are no such things as nega
tive facts, or negative qualities, such as not-white, or not-beau

tiful. Not-being is other than being} it is not opposed to it}

or, to speak more accurately, not-being is simply another being.

Thus, not-white does not refer to a new type of color over and

above the presented colors; it is nothing more than the descrip
tion of some actual quality other than white say, of black.

Or, to supply an example of our own, if we affirm that

Socrates is not in Thebes, we are not asserting a negative fact,

namely, the absence of Socrates from Thebes. There is no such
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thing as an absence. We are asserting a positive fact the

presence o Socrates in Athens, which is incompatible with the

proposition that Socrates is in Thebes.

In short, not-A is equivalent to "other than A." Otherness

is a relation whose terms fall within being} what is other than

something, is something too. And in this way Plato is able to

refute Parmenides's dictum that not-being is unthinkable and

unutterable. Not-A is a group of beings the alia, (others).

Given anything, there is the class of alia with which it is con

trasted. Not-A, then, is as real as A.

Now, it is indifferent what entity we select as itself and what

as its others. Every entity is the other of some other entity.

Thus every being is also a not-being. And so Plato comes to

the conclusion that "after a fashion, not-being is, and in a sense,

being is not."

Not-being, then, is relative to being. But have we not solved

the problem by reducing not-being to being, and thus granting

in substance the contention of Parmenides? So to state the

matter would be to ignore the other half of the solution, which

is that being is relative to not-being. We do not find being as

complete, and then note its contrast with the other things. Being
is constituted by this contrast.

8 The real is a matrix with a

positive and a negative pole; and the two poles entail each

other. Not-white means black; but black means not-white. The

absence of Socrates from Thebes consists in his presence in

Athens; but his presence in Athens is constituted by his absence

from Thebes. The relation of otherness is real, equally with

the terms which it relates. Thus, it is not a question of reducing

not-being to being; it is one rather of reducing both being and

not-being to a more ultimate and complex situation which is

both positive and negative.

The category of being is just itself, and is other than the

categories of same, motion, rest Hence being is not* Similarly

with beings, that is, with instances of being. Each entity is a

unified self, contrasted with an infinity of other entities. "Thus,

8We use the word ''being" in this chapter to mean what we called selfhood

earlier. We have decided to keep Plato's word (being) In order to enable the

reader to study this chapter without having recourse to the others.
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we see that being is not, as many times as there are the others.

As a matter of fact, being is not they, but is its own self; and
the others in their turn, unlimited as they are in number, are

not." (Sophist 257a).
Plato concludes that not-being is a definite class about which

definite propositions are true. Not-being is not synonymous with

vagueness; it has a nature and is identical with itself. As a

definite genus, it is subdivided into species 5 for example, not-

being is divided into not-white, not-beautiful, not-just, etc.

Each one of the species, too, is definite 5 thus, not-white is the

class of all the entities which are other than white. Conse

quently, not-being is a member of the intelligible world. Plato

ascribes to not-being membership in the group of the greatest

kinds, that is, the categories. Hence it is a form which pervades
all the forms 5 it is a categoreal requirement of realness.

The result of our discussion may be summed up in two

propositions. First, not-being is nothing as such; the not-being
of A is the being of another entity, B. Second, being is nothing
as such

j
an entity has being by virtue of its otherness from

another entity. The latter proposition is the more important
for our purpose j it expresses the principle that not-being is a

categoreal requirement of the really real. We will proceed to

elucidate the meaning of the second proposition. The doctrine

that being is constituted through not-being may be divided into

two parts: (0) the principle of the internal differentiation of

being; () the principle of the external differentiation of being.
A. The principle of internal differentiation takes us back to

the Pythagoreans and to Anaximander. According to the latter,

the primordial reality is the apeiron out of which the world

emerges by the principle of division, and to which it returns.

The conception of the apeiron is revived by Plato in the Phile-

bus. The apeiron is the state of affairs in which all things are

together, where the lion lies with the lamb; it is the primeval
welter of forms, in which white is black and true is false. So

long as entities are fused together in the matrix of the a$eirony
there is nothing real; there are only possibilities. Creation con

sists in the segmentation of the undifferentiated totality. The
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apeiron is like a continuous line; not-being is the principle of

the cut, whereby the line is articulated into parts, which are

the distinct entities. Thus, not-being is the principle by which

the demiourgos brings the real world about. God created the

world by issuing the fiat: let not-being be.

In sum, not-being is the principle of analysis. The being

of not-being means that the really real is atomized. There is

the contrast of individuals with individuals, the contrast

among the forms, the irreducible complexity of the metaphysical

situation. The consequence for ontology of the assertion that

not-being is a valid conception, is the denial of all monism.

Thus Plato departs from the position of Parmenides. The uni

verse cannot be construed in terms of any one category, or as

one undifferentiated substance, mystically intuited. Being is

internally articulated; true, unity is a fact, but it is the unity

of a many. There is a plurality of metaphysical factors, such as

God, the receptacle, and the limit, held together in the unity

of the good.
The manifold of sense is an exhibition of the apeiron in the

sphere of knowledge. The boundaries between sense-objects

are blurred j there is a continuous range, but even this cannot

be discerned as such, unless it be self-complete, with a begin

ning and an endj that is, unless it be bounded. Definite affirma

tions about the world of opinion are impossible j
an object of

sense is both large and small, both circular and linear (Republic

479b, c). The mind, in knowledge, operates upon the manifold

of sense so as to make the cut effective. It discriminates "this"

from "that," and one form from another. The object of rational

knowledge is the mixture of the limit with the unlimited j
that

is to say, it issues from the imposition of the category of not-

being upon the manifold of sense, and ultimately upon the

undifferentiated totality. Knowledge consists in clear and dis

tinct ideas, that is, in ideas which are contrasted with their

opposites (Laws 8i6e). The being of not-being makes sig

nificant assertion possible. The otherness prevailing in the in

telligible world enables the mind to predicate one form of

another, to affirm, for instance, that man is rational. More

generally, it is by virtue of not-being that relationship is pos-
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sible. A relation must have distinct terms, and the distinctness

of the terms is their otherness to each other.

What does Plato mean by otherness exactly? He is emphatic
that otherness is not opposition, and thus leads the reader to

suppose that otherness is not formal incompatibility. Yet a close

study of the examples he mentions in support of his contention

suggests a different conclusion. Plato says that the not-great
need not be the small} it may be something of middle size. In

this case it is clear that by opposites Plato means extremes,

contrasting both with the meanj and he is saying in effect that

not-A may be the mean betweenA and B. Whatever the esthetic

or the moral significance of the contrast between mean and

extremes, logically it is of no importance. The mean is incom

patible with the extremes, just as the extremes are incompatible
with each other. Thus, if an object be of middle size, it is

neither large nor small. Otherness, then, is incompatibility, and

as such, is the defining notion of the operation of division

(8iaiQ8(Tig, fiiaxQiTOcrj). The art of division, for Plato, is of

surpassing importance for the proper understanding of things.

The field in which division operates is the realm of forms. To
divide is to distribute a genus into its species. The doctrine of

the universality of not-being is the affirmation that all forms

(save the indivisibles, Phcedrus 2yyb, Sophist 2?9d) are divisible

into forms of narrower range. This is the principle of the dif

ferentiation of the one. Conversely, the doctrine of the com
munion of forms maintains that the many are held together in

the unity of which they are the divisions. Thus, on the one

hand, we have the fact that animal is divided into dog, cat,

horse, etc.j and on the other, that dogs, cats, horses are animals.

The species into which a genus is divided sustain to each

other the relation of otherness or incompatibility. To be a cat

is not to be a dog. The law of contradiction is formulated in

terms of the incompatibility among species which come under

the same genus. "The same thing will never do or suffer op

posites in the same respect in relation to the same thing and at

the same time" (Reptblic 436bj see also 4373, c).

Now, division is not verbal or arbitrary, but real. Plato dis

tinguishes division according to kinds (HOT* sl&ri) from divi-
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sion according to words i(xaT
?

ovojia). Dialectic deals with
the former

5 the latter is only eristical (Republic 454a). We
must divide things by classes only where the natural joints are,

"not trying to break any part after the manner of a bad carver."

(Ph&drus 265e). There are natural cleavages in the realm
of being. And for this reason, no division of a genus merely
into A and not-A is adequate. Where there are natural articula

tions, not-A is merely a word covering a number of species j

such a division is only verbal. People are unscientific when they
divide the human race into Hellenes and all the rest (i.e., "bar

barians"); the proper division would be to cite all the other

races specifically. Thus, division should be exhaustive 5 the world
of forms is determinate, and the number of forms is limited

5

and division should be the operation of differentiating the

genus into its several species. We must make cuts in thought
wherever there are cuts in fact.

Not-being is contrast} in the intelligible realm, each form
is other than every other, and is therefore precise and definite.

We have here the principle of specificity in being and in knowl

edge. The sophist claims to know everything and to be able to

teach everything. He is a universal artist* The sophist exhibits

in his person the resurgence of the apeiron; he is a many-sided
character. A democratic state is a sophist in macrocosm. The
citizens engage in every task indiscriminately j everybody knows

everything. This is their doctrine of equality* The ignorant do
the work of the wise, and the wise cater to the prejudices of

the ignorant. The poet falls into the same category as the

democratic man and the sophist. Homer lays a claim to universal

knowledge} he talks freely of military science, of the ways of

the gods, of how a chariot is constructed. He seems equally
at home in every subject. He knows more than anybody has a

right to know. The painter, too, arrogates to himself a universal

art; he makes beds, and men, and animals} he is a general
craftsman.

Now knowledge is specific, and art (techne] is specific.
Science is split up into subdivisions} a given science studies a

field whose limits are defined by a genus. There is no general
science. So crafts are specialties} in knowledge and in art, the
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qualified people are experts, whose expertness is constituted

both by the fact that they do know something and that they do

not know something else. There is no general practitioner; if

a man claims to be one, he is a charlatan. What is the place of

philosophy in this scheme? Is there any place? Philosophy is

not specialized knowledge; is it, then, universal knowledge?
But knowledge of everything is only pleasant and trivial con

versation; it is impressionism and not knowledge. Philosophy
is neither specialized nor encyclopaedic knowledge. The genuine

philosopher studies the common principles underlying all the

various disciplines and arts; he is intent on the unity of the

diverse parts of knowledge. The philosopher supplies the bond.

Philosophy is not another specialized knowledge; it is another

kind of knowledge; it is wisdom; it is knowledge which has

become reflective of itself. Now, wisdom is not a substitute for

science. The unity does not abrogate the diversity; and the

knowledge of the unity is not the knowledge of the diversity.

The philosopher cannot overrule the specialist in the latter's

own field. The philosopher is king; he is not a soldier nor a

tradesman. His function is to integrate the differentiated abili

ties of the citizens; and he is successful to the extent that he

respects specialized abilities. But the respect must be mutual.

Specialized knowledge employs methods and argues from prin

ciples which must be tested by the philosopher.
B. We now proceed to the topic of external differentiation,

and one which has far-reaching consequences for Plato's on

tology and for his ethics. Everything exists by limitation; given

something, there is always something else which it is not. Its

own being depends upon the fact that it is bounded; thus, in a

sense, to be is not to be. There is a %eyond" to whatever is being

considered; there is something beyond even everything; or,

to speak more accurately, there exists nothing which is every

thing.
4 The principle of external differentiation means, on the

one hand, that a given thing is limited, and, on the other, that

it has a definite environment which limits it. Every entity has

its others (aAla), and therefore every entity is one among
a many, while at the same time it is the unity of a many.

^ee, however, p. 64.
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Our discussion may be divided into three steps: the limited-

ness (a) of simple entities, () of complex entities, (c) of being.

(a) An entity excludes the maximum of being, compatible with

the maintenance of its own self-identity j
as such, it is indivisible

and simple. At this level, not-being contributes to the constitu

tion of the ultimate units out of which the world is composed}
it brings about distinct terms "this" and "that" and everything
else which may be named. () But these units do not exist in

isolation} they enter into complexes} taken by themselves, they
are abstractions. The real world consists of groups of simples,

organized into wholes. (These are the unities which we have

referred to above as being divided into parts.) Thus a man is a

complex of qualities} he is good, he is sitting, he is tall (Sophist

25 ib). A real thing is a concrescence of many simples into a

unity. But as there is inclusion, so there must be exclusion. Thus,
we find operating in the realm of complexes, the same prin

ciple, cited earlier, that the real is a matrix with both a positive

and a negative pole. The concrescence is bounded. The complex
is what it is by virtue of what it leaves out as much as by what

it takes in.

We may illustrate this truth from a study of the realms of

discourse, of the really real and of the good life. Take dis

course. Predication is both positive and negative at once. There

is no characterization without denial} otherwise the law of con

tradiction would lose its meaning. To affirm a proposition is

to deny its contradictory} to predicate A of something is to

deny not-A of it. An all-inclusive affirmation would include its

opposite, and would be no affirmation at all*

In the sphere of ontology the boundedness of complexes
means that an entity is "a plurality of beings and an infinity

of not-beings." To be is to stand out and to stand against. A
chair is a chair in so far as it is not a table, not a lamp, not a

book, and so on ad infinitwn. Individuality is achieved through
contrast. There must be inclusion} otherwise there would be

nothing. There must even be a plenitude of inclusion, relatively

speaking, to insure the presence of contrast within the real.

And there must be harmony among the members of the com

plex} otherwise it would not be a whole, but a mere aggregate.
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Thus, there is the maximum of inclusion compatible with defi-

niteness; and conversely, there is the maximum of exclusion

compatible with being. The included elements are finite in

number} the excluded ones are infinite.

It follows from the above that an entity consists as much in

what it excludes as in what it includes. In some sense, then,

we must recognize absence as a fact, provided that we do not

construe it as self-sufficient, but as an aspect of a more complex

fact, of which presence is the other aspect. "That A is not in

the room" is an aspect of the objective fact of which "that A is

in the fields" is another aspect We are now able to answer the

question as to how knowledge of not-being is possible. Par-

menides had said that not-being cannot be an object of thought.
He is right in the sense that the mind cannot perceive sheer

absence. But neither can the mind perceive or think selfhood,

pure and simple. The boundaries of an entity are part of that

entity; to perceive anything at all is to perceive its bounded-

ness, namely, that it excludes and what it excludes. And in this

sense, perception and thought of an absence are possible. An

entity is a being marooned, so to speak, in an area of not-being;

to cognize it is to cognize the whole situation of being with not-

being.
Let us consider internal and external differentiation in their

togetherness. There is both a manyness and a beyondness. The

complex entity entails not-being in a double sense; internally,

it is the ordered unity of a finite number of simples; externally,

it confronts an infinity of others, which it excludes. Multiplicity,

then, and quantity, as derived from not-being, are categoreal

requirements of the really real. It has been assumed that, for

Plato, multiplicity is a characteristic of the world of sense, and

that to rise to the world of knowledge is to abandon the many
things. This is an error an error, however, for which Plato's

confused language is partly responsible. The forms are diverse

from each other and are many. To be limited is to entail a realm

of other things; to be articulated is to consist of a many. We
must make a distinction. There is the indefinite manyness of

the mob of particulars; this is multiplicity as a characteristic

of the world of opinion, and is unintelligible because it does
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not express a difference in kind. There is also multiplicity as

a characteristic of the intelligible world j
this is a definite mul

tiplicity, such as that of the number o species into which a

genus is divided*

A similar distinction must be made with respect to otherness,

a word which Plato uses in two different senses. The world of

opinion is vitiated by otherness in the sense that an object is

its own other, and is therefore self-contradictory. The world

of the really real is pervaded by otherness, in the sense that a

form is not its other.

In the sphere of ethics, the principle of being through ex

clusion is summed up in the maxim of justice. In the works of

Plato, justice is assigned the crown among the virtues
5
and

justice is nothing else but the rule of limitation in conduct.

Justice in the state is the condition in which every individual

performs a distinct task and does not meddle with other tasks 5

justice within the individual is the rule that every part of the

soul should confine itself to its own function. Meddlesomeness,
which is the cardinal sin, is failure to conform to the precept
of self-limitation. Strength of character connotes rigorous ex

clusion of irrelevanciesj it consists in choosing a definite path
and in refusing to be tempted into by-paths. A person who
busies himself with everything achieves nothing} and one who,
like the democratic man, is kind-hearted to the degree that

he tolerates all impulses and all types of persons, loses his own
soul in the process of embracing the universe. In contrast with

the democratic man, who lacks the strength to stem the violent

inrush of the variegated environment, we have the tyrannical

man, who is strong but aggressive, and spreads himself over

the others. He is consumed by insatiable desire, by unbounded

ambition, and by greed; he lacks the inner check and goes out

side bounds, into the lives of his subjects, which he destroys,
at the same time that he destroys himself. Whether it be the

receptivity of weakness, or the predatoriness of brute strength,
the result is the same, namely, loss of self-being, and destruc-

tiveness. The principle of limitation is a rule even for the gods,
each one of whom is assigned a definite and separate sphere
of influence, and a specific function.
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Excess is failure to recognize boundedness
j hubris, the great

est of sins, is the act whereby man ignores his limitations as a

manj the golden mean in conduct or in art is the principle
of limitation. Greek art of the classical period may be regarded
as an illustration of the Platonic doctrine of being through
exclusion. A Greek temple, or play, or statue, has a definite

outline 5 it has a beginning, a middle, and an end. The Greek
artist achieved simplicity by rigid exclusion of irrelevancies.

He sought completeness through limitation 5 thus, what he

produced is characterized by dignity and restraint.

Whatever is excluded is not excluded because it is evil. In

deed it has value j exclusion is the cost which must be paid for

definiteness. Also, what is excluded here is included some
where else. I perform this function, not thatj but that is because

some one else is performing the other function. In short, exclu

sion is particular, not general. All possibilities are realized, but

not within the same complex. The principle of limitation results

in the realization of the plenitude of possibilities in diverse

centers 5 thus, the world exhibits contrast and an ordered wealth

of detail. The philosopher-king is intent on the public good,
but nevertheless he is confined to his own specific function,

which is to issue commands, not to execute them (Potiticus

3O5d), Thus, the king requires ministers and heralds 5 God

operates through subsidiary gods. The principle of limitation

necessitates the existence of a plurality of creative and con

trolling agencies, each one restricted to a definite sphere of

activity and each one assigned to a definite rank.

Consider now the situation of a limited individual, sur

rounded by an environment of other limited individuals, and

of limited complexes of all kinds. We have noted the fact that

what is excluded has value. Hence the individual must be con

cerned with what is not himself. Thus exclusion is not a principle

of indifference. The soul regulates the body and all inanimate

things j God cares for the world 3 the philosopher-king works

for the public welfare. Such concern must be distinguished from

inclusion. What is included enters into one's own nature; con

cern is a relation to what is outside one's nature. Thus, there

are two* principles in the world: on the one hand, that of limita-
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tion, which divides the world into self-identical entities; on the

other, the principle of general concern, whereby the several

entities are in communion with each other and with the whole.

(c^ Finally, not-being enters into the constitution of being

(i.e., selfhood) as such. In various passages of the Sophist,

Plato is concerned with the relations among the ultimate cate

gories, such as being, other, same, rest, motion, wholeness,

unity. These categories are not merely ways of thought 3 they

are the highest kinds; they have an ontological status. In dis

cussing the category of being, Plato is investigating the objective

essence of being. He points out that the "other" has a universal

pervasiveness in the sense that it pervades not only the ordinary

forms, but the categories as well. The same is other than rest;

rest is other than motion; in short, every category, being itself

included, is other than the others. Being, then, is a specific char

acter; it is something in itself, contrasted with other ultimate

characters. Being is other than self-identity or than rest. Being
is not an all-comprehensive category; it posits its own others.

Nevertheless, its others are beings too. Plato intimates that no

contradiction arises at this point; the sense in which the same

is said to be other than being is different from the one in which

it is said to be a being. Thus, being as such is constituted by

limitation; to be is to possess a definite character not to be con

fused with other characters.

We will now examine to what extent Plato's doctrine of not-

being solves the problems set forth by the sophists. These prob
lems were two: the existence of false opinion, and the existence

of images.

(a) The sophists had denied the existence of falsehood. False

opinion is opinion about nothing and therefore is not an opinion

at all. If I am thinking, I am thinking of something, and my
judgment is true. Now, Plato believes that the moral struggle

against evil (which is error) is genuine, and that the distinction

between truth and falsehood is real. His answer to the sophists

is that not-being is not a privation of being but another being.

When I state a negative proposition, namely, that salt is not

black, I am not stating a sheer absence but a fact that salt is
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white. At first glance, it appears that Plato's solution does not

touch the issue
5

the doctrine of not-being as otherness is a

doctrine of true as well as false propositions. In asserting that

salt is not black, I am stating the truth about salt, though my
statement is negative, and refers to not-being. Thus, a negative
fact consisting of a mutual relation of otherness between a thing
and a predicate (or between two forms) may confirm a state

ment as well as $rove it false. Otherness as constituting not-

being is irrelevant to the distinction between truth and false

hood.

That there is a relevance, however, between Plato's doctrine

of not-being and the existence of error may be shown by a more
indirect approach to the problem. Plato demonstrates that a

false proposition has an object, and is not about nothing. The

subject of the false proposition is real; also its predicate is real.

A proposition is false because it relates the terms otherwise than

they are related in the factual complex.
5
In a false proposition,

terms mingle together which, in the fact, exclude each other j

or conversely. Thus the theory of not-being as otherness is

relevant to the comparison of the proposition with the fact.

The relatedness of the terms in the false proposition is other

wise than it is in the fact.

() Assuming that a proposition is an image, we may say
that in the above we have explained how a proposition can be

an incorrect image and still be an image of something. How
ever, we have not explained how an image can be at all. This

question concerns exact as well as inexact images, true as well

as false propositions. An image both is and is not. It is not,

because it is not a real thing; and it is, since it is an image. We
are faced with a contradiction, which Plato's doctrine solves by
the interpretation of not-being as another being. Thus, images
are beings other than their archetypes. But if we grant this doc

trine, broader problems arise within the framework of Plato's

own philosophy. Image is another word for appearance, and
the distinction between reality and appearance disappears. All

entities are reduced to an equal plane, and the Platonic doctrine

of degrees of reality must be abandoned. If, as Plato says, not-
5See below, pp. 268 ff.
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being is "as fully endowed with being as anything else" (Sophist

25 8b) particulars are equally real with universals, and images
with particulars. Passages may be cited in support of this inter

pretation. The student of dialectic is unmoved by considerations

of sentimentality} he investigates both gods and men, justice

and injustice with equal impartiality. "He honors all classes

and does not think one more ridiculous than another." The

study of louse-catching has no less dignity than the study of

generalship (Sophist 22yb). Furthermore, we are told that

motion, no less than rest, partakes of being j
and Parmenides

is criticized on the ground that his doctrine allows no reality

to -the world of becoming (245d). There is no scale of beings
and no scale of cognitive attitudes j

evil is not ignorance but

the pretense of knowledge; error, not the having of a sensation

or an image, but the taking of the latter for something else.

On this interpretation, everything partakes of realness in

an identical sense j the world of opinion is as real as that of the

forms. Shall we, then, say that Plato, in the later dialogues,
has reversed his position, as presented in the earlier dialogues?
Yet the distinction of the two realms is maintained in the later

dialogues, too (viz., Timaus 5 id, e). His conception of de

grees of realness is an integral part of his philosophy. Thus,
his definition of not-being solves the problem of false proposi

tions, but not that of the existence of images, taken as prototypes
of all that is deprived of full reality.

6

What Plato has achieved by his definition of not-being is

to account for error and to show how the real is differentiated

internally, and limited externally. But his definition of not-

being is irrelevant to a large and perhaps the more important-

part of his problem. It does not touch the question of the ex

istence of sophistry and the sophists, the existence of images
in art, the distinction of reality and appearance, the conception
of grades of reality, and the reality of the moral struggle against
shams and pretenses. In all of these, not-being presents itself

as sheer privation of being, and the objections of Parmenides

remain unanswered.

eSee Cornford, Plato's Theory of Knowledge, pp. 321-323.
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CHAPTER IX

RELATEDNESS

SO FAR, we have found realness to partake of two essential

traits, selfhood and difference, by virtue of which it be

comes diversified into distinct and definite individuals. But if

we stopped with these two traits, we would have on our hands

a sheer plurality of things, whereas, in fact, the world exhibits

relationships, and thought is synthesis. Entities exhibit the

power of combination (xoivcovia, blending) whereby they are

integrated into groupings. Remove the capacity to combine,
and you remove the capacity to differentiate as wellj unless

there were mingling, there would be no pluralized world either.

For a differentiated world is one in which an entity is apart or

exists for itself
5 and, to be such, an entity must combine with

apartness and selfhood (Sophist 252c). Moreover, a world of

diverse entities exists; but if entities were wholly separate, they
would not partake even of beingj in short, a world of utter

separation would not even be. Thus, not only the data of ex

perience and the existence of discourse, but the very fact of

diversification lead us to the inference that entities combine.

But combination exists only within limits 5 universal combina

tion no less than universal separation would abolish the worlds

of experience and of discourse. In a world in which everything

mingled with everything else, there would be no significant

statements. To say that A has a predicate, say motion (viz., A
moves) is to exclude its opposite, namely, that A is at rest$ and

yet in a situation where everything mingled with everything

else, motion would be rest and conversely, and our assertion

that A is moving would be without significance. And further,

there would be no real world by which our statements might
be tested. A world of universal mingling would be one without

distinction and would relapse into the wpeiron. Just as we must

presuppose some measure of blending among entities so we must
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affirm the existence of some measure of exclusion. Thus, we will

say that a given entity combines with some and does not with

others
j
there is acceptance of some and rejection of others

j the

fitting together and the failure to do so. (But to this rule the

"greatest kinds" are an exception, as we shall see shortly.)
In sum, every entity either mingles with or rejects every

other entity. We will therefore say that every entity sustains a

relatedness, positive or negative, with every other entity. (Plato's

own term for this general relatedness as distinguished from

mingling or exclusion specifically is weaving, <ru|U&owfj, Soph
ist 2596). We will discuss, in order, the relatedness (a} of form

with form, and (b*) of particular with form. (#) We will divide

the forms into three groups: the infim& species} the group of

genera and divisible species ;
the greatest forms, which we will

call the categories. Take the infimce species. Plato speaks of the

CCTOJJIOV (229d) 3
i.e.y the atom, or the indivisible. As we divide a

genus, proceeding in the downward direction, after a finite num
ber of steps, we reach forms which cannot be further divided.

The indivisibles mingle with the genera in the upward direction,

but with nothing in the downward one; and this is what Plato

may be having in mind in his somewhat obscure reference to

"forms which are entirely apart" (2536). And again when Plato

speaks of forms which mingle ( I ) with all forms, (2) with many
forms, (3) with few forms, we may reasonably assume that the

last group refers to the infimtz species and the second to divisible

genera and species*

Consider now the middle group those that "mingle with

many forms" consisting of the familiar genera and species, such

as justice, man, ox, figure, color. That members of this group
combine with one another means that one class is included in an

other, or that the other includes it. Thus the proposition that

man mingles with animal means that man is included within

the class animal, and that animal includes man. In Plato's asser

tion that forms mingle with or reject each other, we find the

doctrine that there are eternal and necessary truths, whether

positive or negative, as, for example, that man is animal, and
that man is not a dog. These truths express facts

$
there are essen

tial relations among forms about which universal judgments
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may be made. The world is one of ordered relationships. Fur
thermoreif we may borrow from the modern philosophical

vocabulary the eternal truths are not analytic, but synthetic.

The entities which mingle together are mutually distinct, per
vaded as they are by otherness

;
in fact, they could not mingle,

unless they were diverse from each other. The species is em
braced by a form from without (253d) ;

and we are told that each

term in the mingling relation is identical with itself and other

than the rest (254d). Hence mingling is not fusion or identifica

tion j mingling is not the opposite of otherness. Neither must

exclusion be identified with otherness j entities which are sev

erally distinct may mingle together or exclude each other, as the

case may be. Plato has no explicit logic; but his ideas, if devel

oped, would lead to a logic of synthesis. "For any class to be

alone, solitary, and unalloyed is not altogether possible" (Phile-

bus 63b). Entities are self-existent but not separate; one form

entails another. Plato's world does not consist of substances oc

cupied solely with their own modes; his is a world of entities in

relation. Correspondingly, his world is not one in which knowl

edge of one entity would yield no knowledge of anything but it

self. "For as all nature is akin, and the soul has learned all

things, there is no reason why we should not, by remembering
but one single thing an act which men call learning discover

everything else" (Meno 8 id). Forms are distinct from each

other, and forms entail each other, by way of inclusion or ex

clusion; thus knowledge is synthesis.

Consider, now, the greatest kinds. Let us bear In mind the

distinction between relatedness and its sub-class, mingling. The
forms in the middle group are related to, but they do not mingle

with, every other form that is to say, they do not have a positive

relation with every other form. The greatest kinds, however,
do mingle with every form; they combine without any limita

tion. Examples of such kinds are "same," "other,"
<c

being,"

"not-being." Thus, being partakes of everything; also every

thing partakes of self-identity and of otherness. Consequently,
whereas the middle and lowest groups comprise specific uni-

versals forms of limited universality the greatest kinds have

a universal application. The greatest kinds mingle not only with
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other forms (and with particulars)} they also mingle among
themselves* Being has sameness} otherness has being. They
mingle with each other, without thereby losing their self-iden

tity. Sameness mingles with being, and is also other than being}

being partakes of the other, but is other than the other and

therefore is just itself (Sophist 259b).

Now, Plato's own designation of the greatest kinds suggests

that the only difference between them and the other forms is in

respect of degree of universality} yet a deeper study of his doc

trine leads to the conclusion that the difference cannot be wholly

comprised in those terms. He uses the analogy of a syllable and

its component letters. Every syllable has consonants and vowels,

the first corresponding to the smaller kinds, the second to the

greatest. Now, vowels differ from consonants not only as letters

but in that they have the specific function of serving as a bond

(Ssojjiog) for all the other letters, "so that without one of the

vowels the other letters cannot be joined one to another" (253a).
So do the greatest kinds function as bonds in the mingling of the

forms among themselves} also, they function as principles of

exclusion among the forms. We have seen that a given form

sustains a positive relatedness with some forms and a negative
one with others; the greatest kinds are the principles of all re

latedness -positive or negativeand of all interweaving among
the forms. Plato calls the greatest kinds the causes (attia) of

separation (and presumably of mingling, too) among the forms.

Thus, the specific difference of the greatest from the other kinds

consists not only in the fact that they mingle with everything
but also in that they are the conditions of mingling and separat

ing. In their capacity as causes for the operations of the forms,

they enjoy, logically and ontologically, a prior status to the lat

ter. We have therefore seen fit to call them categories, though
this word is not met with in that connection in Plato's writings.

By calling them categorieswe do not mean to identify them with

Aristotle's list} nor do we mean that they are subjective forms

of understanding in Kant's sense. The categories express the na

ture of things, not of mind alone; and they are categories in the

sense that they determine the relatedness of all forms and of

all things.
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What forms constitute the class of the categories? Plato does

not offer any definite list. In the Sophist he enumerates five

forms which might be considered as categories: these are being,

same, other, motion, and rest. Of these only the first three may
be called categories} as for motion and rest, on the one hand

they do not mingle with each other, and on the other they do

not, each of them, mingle with every form, so far as we can

gather from Plato's writings. In the The&tetus (iSfb ff.)

Plato refers to what he calls the common notions (xoivd) which
seem to play in the region of the knowledge of particulars the

same role that the greatest kinds do in the realm of forms j but

the two lists do not coincide. The list of the koina comprises
sameness and difference, unity and plurality, likeness and un-

likeness, being and not-being, worth and truth. The reader

might wonder what the connection is between the lists of the

Sophist and the Theeztetus, on the one hand, and that of the four

classes in the Philebus, on the other consisting of the Limit, the

Unlimited, the Mixed Class, and the Cause. Though Plato of

fers no light on this point, it is obvious that the principle of or

dering in the first two lists is different from that in the other.

The list in the Philebus comprises the various classes of being

only j and if categories they be, they are material or metaphysical

categories, in contrast with the first two lists which comprise
formal or logical categories. The general conclusion must be

that Plato, while having arrived in his mind at the notion of

categoreal qualification, did not sufficiently formulate the notion

so as to be prepared to provide a definite list of categories, or

even to have a clear idea of the meaning of the notion.

() We will now discuss relatedness as it applies to particulars
in their relevance to forms. Modern logicians have remarked on
the difference between a statement such as "Socrates is mortal"

and one such as "all men are mortal." There is no evidence that

Plato was aware of any such difference. Whether he is speak

ing of the participation of form with form, or of particular with

form, Plato uses the same words [xetsxpiv and xoivowa. When
a particular partakes of a form, we say that it has such and such

a predicate} when a particular fails to partake of a form, we have
a negative statement to the effect that a given particular rejects
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a given form. Thus "Theaetetus sits" exemplifies the participa
tion of Theaetetus in sitting} and "Thesstetus is not flying," the

rejection by Theastetus of flying. Forms are "present" in or

"absent" from things. Any particular has a positive relatedness

to some forms and a negative relatedness to others. Moreover,

particulars mingle with the categories. Plato shows (The&tetus
1 85c ff.) how in knowledge the soul applies the common notions

to percepts j and inasmuch as the soul imitates the real, we may
take Plato's account of knowledge as true of its objects as well.

Thus, a particular color mingles with being, in the sense that a

given color exists} it mingles, further, with not-being, with num
ber (this color is one), with worth (this color is beautiful) and

with likeness (this color is like that).

We may now sum up the entire doctrine of relatedness in its

application both to the realm of forms alone, and to that of

forms with things. We will use the word entity to refer to forms

or to particulars indifferently. Every entity enters into a rela

tionship with the totality of the forms, accepting some and re

jecting the rest, except for the categories which accept all the

forms. The relationship of entities with forms constitutes com

plexes (av|AJtA,owj) ;
thus we have the complex "Socrates is a

man," or "white is not black," or "justice is a virtue." Every

thing that is real enters into some complex or other
5
and the

complexes, in their totality, exhaust the real. The terms in a

complex are held together or separated by the categories. Thus,
a complex consists (a) of terms, which may be forms alone, or

forms and things, () related together positively or negatively,

(<:) through the intermediation of the categories operating as

causes of the relatedness. Now, given any entity, the sum of the

truths about it is comprised in the statement of all the forms

with which it has a positive and a negative relatedness. Thus,
man is rational, animal, a biped, featherless, etc. j he is not a dog,
not a plant, not a star, etc. Consequently, particular complexes
such as "man is an animal" are parts of the total complex con

cerning man. The total complex is relevant to the operation of

definition. In defining a species, we indicate what it excludes and

what it includes; on the one hand, we separate the species from

all its others, and, on the other, we associate it with all that is
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akin to it (Politicks 2580, 3036). Thus, to define a species is to

divide its total complex into two parts, the first comprising all

the forms which the species rejects, the second all those which

it accepts.
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CHAPTER X

FORMS AND THINGS

rAVING ascertained what the criteria of realness are, we

may now proceed to apply them. Amongst all entities,

forms or universals conform most adequately to these criteria,

and are therefore judged to be really real. What are forms?,
How do we know that they exist at all? Plato proposes the con

ception of the ideas as a hypothesis to explain certain facts of hu
man experience facts which we will conveniently classify under
three headings: (&} production, () knowledge, (c) nature.

(0) The arts and crafts are a going concern of our lives. Our

productive activity whether we make utensils, houses, ships,
or states is governed by methodj it is scientific activity and
therefore entitled to be called techne. Plato takes methodical,

productive action as a fact a part of normal experience and
asks himself what that fact presupposes. Techne, we said, in

volves method, and method is procedure according to norms.
A cobbler, making a shoe, proceeds by reference to an implicitly

recognized pattern of a shoe. Thus, the arts and crafts involve

a recognition of absolute standards. A doctrine of merely rela

tive standards, of relative excess and deficiency, would "destroy
the arts and their works one and all, and do away also with

statesmanship . . . and with weaving" (Politicks 2$4a). With
out the conception of absolute size, of the absolute mean, o

measure and objective rightness, the arts would not exist. Just
as we were compelled to admit the validity of not-being in or
der to account for the existence of false opinion, "so now we
must force this second conclusion, that the greater and the less

are to .be measured in relation, not only to one another, but also

to the establishment of the mean. . . . For, if this is not ad

mitted, neither the statesman nor any other man who has knowl

edge of practical affairs can be said without any doubt to exist"

084b).
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In the preceding argument, Plato has been engaged in dis

closing the implications of practice, which he conceives as a form
of insight. Whatever is a necessary assumption of practice must
be granted as true. Now, the artisan has to assume the existence

of absolute standards because he could not carry on his activity

as an artisan otherwise. The conception of absolute standards

i.e., forms is part of the fabric of ordinary human life. The next

argument is based on the implications of theoretical activity.

() There is knowledge as distinguished from true opinion.
The one is acquired by teaching, the other through persuasion;
the one is accompanied by true reasoning, the other is irrational j

the one is exact, clear, and certain; the other is inexact, confused,
and only probable; the one is immovable, the other, being only
an approximation to the truth, is perpetually replaced by other

approximations (Timceus 5 id, Philebus 59c). Plato takes knowl

edge as a fact, somewhat as Kant did; in the Sofhist (26oa) he

says that discourse is a reality. He then asks himself how such

knowledge is possible. So Kant started with the premise that

mathematics and physics are fields of knowledge; and then

asked himself what this implies. But whereas Kant had recourse

to a theory of the powers of the mind, Plato resorts to an onto-

logical hypothesis, maintaining that unless we posit a realm of

forms, the distinction between knowledge and opinion will not

stand, and all thought will be reduced to opinion. Kant con

cluded that if the world consisted of Hume's flux of impres

sions, knowledge would be impossible; and Plato argues that if

the world were a Heraclitean flux, science could not exist.

In short, the existence of exact, certain, universal knowledge

implies the existence of a certain kind of world. What kind?

Not the world of experience. The latter is not capable of yielding

systematic knowledge. The qualities of empirical data are con

fused; for instance, this table is brown but not quite; it is black

ish brown with an admixture of red. Furthermore, empirical

qualities are not susceptible of exact measurement; they are

more or less; this room is more or less warm; I feel more or less

happy. The empirical world evades numerical determination;
its qualities lack purity. Thus, it fails to provide objects for exact

and distinct ideas. And yet, since clear and definite knowledge
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exists, there must be a real world, beyond that of experience,
which renders such knowledge possible. This world consists of

the forms, each of which is pure, definite, and precisely what

it is. Hence our ideas can be precise and exact and distinct. And
as forms are in communion with each other, universal and neces

sary knowledge is possible. Forms are what they are independ

ently of the thinking mind} therefore, they are identical for all

minds, and intersubjective knowledge is possible.

(c) The theory of ideas is also a hypothesis to account for the

facts of nature. There is order in nature, yet this order is not

provided for by the constitution of nature itself j there must,

then, be a supernatural realm which imposes its character upon
the realm of nature. For example, we find that empirical proc
esses exclude each other, without being essential opposites. Snow
excludes fire, in the sense that water puts out the firej yet there

is nothing in the snow as snow and in the fire as fire which ex

plains such an exclusion. In other words, there is no reason why
empirical phenomena, qua phenomena, should exhibit any sort

of regularity.
1 And yet they do exhibit order. Plato's answer is

that the mutual and regular exclusion of snow and fire arises

from the fact that snow partakes of the cold, and fire of the hot;

and that further, cold and hot in the abstract are mutual oppo-
sites. In short, natural phenomena display a regularity of rela

tionship which can be accounted for solely by their participation

in the realm of forms. Kant, on the other hand, derived order

in experience from the relation o experience to the transcen

dental unity of apperception.
The theory of ideas, then, is not a priori; its validity rests

upon its power to explain the phenomena. And, for Plato, it

appears to possess just that degree of certainty which a hypothe
sis is capable of having. He speaks of the theory of ideas as the

strongest and safest principle to assume (Ph&Ao lOOa, d) j
and

he is confident that it will never be overthrown. But we must

be clear as to what we are talking about. Plato draws his exam

ples of forms from a wide field. Some of his examples are: jus

tice, beauty, health, strength, size, ox, white, equality, odd, two.

Thus, forms are both normative and descriptive (though, in

lPk^do> 103-55 here Plato would agree with Hume and Kant.
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the final resort, there is no meaning in this distinction). Again,
forms are ethical or physical. On the whole, in the early dia

logues, Plato conceives the forms intensionaUy. His words for

them are idea, shape, kind, or essence (iSsa, jiOQiprj, slSog,

OOKTICC). In the later dialogues, he introduces an extensions!

point of viewj he refers to the forms as unities, genera, classes

EwdSsg, |iovd&e, Y^VT])- Thus, forms are both characteristics

and classes.

(0) Given any object, we may distinguish within it a that

and a what. You say: there is something under a tree. I ask: what
is it? and you answer, it is a man. In short, there is something
which is a man a that with a what. Or take the statement:

Thesetetus is sittingj in this statement a passive condition is at

tributed to Theaetetus. There are, then, things and their quali
ties. The quality is a universal, the thing a particular, (b) Fur

thermore, a universal is a principle of unity in a many. Imagine
Adam in the garden of Eden assigning names to the various ani

mals as they march past him. Each animal is an individual, and
each animal is assigned a proper name. But over and above nam

ing there is classification. One animal is similar to one group of

animals, another to another, and so on. Similarity is due to pos
session of a common characteristic} thus, some animals are lions,

some tigers, some cats, some dogs. The character is a principle
of class-unity. Each particular is just itself, and when it passes,
is succeeded by another particular} things flow and we cannot

step into the same river twice. And yet we do somehow step
into the same river twice j we are able to compare and recognize}
and this is in virtue of the presence in things of common char

acteristics. On the one hand, there is the set: Tom, Dick, Harry}
on the other, there is humanity in which they participate, so that

we say that Tom, Dick, and Harry are men.

Whether as characters or as classes, universals are descriptive
of particulars. They render the actual world intelligible} with

out the presence of universals in things, the world would be

mere matter of fact, to be noted but not cognizable. But a uni

versal is also a principle by virtue of which the actual world
is criticized and evaluated} thus, a universal is prescriptive of

particulars. There is the contrast of what is with what should
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be. Universals are norms or ideals. Take a universal like round

ness and contrast it with rubber tires, rings, and wheels which

are all round. Now, roundness is a standard by which we test

the tires, the rings, and the wheels, finding that the latter are

more or less round. Or again, take whiteness which seems to

be a simple descriptive concept. Yet actually, when I ask, is

the salt (or the sugar, or the piece of paper) white, I am test

ing the perceived quality by a standard one. And so I measure

a particular by a universal, ascertaining it to be a relatively

adequate or inadequate embodiment of the ideal. For Plato,

not only moral characteristics, like justice and temperance, or

esthetic characteristics, like beauty, but all universal character

istics are ideals, or values. Any universal illustrates a perfection

of a certain type.

In brief, the pair of universal and particular may be con

trasted either as essence and instance, or as ideal and actuality.

Plato maintains that universals are real independently of their

embodiment in particulars j that, in fact, they are more real

than particulars, and that particulars derive such realness as

they possess from their participation in universals. The ac

ceptance, even the understanding, of Plato's doctrine, involves

a violent conflict with common sense. For the latter, the concrete

object is real and prior; for Plato, on the contrary, what is real

is not Tom, Dick, or Harry, but humanity in general. Tom,
Dick, and Harry might die, all men might cease to be, and

yet man would remain.

Again, common sense assumes that the particular is first in

the order of knowledge. We perceive snow, paper, cotton, and

thence construct an idea of whiteness. For Plato, the reverse is

true. We start with the idea of whiteness, and interpret our

sense-experience in terms of our idea. The universal comes first

both in thought and in being. The contribution of experience
is only by way of reminding us of what we already know, and

to stir the latent knowledge in us. Sensation has a psychological,
not a cognitive, function. We know the forms already, and

experience, by furnishing us with incomplete embodiments of

them, recalls the forms to our minds.

The reasons for which Plato assigns an independent and prior
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status to universals are two: universals are eternal, and uni-

versals are norms. Forms are unchanging} this object may
change its quality, this man's hair which was black has by now

grown gray, but blackness does not change. Concrete objects are,

so to speak, on the move, coming to birth and perishing, and.

continually changing while they endure ("like leaky pots or

. . . like people afflicted with catarrh, flowing and running,"

Cratylus 44od). We cannot step into the river of generation
even oncej thus, we cannot even note and name sensible objects

for they are moving away from us while being noted. Universals

are eternal, that is to say, timeless; one cannot speak of them

as existing now or later j their realness is not temporal. A mathe

matical truth for example, that the sum of two and two is four

is timeless. Being timeless, universals are always the same;
man is man, and whiteness is whiteness. Being in time, par
ticulars remain the same neither with themselves nor in their

relations to other things.

Moreover, universals are abstract. Take blueness. Blueness

as conceived is one thing, and blueness as perceived is another 5

the perceived blueness varies with each perception, but the con

ceived blueness remains the same. The perceived quality is not

only unique, it is also impure j the blue of the water is mixed

with other colors. Moreover, the embodied quality falls short

of the quality as conceived. The ideal line is completely straight}

the actual line never. Thus, universals may be called abstrac

tions, if the word abstraction be used neutrally, without deroga
tion as to realness. It follows that the contrast of universal with

particular is one within the class of characteristics as well} it

is the contrast between ideal and actual characteristics. There

is redness in general, and the particular redness of this red ros^}

absolute beauty and the loveliness of the seen color (Ph&do

iood)} abstract equality, and the observed equality of these

two pieces of wood: the ideal bed, and the bed made by the

carpenter. The latter, too, is a pattern in that it may serve as

an archetype for the painter. There are the timeless patterns
and the created patterns (Tim&its 29a).

Universals are really real} particulars, though resembling
the real, are not real} they are dim adumbrations (qiorSgov,
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Republic 597a) of the forms. But the concrete world is not

wholly unreal
j it lies between complete being and complete

not-being, partaking of each. It would seem that there is an

objective contradiction in nature} the concrete world both is

and is not.

Common sense, we have said, believes in the prior reality of

things; Plato, of the forms. Ordinary common sense may be

made perhaps to see the plausibility of Platonism by being con

fronted with enlightened common sense. What is the direction

of the mind in the so-called disciplines, such as science, mathe

matics, ethics and politics? Perhaps the clearest case for Plato

nism is provided by mathematics. In mathematics, reference is

made to entities that never were on land or sea. Geometry deals

with figures solids, surfaces, lines, points. There is no such

thing in nature as a point If I draw a chalk-mark on the black

board to represent a point, the chalk-mark has thickness; but

a point has neither length nor breadth. The geometrical line

has length but no breadth; yet the line I draw has inevitably

both. Nor is the circle found in nature, since no object is com

pletely round. In geometry we deal with ideal objects, such

as are not disclosed in experience. Shall we say that geometry
is nonsense? If mathematics is knowledge, it must be that there

are objects which are real and are not disclosed in perception.

Or take arithmetic, which is the study of number. When a

child counts I, 2, 3, 4, etc., what objects is it referring to?

Numbers are not concrete things; one cannot see the number

2. Of course, I can see a pair of apples, a pair of oxen, the pair

of husband and wife; but the number 2 is something different

from these pairs. The apples may rot, the oxen may die, the

wife may divorce her husband, but the properties of the number

2 remain what they are* In fact, all pairs might disappear, but

the number 2 would be unaffected. The truths of mathematics

do not depend on their exemplification.
The universals are revealed in the field o moral action, too,

though not in such complete detachment from particulars as

in mathematics. Moral action is the effort to embody ideals in

practice. Moral action is striving, and striving is the attempt
to bring about something which is not. A man interested solely
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in what actually is would not strive at all j a moral being looks

beyond the actual. Thus, the contrast between facts and ideals

is implicit in any moral attitude. Take the ideal of justice. No
man is wholly just} justice is not given in experience. And yet
it is the aim of moral action. Nations fight for freedom, believ

ing that freedom is something real, though it is not actual and

cannot ever wholly become so.

The data of the moral life cannot be analyzed in terms of

facts alone j moral effort is the attempt to transform facts in

the light of what is not a fact, what is non-existent, yet is some

how real.

Is the artist an empiricist? It is true that he is observing,
but observation is only the beginning of his task. The artist,

as we say, uses imagination in order to arrive at insights which

are not given to sense. The distinction between the ordinary

photographer and the painter is apposite. Both the photographer
and the portrait-painter have a figure before them; the pho

tographer reproduces the figure, whereas the painter only sees

it as a point of departure. Though he looks at the particular

figure, what he sees and depicts is the type suggested by the

model. Thus the model serves to "remind" the painter of the

universal. Manet's picture of the boy with the pipe is not a

representation of the particular boy who sat as his model
j the

onlooker who has never seen the boy nevertheless has a sense

of recognition upon seeing the picture. By dint of selection and

omission, of emphasis and underemphasis, Manet succeeds in

confronting the spectator with a picture of a general mood in

which exuberance is combined with concentration, and spon

taneity with eagerness, and thus transcends the particularity of

his model.

The account of art as a disclosure of universals is contrary
to Plato's own conception of art. The demonstration of uni

versals from science would be more in accord with Plato's view

point. The scientist is supposed to be the man of experience,

far excellence. Science, we are told, deals with phenomena. Yet

science classifies phenomena. Imagine a biologist studying a

white rat in the laboratory. So far as we can judge from ex

ternal observation, the primary object of the scientist's atten-
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tion is the particular white rat in its peculiarities.
And yet the

biologist is no more concerned with the particular
white rat than

the painter with the model. He is concerned with this white rat

only to the extent that it gives him an insight into the nature

of white rats. He is interested in ratness, not in this rat j in the

species, not in the individual.

Similarly, the physicist
is concerned with events only in their

disclosure of the laws of nature; thus, the scientist studies the

general and the timeless, not the particular
or the temporal.

Using the word history in a very loose sense, we may say that

history is a record of particular happenings, science of the gen

eral laws which govern particular happenings. But of course,

history, too, is selective, noting causal relations and studying

uniformities. The concern of the intellect is for generalities}

it is perhaps -feeling that induces the mind to attend to par

ticulars. In so far as I am fond of my home-town, I familiarize

myself with its streets and houses, and I know how to find my

way about. The particular arrangement of streets in my home

town may be unrepeated elsewhere, but that is wholly irrele

vant. I learn the ways of the streets and of the brook just in

so far as they are unique and unrepeated. Or take affection as

directed toward persons. A sociologist studying a criminal is

interested in the type which the criminal represents (and ^con

sequently in his deviations from the type); but the friend,

parent, or rektive has an immediate interest in the particular

individual as an individual.

To sum up, mathematics, science, art, and the moral life are

directed toward objects which are not empirical. Unless these

disciplines are to be divested of all significance, their objects

must be deemed to be real. In all these disciplines, the mind

is moving along a path away from particulars to universalsj

away from the actual to the ideal; away from the sensed to the

conceived. The realm of forms is precisely the world aimed at,

and contemplated in these disciplines.

The relation of forms to things is ambivalent; forms are

immanent in things and they also transcend them. Things par

ticipate in the forms; also, they fall short of them. Thus, on
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the one hand, Plato speaks of the presence (ncxQOWia) of

forms in things and of their communion with them (Phceclo

rood, Republic 476a)j on the other, he speaks of the forms as

patterns (naiQQ&siy\La) which are imitated by things. We have,

then, a double approach to forms in Plato: forms as essences of

things j
and forms as archetypes.

Correspondingly, we are confronted with an ambiguity in

Plato's stated doctrine concerning the intelligibility of particu
lars. Speaking of dialectic, Plato designates as the true method
the one by which the mind divides genera into species, and

these into subspecies until it reaches the indivisible. There divi

sion, and with it knowledge, come to an end. There is no true

and exact knowledge of particulars (Philebus 59b). From the

forms we leap down into the sea of the many. Plato mocks

those who busy themselves with dividing particulars, who con

ceive the problem of the one and the many as one concerning
concrete things, who ask how one thing can be divided into

parts and also be a whole. These are foolish questions, he avers,

raised by the young, or by old men who have been introduced

to philosophy late in life {Sophist 25 ib). In short, the par
ticulars constitute a realm of opinion and not of knowledge.

Elsewhere, however, we have a set of passages which seem to

state the opposite of the above. The divine souls achieve true

and firm opinion concerning the world of sense that is to say,

belief which is demonstrated, for belief is not firm unless

founded on reason (Tim&us 37b). Referring again to the world

of sense, Plato makes the strong assertion that whereas no

human being can blend the many into one, and again dissolve

the one into many, God is sufficiently wise and powerful to do

so (68d). Again, "the gods know and hear and see all things,

and nothing of all that is apprehended by senses or sciences can

escape their notice" (Laws 90id).

Thus, sensible things are completely intelligible, at least to

the gods 5
and one is tempted to construe whatever statements

Plato makes to the opposite effect as implying a reference 'to

the limitations of human reason. If men were like the gods,

they, too, would be able to blend the many into the one and

dissolve the one into the many. As it is, concrete things are so
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complex that the human mind is incapable of tracing their con

nection with the realm of forms. Appealing though such a con

struction might be, it ignores the factor of the receptacle, with

its contribution of the element of chance to the world, and its

refractoriness to the persuasion of reason. The writer would

invoke the duality in the constitution of things, ^in
order to re

solve the contradiction. The world of opinion is a mixture of

being and not-being. In so far as they partake of the forms,

actual things have being; and they have not-being because their

participation in the forms is inadequate. The immanence of the

forms in things is qualified by their transcendence. Now, at the

point at which it is indeterminate, the sensible world ceases to

be knowable.

The account which Plato gives in the Philebus, of the world

as a mixture of the limit with the unlimited, may be considered

as a statement of the doctrine of the immanence of forms in

things. The concrete object is described as a compound, of which

the limit is one of the ingredients. The limit
is^the principle

of determinateness according to which concrete things are fash

ioned. If we construe the forms as the various modalities of

the limit-in short as the diverse ratiosit would follow that

the forms are ingredients of the mixed class, namely, as the

determining ratios of the members of the mixed class. Such a

doctrine poses a problem which Plato finds almost insoluble.

Forms are things in themselves; how, then, can they be ele

ments in a context? The doctrine of the immanence of the forms

is hard to reconcile with the doctrine of the absoluteness of the

forms. A given form is present in many particulars. This would

mean either of two things: (0) that the form is split up into as

many parts as there are particulars. If so, it would lose its sim

plicity and so its reality. () Or, that the form is not split up
but is reproduced as a whole in each particular; and it can do

this only if it exists both in itself and in the world. But, on this

hypothesis, it would be separated from itself; it would not be

itself (Philebus I5b, c). On either alternative, the in-itselfness

of the form is destroyed.
2

The solution of Plato to this problem, given in the Sophist,
2See also Parmtnidts I3ob-I35d.
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is that realness is both selfhood and relatedness, and that the

two are compatible. The forms are in themselves, and they also

commune with things and are present in themj in short, they
are terms in relations, .with the proviso that the relations are

not constitutive of the terms.

The meaning of the doctrine of immanence is that there is

one and only one world. To seek the forms is not to abandon

things, but rather to penetrate into their nature. We discover

the forms in the things and in discovering them we are grasping
what the things are. Thus, the doctrine of immanence is that

of the togetherness of things with forms.

Analogously, we have the innateness of ideas in the mind,
To assert that concepts are innate is to maintain that the mind
is together with reality. There is no moment at which the mind
"discovers" reality. If we begin with the conception of mind
as separate from reality, we end up with mind apprehending
its own contents. We must grant an innate intuition of the real

from the start. Mind, by its very nature, cognizes the world

(Parmemdes, 134-b). Plato says that knowledge is recollection

of what the mind had contemplated in a previous life, when
divorced from the body. One may take this statement literally,

or preferably as a myth, and convert it into the theory of the

togetherness of mind with reality. Knowledge is not an accident

which may or may not happen to the mind.

But to return to the topic of the presence of forms in things.
The point is that in seeking the forms we are getting at the

reality of things. Particulars have a fixed nature which is their

own, quite independently of how we think about them. A just
man is such by virtue of the presence (tncoQOWia) of justice in

him (Sophist 247a). In the sphere of the arts, a carpenter em
bodies (cbtoSiSst) or puts (riihitfi) the form of the shuttle

into certain materials. The actual shuttle possesses (Sxstv) the

ideal form, which, then, lies (mroi) in the appropriate ma
terials. So again with names

j the name-maker embodies or puts
the ideal name in the appropriate materials (Cratykts 3890-
390d). The likeness to Aristotle's doctrine of the relation of

matter to form is striking. Plato says that the thing has a form
which is inseparable from itj it has that form as long as it exists.
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As a result, the thing gets for itself the name of its form. Thus,

Socrates is named Socrates and is also named a man.

Given any concrete thing, there is its appearance and its

reality. Its appearance is its sensible aspect j
its reality is its

essential nature. Its appearance arises from its essential nature,

of which it is an exhibition. There is, then, no question of

eliminating the empirical data, but one of viewing them as

surfaces, so to speak, of a solid reality whose third dimension

is supplied by the realm of forms. Moreover, the action of a

concrete thing is not arbitrary but is determined by its nature.

Common sense and the atomists deal with the world purely on

the level of matter of fact ,(jCQ<XYH>ata) . The empiricist would

say that Simmias is greater than Socrates by a head. But the

head is small, and "it is a monstrous thing that one is great by

anything that is small'
5

(Ph&do lOib). Plato's own type of

explanation of empirical changes (which he describes as safe

and stupid) is entirely different It consists in referring em

pirical phenomena to a system of forms. A body is sick if it

partakes of illness
j
an object is hot because it partakes of heat

And "Simmias is not greater than Socrates by reason of being

Simmias, but by reason of the greatness he happens to have5
nor is he greater than Socrates because Socrates is Socrates but

because Socrates has smallness relatively to his greatness"

(Phado I02b).
The properties of things depend on their natures

j likewise,

the relations of things among themselves depend on the rela

tions among the forms. The empiricist makes a prediction con

cerning the future on the basis of customary sequences in the

past, proceeding from particular to particular (Republic 5i6d).
If you ask him why somebody is sick, he answers, because the

man has a touch of fever (Phado ictfb, c). Thus, he explains

change in one thing by its contact with another. Plato ironically
describes this type of explanation as elegant and plausible. Con
tact between things explains nothing; it states a brute fact with
out supplying a reason. Plato's explanation is different There

8
Cratylut 386b-e; Phado lood-iose; Plato is here describing the relation

of thing to form which later led Aristotle to speak of the thing as having an
essence.
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are eternal relations between form and form, and by virtue

of their participation in the realm of forms particulars sustain

fixed and universal relations to each other. Snow excludes fire

because cold excludes heat. On the one hand, we have timeless

relatedness among forms
j on the other, dynamic relationship

among things; and the first is the cause of the second.

Thus, a concrete thing has definite ways of acting on, and

of being acted on by, other things j it has a uniform and orderly
relation to its world. Take rhetoric, for example, which is the

art of persuading souls by speeches. Both souls and speeches

belong to the class of created things; yet rhetoric is an art

proceeding according to principles. The true orator classifies

both speeches and souls, and studies which class is adapted to

which (Phadrus 27od-27id). One kind of soul is persuaded

by one kind of speech and another by another. The possibility

of rhetoric as a science is founded on the fact that there are

uniformities of interaction between speeches and souls.

We may then define power dynamis as follows. What
eternal relatedness is to forms, power is to things; power is

the exhibition of formal relatedness in the realm of flux. Thus,
motion is regulated by what is fixed; and dynamic uniformities

are based on formal relationships.

We will now proceed to the topic of the transcendence of the

forms. As transcendent, the forms are patterns imitated by

things, and imitated inadequately. No actual man is really a

man, no actual equality is a genuine equality, no white patch
is adequately white, no circular figure is quite round. No actual

object embodies its nature completely. But this puts the matter

negatively, and is a one-sided account. Concrete things strive

to attain their form; Plato's words are "aiming at," "aspiring,"

"desiring to have or to be" (jJovtatcci, JCQo8v[Jt8itat, OQsvetai,

Ph&do 74-5). The actual thing intends its nature; it is a move
ment with a direction. But inevitably, it falls short of its aim.

Thus, the actual thing consists of two movements; one toward

a goal, and another away from it. There are both the striving and

the failing. The striving of the Ph&do corresponds to the eros

of the Symposium.
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The actual world, then, is not a display of being, but of the

becoming of being. The unreflective mind assumes that the con

crete world consists of this, of that, and of the other; it supposes
that to look around is to take note of things, of actualities, of

beings. These suppositions are naive and uncritical. The cate

gory of being does not strictly apply to anything in the empirical

world. There is nothing; there is only the coming into being.

The empirical world is an exhibition of becoming; it is the pas

sage from incompleteness to completeness, as to a limit which

is never reached. Thus, the forms are never realized in the

flux (Republic 472d) ; they are not actualities. Should we say
that they are possibilities for actualization? Owing to the nature

of the receptacle as indeterminate, the concrete world is in

capable of realizing the forms. The forms are, so to speak, im

possibilities.

By virtue of their distance (so to say) from forms, things
are indeterminate. The particular cannot be comprised and iso

lated in a definition; existence cannot be demonstrated from
formal considerations, and an actual characteristic cannot be

adequately described in terms of universals. There is an element

of chance and brute fact in the natural world, and therefore of

unintelligibility. Take triangularity, on the one hand, and tri

angles drawn on the blackboard, on the other. The abstract

formula defines the triangles up to a point but not beyond it;

the formula delimits the particulars without determining them.
The fact that this triangle is an isosceles and the other a scalene

does not proceed from the formula of triangularity. Suppose
now we amplify our definition to mean: isosceles triangle; yet
within its narrower limits, we are still at liberty to draw a

smaller or a larger isosceles with blue or with white chalk. No
matter to what degree we carry the amplification of the formula,
the particular will always elude it.

As forms are to things, so are concepts to sensations. The
realms of being and knowledge mirror each other. Forms tran
scend things; and concepts transcend images of sense. Sense-

images flicker and fluctuate, while meanings are stable. If, dur

ing an inference, as I proceed from premises to conclusion, my
meaning should change, I have not demonstrated what I had
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set out to prove. Thought requires identity of meaning through
out time (Parmanides 1350) j empirical meaning is never the

same, but changes with the change of context and of psycho

logical attitudes. Thought is a cross-reference between different

contextual situations. Thus, concepts are not images, nor are

they empirical meanings.

Sense-images are unique to each person, yet knowledge is uni

versal} thus concepts are common to different minds (Gorgias

48 ic, d). By means of concepts we achieve sameness of reference

to different objects, sameness of reference to different minds,
sameness of reference to different epochs of the same mind. Con

cepts are principles of identity in knowledge (Cratylus 385-6,

Sophist 249c). Concepts anticipate experience} and experience

presupposes concepts. In experience, I know that the given

equality is not exact equality. The mind could not know this, un
less it already had a conception of abstract equality.

ccWe must

have had knowledge of equality before the time when we first

saw equal things and thought: *all these things are aiming to be

like equality and fall short.' . . . Then, before we began to see

or hear or use the other senses we must somewhere have gained
a knowledge of abstract or absolute equality, if we were to com

pare with it the equals which we perceived by the senses, and

see that all such things yearn to be like abstract equality but

fall short of it" (Phcedo 75a, b). Concepts are norms for per

cepts, enabling the mind to test whether the given equality is

exact. The standards for experience are not derived from ex

perience} as we would say today, they are a priori.

For these reasons, Plato distinguishes concepts from percepts,

both intrinsically and in point of their origin. How, then, are

concepts had at all? We may generalize the notion of experience
to mean discovery, learning, all acquired knowledge. Such

knowledge is a temporal occasion, which comes to be and lapses.

Now, a process of learning presupposes the knowledge of cer

tain criteria and rules by which the knowing activity is tested

and carried out. Knowledge as an acquisition presupposes knowl

edge which is not an acquisition} there is knowledge as a dis

covery, and knowledge as a possession. This becomes especially

clear in the case of the categories, which Plato calls the greatest
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kinds (jisyiota Y&W\). Whatever we apprehend, we appre
hend as one and many, as being with not-being, as same, etc.

These categories are governing principles in any activity o

apprehensionj they are inherent in thought and are not arrived

at by thinking. What is true of the categories is true of the

kinds which are of limited universality that is to say, of the

forms. All knowledge is a process of interpretation. To appre
hend a concrete object is to construe it as such and suchj to

refer it to this or that concept, to interpret it in terms of the

conceptual framework. I learn a new language by translating

the strange words into words of my native tongue. I acquire

knowledge of the world around me by fitting perceptions into

my conceptual language. There can be no absolute beginning
of knowledge; to understand is to "understand as"; and there

fore, there must pre-exist the framework in terms of which I

understand my data. Plato's familiar paradox about learning
is to the point. I cannot be really said to learn anything from

the beginning, for, in order to be able to inquire about a subject,
I must know about it. If so, I need not inquire about it. And
if I know nothing about it, then I cannot inquire. Plato's point
is that since knowledge is interpretation, there is no origination
of knowledge. Knowledge is the establishment of a correlation

between the data of sense and the system of conceptual co

ordinates.

Concepts designate the realj they are not merely concepts j

they are not mental inventions (Parmewdes I32b, c). The con

ceptual pattern corresponds to the objective pattern. Hence the

conceptual pattern is not arbitrary; it is not one out of many
patterns that the mind has arbitrarily chosen. There is only one

pattern of concepts which is valid. And this pattern is a fixed

determination of the mindj thus, it is innate.

One might well characterize Plato as an anti-immediatist.

The current bias is in favor of empiricism; nothing is taken as

known unless it be given to sense, or as reducible to something
given to sense. But for Plato, knowledge is not givenness; the

real is known in experience, only in the sense of being suggested
or intended by the given. The real lies beyond the sensed. The
sensible fact is a datum but is not known; the real is known but
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is not a datum of sense-experience. The fact that the datum
intends a form is not an outcome of mental association} it is an

objective relation between the datum and the form toward

which it aims. The forms are striven for by things but are never

adequately embodied by them. Beauty is a character as such,

beyond any perceived loveliness. Thus, meanings are not de

notations of sense-data} what is meant is meant purely and

simply. Knowledge is a motion, a striving, and a search} it is

a transition from the particulars, as intending their natures, to

an insight into these natures as such.

We may now sum up the respects in which universals illus

trate the standard of the really real. Forms are things-in-them-

selves} that is to say, they are not relative to anything else.

They are what they are. Forms have an intrinsic content} beauty
is a definite nature understood by itself and constituted by itself.

In the field of experience, the big is relative to the small} in

the realm of forms, size is absolute. The forms possess selfhood

in respect of their relation (a) to things, (b) to minds, (c) to

other forms. Take the relation of forms to things, (a) Forms
are not separate from things} nevertheless they have their being
in themselves. The identities which repeat themselves in the

flux are constituted independently of their ingression in the flux.

The passing away of this cold object leaves the essence of cold

unaffected} likewise, the addition of a cold object to those

already existing, in no way alters the nature of cold. This cold

object becomes hot; but cold is and remains cold. Thus, forms

are exemplified in things but are not relative to them. The
nature of justice remains the same whatever the context of city

or individual in which it may prevail.

The independence of forms from things is further exhibited

in the fact that the forms are norms by which things may be

evaluated. The standard by which an existing state of affairs

is measured is relative neither to that state nor to any other

existing state. It is possible to ask the question whether existence

as a whole is good.

(b) Consider now the relation of forms to minds. Forms are

cognized} in fact, the knowledge of the forms is innate. But
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the theory of the ingredience of the forms in the mind must

be supplemented by that of the absoluteness of the forms. The

mind cognizes forms which it does not constitute} the forms

have their being in themselves. Knowledge, were it constitutive

of its object, would not be knowledge} for knowledge is a

relation to what is so, independently of its being thought so.

There is not the contrast between the form as known and the

form as it is. We are speaking not merely of the human mind,

but of cognition as such} the properties of the numbers are

necessities which even the gods may not reject (Laws 8i8a).

The forms are absolute for God.

The objection might be raised that I could not know an

object "outside" me} knowledge is necessarily a modification

of the mind, and its object is a content of the mind. Thus, for

Descartes the mind is a substance of which thought is an at

tribute. In knowledge, the mind is enclosed in itself. Such an

objection rests on the assumption of a subject-predicate logic.

Every truth about an entity states a predicate about it} there

fore, there can be no relation between one entity and another.

In Plato there is no evidence of a subject-predicate logic} on

the contrary, there is abundant evidence that his logic (so far

as Plato may be said to have been a logician) was a logic of

synthesis.
4 Forms commune with each other} things copy the

forms } the soul apprehends the forms (Parmewdes I33b-d).

(c) Thirdly, the forms are not relative to one another. Of
course, as we first stated, forms commune with one another. But
in order to commune, they must be. Every form is an intrinsic

nature which is contrasted with the other forms. In this sense,

every form is an individual Ixaotov (Republic 476a). Each
form is a one. Communion is not fusion} in their mutual inter

relations, the forms preserve their self-identity. Thus, Plato

says in the Timasus (52a) that "the self-identical form is one,
neither receiving into itself any other, nor itself passing into

any other."

Each form excludes its opposite. In the concrete world,

opposites are generated from opposites }
for example, death from

life. But we must distinguish the opposites as such from things
4
Seep. 169.
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in which the opposites are present (Phado iO3b) ; and opposites

as such do not generate each other. More generally, in the world

of opinion opposites are present together} "in Simmias there is

both greatness and smallness," since "Simmias is greater than

Socrates and smaller than Phsedo" (Phado iO2b), But great
ness as such does not admit of smallness, and is not altered by
it. The exclusion by each form of its opposite is an important
fact j

it is the principle that each form is a specific and definite

nature, making clear and distinct ideas possible. On the other

hand, empirical characteristics are equivocal 5
the fair appears

ugly, the just unjust; the double appears no less half than

double (Republic 479b).
In addition to exclusion of opposites, there is sheer diversity

of form from form. Each form is itself, and therefore distinct

from any other j
whiteness is other than roundness. Each form

is identical with itself and diverse from any other form. We
are here dealing with the category of the "pure," on which

Plato is so insistent. The ideal of purity is achieved in the realm

of forms, in that each form is "unmixed" with any other, and

is therefore simple. Every form is definitely itself. Thus Plato

says that a little white which is pure and contains no trace of

any other color is more real than the greatest and most wide

spread white (Philebus 53a, b). In contrast, empirical char

acteristics are impure and complex. Pleasure is mixed with pain,

because pleasure is a relief from pain. Every empirical character

is mixed j so-and-so is good more or lessj another person is

intelligent but at times stupid. Even Homer nods.
5

5See also pp. 60-62 and pp. 168 ff. on the topic of the interrelations of the

forms.
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CHAPTER XI

APPEARANCE

TTN PLATO'S philosophy, the contrast between appearance
JL and reality is fundamental} clarity of knowlege is the ability

to distinguish between the two, and error the confusion of the

one with the other. The person who takes images for realities

is dreaming, whether asleep or awake j true wakefulness of mind
is the apprehension of both reality and appearance, each in its

nature as distinct from the other (Republic 4760, d). There is

an ambiguity in Plato's doctrine of appearances, an ambiguity
of attitude rather than of meaning, and one which we find often

repeated in the history of thought. In speaking of appearances,
we may sometimes be emphasizing the fact that they are mere

appearances, and opposing them to realities. What is, then,

prominent in our minds is that appearances are less real, semi-

real, or perhaps wholly unreal. But at other times we may be

noting the fact that they are appearances^ namely, disclosures

of the truth. From this latter point of view an appearance is

an event in which something appears. An image is a picture

and therefore a revelation of its archetype. Here the opposi
tion between reality and appearance vanishes to a minimum 5

the emphasis is on the integral unity of the two. Reality makes

its appearance in the phenomenon. In the present chapter, and

also in the others comprised in this Part, we will consider ap

pearance primarily in the sense of an exhibition of the real.

We must make clear to the reader that our discussion will rely

for the most part on insights which Plato himself has left un

developed. We will try to elaborate and interpret hints rather

than to summarize explicit doctrines 5 and our theory will not

be capable of strict verification or disproofby reference to Plato's

writings.

Plato has no consistent term for what we have called ap-
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pearancej he does use the word
cpdvra(T[ia

which means ap

pearance, but with a restricted application namely, in reference

to inadequate or false appearances.
On the whole, he uses the

term idol (st8ca!ov) to refer to the genus of appearances,

exact or inexact} and the word [iCjiYiaig or ojioicoffig imitation

-to express the relation of the idol to its original. For our pur

poses we shall use the words idoly imagey copy* and appearance

interchangeably. The history of human thought discloses op

posed attitudes toward idols- There have been and still are the

iconoclasts those who have objected to all symbolization as

a degradation and a falsification of what is symbolized. And

there are the iconophiles and idolaters who have construed

symbolism as an enrichment and a manifestation of the real.

In Plato, we encounter both iconoclasm and iconophilyj com

mentators have tended to make much of the first, but the second

is there too, and should not be ignored.

We shall defend the view that according to Plato all creation

is the process of making idols. Man, as creative in the arts, is

engaged in the production of imitations in the useful arts, imita

tions of the forms, in the fine arts, of concrete things. God, no

less than man, is a maker of images, in his capacity as the creator

of nature} and the world is an artifact of God. The theory of

creation, human or divine, is comprised in the theory of idols

and of their production. The divine act of creation is one of

self-representation} the creature is an imitation of the creator.

The process is self-continuing} the image mirrors itself in an

other image, and so on. God created the cosmos in his image}
the world-soul in its turn created the particular souls and

physical objects in its own image} for, as the cosmos is a whole

and a plenitude, so are its creatures wholes and plenitudes,

though in a lesser degree. The principle of creation as self-

reflection determines a descending hierarchy of creatures and

images.
There is a further point to be considered at this juncture.

According to Plato language is an imitation of the objects de

noted by it. It is possible to construe Plato's doctrine of creation

as meaning that the world is a divine language whereby God
speaks to himself, and in which natural objects are signs of his
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essence. We shall consider this point further onj at any rate,

what we have suggested is only a speculation. What is more
clear is that for Plato the world of time is an appearance dis

torted or precise of the timeless realm of forms. "By virtue

of their communion with actions and bodies . . . the forms appear

;(<pavra<S[iva) everywhere, each form appearing in a mul

tiplicity of aspects" (Republic 476a).
The notion of the idol is correlative to that of the original

(aohtf). The idol is distinct from the original and yet is con

nected with it by likeness. An entity becomes an idol by virtue

of fulfilling two conditions: (#) it is like its original and ()
it is less real than its original, (a) What is the requisite degree
of likeness in an image? The proper degree must be somewhere

between complete unlikeness and complete likeness. If the image
is completely unlike its archetype, it is not an imitation at all;

if it is completely like the original, it becomes a duplicate, ceas

ing to be an image. There must be no reproduction of the

original, for then the image would be another original. Ad
dressing himself to Cratylus, Socrates is represented as asking:
"Would there be two things Cratyluis and the image of Craty
lus if some god should not merely imitate your color and

form, as some painters do, but should also make all the inner

parts like yours, should reproduce the same flexibility and

warmth, should put into them motion, life, and intellect, and, in

short, should place beside you a duplicate of all your qualities?

Would there be in such an event Cratylus and an image of

Cratylus, or two Cratyluses?" ... "I should say, Socrates, two

Cratyluses" (Cratylus 43 2b, c). Hence "the image must not

by any means reproduce all the qualities of that which it imitates,

if it is to be an image." The image of Cratylus is not a duplicate
of the man, because it is hollow; lacking motion, life, and

intellect, it lacks the very essence of a human being. One may
cut down a tree with an axe; but one may not cut down a tree

with the picture of an axe. The image does not perform the

same function as its archetype; yet to be an image, it must bear

some likeness to that function. A gesture which symbolizes

cutting may well consist in the motion of cutting, but without

resulting in anything being cut; and we are told that a picture
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of Cratylus will have the same colors as Cratylus himself.

This is not really adequate to define the requisite measure of

likeness but Plato leaves the matter vague. We venture the

provisional suggestion that an entity is an image when it re

produces all the characteristics of its archetype, save the function

of the latter. But this is not offered as a definition of likeness;

it is only a statement of the conditions requisite for its existence.

Likeness is indefinable.
1

But our suggestion must be qualified; an image need not

reproduce all the characteristics of its archetype. A sketch may
be good or badj a name may be well or badly constructed. But

the sketch does not cease to be an image of a particular object

simply because it adds to the colors of the latter or is wanting
in them; and the name remains the name of a given person
even when it omits from its description some of his features.

If the name-giver "gives all that is appropriate, the image-
that is to say, the name will be good, and if he sometimes omits

a little, it will be an image, but not a good one; and therefore

some names are well and others badly made." The bad name
remains an image because it retains the intrinsic quality[(v6nx)g)

of the thing which it names. The differentiation of the general

property of %eing an image" from the specific one of "being
a good image" helps Plato toward establishing the distinction

between meaning and truth. Should it be the case that all images
must be well-made in order to be images at all, all statements

would be necessarily true, whereas false utterances would be

"sounds without sense," "the mere making of a noise like beating
a bronze pot." The fact is that we can sensibly ask whether a

statement is true or false, and therefore the latter has meaning
(is an image) independently of whether it is true or false; and

*In the Parmemdes, the conception of likeness is criticized (i32d 1332).
If we say that a particular is like a universal because both of them share in a

common feature, we are launched into an infinite regress. A is like B, because
both A and B partake of C, which is another universal. But A is like C, because
A and C partake of another universal D; and so on. The implication of this

argument seems to be that likeness is an unanalyzable notion, not reducible to

common participation in a universal. And in discussing the relation of particu
lars to universals, Plato resorts to both notions of participation and imitation,
without attempting to bring them together.
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"even though the name have not all the proper letters, the

thing is still named."
2

Images are simple or complex. A painting is composed o

pigments j
words (which according to Plato are imitations of

objects) are composed o syllables and ultimately of unit let

ters. In their turn, names compose sentences, and sentences to

gether make complex forms of speech. No complex image is an

imitation unless its component units are likenesses, too. "Could

a painting ever be made like any real thing, if there were no

pigments out of which the pigment is composed, which were

by their nature like the objects that the painter's art imitates?

Is not that impossible?" (Cratylws 434a, b). Similarly, names

can never be imitations unless the letters out of which they are

composed possess some kind of likeness to the components of

the things imitated. But a complex, to be an image, must also

follow certain internal principles of ordering. In discussing sen

tences as images of facts, Plato avers that "just as some things

fit each other, and some do not, so too some vocal signs do not

fit, but some of them do fit and form discourse" (Sophist 2626.,

e). For example, neither a succession of nouns (cf. "lion,"

"stag," "horse") nor a succession of verbs (like "walks,"

"runs," "sleeps") forms a sentence. There must be the mingling
of a noun with a verb; otherwise a sentence has no sense (Ibid.

262b, c). To sum up, a complex entity cannot be an image
unless its parts (i) are images and (2) are arranged in a certain

order.

(V) What further differentiates an image from its arche

type is that it lacks the degree of realness which the latter pos

sesses. Of course, images are things with their natures; a spoken

word is a natural event with its own essence; a picture is a

physical object; images are parts of the natural world. And

yet, according to Plato, the image, in some sense, must be less

real than what it represents. The question of the kind and degree

of realness possessed by an image is left unsolved by Plato,

but the problem is posed very explicitly in a conversational pas

sage in the Sophist (24ob, c), of which we will give a para

phrase. "The image is another thing of the same sort." "Do you

*Cratylus 4303, 4310, d, 433 a, e.
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mean another fed thing?
"
"No, not real, but like it." "But if

it is like the real, it is not truly real. Answer me, is it real or

not?" "Well, it must have some sort of existence, since it really

is a likeness." "But what sort of existence can it have, if it is

only a likeness?" "I must admit that the image combines ex

istence and non-existence in a most perplexing and absurd

fashion."
8

Whether the image be real or unreal, at any rate this much

is clear from the passage just cited, that an image is less than

fully real. But the matter is relative 5
we should rather say that

the image is less real than its archetype. An image may itself

be the original for an image of tiy and so be relatively real.

What kind of thing may serve as an original? The ideal bed is

an archetype for the carpenter's bed, and the latter for the

picture of a bed. Universals and particulars can both function

as archetypes; it would seem, in fact, that any entity can serve

as an original, provided it have some measure of determinate-

ness. What sort of things could serve as images? A reflection

in a mirror is the image of a particular, and a particular is the

image of a universal. Are universals, too, images? Possibly, but

the matter is not clear. In the passage where Plato describes the

pictured bed as an image of a carpenter's bed, and the latter an

image .of the ideal bed (Republic 597b), he goes on to speak
of the ideal bed as having been produced by God. This would
seem to suggest that universals are an outcome of divine art,

and therefore images. If we take this mysterious passage to

mean what it says, universals are creatures (although not tem

poral ones) and possibly images also, whose archetype, we may
presume, is the good. And is the good an image of anything?
The answer must surely be no, for, otherwise, we are committed

to an infinite regress. We will say that in the series of originals-

images, there is a first pattern which is not the image of any

thing} but whether there is a last image, which is not a pattern
for anything, is more difficult to state.

In the Sophist (265 ff.) Plato gives an elaborate division of

images. He starts with the more general conception of produc-
8We have relied on Cornford's translation of this passage; Plato's Theory of

Knowledge, pp. 211-212.
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tion (which he defines as the bringing about of what did not

exist before) and divides it from two points of view in respect
of authorship and of product. (0) We have production by di

vine techne and by human techne. Human art issues into houses,

pictures, and the like} divine art into the realm of natural ob

jects.
An important way in which human and divine art differ

from each other is that man produces his work out of objects

already created in other words, out of mixtures whereas God
makes the elements themselves, (V) There are two kinds of

product, originals and idols. God creates not only objects but

images also which attend these. Divinely made idols comprise,
in the first place, dream-images, and in the second place images
of our waking life, such as shadows and reflections in the water

or in a mirror. Human beings make not only houses but also

pictures of houses, which are a sort of man-made dream for

those who are awake. It is significant that, according to Plato,

God himself is responsible for the creation of idols
} though

appearances, idols must have worth.

In the foregoing account, concrete objects (like plants and

houses) were construed not as idols but as originals. And yet,

surely, the contrast between actual things and idols must be

taken as provisional, when viewed in the light of Plato's general

thought. The creation of nature is the production of copies, no

less than is the creation of shadows, although it must be ad

mitted that actual objects are higher in the scale of realness

than shadows. It would not be hard to demonstrate our point

by reference to citations from Plato's writings. The cosmos is

a picture (slxcov)' of the eternal patterns (Tim&us 2ga) ;
and it

should be noted that the cosmos includes souls as well as bodies.

Souls, too, are images, and amongst all creatures nearest to the

really real} thus, souls are imitations of the invisible, and like

the divine (PhcB&oy 79c, 8oa). Bodies strive to be like the forms

but fail (Ph&do 740!, e) j and recollection of the forms arises

from the perception of things which are similar to them (5(W)ia) .

And, as we have seen, universals should be added to the list of

clivine products and divinely constructed images.

But to resume Plato's division of production. Production is

either of archetypes or of images} production of the latter kind
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is imitation. The production of images is divided into two

classes, the making of likenesses (sixcov) and the making of sem

blances (<pdvrocqia). Likenesses are exact, semblances inexact

images. In the last resort, this distinction cannot be absolute} no

image can be completely like its original} even the philosophic

state falls short of the ideal because, being built out of human

material, it must perish. The intrusion of the receptacle in the

image makes adequate representation of the original impossible.

The difference is rather in that likeness-making relies on reason

and semblance-making on sense; the former seeks truth, whereas

the latter implants in the copy not the actual proportions of the

original, but tho.se that a$$ew beautiful. The trouble is that

reason does not agree with sense. Should the artist reproduce the

true proportions of the objects, say in a large statue, the upper

parts would seem smaller and the lower larger than they are,

because the spectator would see the former at a distance and the

latter from near at hand. Consequently, the sculptor who is con

cerned only to suit the eyes, alters the true proportions in his

work so as to make it look like the original, when it really is not

like it. On the one hand, the likeness is other than the original

but is like it; on the other, the semblance is both other than the

original and unlike it; and moreover, it appears to be like the

original because it is not seen from a favorable point of view.

The semblance creates a deception in the spectator and is in

fected with falsehood; it is an image at a second remove from

its archetype; it only appears to be an image, without actually

being one; or otherwise expressed it imitates the act of imi

tation.

We have arrived at the notable conception of lightness

(6(){h5nris) in art. The artist aims at excellence in his work, and

such excellence cannot be attained by accident, but by a certain

order or tightness (Gorgias 5o6d). God, in generating the world

(i.e., the mixed class) established a right combination of the

limit with the unlimited. When is a work of art useful or fine-

right? The work of art is an image, and it possesses tightness
when the image is a likeness of its archetype. Whether a work
of art has rightness or not, is determined by objective criteria,

independently of subjective preference. The question which
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criticism raises is not "does the work of art please me?" but "is

it right?
"

i.e.y "does it conform to its archetype?" To be a good

likeness, a painting must reproduce the shape and all the colors

of the original. There is a correspondence (a) between the parts

of the image and the parts of the original; and () between the

whole of the image and the whole of the original. Each part in

the image must be like some part of the original, and conversely

no part in the original may be left unrepresented in the image.

Furthermore, the whole image must correspond to the whole

original, in the sense that the order of the parts in the former

must be similar to the order in the latter.

Plato approaches the notions of assertion or judgment in

terms of the notions of image, archetype and their relationship.

There is the act of rejerrwg (Btavsjisiv, droSCSei'v) an image
to an archetype an act which may take two forms: I may refer

an image to that which it imitates, or to that which it does not.

Either I may assign the likeness of the man to the man and of

the woman to the woman} or I may attribute the likeness of

the man to the woman, and of the woman to the man. There are

at least two kinds of images which may be thus assigned paint

ings and names. Whenever an image (whether a painting or a

name) is assigned to that of which it is an imitation, the refer

ence is correct (oQihf]) ;
and in the case of names, not only correct

but true. "But the reference which assigns the unlike imitation

I call incorrect and, in the case of names, false" (Cratylus

430d).
A judgment, then (ifwe may use aword which Plato does not

mention in this connection) is the act of applying an image to an

archetype, or, we might say, of a characteristic to a datum. In

terms of our modern vocabulary, a judgment involves at its

simplest a subject and a predicate; the subject is given, and so

is the predicate; and both so far as the preceding argument

goes are empirical objects. "I can step up" says Plato "to a

man and say to him, this is your portrait, and show him perhaps
his own likeness, or perhaps that of a woman. Similarly, I can

step up to the same man and say, this is your name (a name be

ing an imitation, too), uttering the name, man, or possibly the

name, woman. We will call the one kind speaking truth and the
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other speaking falsehood, according as we refer to objects names
that do or do not befit them" (jiQOOfjxov, 4306-43 ib).

Plato now proceeds to enlarge the class of entities which may
be truly or falsely assigned to objects. Not only names but also

verbs (imitations of action) may be thus referred to objects.

"And if verbs and nouns can be assigned in this way, the same
must be true of sentences; for sentences are a combination of

verbs and nouns." The assignment of verbs or of names (nouns)

represents rudimentary judgment, as when I say, wolf! , or, it is

raining; it is only when we use sentences that we reach the level

of full judgment (Cratylus 43 ib). It will be noticed (a) that

Plato maintains a correspondence theory of truth in the sense

that truth exists as the relation of likeness of image to archetype,
and () that truth and falsehood do not arise as properties

merely of the relation of image to archetype; they are properties
of the act of referring the former to the latter, in short, they are

properties of an act of synthesis. But it is not clear, in this con

nection, that Plata requires a mind over and above image and

archetypeto effect this synthesis. He speaks perhaps carelessly
of images claiming to be like a given archetype. "Names claim

(cpdoxow) to be like the truth"; "a picture claims (<pr]oi) to be
like" an original (Cratylus 43 8d, Sophist 23 6b).

4 The sug
gestionnot further explored is that the synthesis is an act

internal to the complex, image-archetype.
5

The cognition of images cannot be achieved independently
of the cognition of archetypes. We will not know shadows to be
shadows unless we have seen their archetypes j in effect, cogni
tion of images is apprehension of image-with-archetype. We will
not be able to produce good imitations unless we apprehend the

archetypes; nay, even in order to produce bad imitations with
the intent to deceive, we must have an adequate knowledge of
what we are imitating. "Then he who is to deceive another, and
is not to be deceived himself, must know accurately the simi

larity and dissimilarity of things" (Ph&dws 262a). It is only
the person who is self-deceived that proceeds from an ignorance

4What we have been expounding is only a preliminary account of truth and
falsehood; the problem will be more fully treated in the next chapter.5See below p. 214.
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of the archetypes. In the order of knowledge, originals come

first and images second. Although it is possible to study things

through the study of the language which expresses them, such a

procedure is unsatisfactory; the proper method is to study

things through themselves, and images by reference to them.

The consequences of this doctrine for the theory of knowledge
are important; there is knowledge of originals over and above

knowledge of images. In short, the mind is not limited to the

contemplation of its constructions, or to ideas. On the one hand

there is thought which is the apprehension of images, on the

other, there is insight, which is the direct apprehension of the

object. The latter serves as a check for the former, and verifica

tion is possible.

The next step in the classification of images is the subdivision

of semblances. "One kind is that effected by instruments, the

other that in which the producer of the semblance uses himself
as an instrument" (Sophist 26ya). The principle of division now
is in respect of the material used by the artist; the material may
be external or internal to him. If I paint a picture, my material,

and therefore my product, are outside me; but if I dance, my
material is myself. The latter art may be called mimicry. Mim
icry may use either the body or the soul; in the first case, the art

is singing or dancing, in the latter it is thought and moral action.

But mimicry may join the use of body and soul, as in perceptual

knowledge, which is a mixture of thought with sensation (26>4b),

or in speech, which is the utterance of thought. Now, although

Plato, in the passages cited, classifies mimicry as a species of the

art of semblance-making in short, of the production of inexact

or false images the general tenor of his writings leads to the

view that there can be mimicry which is a correct imitation; thus,

the dance may be a good as well as a bad imitation of character;

and, as we shall see shortly, virtue is a true imitation of the

divine. The concept of mimicry serves to expand the whole art

of image-making into new fields; as, for example, into the field

of character. Conduct is bad or good imitation, of bad or good

patterns; we are thus enabled to view moral achievement in an

altogether new light, and to define it as the process of producing

images of the good out of one's soul, and correktively to define
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the function of the moral teacher as that of producing images of

virtue in the souls of his pupils.

Armed with the classification just elaborated, we are now pre

pared to enumerate the various species of imitation, in respect
of the kinds of product in which they issue. There are the fol

lowing large classes: (0) the useful and the fine arts, () lan

guage, (c) thought, (d) human conduct, (i) "natural" mean

ing. All these (except the last) will appear as subjects of suc

ceeding chapters respectively} but it will be necessary to make
some preliminary remarks on them in this chapter.

The principle of division between these large classes is that

of material used in representing the archetype. The material

may be psychical or bodily, speech or action} and as different

materials are suited to imitate varying degrees of realness, the

classes in question are diversified according to type and level of

archetype. The soul is better able to imitate the really real than

is the body} within the soul, thought is a more adequate imita

tion than speech, and both are more adequate than is human de

sire} within cognition, thought achieves better results than sense.

In the physical realm, natural objects represent archetypes of a

greater degree of realness than do works of art} among the lat

ter, the products of the useful arts are higher in the scale than
those of the fine artsj and there is a; gradation within the fine

arts, too. Thus, thought i? the highest and the fine arts the low
est in the scale of imitations.*

Language is defined by Plato as a vocal sign of the object
(Sophist 262a). Now, a word is a sign by virtue of the fact that

it imitates what it designates. "Letters and syllables manifest the

object through imitation" (Cratylus 425d). On the one hand
there is the word, on the other the object} and the former is a

copy of the latter. Obviously, the definition is not adequate be
cause it fails to establish a difference between language and art.

^

*The division of images as exact or inexact must not be confused with the
division of images according as their archetypes are more or less real. A man
who knows that he knows nothing has an exact image of the state in which he
is; but his condition is one of ignorance and therefore one with a small degree
of realness.
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For example, people who "imitate sheep, cocks and other ani

mals are not naming that which they imitate." Both language
and music are vocal imitations but they address themselves to

different aspects of the object. All things have (a) sounds and

shapes and many others have colors, tooj () furthermore, each

thing has an essential nature. Music and design imitate the first j

language (we are now speaking of speech) the second. Thus,
words exhibit what each thing really is (Cratylus 423C, d, e).

We might paraphrase Plato's doctrine to mean that the arts

reveal the visible surface of the object, and language its essential

nature.
7

Language has similarities with thought} like belief, lan

guage (in the form of a sentence) is true or false
j
true when it

states things as they are, and false, as they are not (Sophist

263b). Language is part of the larger fact of cognition. In the

act of perception, there are two artists engaged in writing upon
the mind: first, a writer who inscribes beliefs and statements,

second, a painter who draws pictures of the words that have been

written (Philebus 39a-c). Thus, images, statements, and judg
ments are all related activities, each resulting in a different type
of image, and all together constituting what we call knowledge
of the object. Like language, belief or judgment is the represen
tation of a factj true, when the representation is correct, false

when it is not. We have pointed out earlier that, according to

Plato, one may assign a picture or a name to an object correctly

or not. His account of empirical judgment in general is on the

same lines. When a man sees things at a distance and wants to

distinguish them, he asks himself "what is this thing standing

beside the rock under a tree?
3' And he answers to himself cor

rectly: "it is a man"
5 or, being misled, he might call it a figure

set up by the shepherds (Philebus 38c, d).
8 For Plato, thought

7In other passages, however, Plato does not adhere to the restriction of art

to the particular; see below, p. 235.
8Yet so far as the writer recalls there is no passage in which Plato explicitly

asserts that a judgment is an imitation; and there is one passage in which Plato

denies that thought is an image. In order, he says, to avoid getting blinded by

looking at things with my eyes, I decided to have recourse to conceptions and

examine the truth of realities in them. But my metaphor is not quite accurate;

for I do not grant in the least that he who studies realities by means of concep-
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is the highest form of all representation j
it is impossible for any

thing to be realized in action as it is spoken in words* Thus, Plato

(in the Republic) is able to manifest in speech his ideal of the

city which he is unable to exhibit (cbtocpaivsi) in fact. Yet thought
shares the vital defect of all imitation; it has less realness than

the archetypal forms which it copies. There are degrees of imi

tation in cognition as there are in all classes of copies j thinking,

opinion and sensation correspond to various levels of image-

making, according as their archetypes are more or less real.

We conclude that the mind, in thought, is engaged in pro

ducing imitations of reality j that therefore the content of

thought is other than its object, and that thought, when true,

corresponds to its object. In Plato's conception of image-making
in art, language and thought, we find the beginnings of a theory
of meaning. A symbol means its object by describing it; and

description is through imitation. Art and language, no less than

thought, are instances of meaning. But we repeatPlato gives
us only the beginnings of a theory of meaning. He did not con

sciously envisage the problem, yet his thought contains germs
which, had they been developed, would have resulted in an ex

plicit doctrine of meaning. In cognition, the sold seeks to con-

tions is looking at them in images (efocc&v) any more than he who studies them
in the facts (Phado 996-looa). Nevertheless, the passage is not as explicit as

it seems. The Greek word for conceptions is ^701, which also means state

ments; and we have seen that statements are imitations. Also X6yot are com

pared with facts or things (8pYa) ;
and these last, as we know, are imitations.

What the passage intends to contrast is Wyoi and things on the one hand with

pictures on the other; it affirms that X6yOL are not images of particulars. What
we take him to mean is that W-yoi are imitations of universals.

Moreover, there are numerous passages which imply, if they do not state,

that thought is the production of an image. We are told that thinking and

speech are the same; thinking is a silent dialogue of the soul with itself and

speech a stream flowing from the soul through the mouth (Thc&tetus 1903,

26od). Speech, dianoia (thinking), and phantasy are grouped together as similar

kinds, which may be true or false (Sofhist 26oe, 26$d). Reason is described as

the only adequate exhibition (frv&eiJ-ig) of invisible realities (Politicus 286a;

Republic 485!)) ; ousia is said to be revealed (TttXtaSiriXov) in reasoning (Phasdo

650), The whole tenor of Plato's conception of truth as correspondence sug

gests the view of judgment as an imitation. Explanations are said to be akin to

that which they explain; accounts of the world of flux are themselves in flux,

not firm, liable to be overthrown.
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struct out of its own states complexes which are images of the real,

thus progressively becoming like the forms j the aim to know

things is, in the last resort, the aim to be the right sort of man.

Knowledge becomes assimilated to virtue, for virtue is the like

ness of the soul to the realm of the really real. We have now
reached the topic of human conduct in its relevance to the ac

tivity of image-making.
"Two patterns are set up in the world, the divine, which is

most blessed, and the godless, which is most wretched. But these

men do not see that this is the case, and their extreme foolish

ness blinds them to the fact that through their unrighteous acts

they are made like the one and unlike the other. They there

fore pay the penalty for this by living a life that conforms to the

pattern they resemble" (Thecetetus i76&-i77a). Thus, man has

two choices before him: to transform his soul into a likeness

either of the divine or of the evil pattern. Man, as a moral being,
is an artist whose material is his own nature; and his aim is to

make of his life an imitation of the good. There is an interplay
between knowledge and virtue j by contemplating the harmony
of the eternal order man imitates and assimilates the harmony
into hi.s own soulj by living with the divine we become orderly
and divine ourselves, as far as is possible to man (Republic 5OOC,

dj also 49 8e). The moral problem, then, is to reproduce the

harmoniousness of the eternal patterns in our souls j through

learning and knowledge we are enabled to imitate the unvary

ing revolutions of God, thus "stabilizing the varying revolu

tions within ourselves" (Timceus 47c). First, there is the image
of the ideal in thought j second, an image of the image, in char

acter.
9

There are degrees of accuracy in the imitation of the good.
The man who avoids pleasure now from the desire to secure for

himself more pleasure later is producing merely an adumbra

tion (oxiaYQCMpicc, Ph&do 69b) of real virtue j only the man who
restrains himself from love of the good truly imitates virtue.

When we have attained the ineffable vision of beauty, we breed,

not illusions, but true Mola of virtue (Symposium' 2iaa). The

conception of virtue as an imitation of the ideal was taken up by

Christianity, as, for example, in the doctrine of the imitation of Christ.
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motive of imitation is lovej we strive to imitate that which we

admire, and to which we are drawn by the eras. Virtue, in its

widest sense, encompasses not only goodness of character but also

epsteme and the fine arts in their higher levels. It consists in

the making of the whole of man thoughts as well as desires,

body as well as soul into an image of the good. The philosopher

is the man who is completely assimilated to virtue (Republic

49 8e). As with self-education, so with education by others. The

good lover aims to transform his beloved into an image of the

good. The teacher, and especially the statesman, is a person who
with the patterns of justice, beauty and sobriety before him, sets

out to make of the human individual and of the human com

munity an image of the divine; he is a painter who alternately

looks at the pattern and at his material, mingling and blending
in the outcome the hue of the ideal, and producing the fairest

painting of all (Republic 50ib, c). The statesman is an artist}

his material is human nature in others j his archetype is the good,
and his achieved work is the good state.

In the Philebus (36c-44a) Plato presents a most paradoxical

theory of emotion, maintaining that fear, hope, anger, pleasure
and pain may be true or false. Such a doctrine seems to be against
the facts; it certainly runs counter to common sense, whose ver

dict is admirably stated by the adversary in the dialogue: "If I

think I am happy, then I am happy, whether awake, or dream

ing, or deluded." Emotions, in short, are real facts. When I am
happy, I am really happy. But Plato has a rejoinder. So are

beliefs also facts; when I believe, I am really believing; and

yet my belief may be true or false. Granting that it is possible
for emotions to be true or false, what are the positive arguments
in favor of the view that they are such?

(0) Contrary feelings are mixed together in the soul at the

same time; I may feel pain and pleasure simultaneously. The
effect of this juxtaposition is to make each appear greater than
it is. () The absence of pain may be felt as the presence of

pleasure. The satisfaction of appetite brings relief from pain and

nothing else; but the sharp contrast between the presence of

pain in the immediate past and the absence of pain now leads
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the soul to confuse the feeling of relief from pain with pleasure.

If I have a bad toothache, I look forward to relief from it with

an anticipation of the greatest pleasure; yet in my normal,

healthy moments, I do not think of the absence of a toothache as

a state of great happiness. "Not feeling pain" and "feeling pleas-

tire" are genuinely different in nature (qnxrig) ;
and the confu

sion of the two is an error. In short, there are illusory pleasures

and pains, and illusory feelings in general.

Plato compares illusions of feeling with illusions of sense.

When I see an object which is either too near or too far, I have

a false impression of its size. So with feelings according as they
are seen from too small or too great a distance; a pleasure juxta

posed with pain seems ((pai'verai) greater than it is. In such a

case, we have a pleasure which is apparent, but not real (42b;
also Republic 584.a, 586d, e; and Laws 663b, c). The parallel

with Plato's doctrine of semblance-making ((pwracrawj) is ob

vious. The sculptor makes statues which looked at from a certain

distance appear to be like the archetypes but are not. When we

place Plato's assertion that pleasures are true or false in the

framework of his general doctrine of archetype-image, the para
doxical aspect of his statement disappears. Universals are re

flected in things, and things have their shadows. So is a feeling an

event with an appearance; it may appear as it is or as it is not;

false pleasures are feelings which appear to be pleasures but are

not. They are only semblances (cpdvtaa|jia, Republic 586b) of

real feelings.

A man's whole life may be a semblance. A shallow, impres
sionable person will never have a real feeling or a genuine con

viction; he is not a real man but a semblance of one; being such,

he is internally false. In everyday life, a man who suffers per
sonal loss is ashamed of exhibiting his sorrow and even of giving
himself over to grief. But as a member of an audience watching
.the performance of a play, he enters sympathetically into the

misfortunes of the hero and unashamedly weeps over him. His

feelings, then, are pseudo-feelings; he is engaged in play-atti

tudes. When a man appears to himself as he really is even when
he is only a semblance then he has inner truth. Self-knowledge
the healthiest condition a man can attain is the state in which
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man has a true picture of himself, be it of himself as foolish and

ignorant. At the other end, there is self-deception the worst of

all deceptions because "the deceiver is always present and never

stirs from the spot" (Cratylus 428d) when one is filled with

wrong conceits concerning oneself.

Man has internal truth or falsehood
j
and since man is an ob

ject in nature, we may describe truth and falsehood as proper
ties of natural objects. Plato says that God created not only ob

jects but shadows to attend themj and the hypothesis suggests
itself that all objects, human or not, animate or inanimate, are

accompanied with images of themselves, true or false. The

world, too, is a mixture of reality with appearance. Every actual

entity is a thing-with-its-image, declaring its nature by its ap

pearance, truthfully or not, as the case may be. There is "natu

ral" meaning} meaning is not imposed by the mind upon things;
it is found there. The literal sense of the word dA^sta (truth)
in Greek is absence of concealment

j
the true is the unhidden.

An object invariably makes an appearance, claiming to be such

and such. When it expresses its proper essence, when its appear
ance conforms with its nature, it is objectively truej but when it

appears otherwise than it is, in short, when it conceals and dis

guises its proper essence, then it is false.
10

Thus Plato's doctrine of creation, divine or human, and of the

mixed class, in general, is an iconology. The creator mirrors

himself in the creature} the actual is a symbol of the ideal. The

energy of creation is the drive to self-imitation. There is a

"great chain" of images in which the image of an archetype is

also an archetype for another image. The hierarchy of creatures

is a hierarchy of images, and degrees of realness correspond to

levels of images. For God creation is inevitably a descent} for

man creation may be either descent or ascent. Man should strive

progressively to make images (whether of himself or of external

things) which are more and more exact and whose archetypes
are more and more real. For that type of image has the greatest
worth which satisfies two conditions: it is true of its archetype,

^

10See R. G. Buiy>s The PMlebus of Plato, pp. 201-21 1, for an illuminating
discussion of this point.
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and its archetype is really real. Plato's ambivalence with respect

to the world of opinion is an ambivalence about the image. At

times, perhaps for the most part, Plato is an iconoclast j
the crea

tion of images is a fall, and art is doubly a fall. Man is urged to

rise to realities, ignoring images. And at other times, Plato seems

to regard imitation as the natural overflow of the really real, and

the created world as the expression of God to himself.
11

11Plato's doctrine of the imagination ma7 be constructed out of the material

presented in this chapter. We take the word imagination to correspond to

phantasy, (pavtOffCcc. Imagination is sensuous presentation; it consists (a) of

images direct!/ produced by sense and memory on the mind, and () of images

which express beliefs corresponding to sensation. The outcome of imagination

is a semblance, not a correct picture of the object. Examples of imagination

would be: perception, imagery in the mind corresponding to belief, and the

works of those fine arts which rely on sense. Is imagination creative? In a sense

it is, because it gives an image which is unlike the original. In another sense it

is not, if by creation we mean a grasp of the universals beyond the given, or the

spontaneous activity of the mind. In imagination, the mind is a passive recipient

of the images of sense.
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CHAPTER XII

ART1 AND BEAUTY

animating force of the human spirit in all its creative

JL manifestations is the dim vision of beauty in the surround

ing world. This vision is not only the stimulus, but the goal of

all human desires. There is the sensuous perception of beauty
in the beginning and there is the .apprehension of abstract beauty
at the end. The vision of ideal beauty is there indeed at the

start} it is innate in man, but dormant
5

it needs to be aroused.

This awakening takes place in successive stages 5 from the ex

perience of beauty through art we proceed to beauty in nature,
in bodies, in souls, thence to beauty in institutions, to beauty in

the sciences and in philosophy, until we finally attain the inef

fable perception of beauty itself.

The experience of beauty is not a specific one, to be had along
side the other divisions of experience. It is a total experience,
continuous with and pervasive of the ordinary pursuits, such
as hunting, building, gymnastics, virtuous living. Beauty is not
"fine"

$ it is not limited to the domain of the fine arts
5 perhaps

even, it is not found there. There is no contrast between the

beautiful and the useful; the doctrine which relegates beauty
to a dream-world is false because the beautiful and the real

coalesce. It is not true that we work or reflect, and then, in

addition, set ourselves to the enjoyment of beauty. Work and

reflection, and, in fact, all healthful living are themselves modes
of enjoying beauty. The craftsman is stimulated by a vision of

order which he seeks to embody in his raw materials. The cob
bler and the carpenter are "in love" with their patterns no less

than the statesman is with the city he serves, no less than the
lover with his beloved, no less than the poet with his dream.

1The word "art" in this cliapter, unless otherwise specified, is used as an
equivalent to "fine art."
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The organic principle is of fundamental importance in the

realms of things and of actions} and the comprehension of this

principle will facilitate our understanding of Plato's attitude

toward the fine arts. Why does Plato submit art to the test of

moral purpose? In judging music and poetry by their educa

tional and political implications, does he not convict himself of

esthetic blindness? Surely beauty has its own value and must

be sought for its own sake. We cannot grasp Plato's position
unless we divest ourselves of contemporary prejudices concern

ing art, and enter imaginatively into the pattern of life as it

existed for the Athenian citizen during Plato's time. Today art

is largely something restricted to museums and to galleries, to

a special Sunday among the days of the week, to a distinct corner

in our lives. We conceive of the esthetic experience as some

thing separate from the workaday routine of life. Business is

only business, so we need to set an evening aside on which to

attend a concert. Houses and utensils are just useful things, and

so we build monuments whose special aim is to promote esthetic

enjoyment. Ordinary movement in walking, standing, or sitting

is often not very different from that which a machine might

perform} so, to enjoy beauty in movement, we must watch the

dancers on the stage. Speaking and writing anyhow as we do,

we have to cultivate literature in a separate compartment of

belles-lettres. To promote beauty, we separate it from ordinary

experience and so impoverish both. A statement like Plato's

that a change in the style of music might bring about a revolu

tion in the state startles the modern reader.
2

But if, for Plato, music is so dangerous, it is because it is so

important. His criticism of art is a tribute to its power. "Educa
tion in music is most sovereign, because more than anything

else, rhythm and harmony find their way to the inmost soul and

take strongest hold of it*' (obrtErai, Republic 40 id). Music is a

power in character-formation as fully as knowledge is. Indeed,
the power of the arts is more overwhelming than that of rational

instruction because it is more direct. But whereas the influence

of reason is stable, that of the arts is transitory. Emotions ebb

and flow. Yet, if the esthetic experience is repeated a sufficient

2
C/. Dewey, Art as Experience, pp. 7-8.
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number of times, it is bound to issue into a corresponding habit

in the soul. "Have you not observed that imitations, if continued

far into life, settle down into habits and nature in the body, the

speech, and the thought?" (395d). What is done in a playful

mood insensibly develops into a settled habit.

In the Athens of Plato's day, art was part of the reservoir of

experience not a part so much as a character of experience, the

manner of dressing, walking, talking, of being housed, of tak

ing a meal, of worshipping the gods, of getting equipped for

battle, of celebrating victory, of enduring defeat. Pindar's lyrics

were largely composed to celebrate Olympic victories; Phidias

was just a craftsman. For the Athenian there was hardly any

thing which was specifically literature} Homer's poems were

accounts of the gods and of wars} drama was a part of religious

ritual. In sum, art was a general aspect of the process of living}

its importance came from its permeation of all life} and it was

natural for Plato to judge art by its contribution to the organic
whole of life. What, asks Plato, is the impact of music or poetry
in the formation of habit} what religious insight does it con

tribute} what is its place in citizenship? There is the demand
that the arts fit into the general purpose of life} there is also the

demand that ordinary experience conform to esthetic norms.

Plato criticizes the arts when they violate the organic principle,

thereby becoming abstractions. And this is the sense in which
Plato imposes the moral test upon the arts} it is the sense that

they should pky their role in enhancing the total life of the

individual, taken by himself, or as a citizen, or in his relation

to the gods.
To demand that the esthetic moment should not be a moment

but an extended duration, to maintain that music has a greater
influence on morals than anything else, is surely not a mark of

disrespect for the arts. The organic principle is illustrated in

Plato's doctrine of the good life, according to which nobility of

character is reflected in grace of body, of speech, and of move
ment. Each phase of experience makes its own contribution, in

respect of beauty or ugliness, to every other phase of experience}
in short, esthetic enjoyment reverberates throughout the whole
series of acts, thoughts, emotions, and institutions. Plato com-
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pares the good life to a musical harmony in which the parts
of the soul blend with each other, the soul with the body, voice

and gesture with the quality of the soul. Thus, all the diverse

displays of beauty form an organism wherein each part acts on

every other part, and whence, if one part b$ removed, all the

others would suffer.

We are often told what a paradox it is that Plato the poet
should be so critical of the poets. "If a man should arrive in

our city bringing with himself the poems which he wished to

exhibit, we should fall down and worship him as a holy and

wondrous and delightful creature, but we should send him away
to another city, after pouring myrrh down over his head, and

crowning him with fillets of wool" (Republic 398a). It is true

that Plato says of himself: "I am no poet" 5 yet it is obvious

that, though he may not have been one in the technical sense,

he was full of poetic feeling to which he was quite capable of

giving expression. In his dramatic descriptions he is magnificent 5

he is vivid and evocative, and most of his myths are poems in

prose. Especially in his earlier dialogues, not only does he ap

peal to the reader's critical intellect, but he carries him away
by the intensity of his exaltation in the argument. We will main

tain that the paradox is only superficial. In attacking conven

tional poetry, Plato is not attacking poetic inspiration. In fact,

it is because of his belief in the value of poetic inspiration and

of the vision of beauty that he condemns imitative poetry. The
latter is a caricature, a distortion of the vision of beauty. Thus,
Plato criticizes poetry in his capacity as a poet. The vision of

beauty is essential to all genuine insight, and the poets miss it.

Beauty is beyond all symbolism and all art; it can be grasped

by metaphysical insight alone. The philosopher is the only true

poet, and what goes by the name of poetry is as far from the

genuine article as sense-experience is from knowledge.
Plato's attitude toward poetry and all the fine arts is closely

integrated with his general metaphysical position. It is, in fact,

a deduction from it; and conversely, his general position is an

induction from his critique of poetry. His condemnation of the

fine arts is rooted in his doctrine of the contrast between par
ticular and universal. The particular as particular is cherished
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and valued in the field of the fine arts perhaps more than in

any other human discipline. The painter seeks what is unique
in the object, and he grasps it, not in so far as he shares a com

mon essence with other human beings, but by virtue of his own

concrete essence. In the fine arts, we seize the individual in

the world by what is individual in ourselves. It may be objected

that the artist is not concerned with the particular as such, but

only as it reveals the universal. Even so, it must be granted that

the artist is concerned with the universal only as it is found in

particular manifestations. His intuition is a sensuous intuition}

and he conveys meaning through symbolism. Value, for the

artist, lies in the junction of the universal with the particular;

a vision which is not embodied is not a work of art} it is nothing.

Thus, in the artist's world, the universal is inseparably en

tangled in the concrete particular.

Now, for Plato, the really real is found in the realm of

abstract forms; the particular is a distorted image of the uni

versal, and, to the extent that it is particular, it is unreal. The

painter, whose meaning is exhibited by color, and the musician,

whose meaning is revealed by sound, are, so far forth, dealing

with the world of opinion. The poet leads the soul downward,

away from the really real; his inspiration comes from the re

verse eras. To rediscover the way of truth, man must make a

radical break with the habits and attitudes of the poet. He must

turn away from symbols which, being concrete, are feeble

imitations of the ideal to the vision of abstract beauty. The
"old quarrel between philosophy and poetry" to which Plato

refers (6o7b) is a genuine dispute, based as it is on the opposi
tion between universal and particular. And, we must repeat, it

is a quarrel between ideal poetry and the imitation of it.

Now, the reader, while agreeing with Plato that the stand

point of the fine arts, with their emphasis on the value of em
bodiment, is incompatible with a doctrine of pure forms, may
draw a different moral from the story. Plato comes to the con

clusion that the insight of the artist is inadequate; the reader

may infer that Plato's own philosophy is inadequate, inasmuch

as it fails to make a place for the insight of the artist* Thus,
Plato's theory of the arts is of singular importance with respect
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to his general thought. It discloses the meaning of the general
doctrine by displaying in a sharp and definite manner what it

implies. Whatever the merits of this dispute, it is undoubted

that Plato has given voice to a universally recurring strain in

human thought, namely, to the puritan and iconoclastic atti

tudes, to the conviction of many wise men at all times that there

is something weak and even silly in poetry, that the man as

artist is devoid of seriousness, of reality, and of importance.
It is time that we discussed words. We have been using the

word "art" to designate the class of activities such as poetry and

music. Now the word "art" translated into Plato's Greek would

correspond to techne^ and by techne Plato does not mean what

we mean by art. Techne is craft, work according to method.

Poetry and painting are no more instances of techne for Plato

than shoemaking and carpentering would necessarily be ex

amples of art from our point of view. Thus, our terminology
in this chapter is at cross-purposes with that of Plato. Modern

usage distinguishes between the fine and the useful arts. For

Plato, the fine cannot be anything but the useful} almost cer

tainly shoe-making and carpentering are fine arts for him,
whereas painting and sculpture are not. Obviously, this difference

in vocabulary reflects a difference in doctrine. To explain the

change which has come about in the meaning of the word techne

from Plato's time to ours is to reveal the transformation in

esthetic theory, and even more, the change in human attitudes

and values which have taken place meanwhile. But our concern

lies elsewhere just nowj we must make clear and justify our

terminology. Plato has no comprehensive word for what we
now call the fine arts; sometimes he uses the word music ge-

nerically, but mostly he refers to each individually. Now, since

Plato fails to give us a term, we are going to adopt the phrase
"fine arts" from contemporary usage, admitting the fact that

such a use is arbitrary and contrary to Plato's intent.

Art is imitation.
18 The essence of the doctrine of imitation is

that the work of art is referential that it is a symbol of some

thing, whether of a concrete or an abstract object, whether of

a subjective or an objective fact. When Plato speaks of art as

8See the preceding chapter for a technical analysis of imitation.
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imitative, he does not necessarily mean that it is concerned with

a bodily object} it may refer to psychical attitudes, as music

does. But in every case, the work of art does not terminate in

itself; the esthetic perception is an incomplete fact pointing

beyond itself, in the same fashion as the concrete object points

beyond itself. Art is representation.
The implications of such a

doctrine in the field of criticism are momentous. The artist is

conveying an emotion, or representing an insight; and the work

of art must be criticized by reference to the depth of emotion

and insight which it conveys. A technically excellent rendering

of a shallow insight is inferior to a cruder rendering of a pene

trating insight.

In discussing the arts, Plato refers among others to statuary,

architecture, weaving and embroidery (Republic 401 a). But

his primary concern is with the dance, painting, literature and

music. Plato is not interested in the technical aspects of the arts,

and disclaims any knowledge of them. He speaks of literature as

consisting of speeches and fables which deal with events in time

past, present and future. He divides literature in respect of

manner rather than of content. There are the narrative and the

imitative poets; the former stand outside their subject and refer

to it in the third person; they are the epic poets. In the imitative

arts, the poet impersonates his characters, as, for example, in

the drama both tragic and comic and speaks in the dialogue
form.

4

Music, too, is representative; what it imitates is not external

objects but subjective states, moods, and attitudes. Music con

sists of songs and tunes. The latter have three parts: words,

harmony and rhythm, the words governing the other two. Plato

greatly prefers simplicity to complexity in music.
5 From his city

he would exclude triangles, harps, flutes, and all many-stringed
and polyharmonic instruments, keeping the lyre and the cither.

Similarly for rhythm; "we must not pursue complexity nor

great variety in the basic movements" (Republic 399e). There
is quite a touch of the Spartan in Plato. He prefers his stories

4Plato is now 'using the term imitation in a, special sense; of course, all art is

imitation,
6But see below, p. 250.
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and speeches served up to him simply, without meter. He ac

cuses the poets of seeing things in a mist of words; and is con

vinced that, when stripped of its musical coloring, a poetical

work would make a poor showing.
In taking up Plato's analysis of art, we must distinguish

between what from his point of view is bad and what good art.

This terminology is inexact, because bad art is not unequivocally

bad, and good art is such only relatively. We can achieve a more

exact way of speaking by making use of Plato's conception of

the ladder; there are levels of esthetic experience. There is one

that is lower and another that is higher. The implication of

Plato's notion of degrees of reality is that his attitude cannot

at any point be taken as sweeping. If he is condemning art now,
the reader must note that Plato permits art at another level to

escape such condemnation. Also, our study is essentially of the

vision of beauty; the steps in the ladder of art are part of the

greater ladder of insight into beauty. We will begin with the,

consideration of the lower level of art.

Art deals with illusion ((pdvro<J|ia). The scientist is intent

upon the real nature of an object, the artist upon the object as

it appears. A concrete thing is an arrangement of sensible quali

ties according to a certain proportion and for a certain end. The
real nature of a concrete thing is just this organization and

function. The task of the scientist is to ascertain the intrinsic

formula of the object; the artist, on the other hand, leaves out

both formula and end; he observes only the sensible aspect of

things their face, so to speak. Consider the painter, distinguish

ing his work into two stages: that of observation and that of

production. The scientist measures,-counts, and weighs; he seeks

and finds absolute sizes. The painter, ignoring the science of

measurement, deals with relative sizes and relative colors. He
observes the concrete bed which is made by the carpenter in

imitation of the ideal bed. This places him at two removes from

the really real. Even so, the painter does not observe the bed

as it is but as it appears from a given position. In short, he

obtains an image of a phantom, the copy of a copy, and is at a

third remove from reality. Lacking all knowledge, he imitates
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what appears to be beautiful to the many, who know nothing.
6

Protagoras held that the individual man is the measure of all

thingsj that is the artist's standpoint as well. He considers the

world as it is for him at a given moment from a particular per

spective} he sees it as something unique for a unique percipient.

A house viewed from the front appears quite different when

viewed from the side. The common world of reason disinte

grates into a variety of private objects for private selves.

Now, take the painter as producer. What the painter makes

is not a real thing but only the appearance of a real thing. The

picture of a bed is not a bed, any more than the reflection of the

bed in a mirror is real. Thus, the painter does not make anything

that is realj he is not a 8rnu(nJQY<$g (as the craftsman is). Both

as an observer and. as a maker, the painter deals in illusion.

A concrete object is a mixture of the limit with the unlimited}

it is the ordering of random motion for the best. The artist dis

rupts the unity of the mixture; ignoring or ignorant of the factor

of the limit, he confines himself to the unlimited alone. The

sensible is an image of the ideal j
the artist views the sensible

in abstraction from the ideal. His vision is false because abstract.

Insight is valid only when organic that is to say, only when it

fuses diversity with unity, fact with rationality, accident with

necessity. This explains why, according to Plato, the painter of

the bed is further removed from the truth than the maker of the

bed. The furniture-maker is concerned with the bed as a mix

ture} his business is to impart order to the indeterminate ma
terial on which he works} he views the particular as an instance

of a universal.

Plato issues a general challenge to Homer. Though his words

are bold and direct, Plato's manner is apologetic. "I am no

poet," he says in so many words, "and I may give myself away
as a crude rustic in my comments on poetry. I have revered

Homer from childhood Homer, the king of tragedians and

teacher of all beauty in tragic poetry. Indeed I am quite con

scious of the spell of poetry and would gladly have the best

*Ibid., 6o2b. Yet elsewhere Plato asserts that in order to deceive the spec
tator one needs a knowledge of the archetype and of. the possible ways good or

bad of imitating its cf. Phadrus 262*.
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possible defense provided for it. But we must honor truth

above persons. So I put the following question to Homer:
Friend, tell us what cities have .been better governed, owing
to you, as Lacedaemon was because of Lycurgus, and Athens
because of Solon. What inventions for the business of life do
we owe to you, as we do to Thales? Or if you lay no claim to

public services, have you perchance contributed any particular

way of life to humanity? We have the Pythagorean way of

life; is there any specifically Homeric way?" The answer is no
to all the questions. Homer's spacious poetry, moving and

charming as it is, contains not one single insight for posterity

(Republic 595, 599-600, 607).
We have discussed the object which the artist imitates. Let

us now turn to the subjective side. What resources in human
nature does the poet draw upon, to what aspects of human nature

does he appeal? The artist works solely with and upon the

irrational part of the soulj and his inspiration comes from the

primitive man in him. "He resembles a fountain which gives
free course to the upward rush of water

j
he is often compelled

to contradict himself, and he knows not which of the contra

dictory utterances is true" (Laws 7i9c). In man there is an

ungovernable, untamable part, full of confusion, fretful, un

stable, violent, and liable to excess. It discloses itself in sexual

desire, anger, the various appetites, pleasures and pains of the

soul. On this part reason sets a guard in normal life, controlling,
even repressing it. Art and here Plato would not exclude even

the "noble and wonderful form of tragedy" (Gorgias 5O2b)
releases this part from the guardianship of reason and gives
it full rein. Man as poet, or man as audience to the poet, gives
himself over to the irrational soul and is swayed by it. To use

contemporary terminology, art appeals to sheer emotion for its

own sake. Thus, art issues from the aspect in human nature

which represents the receptacle, just as it concerns itself in the

world with what belongs to the receptacle in the object. As

insight, the artistic experience corresponds to the lowest division

in the divided line of knowledge} as human nature, it is the

lowest manifestation of the eros primitive and anarchical.

Tragedy induces pity; and comedy, laughter. A person who
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has suffered adversity is expected to control his grief and suffer

loss with composurej but as audience to a tragedy he enters

with sympathy into the lamentations of the hero bewailing

similar losses and pities him. In a comedyand for that matter,

in private talka man will laugh at and delight in conduct

which he would vigorously condemn if enacted on the stage

of daily life. As an artist, then, man abandons the values of real

life. Art is an escape from values 5 it is to borrow James's

phrase a moral holiday. Nor can man sustain himself with the

reflection that such a moral holiday is harmless j by pitying

weakness in others, we form the habit of self-pity. The composer

of a comedy shall be forbidden to ridicule a citizen, either with

or without passion.
7

The motive of art is pleasure pure and simple. The moralist

aims at inculcating in man a union of pleasure with virtue, so

that he may enjoy what is good} to the artist, moral purpose is

7
Compare with the following quotation from Bergson:

<cWhat drama goes

forth to discover and brings to light is a deep-seated reality that is veiled from

us, often in our own interests, by the necessities of life. Poetry always expresses

inward states. But among these states some arise mainly from contact with our

fellow-men. They are the most intense as well as the most violent. Were man
to give way to the impulse of his natural feelings, were there neither social nor

moral law, these outbursts of violent feeling would be the ordinary rule in

life. But utility demands that these outbursts should be foreseen and averted.

And what interest advises, reason commands. Under this dual influence has

perforce been formed an outward layer of feelings and ideas which cover,

when they are not strong enough to extinguish it, the inner fire of individual

passions. But volcanic eruptions occur. . . . And if the earth were a living

being, as mythology has feigned, most likely when in repose it would take de

light in dreaming of these sudden explosions whereby it suddenly resumes

possession of its innermost nature. Such is the kind of pleasure that is afforded

by drama. Beneath the quiet humdrum life that reason and society have fash

ioned for us, it stirs something within us, which luckily does not explode, but

which it makes us feel in its inner tension. It offers nature her revenge upon
society. Whether it weakens societyior strengthens nature, it has the same end

in view: that of laying bare a secret portion of ourselves, what might be called

the tragic element in our character. This is indeed the impression we get after

seeing a stirring drama. What has interested us is not so much what we have

been told about others as, the glimpse we have caught of ourselves a whole host

of ghostly emotions that would fain have come into real existence, but, for

tunately for us, did not. It also seems as if an appeal had been made within us

to certain ancestral memories belonging to a faraway past." Laughter, Transla

tion by A. Mitchell, pp. 1 57-160.
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irrelevant. Art neither instructs nor edifies } its aim is enjoy

ment, and whether the enjoyment be realized through con

templation of something good or of something bad, the artist

does not care. But the natural basis of life is teleological. All

things in nature seek the good; and they exist to the extent that

they embody the good. To this fact the artist is blind; he sees

nature as in playful movement, exuberant and disorderly, and

revels in this disorder. Also, the natural basis of human conduct

is teleological; the human soul has a function. Art is non

functional activity; it is make-believe, or as Plato calls it, play

(fltaiSid). It is not a serious enterprise and lacks genuineness.
The poet's responses are unreal; the rhapsodist weeps over the

sufferings he is recounting, but his tears are false.

That there is a necessary opposition between the good and

pleasure is not a part of the Platonic thesis; the good pleases.

But pleasure, being unlimited, extends beyond the good; and

whereas the virtuous man restricts himself to those pleasures
which come from the performance of virtuous acts, the artist is

undiscriminating. The artist divorces pleasure from the good;
he destroys the organic unity in human experience between de

sire and purpose; he makes of pleasure an abstraction.

Where there are no standards there can be no selection. The

poet seeks to gratify all the pleasures and to satisfy everybody.
The poet and the demagogue are alike. The poet appeals to

the "many" within him and without; he is characterized by
catholicity. The esthetic temperament consists in sensitiveness

and responsiveness to the infinite variety of things; the artist

is a receptacle for all nature, reproducing the endless diversity
of phenomena, whether dutside him or within himself. In the

play, I enter into the feelings of all the characters, criminals

as well as saints, and share their points of view; I accept them
all as valid. But living means choosing and excluding; some

things are good and some are bad, and what is bad must be

destroyed. Universal sympathy involves the abandonment of

moral standards, and a certain weakening of fiber. I owe sym
pathy only to principle, by which I may judge character. Thus,
the artist sins against the principle of exclusion, of not-being.
But the craftsman is rigidly selective; he includes and excludes
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by reference to an ideal standard. We can now see clearly why
Plato exiles the imitative poets from the state. The principle
of citizenship is justice, which is differentiation. The poet fails

to conform to the norm of citizenship because he violates the

principle of justice. In the ideal state, each citizen is identified

with a particular function
j but the poet is a universal craftsman,

creating "plants, implements, gods, and himself (Republic

596c, 598b). What the citizens know severally, each as an

expert in a particular field, the poet knows all by himself} he

poses as an expert in every field. The actor imitates all char

acters
j like the democratic man, he has no character of his own.

We have the artist as man. Such is the man with the dramatic

temperament. In his intellectual life he never quite believes j

he only fancies 5 ideas pass before him like images, like pictures
in a gallery j he enjoys them all j he is polygamous in thought.
Or if he chooses, it is for a time; he has intellectual enthusiasms

rather than convictions. Nothing goes deep; there is a certain

externality to his moods and ideas. Such a man has no realityj
he dramatizes his own life; he poses for the public, and primarily
for himself. Plato has one general name for this attitude; it is

flattery (xotaxxeia) ; and he uses this term to denote a genus
which includes not only poetry but sophistry, oratory, the art

of the demagogue, and the empirical arts in production as well.

The sophist, the demagogue, and the orator illustrate the

same principle of catholicity which we found exemplified in the

poet. The sophist knows everything (jtdvaoqpog) ; he expresses
a willingness to instruct the student on every subject under the
sun. Like the sophist, the poet knows too much; he is a universal

creator. Both violate the principle of justice. The demagogue,
the sophist, the orator, the poet, the tradesman for whom Busi
ness is business" all are catholic, gratifying the multitude and
its appetites, without any selectiveness.

Let us now sum up Plato's indictment of the poet. The poet
fails in respect of truth, of the good, of the principle of dif

ferentiation. He breaks up the unity of human nature by dis

sociating passion from the control of the best, and he further

ignores the organic unity of universal nature by holding the
concrete image apart from the abstract truth which it represents.
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Beneath the fervors of Plato's attack on the poets, the reader

may discern a theory of art with which he might agree, while

dissenting from the condemnation which goes with it. That the

artist is concerned with the sensuous and the unique in things,

that he is receptive to the many-sided variety of nature, that

he draws his inspiration from his emotional nature as distinct

from conceptual thought, that he peoples his world with fan

tasies and illusions, that he seeks immediate enjoyment as

divorced from purposive action all these are statements to

which many theorists and practitioners of poetry would consent.

The reader may, however, proceed to ask himself whether

Plato, so discerning in his judgment of the nature of poetry,

may not be wrong in his estimation of it. The insight of the

artist is false only on the assumption that the receptacle is unreal.

The poet and the painter are concerned with the particular and

the unique j their vision is defective provided only the descent

from the formal to the concrete is taken to be a dilution of re

ality. The artist enjoys the world and communicates that enjoy

ment; but may it not be true that the good life is not limited

to the pursuit of the good? That art discovers reality and value

in immediate experience and in the enjoyment of it is a fact to be

held, not against art, but against the formalism of Plato's phi

losophy.
Yet in the end, Plato allows a useful function even to art on

a lower level. A man of the right sort will not imitate, in a play,

a character inferior to him, except in the few cases when he is

doing some good (Republic 396d). Plato holds that the senses

deceive} he also says that the senses provoke reflection by pre

senting the mind with contradictions which it is incited to solve

(5236 ff.). Play is non-functional j
and yet, in play, the child

is forming habits which will be valuable in later life. Children

rehearse in play the situations with which they will be con

fronted when they grow up. Play, and possibly art, too (since it

is play), are an imaginative anticipation of life. Wine-drinking
is educational for the adults. Provided that the master of cere

monies remains sober, a wine-festival is good because, by getting

drunk, the adults are exposed to temptation by their passions

without risk. What is non-functional, even what is bad, may
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have a function. "It is impossible to learn one of a pair of con

traries without the other, if one is to be a wise man. But to put

both into practice is equally impossible." So Plato proposes to

impose mimicry of anything ludicrous, through ignorance, on

slaves and foreign hirelings (Laws 8 1 6e). The various stages of

art will all be represented in the community by people whose

level of insight corresponds to these stages.

We now proceed from the lower to the higher level of art.

This is a change of degree which is also a change of kind; it en

tails a turning around of the soul of the artist from the contem

plation of shadows to that of realities. On the lower level, art

is evil and false; on the higher level, art represents a definite

achievement of value. It is wrong to regard Plato as merely

engaged in criticizing art; he is also engaged in setting up the

principles by which any work of art may be judged. And his

particular criticisms of art are applications of these principles to

the matter in hand. In this section, we will be concerned pri

marily with the more fundamental question of what the pattern

of good art is; once we have grasped this pattern we will be able

retrospectively to understand Plato's reasons for his judgments

concerning particular works of art. Inasmuch as the value of a

work of art is determined by objective standards, change in the

style and type of the arts is pointless, even harmful. The essen

tial thing is to get hold of the true principles and then cling to

them. Plato is a traditionalist in art; truth does not change in

art, any more than it does in science or mathematics. Plato even

goes so far as to suggest, following the example of Egypt, the

incorporation of the principles of art into legislation, thus mak

ing any change in artistic style a crime. Yet he hesitates; how can

one be sure that one has grasped the truth concerning musical

correctness? "To effect this would be the task of a god" (Laws

As usual, the arts in which Plato is more directly concerned

are poetry and painting, music and the dance. And his discussion

of the arts is more detailed in the Republic and the Laws, both of

them dialogues primarily concerned with education. The topic

of art is a subdivision of the topic of education. On the higher
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level, art restores the true order whereby the better controls the

worse part in the soul. The essence of good art is the same as the

essence of the good life, namely, discipline (sYxpdtsia, Republic

43 1 a), wherein impressions are organized according to a pat

tern, and the passions are ruled by reason. Have pleasure as

your standard, if you like says Plato in so many words but

only the pleasures of the best and the best-educated. The ap

peal is to civilized desire. Not man but the good man is the test.

The objection is not to the presence of passion, but only to ab

sence of control by the limit.

Along with piety, what distinguishes man from the animals

is that he alone is endowed with a "pleasurable sense of rhythm
and harmony" in motion (Laws 6536). This is a native quality

1

elicited by education. The origin of the artistic impulse lies in

the natural tendency to movement. Children leap about wildly
and cry out; the various art-forms arise when this natural move
ment is made rhythmical. The impulse to motion is of two kinds:

motion of the voice, and motion of the body. Rhythm in the

first is music
j rhythm in the second is dance. Thus, the material

of art is wild irregular motion in all living things; the achieve

ment of art is control of frenzied movement (of voice or ges

ture) by the principle of order. Art has two parents: frenzy and

rhythm j
it is Bacchic as well as Apollonian. Art, on this level,

belongs to the mixed class; its character as a discipline arises

from the presence of the limit. However, discipline enters by
way, not of destroying the spontaneity, but of sustaining it. In

art, the natural feelings, the immediate sensations, the spon
taneous motions, the frenzy and the inspiration are utilized and

controlled.

There are three conditions for artistic Tightness; a work of

art must be an exact representation of its original; its original

must be a virtue, not a vice; the work of art must have charm.

In sum, it must be true, good, and pleasant. (0) The relation of

the work of art to its original is that of likeness (6[xoiov) or

equality (Ur<Sni5).It must be similar to its object in respect both

of quantity and quality; it must reproduce the dimensions of

the original, the number of its parts in their proper places and
in their mutual relationships, down to the shapes and colors
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of the object. Thus, the good artist frees himself from the

distortions of perspective and distance, and grasps the constitu

tive formula of the object. This is the demand of truth in art.

() It is not enough to achieve exactness of representation 5 the

artist must represent the right things. Not any subject matter

will do; the artist selects only those objects which are good.
We shall admit into our city only hymns to the gods and the

praises of good men. The dramatist should never depict the

unjust man as happy; the dancer should convey the mood of

bravery, never of cowardice. The poet should sing two kinds

of song, one for war and one for peace. There is the mood of

man suffering adversity, and the mood of man controlling ad

versity j
man under the compulsion of necessity, and man as

free. The songs of war should depict steadfastness and courage j

those of peace, modesty and joy. Correspondingly, there are two
divisions of the dance, peaceful and warlike. The warlike dances

represent modes of eluding blows and also motions of attack.

"In all these cases the action and the tension of the sinews are

correct when there is a representation of fair bodies and souls

in which most of the limbs of the body are extended straight j

this kind of representation is right, but the opposite kind we

pronounce to be wrong" (Laws 8i5a). On the other hand, the

dance of peace should depict man in a state of prosperity and in

the corresponding mood of joy.
All imitation of ungoverned passion and of frenzy will be

prohibited. Our young men will not be allowed to play the role

of women wrangling with husbands, defying heaven and loudly

boasting j still less women that are sick, in love or in labor j nor

the role of cowards and madmen j least of all will they be al

lowed to imitate "neighing horses, lowing bulls, the noise of

rivers, the roar of the sea, and thunder" (Republic 395d~396b).
(c) A work of art should please. The third condition is not

co-ordinate with the other two. Charm is not an independent
testj as Plato says, pleasure is not a cause by itself, but is an

accompaniment to the fulfilment of the other two conditions.

What is wholesome in food is pleasant} so what is "right" ar

tistically is charming. The doctrine that pleasure as such deter

mines artistic rightness is blasphemous (Lews 65$d). Pleasure
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tells us nothing about intrinsic value, since it does not discrimi

nate between good and bad. But pleasure is good and should

be had from works of art as the inevitable concomitant of truth

fulness.

There is something almost shocking in the demands which

Plato makes upon art. The condition as to exactness of repre
sentation seems to reduce painting to unimaginative photog

raphy, or, at best, to mechanical drawing j the demand that the

artist should restrict himself to virtue for his models seems to

subordinate art altogether to morality, and to deprive it of any

independence of viewpoint. One is reminded of Andre Gide's

aphorism that more crimes have been committed against art in

the name of virtue than in any other name. In Plato's scheme,
art becomes an instrument of politics} the statesman censors

works of art for reasons of state. In short, the contribution of

art as a distinct function is ignored.
The answer, partly, is that Plato does not subject art to the

tests of knowledge and virtue} he is emphasizing the organic

unity of these three functions. If, in Plato, art is reduced to

morality, so is morality reduced to art. To be virtuous is to have

inward harmony and grace. Also, the demand of truthfulness

in representation is a demand for esthetic values, in the ultimate

analysis. An object is real to the extent that it embodies propor
tion and harmony} truthfulness in a work of art consists in a

vivid evocation of pattern. Now, the real pattern does not lie on

the face of the object and is not grasped by photographic per

ception, so to speak. Appearance distorts and conceals the truth}
the artist recovers it by the use of imaginative insight. Thus,

beauty is the test of artistic rightness in the last analysis, if not

immediately. Plato appeals to truth and virtue as criteria only
because he holds that these two are manifestations of beauty.

Although such considerations mitigate what is objectionable
in Plato's viewpoint, they do not altogether remove it. We will

proceed further beyond Plato's conscious intent, and try to dis

entangle the implications of Plato's doctrine from his explicit

assertions, while admitting that perhaps Plato himself was not

aware of these implications. Theories of art may be divided into

two schools: one school emphasizes the distinctness of art from
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the intellectual and ethical attitudes; the other emphasizes its

interdependence with these. The non-Platonic school construes

artistic vision in terms of pure immediacy, divested of intel

lectual content; the Platonic school regards immediacy in art

as the vehicle of meaning. According to the Platonic school, art

arises from belief and gives expression to it. It is significant that

for common sense, the word belief connotes both judgment con

cerning truth and moral conviction. And it is in this sense that

art issues from belief. Thus, art is essentially religious, arising
as it does from a felt conviction concerning the universal nature

of things.

Now, the great art of Athens in Plato's time was, in fact,

religious. The masterpieces of tragedy were not concerned with

men as casual individuals in casual encounters; they dealt with

man as confronting destiny. Greek tragedy views man in the

background of cosmic forces, in contrast with much of modern
drama which deals with human beings as immediate phenomena
in their immediate relations. The question is whether Plato was

justified in making an induction from Greek art to all art,

whether all great art is not nourished by conviction concerning
first and last things, and is not an evocation of a felt insight into

the order of nature.

We have said that, for Plato, art is the exact representation
of characters of things. There is no real knowledge of things

apart from knowledge of the forms which they embody. Art is

intelligent experience. "Is it not also true that if there are any
likenesses of letters reflected in water or mirrors, we shall never
know them until we know the originals but such knowledge
belongs to the same art and discipline?" "By all means." "Then,
by heaven, am I not right in saying that by the same token we
shall never be true musicians, either . . . until we are able to

recognize the forms of soberness, courage, liberality, and high-
mindedness, and all their kindred and their opposites, too, in all

the combinations that contain and convey them, and to appre
hend them and their images wherever found" (Republic
402b, c).

There are several remarks to be made on the passage just

quoted. We cannot know the images unless we know the forms
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o which they are the likeness. Esthetic insight is insight into the

universals as embodied in things, or alternatively, insight into

things in terms of their forms. Thus, art is a vision of the forms

somehowj a work of art possesses Tightness to the extent that it

conveys a pattern through a medium. The perception of the art

ist is dothed with universal meaning. And the meaning which is

conveyed is not casual but organized. For the artist has a knowl

edge of the forms as organized into a system. The interrelated-

ness between forms and between realms of forms makes for an

interrelation among the arts. Plato does not conceive of the arts

as separate activities, but as constituting one organic art together.
For instance, he objects to the sundering of tune from poetry,
and of dance from both (Laws, 6696). The rhythm of the dance

corresponds to the rhythm of the music, and the music to the

poetry. Dance, music, poetry are elements in one determinate

activity5 for instance, the use of the harp without the accom

paniment of dance and song is declared to be the sign of a boor

(Laws 6696). But whether painting and sculpture also enter

into the; unity is not clear.

Furthermore, the artist apprehends the forms with their op-

poshes j
that is to say, the artist cannot produce good works un

less he knows the bad. To sum up, artistic insight is a knowledge
of the whole structure of forms and their contraries as they are

mirrored in the realm of appearance. If is a grasp of order

through its concrete embodiment. Finally, the knowledge of the

likenesses belongs to the same discipline as the knowledge of

the originals. That is to say, artistic insight is continuous with

all knowledge; it constitutes a lower step than reason on what
is one and the same ladder of knowledge. As the concrete ob

jects are reflections of the forms, so the forms are reflections of

universal beauty. Thus, ultimately, art is an imitation of beauty
(Laws 668b).
We will now consider in some detail the kind of insight which

the poet obtains into the forms and ultimately into beauty as

such. That he has some kind of insight into these is clear from
the above; it is, however, unlike philosophical insight. The poet

grasps beauty sensuously, in its embodiments, and not as it is in

itself. For example, he has an immediate certainty that this par-
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ticular scene is beautiful without having formulated any stand

ards of beauty to himself. His certainty does not proceed from

reasoning} he has recognition without recollection (vide Meno

98a, concerning virtue). What, then, enables the poet to recog
nize beauty? Divine inspiration, answers Plato. No man can

produce lasting poetry by techne, or while in a state of sanity j

the poet is an inspired madman, possessed by the gods (Phadrus

245a). What does Plato mean by mama or enthusiasm? We
will say that enthusiasm corresponds to true opinion as con

trasted with nous, or reason, in the ladder of knowledge. The

problem is more general, embracing, as it does, ethical knowl

edge as well. Statesmen conduct the affairs of cities successfully

without having thought out for themselves a general theory of

the good life, since they are unable to transmit their knowledge
to their children. Statesmen, for the large part, do not arrive at

their conclusions by reasoning from first principles j they have a

kind of flair or intuition for what it is best to do; or, as Plato

says, they are divinely inspired. In sum, the poet knows this

concrete object to be beautiful without having the abstract pat
tern of beauty before his mindj the statesman knows this line

of conduct to be right without having the form of the good be

fore his mind. This is true opinion; it is true, because, as Plato

says {Meno 99c), it works; many and great things are done by
it. But it is only opinion and not knowledge; it is belief that

something is so without knowledge why it is so.

Thus, human beings have a way of acquiring true beliefs con

cerning matters of esthetic and ethical value, which is not the

way of reason (ovev vov,Meno 99c). We might call it im

agination; Plato calls it inspiration. Both terms alike point to

the fact that there is no definite technique for obtaining novel

insight; one can only wait and be ready for it when it comes.

To be possessed by the gods is to be passive; the insight comes

or does not. This type of insight is non-rational in the further

respect that the very content of the insight is non-conceptual.
The inspired poet knows now what he is uttering (Meno 99c, d) .

While I may be capable of recognizing a given dance-movement
as rhythmical or not with unerring discernment, I may at the

same time be wholly incapable of giving a definition or explana-
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tion of rhythm. The forms, and beauty itself, are felt, not cog
nized conceptually. Enthusiasm is cognition of beauty by way of

feeling} and it is a cognition which is appropriately expressed
in myths, in works of art, or directly, in the conduct of life.

8

The immediate apprehension of tightness in art and in con

duct is not unlike a species of moral taste 5 it enables the young
to discern right and wrong immediately, without having re

course to the pattern of the good. This makes for the importance
of music in the training of the character. "The well-educated

man both sings and dances well." Plato goes so far as to say that

the whole of the dance is identical with the whole of education

(Laws 654-b, 6y2e). Chants and songs are a way by which virtue

is made attractive} by these virtue is taught as though by play.

Art is a way of making the good vivid, and thus strengthening
its persuasive power over the emotions (664.0). But the habits

of art are not just a step to the habits of virtue, to be aban

doned as soon as virtue is attained; in the mature life, the two

are joined in an inseparable unity. No man can cultivate virtue

while ignoring taste in manners and speech. The taste of a com

munity in respect of music and the dance is an index to its moral

standards. Thus, a state cannot concentrate on character to the

neglect of esthetic education. The converse is also true. An indi

vidual intent on becoming a good poet or painter cannot afford

to ignore the ordering of his inner life. Rhythm, whether in

bodily movement, or in the conduct of the soul, is one and the

same rhythm. "Like invites like" (Republic 4^5c). Good speech
and grace of movement follow upon a good disposition j

and the

latter is nurtured by the former.

The orderly dance and music have a healing effect upon the

turbulent part of the soulj they have a psycho-medicinal func

tion. "Whenever one applies an external shaking to affections

of this kind (i.e. fears), the external motion thus applied over

powers the internal motion of fear and frenzy, and by thus over

powering it, it brings about a manifest calm in the soul and a

cessation of the grievous palpitation of the heart which had

existed in each case. Thus it produces very satisfactory results.

The children it puts to sleep, literally casting a spell upon them.

8See infra> p. 280.
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The Bacchants, who are awake, it brings into a sound state of

mind instead of a frenzied condition, by means of dancing and

playing, with the help of whatsoever gods they chance to be

worshipping with sacrifice" (Laws 79Oe, 791 a). Thus there is

a kind of homeopathic treatment of motion by motion, and of

emotion by emotion. The inner frenzy is overcome by the

ordered frenzy of the dance j the inner commotion is drawn
out of the sod. and objectified into the activity of the dance.

And with the resulting purgation, the soul is rendered calm.

Is it possible that the passage we have just cited supplies a clue

to the meaning of Aristotle's so famous but no less obscure

phrase that tragedy purges the emotions by pity and terror?

Yet all art of the better sort, controlled though it be, has one

trait which disqualifies it from being a serious contribution to

the vision of beauty. The artist is a creator of phantoms; that is

to say, he is no creator at all. A painter holds the mirror to nature

and obtains reflections, not realities. It is one thing to make the

picture of a table, another to make a table. The handicraftsman,

despite the fact that he does not produce the really real, is en

titled to the name of demiourgos creator or maker. But the

painter is not} he has produced an illusion of a table; his is a

pretense at making. Practice is superior to imitation. If a poet
or painter were able, asks Plato, to create the original which he

depicts, do you suppose he would at all care for the illusion?

Paraphrasing Shaw's epigram, we might say that he who can

does; he who cannot becomes an artist. Talking about life is no

substitute for living it; a dramatist inventing characters cannot

compare, as a creator, with parents engendering offspring in

flesh and blood. Far better memorials for a man are noble deeds

and works than works of art; it is preferable to be the theme of

praise than the praiser (R&public 599a, d).
Yet the difference between the two is not so sharp as it seems.

Compare the actor with the historical character whom he is de

picting. The actor does not really live his life; he plays at living
it. But even the actual man living out his life in days and nights
is not redly being the man he is; for, according to Plato, all

actuality is an appearance of reality. Both the painter and the

maker are removed from the real, the former more than the lat-
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ter. The difference is one of degree. And as they are alike in what

they lack, so they are alike in what they have. The work of art

is, after all, a serious contribution} both the work of art and the

concrete object have some degree of reality. We are dealing

with the ladder of the vision of beauty, and art is one step up
ward. Thus, Plato in the Symposium (2O9d) classifies the poetry

of Homer and Hesiod as real creations ensuring immortality to

their authors j
and elsewhere (Ph&drus 248d) he ranks the

poets above the craftsmen.
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CHAPTER Xin

VISIBLE AND IDEAL BEAUTY

\ 11 /E WILL next consider the vision of beauty as mani-
v v fested in what we might call actual things actual in the

sense o belonging to the world of opinion rather than that of

conjecture. For instance, there is the contrast between the actual

table and the picture of the table. Under this heading we will

classify together (a) works of craftsmanship, such as household

furnishings, and implements (oxe'ur)), that is, works of the "use
ful" arts 5 () virtue in the individual and in the state 5 (c)

finally, what might be called outcomes of natural productivity,

as, for example, the engendering of children by man, or the

world as an outcome of divine creation. We must reiterate that

the law of continuity prevails in all creative activity j art, craft-

work, nature, and virtue are all manifestations, on varying
levels, of the impulse to beauty. In leaving art, we do not leave

the esthetic attitude behind us 5 rather, we go forward with it.

To create a planet or a state, to order appetites or physical mo
tions, to get knowledge out of sense-experience or to make a
utensilaU these follow from man's innate impulse to create}
all alike are animated by the stirrings of love 5 all are stimulated

by the vision of beauty.
We are now considering production of things, i.e. genuine

creation. Man is already pregnant, suggests Plato, in approach
ing woman (Symposium ao6d). This somewhat paradoxical
statement is intended to convey the fact that man has an internal

impulse to create j he creates because he must. The soul is self-

moving. All creativity, whether in art or craft, ethics or poli
tics, arises, like the sexual impulse, from man's urge for immor
tality. The creative impulse is the affirmation of eternity in time.
Due to the frustrations experienced at birth, the creative impulse
is dormant, just as innate knowledge is dormant j it needs to be
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aroused by the vision of beauty. Beauty is the presiding muse in

all birth. And the stimulus is beauty in some actual embodi
menttor example, in a woman, or in a boy, or in surrounding
nature beauty as already achieved in an actual city or in an
actual science. In the divine activity, the vision of abstract

beauty comes first, and the embodiment after. But man, in his

life on earth, must begin with some concrete manifestation and
thence rise gradually to the abstract pattern of beauty. The

process is self-continuing} an existing instance of beauty excites

man to create a further exemplification of beauty, which, in its

turn, serves as a stimulus for further creation.

From the vision of beauty in the actual thing comes the re

lease of the creative impetus j and from this release issues an
actual creature of beauty. Thug, we have the stimulus and the

outcome, with the eros as the link in-between. Since motion is

the very essence of the soul, we may say that the history of man,
when guided by reason, is nothing more than what he does to

himself and to other things for the sake of beauty. Man as arti

san of beauty is the whole of man. Plato points out that the

word poetry in Greek means any production} "for of anything
whatever that passes from not-being into being the whole cause

is poetry, so that the products of all the arts (techne) are

poetry, and their craftsmen are all poets. ... It is just the

same with eras. Generically indeed it is the desire of good
things" (Symposium 205c). Let us study each kind of crafts

man in turn.

(a) The creative impulse finds its first genuine opportunity
in the making of tools, household furnishings, and so forth.

Since actions have their intrinsic natures, there is such a thing
as a science of action, namely, techne art. We must act not as

we wish but as the nature of the action prescribes. For exam

ple, if we undertake to cut anything we should not cut as we
wish and with whatever tool we wish, but in accordance with the

nature of cutting and with the appropriate instrument. So, too,

burning is an art determined by the intrinsic nature of burning
(Cratylus 387^, b). Techne is the process of embodying form in

material. Consider, for instance, the making of such a tool as a
shuttle. The process of making a shuttle is one of embodying
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the form of the shuttle into wood. The materials may vary, but

the form remains the same. In the making of a borer, different

smiths use different iron, but so long as they are embodying into

their material the same form, they are making a borer (Cratyltts

Plato mentions builders and shipwrights by name} each of

these "selects (exAsysi) the things he applies to his work} not

at random, but with the purpose of giving a certain form

(el&og TI) to whatever he is Working upon} . . . each of them

arrays everything according to a certain order, and forces one

part to fit and suit with another, until he has combined the whole

into a regular and well-ordered production" (Gorgias 5O3e).

That is to say, the craftsman has a standard in view, so that his

selective activity is guided, not by chance impulse, but according
to a rule. He rejects some materials and includes others} and

upon what he includes he imposes a type of order, suiting each

part to each. By virtue of the methodical limitation, the product
achieves an individuality} by virtue of the integration of the

materials included, the product achieves a unity. Thus the world

of craftsmanship has the wholeness and integrity of a work of

art} moreover, its harmony is not anyhow, but a harmony arising

from the suitability of its individual members to each other. The

product of the craftsman has the Tightness of a work of art, and,
in addition, has more substance.

When is a work of techne right? When the product (Ip^ov)
conforms to the ideal form. Plato takes the hypothetical case

o a carpenter making a shuttle} supposing, he asks, the shuttle

breaks while the carpenter is making it} then will the latter

make another shuttle with his mind fixed on that which is broken

or on that form with reference to which he was making the one

which he broke? The answer is that the carpenter will have in

mind the latter, which is the real shuttle as such (Cratylus

389b). Rightness has no ethical connotation, in our modern nar

row usage of the term ethical. Rightness is the quality attaching
to a sound job, without reference to motive or to choice in the

producer. Rightness is a relevant consideration not only in the

producing of things but in the criticism of them, once they have

been produced. The world of opinion is not something merely
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to be noted; it is a job well or badly done. And criticism is by
reference to principles internal to the object internal in the

sense that they constitute its nature.

Thus techne is based on knowledge. If we abstract numera

tion and measurement from techne> what is left is worthless.

Plato divides techne into two classes: a lower and a higher. The
lower kind relies on conjecture fortified by past experience; to

this kind music, agriculture, and medicine belong. The higher

kind, which includes the art of building ships and houses, uses

measurements and instruments yielding exactness in the result

(Philebus 55e~56c). In techney theory and practice meet; action

is controlled by method. The theory of a craft is, so to speak,

inherent (sfiqnnrov, Politicus ajSe) in its application, and is not

conceived independently of practice. But this is true only of

particular details of action; there is a generalized theory which

is constructed independently of its application. The architect

prepares a plan which he then transmits to the masons (26oa).

In Plato's definition of techne we find the doctrine that prac
tice can be an embodiment of theory, and that action should

proceed according to a pattern. Like all well-mixed concrete

things, the works of techne are mixtures of the limit with the

unlimited. It has been said often that, though the Greeks dis

covered the ideal of orderly thinking, it remained for the

Romans to conceive the ideal of orderly practice, individual or

institutional. But in Plato, we find the Roman ideal anticipated.

The social context in Plato's time was one in which practice

tended to be in charge of "practical" men for instance, medi

cine in the hands of "empirical" doctors. Protesting against

these customs, Plato upholds the pattern of community activities

and arts which are illumined by science. The empirical practi

tioner proceeds by rotej his mind is entrenched in routine. But

the scientific doctor acts from an investigation of the disease and

its causes, offering not palliatives but remedies. The former

prescribes the same drug for all ailments indiscriminately; the

latter classifies diseases, distinguishing them from one another.

By virtue of his recognition of the interrelation among the

forms, the craftsman makes wholes by fitting part to part,

whether he makes ships, houses, cities, or virtues. Techne is the
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making of complexes or wholes in which all the parts are par
ticular things adapted to one another. The internal organization
of the whole is an exhibition of dywwnis in the sense that part
acts upon part* The parts are joined together in friendship

(<piAC<x) whether in the universe or in the city; and reason is the

"golden cord" binding the constituent members together in the

soul, in the city, and in the world at large. Thus reason functions

in a manner analogous to that of the vowel in the syllable, or

of the greatest kinds in the interweaving of the forms. It is a

principle of selection and exclusion. We are told that statecraft

is the art which weaves all the parts of the state most perfectly

together (Potitkus 305e). A musical piece is a composition

fcruotrHxa) of various notes properly adapted to each other,

produced on the basis of the knowledge of the interrelations

and contrasts of the notes and of their corresponding effects

upon the movements in the body (Philebus I7d).

Finally, techne is the adaptation, according to the standard

of the mean, of actions to suit ends and circumstances. A speech
is good provided it is a certain kind of speech made at the right

time, of the appropriate length, in a certain manner, and de

signed to persuade the hearer to a certain action or belief

(Ph&drus 2y2a). Thus, rightness in action, speech, or virtue

is a form of tactj it is the composition of a variety of factors,

such as means, ends, and the circumstances of time and place,
into a properly harmonized whole.

Over and above the maker of the implement, there is the man
who uses it. The knowledge of the technician is inferior to that

of the user. An implement has a function; now, the maker is

not the judge of whether the implement which he has made

actually performs its function; he must consult the person who
will use it. The user knows best and reports to the maker; the

flute-player gives orders to the flute-maker. There are, in all,

three types of art, that which uses, that which makes, and that

which imitates. The maker has right opinion; the user has

knowledge; the imitator has neither (Republic 6oid-6o2a).
(*) Then there are those who deal with the soul in the

individual, or in the group. These are the orators, teachers, and

statesmen; their aim is virtue, which is rightness in respect of
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the functionings of the soul (Ibid. 5o6d). That the formation

of virtuous habits and the organization of cities is an advance

in the scale of beauty beyond conventional and in the direction

of ideal music can easily be shown by numerous citations from

Plato's works. "Then he who blends gymnastics with music and

applies them most suitably to the soul is the man whom we
should most rightly pronounce to be the most perfect and har

monious musician, far rather them the one who brings the strings

into unison with one another" (Republic 41 2a).

In individual virtue, there is the discipline of reason upon

appetite, imposing order upon chaos, limitation upon excess,

direction upon spontaneous activity. The relation of reason to

appetite is not so much a conflict of two forces as a concord,

in which each part contributes its share to establish harmony
through contrast. Again, Plato's use of musical terms for an

account of virtue is striking to a degree. "Do you see, then,

that our intuition was not faulty just now that discerned a like

ness between temperance (aoxpQOtfuvri) and harmony? ... It

(temperance) extends literally through the entire gamut, bring

ing about the unison in the same chant of the strongest, the

weakest, and the intermediate, whether in wisdom, or, if you

please, in strength, or for that matter in numbers, wealth, or

any similar field" (43 2a). Temperance is like a chant, or per

haps a dance, in which a variety of psychical motions is har

monized according to a certain rule, such that the three activities

of the soul, reason, spirit, and appetite, receive their due place.

Aristotle quotes the above passage as an example of faulty

definitiop. by metaphor.
9 He fails to see that this is not merely

a metaphor, but that a point of doctrine is involved the point,

namely, that the characteristic traits of esthetic experience are

not peculiar to art, but are pervasive of all human experience.

That there are differences at the same time, Plato would not

deny. On the one hand, there is the uniform character of the

general rule of harmony5 on the other, there are the specific

differences of different realms of subject matter, by which the

condition of harmony is qualified and particularized.

Plato interprets justice itself as a musical concord. "A man

*Tofics IV. 3. 5, quoted in Paul Shorej^s ed. of Republic I, p. 362.
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must not suffer the principles in his soul to do each the work

of some other, but ... having first attained to self-mastery and

beautiful order within himself, and having harmonized these

three principles, the notes or intervals of three terms quite

literally the lowest, the highest, and the mean, and all others

there may be between them, and having linked and bound all

three together and made of himself a unit, one instead of many,
self-controlled and in unison, he should then and then only

turn to practice . . ." (443d, e). Let us analyze the traits com

mon to justice and to music, as exhibited in the foregoing pas

sage. Justice, Plato says, includes self-mastery} so does beauty

in the dance consist in the control of spontaneous motion by

rhythm. Justice is the demand of self-limitation upon each part

of the soul so that it may not overflow its natural bounds
j
so

is beauty achieved in art by restraint, and an inward control of

emotion. Justice is the principle of differentiation} so does

beauty entail contrast. Finally, justice is the co-operation of the

diverse parts for the sake of the whole, as music is the unison

of diverse notes. And as the notes form a scale, so do the parts

of the soul. The transition from justice in the individual to

justice in the state is obvious. "Strains of music are our laws."

In a well-ordered state, in which each individual confines him

self to a specific function, there is the same fine precision, the

same adjustment of part to part, as in a musical harmony. Such

a state needs no poets, for it is a poem, and the statesmen are

the poets. But we will quote Plato's justly famous passage

verbatim. "Now as to what are called our 'serious' poets, the

tragedians suppose that some of them were to approach us

and put some such question as this: *O Strangers, are we, or are

we not, to pay visits to your city and country, and traffic .in

poetry? Or what have you decided to do about this?' What
would be the right answer to make to these inspired persons

regarding the matter? In my judgment, this should be the

answer: cMost excellent of Strangers, we ourselves, to the best

of our ability, are the authors of a tragedy at once superlatively
fair and goodj at least, our whole state is framed as a repre
sentation o the fairest and best life, which is in reality, as we

assert, the truest tragedy. You are poets and we are poets, both
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makers of the same strains, rivals and actors in the fairest of

dramas, which true law alone can bring to perfection'
" (Laws

Siya, b).

The statesman is the demiurge of freedom} he imitates virtue

in himself and should imitate nothing else; it is not for him to

impersonate characters in a play (Republic 395e). He is an
artist who, first of all, molds and fashions himself, but on
whom compulsion is laid .to stamp the timeless patterns on the

plastic matter of human nature (Ibid. 50od).

(c) Finally, there is the divine demiourgos, creating nature

. from the love of beauty. Man creates,and makes from the need

to escape death} but God is eternal and his creativity does not

arise from any lack. The whole of nature is an exhibition of

beauty, more perfect than any other work which utilizes the

receptacle. "Heaven and earth and gods and men are held to

gether by communion and friendship, by orderliness, temper
ance, and justice} and that is the reason, my friend, why they
call the whole world by the name of order (td^ig). . . . Geo
metrical equality is capable of great things both amongst gods
and amongst men" (Gorgias 5o8a). A star, not less than a

state but more, is a composition of delicately adjusted parts j

and the whole of nature, from the greatest to the least, is an

organism of harmonious motions, exhibiting integrity, com

pleteness and lightness. There is gracefulness in the movement
of celestial bodies and in the flight of birds; there is the beauty
of each individual creature, and there is the beauty of the

mutual adjustment of each part to each other and to the whole.

Two things may be said by way of comment upon the general

theory of craftsmanship. In the first place, Plato expects aJl

creative work and not merely works of art in the restricted

sense to conform to the norm of esthetic lightness. In the

second place, the failure of the fine arts arises from the fact

that they locate beauty in a realm of illusion, while the crafts

succeed because they take beauty seriously, welding the ex

perience of beauty with useful, purposive action. Nevertheless,

the crafts fail tooj their products, though more substantial than

those of art, are not substantial enough. An artifact and a vir-
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tuous habit are images of beauty j the craftsman embodies beauty
in concrete objects, and nothing which is in the world of flux

is really real not even ordered souls or ordered cities. Crafts

men deal with the temporal world what has been, is, or will

be 5 they study how things come about, how they act or are acted

upon. They investigate the objects of opinion and make use of

opinion in investigating them (Philebus 59a). For an achieve- ,

ment of the vision of beauty, we must rise from the sensible

to the intelligible world. Poetry and production aim at a goal
forever beyond their grasp j the beauty, of which they give only
an intimation, is finally seized in science and philosophy.
Thus the line of the vision of beauty is divided broaidly into

two segments, the empirical and the rational. The empirical

approach seizes only images of beauty} the rational approach
leads to the vision of beauty itself. For Plato, beauty is intel

ligible, not sensuous} the heard tones of music, the seen colors

and shapes of painting, are not part of the esthetic experience,

though theymay occasion it. The empirical may be a step toward
or away from the rational approach, as the case may be. Al

though the blazonry of the heavens is the fairest thing in all

creation, it falls far short of the truth and can serve only as a

paradigm for the study of realities. Astronomy and harmonics
are comparable disciplines in that they both study movements,
the former through the eye, the latter by means of the ear.

And as astronomers spend their time vainly exploring the visible

movements of visible stars, so do students of music expend much
useless labor measuring audible concords and sounds. "They talk

of something they call minims and, laying their ears alongside,
as if trying to catch a voice from next door, some affirm that

they hear a note between, and that this is the least interval and
the unit of measurement, while others insist that the strings
now render identical sounds, both preferring their ears to their

nmds*' (Republic 531 a). The serious musician is intent not
on heard sounds and harmonies, but on

intelligible concords.

Beauty is to be found in the science of harmonics, wherein the
ear of the mind grasps the concordance of numbers and listens

to the strain executed by dialectics (53 ic, 532a).
What intelligible beauty precisely is, it is not easy to infer
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from Plato's writings. Though his references to beauty are fre

quent, they deal with its effects and relations rather than with

its nature. Only in the Hippos Major does he raise the question
of the general character of beauty, to leave it unresolved, the

dialogue being of the obstetric kind and having as its purpose
to convince the reader of his own ignorance on the matter. We
are obliged to proceed cautiously and very slowly, gathering
material from indirect references and sifting hints on the nature

of beauty from among Plato's critical remarks concerning actual

instances of beauty.

Beauty is a universal essence pervading things. The mare, the

pot, the maiden, and the lyre are all beautiful} there must

therefore be an essence of beauty, participation in which renders

objects beautiful. We say that monkeys are less beautiful than

men, and men less so than the godsj in comparing these, we
are using a standard of beauty which is distinct from the love

liness of each object, since it tests it. Thus, we must distinguish

(aih;5 rb beautiful things from beauty as such xoAov, Hippias

Major, 288a). Beauty is something in itself and for itself (a\nr6

x<xft' a&tfc, H&9-' autofy Symposium 2iib)j it has the inde

pendence and self-identity which are the marks of the really

real. Though ingredient in things, beauty has its own nature.

Beauty is not such at one time, and other at another, not such

in one position, and other in another, not such for some, and

other for others. Beauty is the same always and for all (Sym-

posium 2iia, Hippias Major 294d). Thus, beauty is absolute

and universal, independent of time and space and people. Beauty
in an object is not how we feel about it5 we feel about it as we
do because the object is beautiful.

Beauty, though intelligible and universal, is not a formj at

least, it is not a specific form; like white, man, city. It is a

metaphysical principle, constitutive of the forms. Is it then to

be identified with the good? Plato uses the terms kalon and

agathon together frequently j thus, he says that good things
are beautiful (cf. Symposium 20ic)j but the juxtaposition of

the two terms is significant only on the assumption that their

meanings are distinct. And elsewhere (Ph&drus 25Oe), Plato

seems to differentiate beauty from such an ultimate form as
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wisdomj thus, he says of beauty that, of all the forms, it is the

most visible to sense. But perhaps we shall be able to throw more

light on this subject after we have considered the abstract nature
of beauty.

Beauty is to be found in formal structure. It is not clear

whether this is a definition or whether it is a statement of the

criteria to which everything which has beauty must conform.

Beauty is order. Now the idea of order is analyzable into two

parts, diversity and unity. An object is beautiful when it has

members which compose themselves into a whole, (a) The parts
must be definite. It has been sometimes supposed that Plato

objects to variety in favor of simplicity, because of his vigorous
denunciation of certain types of contemporary music and acting
as manifold and complex. He would indeed go so far as to

abolish the harp and the flute because of their complex poly-
harmonic character (Republic 397-9). Now, Plato is not assail

ing genuine complexity. Justice in the state entails that each
man should perform a different function

5
a just state is not

homogeneous, but yet it is fair. The trouble with the music in

question is not complexity, but confusion} such music mixes its

rhythms. So does Plato criticize the man who would undertake

many functions, thus losing his specific nature. The apparent
requirement of simplicity is really one of limitation, by which
definiteness may be achieved. () But definiteness is not enough}
there must be a variety and a contrast of definite effect. Pleni
tudea condition of the good is also a requisite for beauty, (c)

Finally there must be integration of the diverse elements. The
variety must be ordered} the parts must have definite relations
to each other and to the whole. And the balance between variety
and unity is a matter of delicate adjustment} the variety must
be

no^greater
than is compatible with unity (cf. 423b, concerning

the size proper to a city). If to a sculptor coloring the statue
of a man, it were objected that he is not applying the fairest

pigments to the fairest parts of the statue, namely, the eyes,
he could justifiably reply that he should not be expected to paint
the eyes so fine that they would not be like eyes at all. It is only
by assignwg^

what is proper to each that the whole c<m be ren
dered beautiful. And so, in the good state, the aim of the legis-
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lator is not the exceptional happiness o any one class but the

happiness of the city as a whole (Republic 42ob, c).
Thus beauty is a general form of order, and an object is fair

through its structure, not its content. In speaking of fair colors,

shapes, or sounds, Plato makes it clear that he is not referring
to what "most people would mean by these words, such as the

beauty of animals and of paintings," but to "the straight line

and the circle and the plane and solid figures." As for beauty
in sounds, "I mean that those sounds which are smooth and
dear and send forth a single pure note are beautiful not rela

tively but absolutely" (PMlebus 5ic, d). If now the question
be asked what particular order constitutes beauty, the answer
is that beauty cannot be further defined. Beauty is a formula
of order in general which varies in its applications. Each thing
has its own order appropriate to it (Gorgias 5o6e). There is no
one definite order which is the order for all types of beautyj
beauty is diversified, and each specific beauty makes a specific
contribution to be blown directly, and not deduced from the

general principle of order.

The apprehension of intelligible beauty is subdivided into

two sections science (or philosophy) and the ineffable vision.

In science, man apprehends beauty as manifested in the forms
which are pure, timeless, complete, and integrated into a perfect
structure. The forms are realities 5 correlatively, science is a

genuine insight whereas craftsmanship is not. Nevertheless, on
the level of science, the mind perceives beauty in its manifesta

tions and not in itself. Thus, there is a step beyond science, the

last step in the long and arduous ascent, at which man "comes
to know the very essence of beauty" (Symposium 2nd). The
vision comes suddenly (s^afkpvrig), that is to say, not as a result

of reasoning. It is an immediate intuition, non-conceptual, whose
content may not be described (ov8 Tig AxSyog O'&Se tig &Or

cmftiTj; Symposium 21 la).

But the empirical approach is a prerequisite} by seeing beauty

here, we recall the beauty beyond here and now. Art plays a

useful role in that it provides the stimulus for the recollection

of ideal beauty. But it does not provide the content of the vision,

for it only recalls to the mind what it has known from another
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life, or perhaps always knows in its timeless character. The

beauty missed or adumbrated in poetry is fully disclosed in the

mystical experience. The vision of ideal beauty constitutes

Plato's religion; it is a mystery into which man is initiated and

whereby he achieves the blessed life (Phtzdrus 250b). Its re

ligious character arises from the fact that in the vision of beauty
man rises beyond the natural into the supernatural. Also his

relation to the latter is a union with it. The distinctive trait of

the vision of beauty as a cognitive act is that it is a fusion of the

soul with its object. This is true of all its levels; the esthetic

attitude is one of participation throughout. The eros is the desire

of the soul for intercourse with an object beyond it; and from
the intercourse comes a new creature. On the plane of intel

ligence, the eros culminates in the union with the divine and
the breeding of true examples of virtue. Beauty is the lure of

the good; it is the character of the good as possessing and as
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CHAPTER XIV

LANGUAGE

Cratyltts is the source-book for Plato's theory of

JL language 3 it is a dialogue almost unique among Plato's

longer works in that it does not stray off into by-paths but limits

itself to the topic in hand. But the student is advised to consult

the Sophist too, in order to grasp what lies back of Plato's lin

guistic views} and in the Sophist to concentrate on the discussion

of images. For Plato, language is appearance 5 it is a construction

in which man imitates the real. Language is therefore akin both

to art and to thought superior to the first and inferior to the

second in its character as a representation. Speech (and in this

chapter we will, with Plato, concern ourselves chiefly with

language as spoken) is the expression of the impetus in man
to imitate the real and so to assimilate himself to it} and in

studying language, we shall be indirectly investigating the pat
tern of the world.

Language is an expression (5i/jXa>|Aa) of facts} words are

signs (orpstov) of things, both of their component elements,
and of the things taken as wholes. Language declares all things 3

there are names for each and every thing (Cratylus 4o8c, 4%jc).

Now, art, too, signifies objects and it is important to differentiate

language from art, especially from music, which, like language,
uses the medium of sound. Art signifies the empirical surface

of the object,
its color, shape and sound j language expresses the

essence (otkria) of the object what the object is. "Just as a

shuttle is an instrument for separating the web, so is a name
an instrument for distinguishing one thing from another accord

ing to differences in nature." This should not be taken to mean
that colors, shapes and sounds cannot be named 5

of course there

are words for these, namely the words we have just used} never

theless, the words express the essences of the colors, shapes and
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sounds respectively, whereas art conveys the particular embodi

ment, this color, this shape, this sound. Art seizes upon the

unique, language upon the common, universal characteristics

of the object, thereby grouping things which are alike together

(43 5e). As we would say today, language deals with concepts
even when the words are proper names, for as we shall see

presently, proper names are descriptions of what they name. A
painting of a dog reproduces the unrepeatable features of the

dog, the particular shade of his skin, the peculiar conformation

of his features, and so forth j but the word, dog, expresses a

common character, in short a universal.

There is a second point, which perhaps depends on the first.

Language is communication. Thought is silent, a conversation

with oneself
5
in speech we repeat our thoughts aloud to some one

who is present (Philebus 38e). Speech is for the purpose of

instruction, and instruction is a social process. Language conveys
a general idea from one person to another. "Speech makes all

things circulate and move about" (Cratylus 4O8C).
1

On what does the correctness (oQ$6Tv\<;) of language de

pend? Are names conventional, do they depend on mutual

agreement among men, or have they a reason in the nature of

things? Does a word belong to an object intrinsically, or is

it assigned arbitrarily? Does a name originate spontaneously

(avrajxorov), by chance, or in order to fulfil a function? These

questions are discussed at length throughout the Cratylusy where
the opponent maintains that a name is a piece of the human
voice applied to things at will. There is no natural suitability

of words to things j no name is more correct than another. The

right name i.s whatever I choose to assign to an objectj and
if I change the name, the new one is right, too. If I want to

call a horse a man, I am at liberty to do so. Different cities have

different words, and the barbarians have a different language
from the Greeks. Nobody can say that the barbarians are wrong j

all of them are equally right.

Plato takes issue with this view. There are right and wrong
names. It is the old controversy between nomos. (convention)

the fact that we can understand each other presupposes that we hare
similar mental states (Gorgias 48 id).
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and $hysi$ (nature). Plato believes that the world is ruled not

by chance but by reason; everything has a function; and noth

ing happens arbitrarily, not even the process of assigning names
to things. Back of the arguments of his opponent Plato discerns

the doctrine of Protagoras the sophist. Protagoras had said that

man is the measure of all things, and therefore that all impres
sions and all beliefs were equally true; one man is no wiser than

another. So does the opponent maintain that the Tightness of

a name is relative to the whim of the speaker; that all names

are equally appropriate, and all name-givers equally right.

Plato, who rejects the relativistic doctrine of Protagoras, must

also reject the relativistic theory of language. Things, he says,

have a fixed nature, not in relation to ourselves, but in and by
themselves (Crstylus 386e). This thing is a stone not because

I think so, but because it is so. Not only things but actions too

have their intrinsic natures. Take cutting, for instance; one

must cut not as one wishes, but according to the nature of cut

ting. In other words, there is a formula for the act of cutting.

An action is concerned with an object; and the formula varies

according as the object varies; cutting this kind of wood is a

different process from cutting another kind. An action requires
a tool (opycxvov); weaving is performed with a shuttle and

cutting with an axe. The character of the tool is determined

by the action and by the object with which the action is con

cerned.

Now, speech is an instance of action; it is an action concern

ing objects (TOQ? toe jUQayjionra). Likewise, it has a definite

nature and is naturally suited to the things with which it is

concerned. We speak not according to our fancy but as the

nature of speech prescribes. The tools of speech are words; it

follows that words are not arbitrary, but must be suited to the

function of speech and to the objects with which they are con

cerned. Naming and being named are activities governed not

by our desires but as the things prescribe (387d). Thus, words

have a natural correctness (6p'9'6rrig) and there are experts
in name-making as there are experts in all the crafts and sciences.

In making a tool like a shuttle, the craftsman contemplates
an ideal which he endeavors to embody in his material. So the
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name-maker fixes his eyes on the ideal name (6 &ra
which is fully known to the gods alone, and thus makes the

actual name. The Tightness of the actual name is measured by
the degree in which it conforms to the ideal name.

The fact that a variety of names exists for the same object

offers no difficulty to Plato. A universal has a variety of em
bodiments. In a tool, we distinguish the form from the matter}
the matter may vary but the form remains the same. "Different

smiths do not embody the form in the same iron, though making
the same instrument for the same function, but so long as they

reproduce the same ideal (I8sa), though it be in different iron,

still the tool is as it should be, whether it be made here or in

foreign lands" (3896-3903). The material for names is words

and syllables, and ultimately the medium of sound. The variety
of sounds, of syllables, and of names, is a variety of actualiza

tions of the same ideal name. We find words "differing in

syllables and letters but expressing the same intent" (394c).
A name is a universal. The term "man" is not the word

which I pronounce when I say "man"} what I pronounce is

only a particular instance of the term} otherwise we should

have a different name every time we pronounced the word. But

a term is a universal in a further sense. Two languages have

different words for the same objectj these different words are

embodiments of the same ideal name. Thus, a name is not

identified with any specific term, it is a generic type of sound.

In judging whether an actual name embodies its ideal, we
must not be too meticulous. The fact that letters have been

transposed, added or subtracted, does not change the name.

Provided a certain core (r&tog 432e) is preserved, changes
of letters do not matter. Often words are altered by usage, or

for the sake of euphony, without thereby affecting the identity
of the name. The physician's drugs, when prepared with various

colors and perfumes, seem different to us, but to the physician

they are the same. So to the superficial observer, if some letter

in a name is added, transposed or subtracted, the name seems

to have become different, when the experienced student of

language knows that the name is the same because its force

(Swajug, value or effectiveness) has not changed (393a). Here
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Plato is vaguely hinting at the distinction between essence and
accident in an object.

2

Who is right, Protagoras or Plato? Which view is sound
the view that language is conventional, or the view that language
is natural? Surely the sophist is wrong. Language is not the

result of a deliberate decision; it is a growth. It is not an

arbitrary fact but the expression of the culture of a race as

much so as are its manners, morals and religion. But the reader

might object that this is beside the point. The view that language
is a natural outgrowth of the race is not so different from the

position of the sophist who maintains that all things are relative

to man, and who is willing to grant that usage plays a part in

the formation of language, along with convention. Plato's point

against the sophist is on different ground that language is ob

jectively conditioned, and that it does not depend on subjective

factors, whether individual or racial.

Even so construed, Plato's doctrine would still remain in

harmony with the common-sense view of the subject. Culture
reflects the character both of the race and of the environment.

Language originates as a response by man to his surroundings,

expressing a particular mode of man's enjoyment of his world.

Change the pattern of the environment and you change the

pattern of the language as well. The response is conditioned

by the objective situation; that is what Plato takes account of.

He seems, however, to ignore the other side, which is that the

response is also conditioned by the subjective factor.

But an element of paradox nonetheless does enter into Plato's

doctrine, and particularly into his account of the mode of the

appropriateness of language to the facts. A name is a sign of

an object by virtue of the fact that it is like what it signifies.

In language, "things are made manifest through imitation in

letters and syllables" (425d). In short, names are images of

objects;
8
they have a natural appropriateness in that they are

imitations of things. To give Plato's full definition verbatim:

"a name is a vocal imitation of that which is imitated, and he

2See also Phasdo iO3b, e.

8As we shall see below, they are really images of one's belief concerning

objects.
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who imitates with his voice, names that which he imitates." To
this definition Plato adds the qualification already cited

4
that

language imitates the essence of what it names (42^-4.24^).
As we shall see, the substance of this theory is that every

name, at least in its original form, is a description of what it

names 5 and the correct name is a correct description. Plato goes
on to ridiculous lengths in order to show how, for instance, a

proper name indicates just those qualities which the person
named has. Letters, no less than names, are words, and by their

very sound, describe the qualities that they name. Plato engages
in a detailed philological investigation of words in which only
the barest outlines of a principle of classification may be dis

cerned by the reader. He examines predominantly names (both

proper and common) of the invisible, incorporeal entities, such

as (a) gods, demons, souls and their states, and () "noble"

universals such as virtue, justice, wisdom, ottsia. (c) He further

studies the names of the elements such as fire, air, water, but

omits all consideration of common names for concrete objects

like ox, horse, stone, etc. He makes the interesting observation

that language is a sign not only for objects but for language
itself. There are names for the letters (<?.<>, d^hay beta) in

which the nature of the letters is displayed; there is even a

name for names, namely name. We will insert in this chapter
Plato's account of only a selected group of words, with a view

to providing the reader with an example of Plato's method,
and although the writer is not competent to pass on the philo

logical merit of Plato's hypotheses, they are clearly most in

genious and often highly amusing.
Orestes (mountain-man, from the word 8po, meaning

mountain) indicates a person who is fierce and rude. Agamem
non (admirable for remaining) indicates the type of man who
would resolve to toil to the end and endure until he had exe

cuted his resolution. And the proof that Agamemnon had these

qualities is his long retention of the army at Troy and his en

durance. Artemis (Diana) gets her name perhaps from the fact

that she hates sexual intercourse (OQOTOV JUOBI) between man
and woman. Athena, the name of the goddess of wisdom, means

*P. 253-
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"the mind of God"} 'Afhrva being derived from <x sovoa

by chance compression. The word &QOI (seasons) should be

pronounced in the old Attic fashion opai; now the word agog
means limit; and the seasons divide and limit winters and sum
mers and winds and the fruits of the earth. Finr^ (woman) is

ydvog (birth) ; ihjjiog (spirit) comes from ihkric;, which means

the raging and boiling of the soul. BouU (intention) denotes

shooting (poMj). Doxa is derived from the pursuit (8tco|ig)

which the soul carries on as it engages in the knowledge of

things. The muses and music, in general, are named, it would

seem, from jicoffOm, searching and philosophy. Uranus, (sky)

is rightly named, for the word comes from OQCD td ccvco (look

ing at the things above). Sometimes names correspond to whole

sentences. Take the name of Zeus, which has two parts, Zena

and Diaj the first means life (?jv), the second cause (8t' Sv),

and the two combined mean author of life.

The intent of the name-giver can be found best among ancient

names, preserved mostly in the speech of women. The passage

of time introduces slight modifications, excisions and incisions

of letters, with the result that the meaning of the name is de

flected or hidden. Another enemy of truthfulness in words is

the desire for euphony. Some people "care more for the shape

of the mouth than for the truth" and dress the names up with

the result that by now the original words have been completely

buried underneath euphonious transposition. But, as Plato him

self admits, the process of showing that a word has meaning

by decomposing it into other words which have meaning must

stop somewhere. There must be elements or primary names

which are not composed of other names. These are syllables

and ultimately letters. Thus, according to Plato, individual

letters are names which designate objects by imitating them.

The letter rho> in rhoe (flow) expresses motion because "the

tongue is least at rest and most agitated in pronouncing this

letter." Hence not only rhoey but $uch words as TQ6fM)g (trem

bling), TQ^xeiv (running), NQOVSIV (striking) include the let

ter rho. Whenever the name-giver wants to imitate that which

involves blowing, he uses letters like ^ (as in cold) -ijruxe&v,

or (as in sov seething)} and he appeals to have thought
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that the compression of the tongue in the pronunciation o delta

and t<w was naturally fitted to imitate the notion of binding

and rest. "And perceiving that the tongue has a gliding most

in the pronunciation of lambda}* he used lambda to express

smoothness and softness, as in Aaa (level), tajtaQOV (sleek),

and xoAA<&8s (glutinous).
What is usually called a name is a whole consisting of syllables

and letters and is therefore a complex name made up of primary
names. It is not an imitation unless the names (letters) out of

which it is composed are imitations. A pairiting is not an image
of that which it depicts, unless the pigments in the painting are

by their nature like the object imitated. In the same way, "names

can never be like anything unless those elements of which the

names are composed exist in the first place and possess some

kind of likeness to the things which the names imitate." And
the name-giver must know the properties of the letters the way
in which the letters fit together, and whether one letter is to be

applied to one thing or many are to be combined into one

syllable, and in turn whether syllables are to be combined and

by their combination form nouns and verbs.

To what extent does Plato intend his philological observa

tions to be taken seriously? Plato disclaims any philological

competence on his part, saying "I do not positively affirm any
of my account of names to be true" (42 8a). Knowing nothing
of the truth, he adds, we are only guessing at human opinions

concerning these matters. So Plato prefaces his derivations re

peatedly with the word "perhaps"} at other times he suggests
a variety of alternatives between which he does not decide; and
on occasions, he refers to his account of a particular word as

only probable (4<D2a). He refers to himself as speaking on the

spur of the moment (utaQaxQfj|xa) ; as inspired like a prophet j

he talks of wisdom suddenly descending on him, he knows not

whence. Now, wisdom which comes from inspiration is belief

without proof5 it is opinion and not knowledge. But though
Plato describes his own familiarity with the subject as inade

quate and as on the level of opinion, he envisages a scientific

study of names. There is such a thing as scientific philology
which awaits completion.
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We may still ask how far Plato intends his general theory
of language to be taken seriously. Is he not perhaps jesting

throughout as he himself hints? The theory that language at

all times describes what it denotes is indeed paradoxical, as

Plato is fully aware j "the doctrine that letters and syllables dis

play objects by imitating them must seem ridiculous" (425d).
And yet is the theory of denotation through imitation so ridicu

lous after all? Plato does not really think so. "Answer me this

question," he saysj "if we had no voice or tongue, and wished

to make things dear to one another, should we not try, as dumb

people actually do, to make signs with our head and person

generally? If we wished to designate that which is above and

light, we should, I fancy, raise our hand toward heaven in

imitation of the nature of the thing in question 5
and if the

things to be designated were below or heavy, we should extend

our hands towards the ground} and if we wished to refer to a

galloping horse or any other animal, we should, of course, make
our bodily attitudes as much like theirs as possible" (4226^-

423a). The impulse to designate by imitating is natural to

manj and besides, the conception of language as imitation fits

in with Plato's general theory of craftsmanship as the process
of making images of things.

But there is a still greater "wave" to be overcome. Toward
the end of the discussion (435 ff.), Plato seems completely to

abandon the theory of designation through likeness. Words can

have a meaning, he says, even when they are unlike the objects

they denote} in such cases, the basis of their Tightness is custom

and convention. By the very nature of the case, it seems impos
sible that names should always have meaning through like

ness
} how, for example, could words be like numbers? (43 5c).

Language is a physical medium and is incapable of imitating

incorporeal things.
5
Shall we say that Plato has been indulging

in fanciful invention? It is not possible to determine the answer

with certainty} of course, Plato has been having fun, but the

writer is still unconvinced that Plato has been simply and solely

jesting throughout his extended elaboration of the doctrine of

language as imitation. The reader will recall that the issue

*See also Politicks, 2863.
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arose in the first place as a controversy concerning the relativity

of things to man. In advocating the natural correctness of

names, Plato has been attacking Protagoras. And yet, even from

the standpoint of Plato, there is a measure of truth in the rela

tivism of Protagoras. Things have their essence by reference

to themselves
j
but their sensible aspect is relative to man. The

concrete object is a combination of being with not-being. While

it is true that concrete things behave according to fixed rules,

there is nevertheless something unpredictable in their behavior.

In Plato's cosmology, the prevailing factor of order does not

preclude the intervention of chance. The actual object is a mix

ture of necessity with accident. So with language, which is a

joint product of nature and custom. The character of a name
is conditioned objectively; it is determined by the nature of

the thing it denotes. Yet the name is not adequately an image
of the thing; chance in the guise of custom intervenes, and

modifies the name.

But this does not account for the specific instance of the names

of numbers names which are not imitations in any fashion.

Speech, Plato has said, is an action, and actions have fixed na

tures. But perhaps not all activity is according to a rule. God's

aim to introduce order into the world is thwarted by the recep

tacle; there are random motions which wholly escape the divine

influence. There are levels of activity, according to the degree
to which they embody order. Thus the Platonic doctrine that

creation is the impregnation of chaos with order is not to be

taken as meaning that every empirical object is integrated.
Plato's ambiguity concerning the question of whether language
is a likeness is part of his wider ambiguity concerning the ques
tion whether things are likenesses of the forms or not.

What is, then, our conclusion about Plato's view of language:
is signification constituted through imitation or not? We know
that things strive to imitate their natures. Language is a tend

ency to imitate; often it succeeds, but sometimes it does not.

Actual language can never quite attain the form of the ideal

language, which ever remains that of imitation; as Plato says
in concluding the argument, "language would be most excellent
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when all its terms, or as many as possible, were based on like

ness" (435c).

Names are never immediate imitations of things. They are
a display o our beliefs concerning things. Names are imitations

of imitations. What language directly makes evident is thought}
speech "reflects opinion in the stream that flows through the
mouth as in water" (Thecetelm 2o6d). Actual language con

veys the actual thoughts of human beings. For example, primi
tive people were primarily impressed by the motions of thingsj

they believed that all things were in flux, and they employed
names to convey this belief. The word Sv (being) comes from
lav (going) and oxw ov (not-being) means not going (ow Idv).
Names were invented by "the school of dizzy philosophers who,
because they themselves went round and round, thought that

the world did also." Measured as knowledge, language is at the
level of opinion, for the name-makers had not advanced beyond
experience.

Quite apart from the consideration that actual language con

veys $hmtasia> language at its best is a poor introduction to the

knowledge of things. In studying names, we are studying things
at second hand, for names are images. We must seek a direct

insight into the archetypes, thus obtaining the truth both about

things and their images. To those who would conduct their in

vestigation into nature through the study of names, Plato points
out that names are often in conflict, just as opinions are, and
the issue as to which name is right cannot be settled by an appeal
to names alonej we must look beyond, to things. It is absurd
"to count names as one counts votes" as a way of resolving the

issue. In any case, the study of names cannot be the beginning
of knowledge, since, to assign a name to an object, one must first

know the object, Plato is really attacking those who would re

strict philosophy to an investigation of words and their mean

ings. "To the degree that one becomes indifferent to names,
one grows richer in wisdom" (Politicks a6ie). On this point,

Plato, who had seen enough of the verbal disputations of the

sophists, was inclined to feel strongly} he was convinced that
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exclusive concentration upon the analysis of meanings, with

out reference to truth, was a trivialization of philosophy. If a

man "finds pleasure in dragging words about and applying

them to different things at different times, with the notion that

he has invented something difficult, our present discourse as

serts that he has taken up seriously matters which are not worth

serious attention" (Sophist 259c). Of course Plato was fully

aware of the importance of the clarification of concepts and

pursued it in all his dialogues. But the analysis of concepts was

part of the larger task of achieving a knowledge of the real.

So in the Cratylus he proposes that we turn from words to things,

which "should be studied without their names, through them

selves, and when they are alike by a comparison with each

other" (43 8e).

Summing up the limitations of language as imitative, we

reach the following: (0) At best, names are only images, and

therefore removed from the truth} () names are poor images

because they are constructed out of physical material
j

it is sig

nificant that in discussing specific cases of words, Plato refers

to them as imitations in the measure of the possible (xotct TO

Swon&v, cf. Cratylus 433C, 43 5c) j (c) some names are not even

images, and are based wholly on custom. (^) Language is either

written or spoken. Written words are inadequate to the aspect

of thought as alive } thought ever moves from question to an

swer, from hypothesis to hypothesis, from data to premises and

thence back to the data. But what is written is immobile j it does

not speakj it is a crystallization of thought. Spoken words are

mobile and alive, catching the fluency of thought and answer

ing questions. Speech is adaptive to the stream of thought in

one's self and in the listener. Yet even speech in the last resort

is inadequate to the truth, for speech is a temporal process with

all the limitations of a natural event, and incapable of repre

senting the eternal. Speech is a descent from and a dilution of

thought.
6

Like all Greeks, Plato is fond of words, for their own sakej

his dialogues are rambling picnics in the fields of language,

wherein, like a child, he gambols with sounds and words and
6
See*/r*,p. 386.
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their groupings, Plato is near enough to the primitive age of

man to appreciate the worth of spoken language j he is, if you
like, atavistic, close to the sources of human behavior, de

ploring the emergence of writing, which, as he feels, spoils the

immediacy and freshness of speech. And like all Greeks, he is

fond of talk} his belief that speech is nobler than action reveals

the true Greek. It was natural that he should be interested, as

a philosopher, in the nature of the medium which he enjoyed
so much. And only one who has loved language, and loved it

to such an excess that he has been caught in its snares, could hate

language as Plato did. It is chiefly the races which are naturally
reserved and love silence that wax romantic about language.

Language is a horse which keeps throwing its rider down, in

tent on its own wandering ways, leading the mind away from
the direction it has set before it. Plato constantly warns his pupils

against the tricks which language plays with thought, urging
them to hold the reins tight, even to descend from the horse,

and walk the solid earth of fact.

We will now proceed to the more formal, logical aspects
of language. Language consists of structures integrated out of

units, the units being letters. Letters form syllables, syllables

words j words together form propositions, and propositions
enter into more complex propositions. There are three kinds

of letters first, vowels; second, consonants. As examples of the

latter, we may cite the S in Socrates which is a "voiceless letter,

a mere noise, as of the tongue hissing" j also the letter beta which

has neither voice nor sound (Thecetetus 2O3b). Third, there

are the semi-vowels which have some sonant quality. Each of

these three kinds has its own subdivisions j and all together
have a common bond which in a way makes them all one, so

that we are unable to learn any letter without learning them all

(Philebus, i8c, d).

A syllable is the simplest unit formed by the joining of let

ters together. A syllable is a complex formed according to rules,

not anyhow; thus, there cannot be a syllable without a vowel.

And syllables are joined together to form words, which are the

units of language as used. Words are of two kinds, nouns and
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verbsj a noun is a vocal sign denoting an agent, a verb a sign

denoting an action (Sophist 262a). .

Words are joined together to constitute propositions. Plato's

term for proposition is logos verbal statement. Asserting a

proposition is different from naming. A proposition includes a

name, but goes further and asserts a judgment by combining
verbs with nouns (Sophist 26ad). A sequence of words consist

ing of verbs alone, or of nouns alone, would not constitute a

proposition.
7

(a) A proposition has meaning both as a whole

and in its parts (Cratylits 385c). (b) It is meaningful as a

whole, only provided it fulfils certain conditions of order} "those

words which when spoken in succession do mean something
fit together} but those that mean nothing in their sequence do

not" (Sophist 26ie). (c) A proposition is either positive or

negative} there is positive or negative relatedness of verb with

noun. Thus, a proposition is a relational complex, which may
itself enter into more elaborate complexes, (d) A proposition
has what Plato calls a quality (jcoidv) ; it is true or false.

The passage in which Plato gives his account of truth and
falsehood (Sophist 26oe-264b) is so brief, considering the

magnitude of the topic, and so compact, as to be excessively

obscurej thus, our explanation of it must be an interpretation
to a generous degree. The reader might justifiably ask why the

discussion of truth and falsehood should be undertaken as part
of an investigation of the properties of language rather than of

thought. The answer is that Plato offers an account of truth and
falsehood as found in sentences and not in judgments. From
this fact the reader should not too hastily infer that Plato locates

truth and falsehood in verbal statements exclusively. Thought
is nothing other than speech with one's self, and as speech is true

or false so also is thought (Stdvoia, Sophist 264^, b). Thought

'It is a curious fact that Plato should limit predicates to verbs which denote

action; his definition of propositions would seem to exclude any statements in
which relations among universals are asserted; for .instance, the statement that
men are animals. Plato was of course aware that not all propositions assert ac
tions of agents; in another connection, while .discussing beliefs, he had used as

an example the assertion that five and seven are twelve (Theatetus 1963). It

simply so happens that in the Softest he .confines his attention to empirical
propositions.
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is either identical with speech or analogous to it in that both are

images of facts, and what applies to speech applies equally to

thought.
There are two senses in which Plato uses the word falsehood

or error. In the first, error consists in taking images for realities.

People whose horizon is wholly bounded by sense are liable to

error in this sense. Truthful belief, correspondingly, would be

one which established the difference between images and reali

ties. The beginning of wisdom is the knowledge that one knows

nothing; i.e., that one knows images alone. But now suppose a

man to have arrived at the distinction between images and reali

ties; there still remains the question whether in any given case

the image he entertains is a correct or an incorrect imitation of

the facts. This is the other sense in which Plato uses the words

truth and error. In the first, error would be the confusion of

images with realities; in the second, it would be failure of the

image to conform with reality, even when the two were kept

distinct. The two senses correspond to two different steps in

learning; there is, first, the realization that what one hitherto

had taken to be realities were only shadows; and there is, next,

the effort to make of one's images fitting imitations of the real.

There is, perhaps, a third stage, which, dispensing with images,

dispenses with truth and error also; but to discuss this stage

would take us too far afield. For the purposes of theory of

knowledge, the second is the technical and important sense of

truth and falsehood; and in what follows that is the one which

we will discuss.

It must be stated at the outset that meaning is independent

of truth. By identifying the two, the sophists were able to assert

that all statements are true. If I assert something, they had

_ short, I am not making ^
_

without sense. All meaningful propositions are true; all false

propositions are meaningless, and therefore are not even propo

sitions. Against the sophists, Plato maintains that "it is possible

in speech to utter that which is and that which is not'' (Cratylus

385c). A proposition is a complex, an actuality with its own de-
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gree of being, which is meaningful because it fulfils its own
conditions of order

5
and further because it is an image, or rather

a composition of images. Now, an image is an image, whether

it represents its archetype correctly or incorrectly.
8

In the Cratylus (43 ib) Plato maintains that truth and false

hood are properties of even more elementary structures than

propositions} a noun (designating an object) or a verb (desig

nating an action) may be true or false. Presumably, on seeing
an object, I may say "Man!" or on seeing a motion, I may
say "Fire!" and though I have not uttered sentences, I have

nevertheless uttered what is true or false. But in the Sophist
Plato begins with propositions, that is, with combinations of a

noun with a verb, as when one says "a man learns," such a phrase

being the "least and first of sentences." Every proposition must

be about somebody or something j
were it about nothing, it

would not be a proposition. This seems to imply that the propo

sition, through its subject, always denotes something which is

real. The sophists had made the point that a false statement is

about nothing, and therefore is not a statement at all; and Plato

counters by saying that the subject is real, and the false proposi
tion is therefore meaningful. Also, the sophists had urged that

a proposition which is false with reference to one thing is true

of something else. Plato's point is not only that every proposi
tion has a real subject, but that it has Ms particular subject. A
proposition, even though false, has the same subject as the fact;

the subject defines the locus of reference for the proposition;
it identifies the fact of which the proposition is an image, and by
which its truth or falsehood may be tested.

9

We are now ready to see what constitutes truth and false

hood in a proposition. We will repeat the more important of

Plato's own statements on this matter. "That speech which says

things as they are is true, and that which says them as they are

not is false" (Crstylus 385b). "Error is thinking things which
are contrary to things that are" (Sophist 24od). Hence, in error,

we do think things; a false judgment is not absence of thought,
or nonsense; and falsehood is a disparity between things in the

8See sufra, p. 204.
^The word "subject" is our own; Plato never uses it.
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mind and things in fact. "A true proposition asserts the things
that are as they are about you (i.e., about the subject)} a false

proposition states things different from things that are, and
hence asserts things that are not, as being" (263b). The pas
sages so far deal with affirmative propositions only; but in the

following passage, both positive and negative propositions are
under consideration. "A felse proposition asserts the things that

are, as not being, and things that are not, as being" (Sophist
241 a). By analogy, we may construct the following statement

concerning true propositions, positive and negative: "A true

proposition asserts things as being which, in fact, are j and things
as not being which, in fact, are not." We will make these two
statements central in our discussion of truth and falsehood.

The starting-point is the conception of a complex, analyzed
in a previous chapter (Chapter IX). Both propositions and facts

are complexes, and truth is a correspondence between the two
kinds. Significantly enough, Plato interrupts his discussion o

truth and falsehood in order to remind us of his conclusion con

cerning facts. "For we said, you know, that in respect to every
thing, there are many things that are, and many things that are

not" (263b). Thus, a fact consists of a subject which has a posi
tive relation with some predicates and a negative relation with
others. A proposition, too, is a complex consisting of a noun and
a verb, the noun denoting the subject, and the verb the predi
cate j also a verb is affirmed or denied of a noun. Let us con
sider actual examples. We have the fact that Thesetetus sits, and
is not flying. Now, take the true propositions, "Theaetetus sits"

and "Theaetetus is not flying"} there is a correspondence be
tween the component elements of proposition and fact respec

tively} and there is correspondence between the modes of re-

latedness in the two complexes. In the fact, "sitting" is posi

tively related to Thesetetusj so it is in the proposition. Again,
in the fact, "flying" is negatively related to Theaetetus} and
so it is in the proposition.

Proceed now to the pair of false propositions, "Theaetetus is

flying" and "Theaetetus is not sitting." These propositions have
the same terms as the facts; they are both false, nevertheless,

because they weave the terms otherwise than they are woven in
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the facts. In the first proposition, "flying" mingles with These-

tetusj in the fact, it is rejected by Theastetus. In the second

proposition, "sitting" is rejected by Thesetetus; but in the fact,

it is accepted by Theastetus. A proposition then is false when it

relates positively what the fact relates negative!^ or when it

relates negatively what the fact relates positively. Falsehood

consists in the fact that the type of relatedness exhibited in the

prepositional complex is other than that in the factual complex5
and truth consists in the fact that the type of relatedness in the

former is the same as in the latter. We thus return to the state

ment from the Cratylus: that speech which says things as they
are is true and that which says them as they are not is false.

Our interpretation of Plato's doctrine of truth and falsehood

is not at all certain
j

it is only a hypothesis concerning what he

means, and Plato's remarks on the subject are too scanty to

allow of only one interpretation.
10 And it is possible that Plato's

words are vague because his thought on the subject had not at

tained definiteness. But of this we can be reasonably sure: there

is an absolute reality, and truth is some sort of correspondence
with it. Plato's theory of truth is part of his general theory of

Tightness in production 5 affirmation, which is an instance of pro

duction, has that Tightness which consists in a likeness to the

really real. A coherence theory will not serve the purpose
because it leaves out the factor of realityj a pragmatic theory
will not do, because reality is articulated, and exact conformity
with its structure is possible and required of the mind. The ad

vocates of theories of truth other than as correspondence proceed
from the assumption that it is impossible for the mind to imitate

reality, either for the reason that reality is indeterminate or be

cause reality is unattainable, man being conceived as enclosed

in his own mental states. Plato rejects both of these alternatives.

10Mr. Coraford Las a different account; cf. Plato9
$ Theory of

pp. 3 10 ff.
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CHAPTER XV

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

PLATO'S
doctrine is based on what he regards as a funda

mental distinction between opinion and knowledge, doxa

and episteme. "I speak as one who does not know but only con

jectures," he says 3 "but that there is a difference between true

opinion and knowledge is not at all a conjecture with me but

something I would particularly assert that I knowj there are

not many things o which I would say that, but this one, at any
rate, I will include among those that I know" (IMLeno 98b).

Opinion is confused and uncertain knowledge is absolutely
exact and certain. There is a difference both of faculty and of

realm envisaged 5 experience is directed toward "this world

here," "to what has been, is, and will be" (Philebus 59a) 5 rea

son toward the timeless. The faculties behave as their objects

doj reason, which grasps the unchanging, pronounces verdicts

which are firm, irrefutable, final 5 but opinions are only probable,
in flux like their objects, constantly being replaced by other

theories, always insecure.

At the present time, we believe that the conception of abso

lute certainty in knowledge is false. It was possibly mathematics

which suggested to Plato the ideal of exactness and infallibility 5

but today mathematics is not considered to be knowledge as re

gards either its premises or its theorems. In physics, theories

come and goj and in metaphysics no method has been found

which could yield infallibility. Plato thought he had the method.

We are now satisfied with more tentative results, and we are

more modest in our claims 5
there remains no meaning to the

sharp contrast between opinion and knowledge. Knowledge is

only opinion, and opinion is knowledge, in the measure that we
have knowledge. Plato founded his distinction upon the meta

physical theory of a contrast between the timeless and the tem-
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poral; but the metaphysical theory is an opinion too. We treat

the premises of any system, in science or in philosophy, as as

sumptions, and the data as fluid} the premises are molded by
the data and conversely.

Shall we then condemn Plato's theory of knowledge from

the outset? In Plato we encounter the romantic idealization of

reason, later resurrected by Descartes: the view of reason as

a perfect tool and universal in its scope, and the ideal of a meth

od which, once discovered, is sure to lead the mind to complete
success. And yet Plato, romantic and wrong-headed though he

may have been, was pragmatically justified; he erred on the

right side. Plato had to combat two types of mental habit
j on

the one hand, the primitive religious attitude and its envisage-

ment of the world through imagery and myth; on the other,

the emphasis on practical knowledge, which relies on empirical

procedure and makes rough and ready generalizations, and

these only to the extent that they affect immediate results in

practice. Against both these tendencies Plato set forth the ideal

of clear thinking in terms of sharply defined abstract concepts,

of a knowledge which is pure that is to say, carried on for its

own sake and therefore universal, self-critical, methodical, and

certain. The doctrine of exact and infallible reason had to be

accepted and believed in wholeheartedly before it could be

firmly established; only after it had become an ingrained habit

and a respectable tradition could man safely afford to open his

eyes to the weaknesses of reason. And in justice to Plato, we
should remember that, according to him, the ability to attain

final truth was a possession only of the gods and of the few men
to whom they vouchsafed it (Tim&us. 53d).

Plato divides opinion into two conjecture, which is lower, and

belief, which is higher. Conjecture is directed toward shadows

and reflections in mirrors and in water; it is the apprehension of

semblances.
1 At this level, man views the concrete thing in rela

tion to a particular perspective; as, for example, the painter who,
in making a picture of a mountain, notes its appearance from a

certain position and its color in the particular context of a cloudy
^See supra, p. 204.
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sky. At this level, where mental activity is at its minimum, man
has not yet co-ordinated the appearances by the bond of the en

during object; what he perceives therefore is a succession of

floating aspects. Conjecture is the state of pure presentation;

in the absence of criteria of selection, all sensations are on an

equal footing, illusions and dream-images being regarded as no

less real than the perceptions of normal and waking life. Con

jecture is the instrument of the artist, whose primary concern

is with the immediate content of momentary presentation. Con

jecture entails a certain level of desire namely, the life of appe

tite, in which every impulse is gratified without discrimination.

The second subdivision of opinion is belief (pstis). The data

of belief are the archetypes of the images given in conjecture;
in short, the realm of belief consists of objects with their appear
ances. The change is one from sensation to perception. In belief

there are the beginnings of integration, the aspects being grouped

together as aspects of something. There is also recognition, as

when I know that what I am now seeing is the same thing that

I saw before. There is also classification, as when I realize that

both Socrates and Plato are men. Lastly, there is inference; the

dwellers in the cave take note of customary sequences, and infer

the future from these (Republic 5i6d). Belief, then, contains

all the manifestations of intelligence, but in a rudimentary form.

On the level of belief, man is unconscious of his knowledge
(Meno 85c); he is, so to speak, dreaming of the forms (Po-
Uticus 27yd). For example, though I recognize this person as

. the same that I saw before, I am unable to describe how I rec

ognize him; or though I perceive that both he and another are

men I have no clear notion of what it is to be a man; or though
I make inferences, I have no notion of essential, and therefore

of universal connections. Just as in the world of opinion, uni-

versals are entangled with particulars, so in opmon itself con

cepts are mixed with sensations. The defining characteristic of

pstis and, along with it, of all opinion as distinguished from

reason, is that the former does not apprehend forms in their

purity, it does not abstract, and consequently is vague.
2

^What should also be emphasized is that in opinion concepts are not lack

ing; what is lacking is purity of concepts.
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Failure to make abstraction connotes inability to explain

(Si86vai &<$YOV). At the level of $istis we are unable to vali

date our beliefs.
8 Doxa is conviction that "this is so" without the

reason why it is so j it is affirmation without proof. On the level

of empirical knowledge, existence is presented as sheer matter

of factj also sequences of events are noted without being ex

plained. As events are atomic so are beliefs. At this level, be

liefs lie side by side, so to speak, uncoordinated, like independ
ent existences. Opinion is sheer vigor of belief arising from

the contemplation of brute fact, and infected with its own vague
ness and relative anarchy. It should be remarked that the ques
tion of truth and falsehood does not enter into the definition of

doxa; doxa need not be false j yet a belief which is true remains

doxa so long as it is unsupported by proof. The passage from

opinion to reason is not always a change from false to true be

lief
j knowledge is innate, and the slave-boy in the Meno knew

all the answers. But he did not know why these were the answers.

Opinion, then, described positively, is integration of sensible

data into enduring objects; described negatively, it is lack of ab

stract concepts, of proof, of systematization of belief. In the

Sophist (264!)) Plato describes doxa in different terms; he in

troduces the term yhantasia (fancy), which he defines as the

union of sensation with belief.
4
Phantasia must not be confused

with the imagination, poetic or otherwise, though it includes it.

Phantasia comes from qxxivsoifau seeming or appearing and

includes the "how something appears" as well as "that something

appears." Phantasta is the givenness of a perceptual fact along
with the interpretation of it by judgment. "Would you say that

often when a man sees things at a distance and not very clearly,

fiSince conjecture is relatively unimportant for the purposes of our .discus

sion, we will ignore it henceforth and treat fistis and doxa as equivalent.
4And in the Theatetus (i6ld) he speaks of judging by means of sensation.

Plato uses the word doxa ambiguously: in the Republic he defines it as em

pirical apprehension; but elsewhere, and especially in the later dialogues, he

employs it to mean judgment generically, judgment concerning the forms as

well as the sensible world. A mathematical judgment concerning numbers is

doxa no less than a judgment concerning beds and tables. In order to dis

tinguish between these senses, we propose to use "opinion" for empirical

thought, and "judgment" for the synthetic activity of mind whether it oper
ates with pure or impure concepts.
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he wishes to distinguish (or judge xptveiv) what he sees? Yes,

I should say. Next, then, would he not ask himself: 'what is

that which is visible standing beside the rock under a tree?
5

And after that our gazer might reply to himself correctly, *It

is a man.' Or, again, perhaps he might be misled into the belief

that it was a work of some shepherds, and then he would call

the thing which he saw an image" (Philebus 38c-d).
There are three phases to be distinguished in $hant&siary as

illustrated above, (a) There is the givenness of the datum in

sensation. Sensation is insight after a fashion insight into the

visible surface of the object. () There is the interpretation of

the given in judgment, whereby concepts or images are applied
to the datum, truly or falsely. Thus, judgment is a relating ac

tivity of the mind whereby a complex is produced which is an

image of the datum of insight, (c) Finally, there is the process

of thinking dianoiar-whereby the mind proceeds from the

given to the interpretation; this is cross-examination, the meth

od of question and answer, reflection. The interpretation is a

hypothesis concerning the data, which must be tested. The mind

wonders about the data and deliberates; the deliberation cul

minates in a decision, which is a judgment. The decision may
come slowly or with a sudden bound, when the soul comes to an

agreement with itself and is no longer in doubt (The&tetus

I90a). Thus, thinking is a process of which the conclusion is the

final act; in thinking, the mental content is indeterminate, in a

conclusion it is definite. The search is not for its own sake, but

in order that the mind may arrive at a conclusion. We will dis

cuss sense and judgment in more detail.

The given is apprehended in sensation. Sensation, in turn, is

the result of an interaction between two movements; the move

ment in the sense-organ, and that in the object, the first slow,

the second rapid. Take the seeing of an object by the eyes as

white. Before the interaction of the two movements has taken

place, the object is not white, and the eye does not see. When
the two motions meet, they produce two other motions, one in

the eye, whereby the eye becomes a seeing eye, and another

in the object, whereby the latter becomes a white object. Thus,
the definite colors are not a property of the object taken by
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itselfj they are relative to the act of seeing (Thecetetus I56a-e).
This interaction of sense-organ with external object is a

1>athoS) or passive condition, from which arise our perceptions

and our judgments concerning them (i79c). The origin of

<phantasia is in a feeling which becomes objectified in sense and

clarified in belief. Sense is followed by memory, a purely psy
chical activity, consisting in the preservation of impressions. In

memory, the mind is like a piece of wax on which sensations

(and thoughts too) make an imprint (i9id). The next step is

recollection; memory "saves" the impression, and recollection

revives it. In recollection the soul would seem to be genuinely

creative; "when the soul has lost the memory of a sensation or

of something it has learned, and then alone by itself regains this,

we call everything of that kind recollection" (Philebus 34c).
There are certain points worth noting in this short sentence.

Recollection is of belief as well as of impression; the soul may
recollect a memory which it has lost; recollection is of empirical

data, and does not mean awareness of universals, as it does in

the Ph&clo.

Sensation, memory, and recollection constitute the initial

phase of $hwtasia; judgment is the next. "Judgment arises in

us from sensation and memory"; "a man receives from sight or

from some other sense the beliefs and utterances of the moment"

(38c, 39b). Thus, judgment is an empirical occurrence whose
contents come from sense and memory. In a striking figure,
Plato compares the senses and memory working together to a

writer who inscribes words in the soul; "and when the writer

writes the truth, true judgments and true statements are pro
duced in us" (39a). Thus the soul is like a book, and judgments
are the inscriptions written on it by sense and memory. Al

though in these passages Plato suggests that judgment is a pas
sive outcome in the soul of the operation of sense and memory,
clearly that is not what he means. But we must first note sev
eral derivations from sense and judgment acting jointly.

There is speech, which is an exhibition of what has been

judged to other minds; then there is the reproductive imagina
tion. In the mind, over and above a writer, there is also a

painter, illustrating the ideas with images (39b). What we
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judge about we also imagine; and thus we behold in our own
minds the images of our judgment and our utterances. Em
pirical judgment requires pictorial imagery. This is the point
at which fancy ($han$a$ia) as a form of knowledge makes a

connection with the artistic imagination. The ordinary painter

produces pictures outside himself, of the objects around him.

But in i>hmtasw,y the mind produces internal pictures, of which,

indeed, the painter's pictures are objectifications. In fact, the

connection with artistic fancy is even wider than that. Both

knowledge and the fine arts are productive activities producing

images j thus, the theory of knowledge and the theory of the

fine arts are alike branches of the theory of images. Judgment
is an image of sense, speech of judgment, imagination both of

judgment and of speech. Finally, there are pleasures and pains

accompanying images. The judgments and the images relate

to the past and the present, and especially to the future j they
are anticipations. And the man who anticipates (and visualizes

in imagination) an abundance of gold coming into his possession

feels pleasure now. Anticipations are pleasant or painful 5 they
are hopes or fears.

To sum up, yhantasia consists of the following steps: the

primary feeling or pathosy sense, memory, recollection, diwoia,

judgment, speech, imagination, pleasure and pain; these are

arranged in the order of temporal priority except that memory
and recollection may be either of sense or of judgment. Sim

plified, this list would read, sense, dianota, and judgment with

their respective derivatives. We have in the list presumably all

the components which go to make up the actual fact of empirical

thinking. Probably to these we should add a further component,

namely practice. In doxa concepts are entangled not only with

percepts but with behavior as well. On the level of opinion,

thought is part of the larger fact of human response not occa

sional but habitual response. Doxa is ingrained in the practices

and routines of the manual crafts, such as agriculture with its

generalizations about the changes of the seasons, or music learned

by ear, when the mind finds the pitch of a note by conjecture, or

medicine. In doxa thought exists as a component of massive,

unanalyzed experience with its other ingredients of emotional
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coloring and active discharge} and intellectual development
consists in the separation of the factor of thought from the total

personal attitude.

Judgment is an interpretation of the datum of sense in terms

of concepts and of categories. Everything that exists has its de

scription (\6^o^Euthydemus 285e) 5
it has a "what" (oti feoti

Republic 5i5d) and judgment is the answer to the question:

what is the object that I see? (Philebus 38d). Whether I answer

that it is white or round, a man or a mountain, I am applying
a concept to a datum. Over and above the specific concepts there

are the universal concepts, i.e., categories, which Plato calls

common notions (xoivd), used in all judgment. Examples of

these are existence and non-existence, likeness and unlikeness,

unity and plurality, goodness and beauty. In judging, we affirm

that the given exists or does not exist, that it is other than some

thing else, that it is one or many, that it has worth, and so on.

The above list is from the The&tetus (i85c-i86a); in the

Tim&us (37b) there is a slightly different one. There we are

told that the soul, in contemplating that which has its substance

dispersed (i.e., a concrete object), declares existence, activity and

passivity (we would say causality), identity and difference,

relation, time, place and manner. A simple judgment consists in

the application of all the categories and of a specific concept
to a datum.

We had seen that, according to Plato, judgment is derived

from sense and memory. Paradoxical as this may seem, there

is a sense in which he means it. Sense apprehends empirical
characters (6Q(&nva sffir], Republic 5iod), this particular shade

of color or this particular shape. The soul "perceives the hard
ness of the hand through touch, and likewise the softness of the

soft" (Thecetetus i86b). Now, such perceptions are indispen
sable as a reminder of the concepts used in judgment. But the

contribution of sense is solely psychological} it has no cognitive

import. When, upon seeing something, I judge that it is like

whiteness but falls short of it I must of necessity have independ
ent knowledge of whiteness (Ph&do 74-75). Similarly with

respect to the categories. Pkto makes the singular statement that

sensations are natural to man, whereas the reflections upon these,
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with reference to their bemg and use are acquired, i at all, with

difficulty and slowly, through education (The&tetus i86c). One

might almost infer that for Plato categories are acquired and
sensations innate, for he also says, speaking of some of the com
mon notions: "I think that these also are among the things the

essence of which the soul discerns in their relations to one an

other, reflecting within itself upon the past and present in rela

tion to the future" (i86a). But the sense in which the cate

gories are acquired by education and by reflection concerning

temporal events is only the one in which the innate ideas are

latent and have to be elicited into consciousness.

We repeat that phantasm is not mere apprehension of data}
there is no such thing as mere apprehension of data; to perceive,

say, a particular color is at least to perceive it as something which

exists and is other than other things. Phantasia is empirical only
in the sense th^t it is belief based on sensation. And its value as

knowledge is very little indeed. "We never hear or see any
thing with exactness"} "the senses cannot reach the essence of

anything" (Phcedo 65b, d). It is the duty of the philosopher
to eschew the senses and to seek to know by reason operating
alone. While making such flatly critical remarks, Plato, in his

usual way, elsewhere adds statements in which the role of the

senses is described as valuable. The senses have a way of pro

voking reason by the very contradictoriness of their content.

Thought arises in the effort to solve a problem set by experi
ence. The senses present things as both light and heavy, hard

and soft, both as one and as an infinite multiplicity. Such con

tradictions constitute a puzzle which intrigues reason, and puts
it to work. Thought clarifies the confusions and separates off

what is jumbled together in sense. Thus, sense, by its very

defects, serves as an alarm-clock for reason. Nor does Plato

consistently think of the senses as thwarting knowledge. God
bestowed vision upon us in order that we might comprehend
the ideal order by means of the perception of actual order in

the heavens j and by the gift of hearing he revealed to us

harmony as embodied in musical sound (Twweus 47b-d).
Plato does not consistently use the term doxa in a strict sense,

namely as thought with an empirical reference} there is another
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looser sense of doxa as belief of any sort, whether it concerns

particulars or universals, jwovided it is not based on proof. Of
doxa in the latter sense Plato at times notes the weaknesses

and at others the merits. Thus doxa often stands for the state

of mind of the average man with its mass of unorganized

opinions on any subject; for the spirit of traditionalism, and

for beliefs that reflect popular consent. It also stands for beliefs

based on authority, like those that we acquire from teaching
and bringing up. Doxa is dogma. Opinion is the complacency
of dogma? the opinionated man, unable to answer questions,

can only reiterate his beliefs louder and with more heat. Hence,
Socrates' method for stirring a man out of his dogmatism is

to raise and to insist on the question of the reason why. Doxa
embraces beliefs concerning morals too those beliefs about

what is honorable and just which we imbibe uncritically from

our social milieu. The spirited man does not rise above the level

of doxai his code of honor and decency comes from his family
and social group. Indeed he is virtuous and his beliefs are mostly

right; nevertheless he has failed to rationalize his beliefs and
his virtues. The function of the spirited part is to preserve and
execute the orders of the rational partj like a soldier it obeys
reason blindly.

When Plato envisages the absence of proof in
r

doxa in a more
favorable light, he is inclined to think of doxa as a type of

insight, an immediate intuition into the truth (jjum&Cay Re
public 43 re). At such times Plato speaks of o|9g ^89 right

opinion. One cannot be quite sure whether Plato means by right

opinion something specifically different from opinion as such.

The writer is inclined to think not. Just as Plato is sometimes

impressed with the fact that the particular distorts its nature,
and at other times with the fact that it expresses it, so Plato

sometimes construes opinion as a step away from knowledge
and sometimes as a step toward it. There is a faculty in man
for grasping the truth without reasoning; its operation may be
noted in the statesman who, although not educated in phi

losophy, still succeeds in discerning what is good for the city
on any particular occasion by a kind of flair. Not because they
were wise did Themistodes and other men rule their states.
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That these statesmen and indeed all sorts of able men in the

community have not obtained their beliefs through reason is

proven by the fact that they cannot communicate their specific

abilities to others; if they knew what they knew they would
have taught it to their children. And yet Athens is full of

families in which notable parents have succeeded in educating
their children in everything but their own virtues. They did

not understand what virtue is, far less were they in a position

to teach it. Such eudoma (faculty of right opinion) in states

men, public leaders, and ordinary men, Plato also calls en

thusiasm, comparing it with the inspiration of the prophet.
<cWe

can say of the statesmen that they are divine and enraptured,
because they were possessed by the gods" (Meno 99d). Thus,

right opinion, not derived from reasoning, comes to men as a

flash of inspiration, or, as we might say, by imagination.

Nevertheless, right opinion must submit to a mundane testj

its justification is pragmatic. Those divine men who have no

nous achieve great things in their words and deeds; the results

of opinion are fine and good.
5 For the practical' purposes of

every-day life, right opinion will do just as well as rational

belief. "If a man knew the way to Larisa, or any other place

you please (knowing it by right opinion) and walked there

and led others, would he not give right and good guidance?
33

(Meno 97a-d). In fact, he will be just as good a guide as the

man whose belief is rational; no, not quite as good, because

he could not be counted on always to lead aright. The point is

important. "Those who hold right opinion without intelligence

do not differ appreciably from blind men going the right way"

(Republic 5o6c). Epsteme is knowledge of the reason why,
and is therefore firm; belief which is true but not proven is

unstable. Like the images of Daedalus, opinions run away; en

thusiasms cool off; revelation loses its authority, conversions

lapse. Felt convictions, unless grounded on reason, are fleeting

things.

There is no conflict between right opinion and reason. The

former is an insight into the truth by a leap of the imagination

a glimpse by means of symbols, through myth, in the con-

*Mcno 980, 990$ The&tetos zooej also PMlebus 580.
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fused immediacy of feeling. Opinion, while confused, makes
for conviction. The source of belief is non-rational. Reason
clarifies the glimpse, elicits the content of the myth, tests and
stabilizes the belief. Human beings cannot ascend to reason

save through the stage of opinion j in the order of human

development, true opinion, that is to say imaginative insight,
comes first and reason second. There is the stage of having
an idea, and that of proving it. Right opinion supplies reason

with its raw material, contributing the insights which the latter

may formulate. From the myth comes the doctrine. In its turn,
reason provides the tie of the cause with which opinion is

chained to the soul.

From opinion we rise to noesis thoughtj the change is

from belief without proof to rationally validated belief, from
concern with particulars to concern with universals. The con

trast is, say, between the state of mind of the practical farmer
and the botanist. The first distinguishes various kinds of fruit,

according to their visible qualities and behavior, and has habits

of dealing with them; the second distinguishes the fruits ac

cording to species. The farmer bases his classification on con
fused recognition, the botanist on strict analysis of abstract

characteristics. In doxay meaning is constituted by reference to

sense; in reflection essence becomes revealed as such (Ph&do
65c) ; thus reflective meaning is pure and non-sensory.

Noesis is divided into two stages, understanding (dianoia)*
and knowledge epsteme. Understanding expresses the method
of the ordinary sciences and mathematics. These are sciences

only in a loose way of speaking; they are not truly sciences

(Republic 51 ic, 533^)- On the level of understanding, we
grasp the essences through particular examples; the geometer,
for instance, deals with triangles by means of actual triangles
drawn on the sand; in short, understanding is only an indirect

insight into the forms, an apprehension of the essences via sym-

uses this word ambiguously; lie means either the lower form of
noesis or the general process of reasoning in all stages of cognition, empirical
or reflective. For the sake of keeping the distinction clear, we will speak of

understanding, on the one hand, and of thinking, on the other.
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bols. The archetypes of $istis are symbols for the understand

ing, as the data of conjecture are images for $istis. Further

more, understanding starts with improved hypotheses and fails

to validate belief by reference to a first principle. The so-called

sciences assume certain initial propositions and certain unde
fined notions, giving an account of neither. Understanding
treats what is a hypothesis as though it were a principle; it is

essentially uncritical. The so-called scientist proves everything
but his premises, which he is unwilling to discuss. He is a dog
matist, though on a higher level than the practical man. How
then could understanding be regarded as knowledge, properly
speaking? Where the primary assumptions are unproved, noth

ing is known, neither the premises nor the theorems deduced
from them (Republic 533c).
Over and above the initial assumptions, understanding

employs specific hypotheses in solving particular problems.
Whereas epsteme demonstrates by reference to principles,

understanding uses the method of hypotheses, proceeding
downward (fail T^tevrriv, Republic 5iob). What is this method
of hypotheses, strictly speaking? Unfortunately the subject is

left obscure in the Platonic works and we must glean what
we can from scattered references. Unable to grasp the reason

why, we make a stab at it by assuming a hypothesis. "Grant me
this hypothesis" says Socrates, speaking of the theory of ideas

(Phcedo loob). Understanding lies between doxa and dialectic}

the mind has left particulars but has not reached principles.
It can make only guesses, but guesses according to method.

We assume a hypothesis which has an intrinsic plausibility (is

safe and sound} iooa, d) and is generally acceptable (96c).
Then we draw out its implications concerning both the thing
assumed and its relations to everything else. We also assume

the denial of the hypothesis and draw out its implications, too.

(ParnnetMes I36c). We thus construct a pattern of consistent

and coherent propositions, or rather two deductive patterns,

of which the initial premises are mutual contradictories.

Then we submit our patterns to certain tests: (a) We inquire

whether the consequences of the hypothesis reduce it to ab

surdity (ia8a, 136^ b) or again whether the consequences
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involve any contradiction. Of course if there is a contradiction

in the consequences, there is one lurking in the initial hypothe

sis. We cannot be too careful in testing our hypothesis, as the

mere scrutiny of its contents is no guarantee that we will un

cover its internal defects, if any (Phado I07b). () We compare
the pattern with the data} if there is a conflict, the hypothesis

is false. For example, in the Meno> Socrates is engaged in

ascertaining the nature of virtue. Let us assume, he says, that

virtue is knowledge and see what follows. If virtue be knowl

edge, then virtue can be taught, and if virtue can be taught,

there must be teachers and learners of virtue. Now, in fact,

there are neither, and therefore the primary hypothesis is false

(89c, d, e). It would seem that for Plato a hypothesis is what

we would call today an explanatory theory, to be tested by
reference to the data of sense. A hypothesis is correct if it "saves

the phenomena." Plato's statement, then, that understanding
moves downward means that the so-called sciences submit their

hypotheses to the test of the perceived facts and not of an a

priori principle. And Plato's assertion that geometry uses the

symbolism of concrete lines, angles, and figures may be more

liberally interpreted to mean that in the various sciences the

mind conceives of laws as embodied in the facts, and not ab

stractly. Doxa directs itself to particulars and uses laws inci

dentally; dianoia directs itself to laws and employs particulars

incidentally.

(c) Finally, we test the hypothesis by its conformity with

the initial general assumptions and with our beliefs concerning
the universe. You will justify your hypothesis

c<

by assuming
some other one which seemed to you the best of the higher

ones, and so on until you had reached some one which was

adequate" (lxav<5v, Ph&do loie). The adequacy of the higher

hypothesis consists in the fact that it is a cosmological theory}
but it is still a theory. For instance, in the Phado, Plato is

concerned to demonstrate the immortality of the soul, and he

does so by showing how it follows from the doctrine of the

theory of ideas. But the latter is a hypothesis which he assumes

(roob), and also tests by reference to the phenomena. The
third test, then, is one in which a hypothesis of limited scope
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is shown to be coherent with a philosophical generalization}
nevertheless it does not constitute demonstration, since the

principle by which the theory is tested is itself a hypothesis.
We can thus see why the method of hypotheses fails to lead

to certainty. Take the first test of a hypothesis, which is non-
contradictoriness~consistency in short. Consistency is not a

proof of truthj a deduction in geometry may be consistent but
if its premises are wrong, the whole system of consequences
is wrong too. The important matter is the beginning; if that

is sound, all else is sound (Cratylus 4360-0). The second test

of a hypothesis is comparison with the facts as given to sense 5

but for Plato sense is not sound, its data are fluid, not definite

enough rigidly to check any theory. Instead of inquiring what
virtue is by assuming a particular hypothesis and drawing out

its implications, we should adopt the direct method of studying
the essence of virtue j this method would give a knowledge
both of the essence of virtue and of its teachability (Meno
icob).

Assuming that our interpretation is correct, in the concep
tion of 'dianoia Plato anticipates in a rough way the method
of inquiry illustrated in modern science. A scientific theory is

expected to be verifiable by the data and to be coherent with

other beliefs j it is not expected to be deducible from an a priori

principle. In dimoiay the mind hovers between the realms of

sense and of essence, conceiving universals through concrete

instances, and laws as descriptive of things. And this combina

tion of abstract with concrete thought is the characteristic of

the scientific method. In dianoia, the mind, which has been

moving toward a first principle, gives up the quest either from

complacency or from despair; what Plato deprecates as a failure

has become for us the ideal for intellectual achievement.

As examples of diwoia, Plato examines mathematics (arith

metic and geometry, plane and solid) and, among, the so-called

sciences, chiefly astronomy and harmonics. Harmonics and the

general science of sound were for the Greeks what possibly the

science of physics has been for modern thought. Physics is the

earliest of the modern sciences, and it has provided the pattern
for the other sciences that followed. Thus, we refuse to allow
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any new type of inquiry to be described as scientific unless it

attains experimental methods of verification and exactness of

formulation and measurement, as illustrated in the science of

physics. For the Greeks, harmonics appear to have served as

the pattern-science j by revealing to them that the variations in

sound correspond to differences in rates of vibration and to exact

ratios between them, it led the Greeks to the general conception
of the universe as number, i.e., as subject-matter for quantifica

tion and mathematical formulation. If sounds have number, so

must the soul have a number, and the elements, and the vir

tues, too.

Both in astronomy and in harmonics we study motion j in

the first, the motion of bodies, in the second, motion in sound.

Plato deplores the fact that the harmonics of his day consisted in

the measurement of audible concords and sounds against one an

other. The true object of the student should not be heard sounds

but the generalized problems of the proportions and concords

of numbers (Republic, 53ia-c). Does he mean that harmonics

should study the quantitative proportions between numbers of

vibrations in sound? The answer is not clear. Similarly Plato

criticizes astronomy for studying the actual heavenly bodies in

and for themselves. The orbits of these have deviations and

perturbations (53ob) j they are not exact imitations of the ideal

circle and are unworthy as objects of the true scientist. In as

tronomy, we must pay no attention to the heavenly bodies

(530c)i what then are astronomers to study? the perplexed
student may well ask. Shall we say 'that Plato is in favor of

theoretical as against descriptive astronomy (and physics, in

general)? Plato asserts that the astronomer must pursue the

realities of things, the absolute truth with respect to equals or

doubles or any other ratio (5300, b). How, then, is astronomy

to^
be distinguished from mathematics, if at all? Perhaps all

science at this level is mathematics 5 there would remain this

distinction, however, that astronomy would be the study of a

particular type of number. Perhaps the solution to our problem
is this: the function of the astronomer is to set up a pattern of
coherent abstract concepts relevant to a specific field, namely
that of the heavenly bodies. Plato describes astronomy as the
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science o the abstract form o motion, and of its various sub

divisions and shapesj not of particular and actual celestial bodies

but "of the essence of speed and slowness in true number and

in all true figures both in relation to one another and as vehicles

of the things they contain" (529d).
Plato's attitude to mathematics is curiously mixed. On the

one hand, he praises mathematics as the prelude to dialectic,

training the mind in the power of abstract thought} indeed,

when he realized the extent of the prevailing ignorance con

cerning the theory of incommensurables, he says that he was

utterly astounded and was ashamed both of himself and of the

Greeks in general, deploring such ignorance as swinish (Laws

Sigd, e). Yet, on the other hand, he states in another passage
that he has rarely come across a mathematician who could

reason (Republic 53 le). The distinction which underlies this

apparent contradiction in attitude, is the one between mathe

matics as it should be and as it actually is pursued.
Mathematicians are , apt to be horse-traders rather than

theoretical students, though Plato does not use exactly those

words. What he does say is that philosophical geometry and

calculation should be distinguished from "the mathematics of

the many" which is used in buying and selling, trade and build

ing (Philebus 5$d, 5ya). Thus (a) mathematics should be pur
sued as a theoretical discipline without reference to its applica

tion. () It is a study of abstract forms and not of objects

embodying these forms. While it is true that the geometer
makes use of visible forms, such as written figures, and talks

about them, "he is not thinking of them but of those things of

which they are a likeness, pursuing his inquiry for the sake of

the square as such and the diagonal as such and not for the sake

of the image of it which they draw" (5iod). "Geometry is not

the business of making diagrams but the discovery of realities"

(Euthydemtos 290e). As for arithmetic, it is not the business

of mathematics to add up oxen and armies; arithmetic is the

study of number, not of things numbered (Republic 525d).

"Two and two is four" is a statement not about pairs of visible

and tangible things but about the numbers two and four in

their essence. Thus, mathematics is divorced from existence}
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its propositions in no way refer to actuality, and their truth

is indifferent to the passage of events. Mathematical statements

deal with "that which always is and not with that which comes

to be and passes away" (52yb). (c) Mathematics has nothing
to do with operations, mathematical or otherwise. We are told

in school that adding one to one makes it two, as though a

number could be changed by a juxtaposition. Even worse, we
are told that by dividing the number one we get twoj but

division cannot multiply (Phcedo 96e-9ya) . In fact, unity has

no parts and cannot be divided, nor can unity be increased, for

the number one is identical with itself. When one is added to

one, it is not addition which is the cause of two, but participa

tion in duality (Phcedo ioic)j and ten is more than eight not

by two but by number (lOib). In brief, operations such as

addition, subtraction, and division have no place in arithmetic

construed as the formal nature of number. The same is true

of squaring, etc., in geometry (Republic 52ya).
Yet mathematics is not epistema, for the reason that it is

uncritical and fails to attain first principles. In geometry and

arithmetic we grant the notions of the odd, of the even, and

of an angle, without giving any account of them. Also, mathe

matics starts with hypotheses which it leaves undisturbed

(dxivrfcov); that is to say, which it does not discuss. The con

clusion is that in mathematics we dream of being and have not

a clear waking vision of it (533c). Shall we say that mathe

matics will become a waking vision when it is transformed into

logic?

All the disciplines discussed so far harmonics, astronomy,
mathematics are only the prelude to the strain of dialectic.

But before we reach the melody itself there is another pre

liminary musical phrase which must be gone through 5 this is

the study of the correlation of the various disciplines (53 id).
7

Dianoia represents the level of intermediate generality at which

the confused integrations of doxa are broken up into a number
of distinct regions each with its own integrating principles. But
an attempt to reach final unity by a correlation of the several

7Tlms another defect of the sciences on the level of dianoia is that the/ are

restricted in their subject-matter.
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distinct disciplines is not properly philosophical, because it is

ad hoc and has no recourse to a first principle. We cannot reach

the ultimate one by stringing partial views together 5 dialectic

makes a fresh start, substituting a synoptic view for the special

perspectives of the so-called sciences. Dialectic is the attainment

of the unity which is dreamt of on the level of dimoia. More
over, in dialectic we achieve the ideal of rational demonstration

only envisaged in dianoia. For instance, Plato speaking of the

so-called scientists says: "So it is with the geometers, astrono

mers and calculators not knowing how to use their prey, but

only how to hunt, I take it they hand over their discoveries to

the dialecticians to use properly, when they can find any who
are not utter blockheads" (Euthydemus 2900). The so-called

scientists do not know what they are doing; in dialectic, the

mind not only becomes aware that hypotheses have been em
ployed as principles, but, what is more important, it succeeds

in providing the needed demonstration. Dialectic is complete
self-criticism and self-knowledge. From the unawareness of

complacent ignorance in dicmoia, the mind moves through
awareness of ignorance to efisteme itself.

Strictly speaking, the defining features of dialectic are two:

(a) it is demonstrative knowledge and () it is abstract knowl

edge. In dialectic, we construct a system of propositions based

on a known first principle, and we apprehend pure forms with

out the intervention of symbols. To begin with the first Plato

states that dialectic destroys hypotheses (dvatQ&t, 53 3c); that

is to say, the mind does away with the dogmatic attitude toward

scientific premises and considers them critically. Then it goes
on to use the hypotheses as "footings and underpinnings"

(5lib) and thus ascends to the first principle. After the ascent,

there is the descent, which consists in the drawing out of the

consequences of the first principle. The procedures in the ascent

and the descent respectively are so different that we must go
into their nature in some detail. Going beyond any of Plato's

explicit statements, we may say that there is reasoning to first

principles, and reasoning from first principles. Reasoning of

the first kind is not strict at all; there can be no demonstration
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of first premises, demonstration being deduction from premises.

Yet, although the premises of knowledge cannot be proved,
neither are they arbitrary, for, if they were, all the conclusions

drawn from them that is to say, the content of the scientific

and mathematical disciplines would be arbitrary and uncer

tain also. If there is knowledge at all and that there is Plato

has no doubt there is also a method of arriving at first prin

ciples, which is not the method of proof but is dialectical. What

precisely the method of dialectic is, Plato does not state per

haps for the good reason that by formulating it he would be

converting it into a premise. As we have pointed out, dialectic

advances toward a first principle by using hypotheses as spring
boards (oQfidg, 5iib)j and in his dialogues Plato reaches a

conclusion by going from alternative to alternative, scrutiniz

ing, rejecting and finally (sometimes) accepting one. The in

vestigation of an alternative which is later rejected is an integral

part of the process of discovery. "Only by a devious passage

through all this can the mind attain the truth" (Parmemdes
I36e). "Wipe out" he says on another occasion "all that we
have stated before, and see if you have any clearer vision, now
that you have advanced to this point" (Thecetetus i8yb). The
dialectical method can be described only in terms which Plato

sometimes uses it is the "rubbing" together of conflicting

hypotheses, the living through by the mind of various alterna

tives in the light of considerations which confront it. "Only
after continued application to the subject itself and intercourse

with it, is the truth brought to birth in the soul, suddenly, like

light which is kindled by a leaping spark, and thereafter sus

tains itself" (Epstles 34ic, d). The conclusion comes as a

flash j that is to say, there is no guarantee that it will comej
and some of Plato's dialogues end inconclusively. Reasoning
from premises is analytical, the conclusion disclosing what is

contained in the premises} it has certainty but does not yield
novel insight. Reasoning to premises results in discovery; at

the end of such reasoning there is more knowledge than in the

beginning, and also more clarity. Whereas in the descent we
start with rigid notions, in the ascent we start with fluid con

cepts which we alter and determine as we proceed.
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In the descent the mind reverses its course, proceeding down
ward to a conclusion, through various intermediary stages (Re

public 51 ib). There is descent in dialectic as there is in dimoia;

but the descent now starts from a first principle instead of from

a hypothesis. The first principle though Plato does not state

what it is in the passage cited must be the idea of the good;
from this idea we make deductions which cover the entire scope

of being. Dialectic is a way of inquiry, "that attempts system

atically to determine what each thing is in every case (TOQ,!

jtavr6g, 533b). Plato propounds an ideal of knowledge in

which every proposition is rigorously demonstrated (save the

first, which is arrived at reflectively), which is absolutely uni

versal in its scope in that it extends over every item of being,

and which is wholly a pvori and integrated. For Plato, all

knowledge is one; metaphysics is not distinct from the sciences,

nor the sciences from each other. Metaphysics, from its own

principles, yields consequences which serve as premises in the

sciences.

In all the lower levels, the mind is restricted to the contem

plation of images; dialectic alone penetrates into the archetypal

essences of things. Thus, dialectic is thoroughgoing abstraction,

the cognition of forms without reference to their embodiment

in concrete things and without the use of imagery (532a). This

is reflection and consists of two procedures, definition and divi

sion, the first being a scrutiny of individual forms, the second

of their patterns of relationship. Let us start with definition.

The mind achieves an immediate insight into pure form, which

is akin to intellectual perception (xatiSetv). But insight is only

the beginning; we want to know how that which is, is (Republic

477b) ; to give an account (tayyov 8t86vai) of what we appre

hend. Immediacy is not enough; there must also be rationality,

that is to say, the definition of what is intuited. "One wants to

make clear by definition the object (*>., the species) which he

wishes to explain" (Ph&drus 265d). In insight the mind takes

hold of (cbttsrai) its object, and in definition it explains die

object to itself and to others. There is the acquaintance with

the form and then the description of it. Plato applies the re

quirement of explanation even to the knowledge of the good.
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"And is not this true o the good likewise that the man who
is unable to define in his discourse and distinguish and abstract

from all other things the aspect or idea of the good, and who

cannot, as it were in battle, running the gauntlet of all tests,

and striving to examine everything by essential reality and not

by opinion, hold on his way through all this without tripping
in his reasoning the man who lacks this power, you will say,
does not really know the good itself?" (Republic 534b, c). The
test of one's possession of insight is the ability to furnish an

account of that into which one has an insightj "the dialectician

is the man who is able to exact an account of the essence of

each thing" (534b).

Definition, says Plato, must not reduce the known to the

unknownj and its components must be familiar to the mind

(Meno 75c, y6d). In what, precisely, does definition consist?

In the So'plmt Plato supplies a number of examples of defini

tion, from which it would seem that to define is to display the

relations of mingling and exclusion which a given form sus

tains to the generality of forms. By defining, we separate off

a species from a group of forms, and bring it under its genus,

indicating meanwhile its distinguishing characteristics under
the genus.

Between insight and explanation, and leading from the first

to the second, is the process of thinking. "A general conception
is formed by collecting into a unity (by means of reason) the

many perceptions of the senses 3 and this is a recollection of

those things which our soul once beheld" (Ph&drus 249c). In
induction we discover what we have known all along. The as

semblage of the data does not contribute the knowledge of their

unity $ it only prepares the way for it. By comparing justice in

the city with justice in the state, "by rubbing them together,
as though from fire-sticks, we may cause the flash of justice to

flash forth" (Republic 435a). Or instead of beginning with
data of sense, we may use meanings as our starting point. There
is the gradual transition from confused to clear ideas. We start

with an image or a name of that whose nature we desire to

explain. When two or more people engage in a discussion, they
meet on the basis of a common name. But though the terms
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be alike, each individual has a private notion of their meaning,
and each individual's notion is indefinite. At the start, "our

talk, just like the picture of a living creature, seems to have

a good enough outline, but not yet to have received the clarity

that comes from pigments and the blending of colors" {Petitions

27yc). The method by which we pass to clarity is that of ques

tion and answer a conversation with others and with ourselves.

"It is the methodical study of all these stages which passes in

turn from one to another, up and down" that implants knowl

edge in the mind (Epistles 343e). Plato sometimes compares

dialectic to running on a course (8iaXexrrwcr| vtOQsia,, Republic

532b); it is a movement of the mind up and down from data

to definition and back, in which it juxtaposes and compares

name and object, image and definition. There is no stated

formula by which the end is to be reached, no path of inference

laid out in advance. The runner makes his course as he runs.

Or, to change the figure, there is only the actual human fact

of thinking an organic process which upon reaching its con

summation gives forth its fruit. "And it is by means of the

examination of these objects, comparing one with another

names and definitions, visions and sense-perceptionsproving

them by kindly proofs and employing questionings and answer-

ings that are void of envy it is by such means, and hardly so,

that there bursts out the light of intelligence and reason re

garding each object in the mind" (Epistles. 344-b). The methods

of reaching a definition and a first premise are alike.

The mind is concerned to know not only the nature of indi

vidual forms, but also the systematic pattern of the forms. Such

a study Plato calls division the process of classifying the forms

into organized groups, as indivisible species under other species,

and these in turn under genera. Plato intimates that he is an

innovator in this fieldj "there was a long-established and care

less indolence in respect to the division of classes or genera into

forms or species, so that nobody even tried to make such divi

sions" (Sophist 26yd). Division does not consist in the separa

tion of the genus into one definite species which is set over

against all the other species lumped together under one namej

it is the articulation of the genus into its various classes and
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into their definite subspecies. In ridiculing the a<L hoc way of

dividing, Plato suggests that a crane, an animal probably capa
ble of thought, might "oppose cranes to all other animals, and

group the rest, men included, under one head, calling them

by one name, which might very well be that of beasts. Let us

try to be on our guard against all that sort of thing" (Politicus

263d). Also mere unification is not enough. Consider a man

studying the letters} simply to take letters and group them
under the class "letter" is not to produce grammar. Ajnybody
can group men under the class "humans," but it takes a scientist

to point out the various species of human nature
5 and it takes

a grammarian to distinguish the various kinds of letters. Knowl

edge is specificity 5 we should not proceed from the one to many
at once, but through the intermediation of species and genera

(Philebus 17). Thus, in division, the forms are ordered into

sets of restricted groups, and these sets are themselves grouped
into wider classes, until a complete integration of the realm

of forms has been achieved.

In setting forth his doctrine of dialectic, Plato launched into

the world the conception of knowledge as an a priori and de

ductive system of propositions, which reigned not only in

Greece but in the seventeenth century (and later) as well,

among the rationalistic school. Descartes' Universal Mathe
matics and Spinoza's Ethics more geometrico are comparable
to Plato's universal dialectic. Plato's first principle is the idea

of the good} Spinoza's, substance. In Plato's thought we might

distinguish an informal and a technical approach to dialectic}

and it is easier to agree with the first than with the second.

Underlying Plato's doctrine of epsteme as against dianoia is

the conception of the need of self-criticism, the need to test

scientific first premises, at least to become aware that they are

assumptions. There is also the view that in the various scientific

disciplines the mind selects by reference to special perspectives,
and that it is necessary, abandoning these, somehow to achieve

a vision of things in their integrity and wholeness. To the

writer, this is an admirable version of the philosophic method}
it is a doctrine which one can understand even when one does
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not agree with it But what shall we make of the technical con

tent of Plato's doctrine? Knowledge, for him, has nothing to

do with the actual world; it is a knowledge of forms alone in

their interrelations of every form, of the form of every object,
but only of forms. Plato holds that it is possible to know what
forms and their relations are without recourse to experience
for example, what it is to be an ox, or a man, or fire. His view

stands at the extreme right of rationalism; and it seems an
incredible view. We are willing to grant that the method of

mathematics and logic is purely reflective; Plato would seem
to impose upon physics and biology the reflective methods of

mathematics and logic.

And yet today we hear of conceptual patterns not only in

mathematics but in the physical sciences as well which are con

structed a priori. True enough, the pattern of physical concep
tions is held to be suggested by experience, but so, too, must

the pattern of geometrical notions originate in intimations from

experience; otherwise there would be no principle wherewith

to select which mathematical pattern to study. Now Plato, too,

maintains that the conceptual pattern is something of which we
are "reminded" by experience. He further asserts that the pat
tern is not verified by reference to experience. Is it too far

fetched to suggest that neither according to the modern view

point is the conceptual pattern demonstrated in experience?

Experience cannot disqualify a conceptual pattern at least not

in the sense that it can prove it to be false. Various conceptual

patterns may be illustrated in experience, and experience does

not impose the acceptance of any one in particular, the selection

being made for pragmatic reasons. But in addition, Plato holds

that the conceptual pattern is m itselj a term of reference in

knowledge it is not a referent for experience. The mind is to

study the form of ox, of apple, of star, of motion and so on

in the way a mathematician investigates number. Yet the simi

larity between the dialectical and the contemporary mathe

matical approaches is apparent only. The mathematician of the

present day is not very sure whether what he studies is real

and probably does not care; for Plato, the conceptual pattern

is a display of the real realm of the forms (Parm&mdes I32b,
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c) in which the idea of the good is articulated. And as the realm

of forms is definite so is the conceptual pattern definite and

fixed, whereas recent theory of knowledge speaks of alternative

conceptual schemes.

Of course, it is grossly inaccurate to talk of "the modern

viewpoint" as if that were definite and single} there are a num
ber of diverse modern trends, and the writer does not claim

to be as familiar with them as he should be. We must repel

any implication that the value of Plato's philosophy is to be

measured by the degree of its conformity to modern views. But
we are speaking in the present and addressing ourselves to per
sons living in the present} and by showing how our problems,
and to some extent our solutions, are similar to Plato's, we
have thought to make Plato's position more real to the reader,

more intelligible, and, to a certain degree, plausible.

A possible criticism of Plato's doctrine of epsteme would
be that he construes knowledge as classification rather than as

measurement} that he therefore presents an ideal which is sterile

of results and which has had a damaging effect upon Aristotle

and through him upon subsequent Greek thought. Yet we
cannot be quite sure as to Plato's conception of division. It is

true, he speaks of the classification of the forms, but it is not

clear how he construes each form. Are forms to be taken as

sheer unanalysable essences "whatnesses" such as black, hard
and round and is division therefore a sort of logical and per

haps verbal play with concepts? The writer thinks not. Plato

held a mathematical conception of the forms; definition, in the

last resort, is equating a form with a ratio of some sort. If that

is true, then, dialectic is not barren classification} it is mathe
matical analysis and measurement.

When we said some sentences above that Plato stands at the

extreme right of rationalism, we had in mind his account of

the deductive phase of dialectic. But in his view of the nature

and need of induction, Plato is much less one-sided than the

rationalists of the seventeenth century. In speaking of induc

tion, we mean not merely the inferring of general laws from

particular instances, but also the reasoning to premises and in

fact all aporematic reflection which leads to discovery. For
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Spinoza, the first principle is given at the outset; for Plato,

the first principle is arrived at as the outcome of a process of

reflection. In this generalized sense, induction was not, for

Plato, another kind of deduction; it was an altogether different

form of reasoning; and yet it was reasoning. When one finds

that induction and all searching for premises are irreducible to

deductive reasoning, one is apt to conclude that first premises
are set up arbitrarily. That is because one has construed reason

ing too narrowly namely as deductive. Reasoning need not be

the analysis of premises. Why not? the opponent might ask.

The answer is that if knowledge exists, and if knowledge is

insight, then the process by which the mind arrives at the

premises must be valid, for otherwise deduction from the

premises would not be knowledge either. Deduction is strict

and methodical, in the sense that it is according to stated rules;

induction reasoning to premises is methodical too, yet not

according to a formidable rule; it is a process of thinking whose

conclusion is a satisfaction.

Although Plato stresses the sharp contrast between doxa and

noesis, in effect the difference is one only of degree. Dianoia,

like fistis, is apprehension of the forms through images; ditmoiay

in its use of hypotheses, relies on conjecture no less than doxa

does; just as doxa is belief without the reason why, so is dianoia

naive and uncritical. Again, doxa and dialectic each have three

parts insight, thinking, and interpretation. In doxa> interpreta

tion is of a sense-datum through judgment; in dialectic it is

the definition of an essence. And both alike use the method of

question and answer.
8

We might speak of the four stages as the ladder along which

the mind rises to the first principle; but the figure of a ladder

would not be adequate because the distinction between the steps

is not clear; there are no definite steps, the various types of

thought fading into one another. There are rather four points

along a continuous line. We have already pointed out that the

ascent is succeeded by the descent, whereby the hypotheses of

8Plato refers to the cros of the ideal which through intercourse (insight)

brings forth as its child nous (interpretation), Republic 4900.
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dianoia are converted into demonstrations. We must now point
out that descent also includes the application of the conceptual

pattern to the data of sense. In saying this we do not forget
Plato's dictum that dialectic descends through forms and rests

in forms (Republic, 5nc); but dialectic is not the only kind

of cognition that man must have. "If a person, while having a

mastery of the divine circle, is ignorant of the human sphere,
he is in a ridiculous condition"} he needs the impure and un
certain arts in short, doxa\l he "is ever to find his way home"

(Philebus 62a, b). But should we expect the philosopher to be

capable of finding his way homej or rather, is not his home
in the realm of the ideas? So long as he is on earth, he has his

home here, too. The philosopher belongs to both worlds, in and

out of the cavej Plato insists that the man who has gone up the

hill and obtained a view of the sun must return to the cave,

sharing with its inmates their labors and honors. And he adds

that, having had a view of the archetypal forms, he will be all

the better fitted to apprehend the dark shadows, knowing what

they are shadows of (Republic 52oc). In order, then, to fulfil

his function as a human being, the philosopher will translate

his conceptual pattern into empirical terms, thus going beyond
(or below) dialectic. The student of the various types of human

beings, for instance, will, on coming upon a given individual

in the flesh, be able to identify him as belonging to this or that

type (Phcedrw 27 xe). Even gods descend in thought from the

one to the many (Tm&us 68d).
Our soul is sometimes "firmly grounded in the truth about

every detail, and again in other cases is all at sea about every

thing, and somehow or other has correct opinions about some

combinations, and then again is ignorant of the same things
when they are transferred to the long and difficult syllables
of actualities" (n<fry[UXTa, Politicus 278d). Truly the task of ap

plying definite concepts to indefinite percepts is not easy} and
the philosopher at the moment when he enters the cave is dazed
and at a loss how to find his way about. Practice and habituation

to the dimness of the cave are necessary, and with the aid of these

the philosopher soon overcomes the difficulty.
The mind then is in continuous movement, under the impetus
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of the eros of truth, along the line of being; thought is a rhythm
of ascent and descent, of abstraction and then of concrete appli

cation; of induction and deduction; a movement to and from

premises,
from brute fact to principle, and from principle back

to fact, no longer (wholly) brute; finally, there is the rhythm
of theory and practice. The greatest evil for man is fixation and

complacency; that indeed is true error. In his conception of the

ascent of the soul along the line of being, Plato has anticipated

and perhaps borrowed from the content of religious insight; and

his view of the eros of truth has a certain similarity to Spinoza's

doctrine of the conatus. But whereas the conatus is not governed

by purpose, Plato's intellectual impetus has the idea of the good
as its goal.
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CHAPTER XVI

HUMAN NATURE

WE HAVE seen that the governing impulse in all crea

tion by manwhether in the arts and crafts, in language,
in thought or in characteris the aim to imitate the ideal. In
moral action, specifically, man supplies both the energy and the

materials of creation} he is also its outcome. In this chapter, we
will study the material of moral action

j
in the next two, the pat

tern to be imitated} and in the last chapteron the Portrait of

the Philosopher we will set forth the product.

Ethics and psychology are interrelated
subjects. On the one

hand, the good of man is determined by the nature of man, in

the sense that the virtue of the soul consists in the fulfilment of

its peculiar function} and on the other, the nature of man can

be studied only ia the light of the end of man, since only the

ideal is real In his various remarks concerning human nature,
Plato reveals a remarkable richness of psychological observation

and an acuteness of analysis} and in his exhortations on how to

live well, he shows himself a truly wise man with the wisdom
of one who has laboriously extracted knowledge from medita
tion upon experience, and especially the experience of living. In

this chapter we shall see Plato grappling with the concrete and
the particular, but more than this, we shall have a glimpse into

the continuity of Plato's thought, and see how he brings his ab

stract doctrine to bear upon details of fact. It is idle to raise the

question which comes first, his general theory or his immediate

insights. Plato's mind springs both from the beginning and from
the end, starting here with metaphysical speculation and there

with immediate experience. In what follows, we shall have am
ple occasion to note that the unity of Plato's thought is not

mechanical, and that immediate insight is not subordinated to
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the general scheme. Plato is readier to sacrifice consistency in

order to preserve the contributions of individual insight than to

tamper with the latter in the interests of consistency.
In the Phcedo we are told that the soul is simple, and simple

indeed would be the task of the expositor if Plato had uni

formly adhered to this statement in its obvious meaning. The
detailed picture of the human soul as disclosed in Plato's writ

ings is of something exceedingly complex, of an entity consist

ing of parts which also have parts, and, what is more, of parts
which are at odds with one another. The soul is a stage for con

flict. The simplicity of the soul can consist only in the fact that

it is an organization of parts into a unity } and this simplicity
can exist, not as an initial status, but as an ideal to be achieved.

The diversity must somehow be seen in the light of simplicity,
and it is better for us to begin with the complexity, working
thence toward the unity.

All men are in a state of undeclared war with all men at all

times. Such war is the natural condition of manj peace is only
a name, but war is the fact, which only fools fail to perceive.
Man is in a state of war both publicly and privately; that is to

say, there is war of city against city, and of individual with in

dividual. And in addition there is the perpetual warfare waged
by man within himself (Laws 6256, 626a, d). Thus man is an

animal like all animals. Yet man alone of all living things has

an innate sense of rhythm and is religious. The natural tend

ance of the soul is to seek the realm of ideas and the peace and

harmony which prevail in that realm. Man has something di

vine, which is his reason; and reason is his very essence, for he
is a man only in so far as he is rational. Man is both earthly and
divine

j
he has a mortal and an immortal part, and it is this

duality in his nature which makes any coherent picture of the

soul difficult if not impossible. His earthly aspect gives rise to

the diversity and confusion in human nature; and the clue to

his unity and simplicity is to be found in his immortal nature.

The situation is complicated further by the fact that in this

life the soul is in or with a body a fact which gives rise to the

common-sense impression of man as a composite animal. There
are thus two degrees of composition: the immortal part is at-
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tached to the mortal part of the soul, and the two together are

attached to the body. But whereas the latter is a loose attach

ment, the former is not; the relation of the soul to the body is

not essential to it and may be dissolved, whereas it would seem

that the junction of the immortal with the mortal soul is indis

soluble in man, though this point may be disputed. And,, finally,

the soul with the body finds itself in a relation with the general

physical environment, and also with other human beings. We
have thus the four components, immortal soul, mortal soul,

body, and the physical-social situation in which the first two

constitute the human soul, the last its environment, and the body
functions as the go-between. Human life is an integration of

these four motions. The good life in this world depends upon
the harmonious co-operation of all four factors 5

a well-function

ing reason requires manly character and trained appetites; a

healthy soul requires a healthy body; and a sound individual

cannot grow except in an appropriate environment. Such a har

mony was contemplated in the initial plan of the divine demi-

ourgos for manj for example, the body was so fashioned as to

provide a scope for the utmost realization of the soul's possi

bilities. In a semi-humorous passage, Plato raises the question

why the intestines of the body happen to be so long; and he an

swers it by saying that the creator was aware that the human
race is intemperate in eating and drinking and liable to take in a

good deal more than was necessary, by reason of gluttony. He
therefore bestowed on us long intestines which have the effect

of protracting the period of digestion, of prolonging the interval

between meals, and so of providing sufficient time for the dis

cussion of philosophy (Timceus 72d).
And why is the head covered with thin bone, when a covering

of solid bone would have made life much safer? The reason is

that solid bone and much flesh in the head would have made
acute perception impossible. "More than any other part, the

framework of the head would have had them, if they could have

co-existed, and the human race, having a strong and fleshy and

sinewy head, would have had a life twice as many times as long
as it now has, and also more healthy and free from pain. But

our creators, considering whether they should make a longer-
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lived race which was worse, or a shorter-lived race which was

better, came to the conclusion that every one ought to prefer a

shorter span of life which was better, to a longer one which

was worsej and therefore they covered the head with thin bone,
but not with flesh and sinews, since it had no joints; and thus

the head was added, having more sensation and wisdom than

the rest of the body, but also being in every man far weaker"

(Timceus 75b, c).

After nature comes nurture
j
the body must be exercised from

birth, even before birth. Plato prescribes a sort of prenatal gym
nastic, the character of which he elucidates by a reference to

sports. At Athens, he says, we find not only boys but sometimes

old men training cocks to fight each other. And to help develop
them physically, "each man takes up his cock and keeps it tucked

away in his fist if it is small, or under his arm if it is large, and
in this way they walk many a long mile in order to improve the

condition, not of their own bodies, but of these creatures." This

shows that all bodies benefit by motion whether of their own or

when carried along by something else. Plato wonders whether

the city should not lay down a law requiring pregnant women to

take walks, and nurses to carry the children to the fields or to

the temples or somewhere else, until they are able to stand up
right (Laws 789a, 79ob).

But we are anticipating. We will return to the problem of the

constitution of human nature. To the person who is unable to

probe within, but sees only the external sheath, the soul seems
to be one. To a more penetrating insight, however, the soul dis

closes itself as a plurality of parts which may be in opposition to

one another. Far from a unity, the soul then appears as a collec

tion of principles which are alien to one another (Republic 43 6c,

440a, 588e). Plato's proof is empirical; he appeals to the inner

consciousness of strife. At one and the same time we are con

scious of an impulse toward something and of an impulse away
from it; thus, my thirst for water is confronted by my simul

taneous reflection that water in this case may be harmful to me,
a reflection which counteracts my thirst. There is that which

impels and that which checks (ratauov, ttoohuov, Republic 43 9c),
the energy and the restraint upon that energy. Man is thus di-
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rectly aware of a duality within himself, for, Plato argues, it

cannot be that the same thing at the same time moves in two

contrary directions. The consciousness of the conflict can be ex

plained only by a diversity of principles, the principle of the im

pulse and the principle of the inner check. Here we find the

source of much of the later doctrine of the duality of spirit and

flesh in manj for as Plato says, the one of these principles links

us with God, and the other drags us to the earth.

Human nature is subject to two tensions: the lure of the ideal

and the lure of pleasure. The divine element is reason what

Plato calls logistikon, the principle of reflection and judgment.
This is a principle at once of contemplation and practice, of

theory and of command. In the conflict just referred to, it is

reason which operates as a check upon impulse, and it can so

operate because it is an impulse itself. What distinguishes rea

son is its object; it is the striving after the best, the search for

the really real, the apprehension of principle. Man is good by

nature; he has in fact no choice; he cannot help loving the ideal.

The mortal nature is the love of pleasure, urging man to evil

(Ph&drus 237d, Laws 8y5c). This love is undirected, ebbing

and flowing, fitful and violent; using a modern term, we might
call it passion (fldfrriiia). For whereas man is free in his capacity

as rational, in passion he is indeed passive and enslaved. Pas

sions constitute the factor of anagke in human nature; they

happen to man and are compelling; they are the savage, law

less, primitive undercurrent in human nature. In its conduct

passion is unpredictable, partaking as it does of chance (Tim&us

34c), and therefore establishing insecurity in the very citadel

of man's soul. The wild beast in man may be caged and re

strained, but never finally tamed; habit may always revert to

the original condition of chaos. Passion is irrational, having no

internal principle of limitation. It is liable to excess, expanding

indefinitely until it becomes overwhelming; it is a form of

mania. Whether in the process of inflation, or while retracting,

it is not guided by any consideration of ends. From the hopes

into which it is easily seduced, it passes to inconsolable depres

sion; it is a mixture of wrath with foolish fears; it is an all-

daring lust (Tim&us 69d). Finally, our mortal nature is irra-
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tional in the sense that it is unconscious. It is witless j it does

not understand reason and would not necessarily obey it if it

did understand. If reason represents the day, mortal nature

represents the night of man's soul. During sleep, while we

dream, the animal part of man is released and expresses itself

without any sense of shame, "not shrinking from attempting
intercourse with mother, in fancy, or with any one else, man,

god, or beast. It is ready for any foul deed of blood." The
wicked man lives by day the life we all lead in the night. For

these passions are to be found in every one: "there exists in

every one of us, even in some reputed most respectable, a ter

rible, fierce, and lawless brood of desires which it seems are

revealed in our sleep" (Republic 571-2). In short, the human
soul hides an irrational lawless animal nature which makes its

appearance in our dreams; and this nature is to be found in

everybody, be he respectable or acknowledged criminal. The

good man, no less than the wicked, must face and cope with

these primitive desires in himself. Thus, in striking fashion,

does Plato anticipate some of the doctrines of modern clinical

psychology.

Now, both these principles, the love of the good, and the

love of pleasure, pertain to the nature of man 5 they are both

innate. In the act of creating the human soul, the gods received

the immortal principle from the supreme God, and joined it

with a mortal kind (Timceus 69c). Passions are no less a part
of our constitution than reason is; and in the famous myth of

the Ph&drMSy the soul is pictured as driving the two horses

(including the unruly one) while still in heaven, before it has

fallen down to the earth. Certain points need clarification. We
have referred to the conflict between the two principles; yet
this conflict is not necessary and does not always exist. "Some
times they (the two principles) agree, and sometimes they are

in strife" (Ph&drus 2376). The aim of education is to har

monize them together, just as they were in harmony when
man was created. There is no essential opposition between rea

son and passion. The mortal part is less 0#j-rational than it is

#o#-rational; appetite is the love not of evil, but of pleasure,
whether evil or good. In short, the characteristic trait of ap-
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petite,
as contrasted with reason, is that it has no characteristic

object. It is indeterminate and undiscriminating. It is a poten

tiality of evil but also o good; thus, it is possible for reason

to train the appetites by bringing music and other spells to

bear upon them, so that they will find pleasure in the good.
We may say then that whereas the relation of reason to the

principle of the best is essential, that of the passions is casual.

Hence Plato states that the virtues of the lower part of the

soul are acquired, and are a product of education through prac
tice and music, while rational virtue is innate (Republic 5i8e).
Moral virtue is the outcome of habit; but rational virtue is a

gift of the gods.

Now, the mortal soul is divided into two parts, spirit and

appetite. The Greek word for spirit is {h^cfe, which may also

be translated as anger. Spirit is the contentious and assertive

element, the desire for power and victory in man (Laws 8630).
It seems to signify the instinct of pugnacity, and, even more,
forcefulness and leadership. Spirit is the drive to action, the

executive part of man, giving battle and carrying out the de

sires of reason (Republic 44od). Spirit is to reason as the dog
is to the shepherd. Plato hints that it is the masculine factor,

aggressive and determined, in contrast with appetite, which is

feminine passive and receptive (Laws 8oae). Of course, both

the masculine and the feminine qualities are found in both

sexes, and when one or the other is improperly exaggerated
we have the effeminate man or the masculine woman. The

spirited type of person is the man of honor, the soldier, and,

more generally, the man who has an instinctive code of morals,

or who receives his code from tradition. As spirited, the soul

has an immediate attachment to values, whereas reason is the

conceptual apprehension of the good. The spirited man is your

average decent and honorable man whose code is based on

authority or faith, and whose values are those of courage, self-

respect, and loyalty. Appetite, however, is not the perception
of values at all; it is, as we have said, undiscriminating. Hence,
there is a difference not only of kind but of rank between spirit

and appetite; the former is better, the latter worse (but not
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bad necessarily). Spirit plays the role of an in-

in human nature, transmitting the verdict of reason to appetite,
and making that verdict effective by the use of force upon
appetite. Plato calls spirit the helper (ejtLKOUQOc;) of reason}
it is reason as effective in life. Yet spirit is ambivalent} it obeys

reason, but it is also apt to "overturn many things on account

of its irrational force" (Laws 863b). Just because its attachment

to values is immediate not based on a reasoned-out formula

tion of principle it is unreliable.

That spirit is distinct from appetite Plato attempts to demon
strate by pointing to actual psychological conflicts. He recounts

the story of Leontius, who, on becoming aware of dead bodies

that lay in the place of public execution, felt at the same time

a morbid desire to look at them and a repugnance to seeing
them. For a while he wavered and veiled his head, but in the

end, overpowered by desire, he rushed with wide, staring eyes
to the corpses and cried, "There, you wretches, take your fill

of the vile spectacle," And when a man's desires constrain him

against his reason, he is angry against the principle which
dominates him. Thus, in the conflict between reason and ap
petite, there is a third part which takes sides with the first

We will now consider appetite or desire, (a) Desire is essen

tially a striving, harme, an urgency of the soul after a thing.
It has a positive and a negative pole} it is both attraction and

repulsion, embracing and repelling (Republic 437b). () De
sire is the striving to generate, to bring something into being
that did not exist before} it is also the desire to conserve what
is generated. Thus desire is an impetus to action a pursuit of

something, to catch and to hold (Philebus 2od). (c) The object
which man seeks to generate is not outside him, but within}
in desire, we aim to bring about a certain condition of the soul
or rather of the body since we are now speaking of the lower

appetites, such as thirst and hunger. The body is undergoing
a continuous process of dissolution and composition} there is a

rhythm of loss and recovery. The function of appetite is to

restore the body to its previous condition, to regain for it what
it has lost. Thus the aim of desire is the preservation of the
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body. But as we shall see very soon, desire itself is not bodily,
but psychical} it is the activity of the soul as concerned with

the body.

(d) The immediate circumstance from which desire arises

is emptiness (ravooffig) of the bodyj thus, thirst arises from

privation of water and is the striving for repletion through

drinking. Desire, says Plato (Philebus 36a), is between" these

two poles of emptiness and repletion} a movement away from
the one and toward the other. (0) We desire the repletion
because we have experienced it before. There is no desire

without previous experience of what is desired} desire is not

original j
it is the striving to restore what was, and is not, now.

(/) The movement toward repletion is accompanied with an

expectation concerning the success or failure of the effort.
crWe

are always filled with hopes all our lives" (PMlebus 39e). Man
is a hopeful animal; in desire, we stretch out to the future and

anticipate it. But expectation is not always hopeful; sometimes

we anticipate failure, and then our feeling is one of despair.

Hence, desire is a consciousness of present emptiness, and a

longing for repletion in the future, derived from a memory of

the past. In desire, the soul remembers, perceives, anticipates}

it is concerned with past, present, and future. Desire is the soul

as engaged with the flow of time. But the awareness of past
and present is for the utilization of the future. Primarily, de

sire is concerned with the future, and expresses the forward

movement of the soul.

The first component of desire, then, is striving. The second

is pleasure and pain. This affective coloring is an essential ingre
dient of desire; desire arises as a vague discomfort or anxiety,

from which the soul tries to escape. Along with the felt bodily

pain, there is the pleasure of expectation. Thus, desire has a

mixed affective tone bodily pain, and mental pleasure. But

when my expectation is of failure, then I feel pain. In such a

case, there is a twofold pain that of the body and that of the

mind.

Furthermore, desire has a cognitive phase. The proper object
of desire is an image furnished by memory. I desire the op

posite of what I actually feel; when hungry, what I feel is
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emptiness, and what I want is repletion j that is to say, I desire

what is not existent. What is not, cannot be a datum of sense;
it must therefore be conceived in order that it may be desired.

I want food in so far as I have an idea of food, i.e., an image
saved by memory from previous experience. The content of

my want is not so much an idea as a proposition} I desire reple

tion, i.e., I desire "that I may be filled." Desire, then, is a

striving for something mentally entertained; without thought
there can be no desire. Starting with the vague discomfort of

present emptiness, we are impelled to an equally vague move
ment of escape. But this movement remains incipient until

thought, stirred by memory, formulates an object for desire

and thus gives it a direction.

Desire involves expectation. Now, in expectation, the cogni
tive element is more pronounced still. Hope and despair are

present feelings of pleasure and pain, respectively; Plato calls

them fore-pleasures and fore-pains (J^OJCOCIQSLV, JtQoXiJtjceta^aL,

Philebw 39d). But they are feelings based on beliefs (38b);
the mental content is not merely entertained, but also affirmed.

Confidence is joy based on the belief in future success; fear is

pain based on the belief in future failure. Plato here extends

the scope of his inquiry to include not only desire, but the

spirited emotions as well anger, envy, yearning, mourning,
jealousy (Philebus 4ye). All such emotions are mediated by
doxa belief. The reference to the future is not requisite; be
lief may concern the past or the present as well (4Oc). Thus,
I am angry at this man because he has injured me in the past.
How then shall we speak of the appetitive factor in the

human soul? We may describe it as thought with an affective

coloring, or again as emotion based on thought. But this would
be to ignore the factor of horme. Properly speaking, the irra

tional soul whether appetite or spirit is a manifestation of

the eras; it is a striving accompanied with thought and with

feeling. The contribution of Plato is his emphasis on the cogni
tive phase of passion. Feelings are neither blind nor merely
"subjective"; they are directed toward a cognized object, and

are, indeed, forms of perceptiveness. The opposition between

passion and reason is not one of absence or presence of thought,
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but of level of thought Reason is apprehension of universalsj

passion is apprehension of empirical content.

Thus Plato is led to the paradoxical view that pleasures and

pains are true or false. Truth and falsehood are qualities of

beliefs} now emotions, too, have qualities, such as intensity
and duration, and there is no reason why they should not also

possess the qualities of truth and falsehood. Plato considers

the analogy between belief and emotion in detail. There is a

faculty which enacts belief; so there is a .faculty for feeling

(37a). Again, beliefs have objects; and so have the emotions.

Thus, I am not merely pleased; I am pleased with, or at, or

on account of, something. Now, a belief is true or false, accord

ing as its object is real or not; and an emotion is true or false

in precisely the same way. Thus, my anger at this man, because

of the injury which I believe he has caused me, is false; for, in

fact, he did not cause me any injury.

Nevertheless, the analogy between belief and emotion fails;

and this we can prove from Plato's own statements in the same
context. Truth and falsehood are properties of belief directly,

whereas they are properties of emotion derivatively, owing to

the association of emotion with belief. My anger is false in so

far as the belief on which it is based is false (4od). But the

matter is not so simple. As Plato himself points out, truth and
falsehood attach to emotions in two different ways. In the first

place, emotions are true or false according as the beliefs on
which they are based are true or false. "Opinions, being false

or true, imbue the pains and pleasures with their own condition

of truth or falsehood" (42a), This is the sense we have already
considered. But there is also another sense in which pleasures
and pains are true or false that is, quite independently of their

association with belief. Here truth and falsehood attach to

feelings taken as objects; z pleasure is false in the sense that

it is illusory.
1

The perceptiveness of emotion is exhibited in Plato's discus

sion of the comic. The sense of the ludicrous consists in the

perception of the existence of false conceit in other people. A
man may think himself richer, or more physically endowed,

supra, f. 213.
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or wiser, than he really is; thus, he may have false conceit con

cerning himself with respect to wealth, to body, or to soul.

Now, when a man with a false conceit of any kind is also weak,

he is ridiculous and a fit subject for comedy; on the other hand,

when he is strong and able to revenge himself, he is terrible

and hateful, and presumably a fit subject for tragedy. Laughter,

then, is the pleasure which we take at the false conceits of those

who are weak. And more broadly, laughter is typical of all

emotion in its character of being an integration of cognition

with feeling.

Laughter can become envy, when we direct it to the ridicu

lous qualities of our friends, for, according to Plato, envy is

pleasure at the misfortunes of those of whom we are fond.

Human nature being what it is, we are envious of our friends;

while we like them, we also take a malicious pleasure at their

sufferings. Consequently, envy is a mixture of pleasure with

pain. "So now our argument shows that in tragedies and come

dies, not merely on the stage, but in all the tragedy and comedy
of life, and in countless other ways, pain is mingled with

pleasure" (Philebus 5ob). We enjoy shedding tears during

the performance of a tragedy, and similarly, while we laugh

during the performance of a comedy, we are also sorry for the

misfortunes of the characters on the stage.

We began by setting reason and the mortal soul in contrast

with each other, and by describing the mortal soul as irrational.

But as we went on in our analysis of the nature of the latter,

the contrast became transformed into a similarity. Appetites

and spirited emotions are types of cognition and strivings

after the good. The difference between reason and mortal soul

is one of degree, not of kind; they both grasp the same things,

the first dearly, the second obscurely; they both seek the same

things, the first steadily, the second waveringly. Both reason

and mortal soul are mixtures of the indivisible with the di

visible, but, whereas in reason the two components are well

integrated, and the indivisible firmly predominates, with the

mortal soul it is otherwise. The analogy of mortal soul to rea

son is roughly like that of particular to universal. The particular

embodies the universal, but in a distorted way. Hence the am-
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bivalence of passion, which is also encountered in all concrete

things. We are told that a concrete thing is a striving toward

the ideal; and we are also told that a concrete thing is a wan

dering motion, or a motion away from the forms. Similarly,

the mortal soul is a dim apprehension of the good} also it is

an undiscriminating search for pleasure; also it is an irrational

force, opposing the good. Inasmuch as every concrete thing is

a mixture of the limit with the unlimited, on different occasions

Plato emphasizes the one or the other member of the duality,

according as, presumably, the one or the other predominates in

the mixture.

Appetites represent the dominance of the factor of the un

limited in the soul; they lack a specific nature, because they

lack a clear object. Loosely speaking, pleasure is their object,

but pleasure is nothing else than the satisfaction of appetite.

Appetite perpetually revolves around the two poles of pain

and its removal. It starts from pain, caused by deprivation,

and moves toward the removal of pain, through repletion. The

repletion gives pleasure only by contrast with the preceding

pain; when the pain is forgotten, the pleasure disappears too.

"At the same time, we cease both from thirst and from the

pleasure of drinking" (Gorglas 497b). The cessation of pleas

ure being painful, dissatisfaction follows satisfaction and a new

appetite sets in. Thus, the life of appetite is an endless flux

from satisfaction to satisfaction. The man of pleasure lives in

a world of illusion. When we are sick, we think that there is

nothing sweeter than to be well, though we have no idea

that it is the highest pleasure before we are ill. And when we

get well, we are quite unconscious of any special pleasure at

health. Since genuine satisfaction is absent, appetite is insatiable,

ever running after an ever-receding goal, and feeding upon its

own poverty.
Not all pleasures are deceptive, but only those of appetite;

for example, the pleasures of smell are genuine. Plato must have

found a special fascination in odors, for he refers to the integrity

of their pleasure on a number of different occasions (Republic

584b, Philelus 5ib, Timaus 652.}. The pleasures of^
smell do

not arise from pain; they suddenly attain an indescribable in-
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tensity, and in ceasing leave no pain. Plato explains this phe
nomenon as follows: "All those bodies which undergo losses

of substance and emptyings which are gradual, but replenish-

ings that are intense and abundant, become insensitive to the

emptying but sensitive to the replenishingsj consequently, they
furnish no pains to the mortal part of the soul, but the greatest

pleasures a result which is obvious in the case of perfumes"

(Timaus 65a). Similar to the pleasures of smells are those of

sounds and shapes, and most important of all, the pleasures of

knowledge. The desire of knowledge is not a craving, and it

is not caused by painj and knowledge which, having been

achieved, is then forgotten, leaves no pain. Thus, its pleasure
is pure, unmixed with pain. Roughly, then, there is the contrast

between the desires which have no determinate end, and those

which have, between motions which are undirected and those

which are. Plato compares them to two kinds of jars jars
which are leaky and therefore are never filled, and sound jars

with a definite capacity, definitely capable of being filled. In

sum, there are desires which are unlimited and desires which

are limited (Gorgias 493-4). And beyond the life of human
reason is the life of the gods who feel neither joy nor pain

(Philebus 33b).

Plato, although denying that appetites may be classified,

does nevertheless classify them. He calls appetite the money-
loving part of the soul, because money is the chief instrument

for the gratification of appetite. He classifies appetite into

hunger, thirst, and lust for the sowing of offspring. The first

two develop earlier than lust} but lust, when it appears, is the

most violent of the three. And in a sense, the first two are also

forms of lust lust of food and lust of drink (Laws 78ad). A
more important division of appetites is that into necessary and

unnecessary. Examples of the first are hunger and thirstj they
are necessary in the sense that we can ignore them only at the

cost of death. Such desires center around self-preservation} the

philosopher cannot exercise his reason in this life unless he pays
heed to some extent to the needs of hunger and thirst (PJwlebus

35e, Republic 559*0- These ,are the practical, utilitarian de

sires, including, over and above the immediate appetites for
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bodily nourishment, all the associated activities of work to earn

a living. They correspond to the necessary cause which, accord

ing to the Timaus, God utilizes for the promotion of the prin

ciple of the best. They are good, because they serve the ends

of reason, but their value is wholly derivative, and a life con

fined solely to satisfaction of these appetites misses its aim. As
the necessary appetites are comparable to the working bees in

a hive, so the unnecessary ones are like the drones. The former

are thrifty and prudential 5 the latter are spendthrift. They serve

no purpose; they have no relation to the good, and may be

dispensed with. Plato calls them the consuming appetites in

contrast with the others, which are productive. Yet, though
luxuries, they must be looked after somehow, since they are

part of human nature.

There are two kinds of drones, the stingless and those

equipped with stings j likewise the unnecessary appetites are of

two kinds, the useless but harmless and those that are harmful.

The former are weak and timid, but gentle; the latter are ag

gressive and destructive. The person in whom the former are

prominent is the kindly, unaggressive, and easily imposed upon

type, always dependent on a leader; the latter predominate
in the brutal and criminal kind of person, self-willed, knowing
what he wants, imposing his will on the others. If we take now
the three kinds of appetite together, we shall find that they

represent three different tendencies in the eros. The useful

appetites look upward to reason, the harmful ones downward
and away from reason, and the harmless appetites wander in

between.

Thus the human soul is divided into reason and the mortal

nature; the latter is divided into spirit and appetite; appetite,

in its turn, is divided into useful and useless; and this last is

divided into harmless and harmful. Each part of the soul-

reason, spirit, and appetite is an horme or drive, an endeavor

toward a thing and a striving toward its attainment (Republic

43 yb ff.). Reason, too, is a drive; it is true that Plato speaks
of it as a negative principle, whose function it is to say

athou

must not" (44ob) ; but he is then thinking of the relation of

reason to the desires. But essentially reason, too, is a manifesta-
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tion of the eros, an impulse to life (490!)). Reason is a will

and a wish (eftsZfciv, povXsoftai, 43 7b), which issues into a deci

sion, after first setting to itself a question, and then assenting.
Will is something like practical reasonj it deliberates, in the

sense of having a conversation with itself, consents, then de

cides, and pursues. In Republic X, Plato speaks of the three

parts of the soul as three types of appetite, comparing the low
est to a hydra-headed monster, spirit to a lion, and reason to

man. Reason is not only a spectator of the truth, but a motion

toward it, carrying the whole soul with it. Thus, the soul, in

every one of its three parts, is an appetition.

Each part of the soul is really a complete soul, in the sense

that it includes all the characteristic psychical functions. We
have seen that the appetites and spirit, no less than reason, have

a mental pole; correspondingly, reason is an appetite. We may
say that each part is an appetition equipped (a) with wish

(poi$,T]ai, Laws 863b); () with an affective tone thus, there

are the pleasures of appetite, of spirit, and of reasonj (c) with

a cognitive aspect. Inasmuch as these three are but aspects of

one single activity, the parts of the soul are, each of them, an

integral soul the difference between them being one of level

of psychical functioning. "We have frequently asserted that

there are housed within us in three regions three kinds of soul,
and that each of these has its own motions j so now likewise

we must repeat as briefly as possible that the kind which re

mains in idleness and stays with its own motions in repose

necessarily becomes weakest, whereas the kind which exercises

itself becomes strongest; wherefore care must be taken that

they have their motions relatively to one another in due pro
portion" (Tim&us 89e).

In a sense, then, man is rational throughout his nature. But
at the same time and always, he carries a child with him, and
an adolescent, and a man. The diversity in his nature arises

from the diversity of these three stages of development; the
child in him will never grow to be an adolescent, nor the
adolescent ever be a man. If reason preponderates, he will be
tender to the child and guide the adolescent; the appetites will

be trained, and the spirited part execute the designs of reason.
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But for the most part it is the non-rational aspect which pre
dominates j

and then the individual is as foolish as a child,

and as impetuous as an adolescent. As matters get worse, reason

becomes wholly subservient to the other parts, and instead of

directing it bolsters the ambitious designs of the youth with

appropriate arguments. And though the child be not wicked,
it is witless 5

and the man who abandons himself to the guidance
of the child unquestioningly will destroy himself and the child

as well. Yet the eternal youth in man is a source of strength}
it is the impetuous horse in him, the angry lion, the brave

soldier, without which the philosopher becomes enfeebled, ef

feminate, ineffectual. Most human beings are destined to remain

in the stage of adolescence j and to leave them to their own

resources, to ask them to govern themselves, is to ignore the

facts. In them, reason, which is the regulating principle, is

feeble; as they will forever be young in mind, they must en

trust themselves to the hands of those few who are old and

wise.

So far we have discussed the soul and its parts without

reference to the body, assuming that the tripartite soul was

constituted independently of its ingression into the body. Now
it is clear that reason is wholly independent of the body, but

it is not so clear that spirit and appetite are similarly inde

pendent. In fact, Plato is ambiguous on this point, not to say

inconsistent, for he makes definite statements which contradict

each other. "And when by virtue of necessity, they (the souls)

should be implanted in bodies, . . . these results would neces

sarily follow firstly, sensation which is innate and common
to all, proceeding from violent affections; secondly, desire

mingled with pleasure and pain; and besides these, fear and

anger and all such emotions as are naturally allied thereto"

(Tim&us 42a, b). This passage definitely refers the existence

of spirit and appetite to the implanting of the soul in the body.
And in the Ph&do (66c, 8ib), hunger, lust, and fear are spoken
of as bodily affections; and the separation of the soul from the

body is described as a condition in which reason exists by itself,

divorced from appetite.

On the other side, we have the myth of the Ph&drus con-
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cerning the charioteer and the two horses, in which the soul,

antecedently to its union with a body, and while still in heaven,

is depicted as tripartite. In the Philebus, Plato is even more

explicit "Do you not regard anger, fear, yearning, mourning,

love, jealousy, envy, and the like, as pains of the soul and the

soul only? I do" (4?e; see also Laws 863!}, where spirit is

referred to as belonging to the very nature of the soul). Not

only spirit, but appetite, too, is a purely psychical functioning}

in appetite, it is the soul itself which grasps an object through

memory (Philebus 35c, d). In trying to resolve the contradic

tion, we must bear in mind that the problem is not funda

mental, inasmuch as the difference between soul and body is

one of degree only; in a sense, the soul is bodily in its nature,

being a mixture of the indivisible with the divisible. It would

seem that the mortal nature (spirit and appetite) is a part of

the soul itself, but a part which is specially open to the stimuli

from the body. In its original constitution, the mortal part of

the soul is harmonious with reason; but the ingression of the

soul into the body leads to a disturbance of this harmony; the

body encourages the mortal nature to antagonize reason. In

short, the body is not a cause of the existence of our mortal

nature; it stimulates the tendency of our mortal nature to affirm

its independence from reason.

We will now proceed to the causes of evil in the soul. There

is only one form of virtue, while the forms of evil are infinite

(Republic 445c). Yet there are certain root-evils which are the

source of all the others. At various times, Plato speaks of one

or another vice as the greatest of all. There is, of course,

ignorance, the Belief and hope in what is not true." Ignorance,

for Plato, is not a negative but a positive state; it is not absence

of knowledge, but presence of false belief. Man's mind is filled

with wrong values and with other falsehoods which he gets

from his parents, early teachers, the community. These con

stitute the veritable lie the lie in the soul. To deceive others

is bad, but to be deceived oneself is infinitely worse, and out

of this inner lie grow all other evils. Conversely, truth is at

the head of all the virtues, both among men and among gods.
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Elsewhere, however (Sophist 228, Timceus 86), Plato speaks
of dissension, internal strife, as the greatest of all evils, whereby
the unity of the soul is broken, and each part looks after its

own end, to the exclusion of the rest. Evil is the revolution

of the part against the whole, the destruction of organic unity
in the individual and in the state. Friendship is the root-virtue,

as the excessive love of self is the cause of all sins. Yet it would

seem that it is not so much strife as the result of strife which

Plato abhors. Internal dissension is succeeded by a new and

unnatural unity in the soul, in which the worse rules the better,

and appetites are supreme over reason. The organic unity of

the soul in which reason leads and passions follow is replaced

by an artificial and unstable order in which the true hierarchy

of things has been lost.
2

It is important to notice that the causes of evil reduce to two,

to ignorance on the one hand, and to strife, in its generalized

sense, on the other, and that strife is distinct from ignorance.

Strife is the rebellion of appetite against knowledge. While

under the Socratic influence, Plato refers to ignorance as the

root-evil, but, to the degree that he emancipates himself from

this influence, he adds strife to the list. This is not a distinction

between an earlier and a later Plato, for, even in the Laws,
Plato accounts for evil by ignorance. The Socratic influence

remained in Plato's' mind throughout his life, along with his

own contribution, and the two were not fused; consequently,

we find Plato contradicting himself, ascribing all evil to igno

rance, while also citing strife as a cause.

As an illustration of our point, we will consider the discus

sion in the Meno (y7b ff.). An effective pursuit of virtue pre

supposes two things: desire and reason love of the good and

knowledge of it. Desire sets the aim, and reason directs the

soul toward the dim. Knowledge without desire is ineffectual;

and desire without knowledge is confused and wandering; the

function of reason is to supply guidance to the energy of desire.

Now, while all men are possessed with a love of the good, they

are not all endowed with knowledge. Thus, evil arises from

the failure of reason to do its duty by desire. All men always

*Laxos 7300, 864*), Rep&Uc 46zb, Gorgias 5076, Refu&lic 4310, 444!).
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desire the good, and desire nothing else. True enough, we find

men actually desiring evil, but not while recognizing it as such.

Thus evil arises from a deception concerning values our mis

taking evil for goodj and it may be remedied by instruction.

In the preceding account, there are several points worthy of

special attention. Human nature is conceived in monistic terms
j

the soul moves in one direction, and there is no internal con

flict. There is no problem of reconciling opposites, no warring

against what is bad. The soul wants only one thing, and its

problem is simply that of recognizing its object when it sees

it. Secondly, human nature is conceived in optimistic terms.

Men are good by nature
j evil-doing is aiming at the good and

missing it. A criminal is a frustrated saint. Different philoso

phers have affirmed human beings to be equal with respect to

different traits. Descartes held that good sense is equally dis

tributed among menj Plato, while maintaining that men are

unequal with respect to intellectual capacity, held that they are

alike in their attachment to the good. Finally, the knowledge
which is relevant to virtue is moral, not technical} of ends, not

of means. The ignorance from which men suffer is one con

cerning the nature of the good, not concerning the problem of

how to bring about the good.
The implications of these points are considerably disturbing.

(a) Desire and reason are separate from each other. Now,
Plato's general theory points to a fusion of desire with thought.
Reason involves an element of desire j it is a passion for the

truth, and reason is effective in conduct precisely because it is

a passion. Conversely, desire entails a cognitive element} we
can desire an object only provided we have an idea of it. The
doctrine, then, which asserts that desire remains innocent while
reason fails to function properly presupposes a disjunction of

the two, which is at variance with Plato's theory.

(3) While love of the good is universally innate, knowledge
of it is not. Yet in the very same dialogue (Mend), we are

told that man every man, including the slave-boyhas an
innate knowledge of the ideas, and hence, it would seem in

the last resort, of the good. In fact, Plato's doctrine of knowl

edge is that it is innate in all men. The real point, of course,
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is that the slave-boy has forgotten what he knows. But if birth

entails the clouding of reason, so should it also mean the dis

tortion of purpose. Eros and intelligence are diverse aspects

of one unified activity, and whatever affects the one affects the

other. The accident of the soul's ingression into a body, which

is the cause of the soul's failure to realize its function, affects

the soul throughout} as Plato says, there is ignorance, and there

is madness (Tim&us 86b). We must therefore proceed to a

radically different approach to the whole problem. The soul

is perfect by nature; it is endowed with a knowledge no less

than with a love of the good. Or to be more exact, the soul

possesses that union with the good which is at once a cognition

of and an appetition for it. By virtue of its birth into a body, the

soul is thrust into the sea of flux, and is thereby obstructed. The
soul "forgets" its real essence throughout its love as well as

its knowledge of the good. The entire soul has turned from

light to darkness, falling into the cave where it remains chained

by ignorance and greed.
Let us return to the problem of evil from this new angle.

For Plato, as for the judges, ignorance is no excuse. The ques
tion is not so much why this man has forgotten, but why he

has not recovered what he has forgotten. Evil is not forgetful-

ness, but the failure to recollect. Now, men remain ignorant

because they do not know that they do not knowj thus the

question is, what prevents men from attaining the conviction

of ignorance; and the answer is pride. Men love themselves

more than the truth (Laws 73 le, 73&b). In short, men cannot

plead ignorance as an excuse, because, had they conquered

pride, they would have remedied their errors. We are conceited

because we are ignorant, and we are ignorant because we are

conceited. This argument is circular obviously, but valid in the

sense that it discloses the internal relatedness of desire and

knowledge.
After instruction has brought about recollection, there is the

problem of the preservation of recollection. Just as cloth often

loses its color when washed in water, so many people lose their

beliefs when they come into conflict with their environment.

Right opinion has two enemies, fear and pleasure. Convictions
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may be dangerous to the person holding them, because they are

opposed to those of society. Society, in its present condition, up
holds wrong values, and it has a way of punishing any one

who defends the truth. A timid person alters his convictions

from fear of the consequences. But more effective than pain

is the lure of pleasure more effective because more subtle.

Flattery is more to be feared than threats. When the public

fawns upon and flatters the young man, how can we expect

him not to get inflated, to be filled with unbounded hopes, to

think himself capable of managing the affairs of all the world,

both Greek and barbarian especially if he be rich and well

born, handsome and tall? (Republic 494<0- L ve of wealth,

lust, and all gratifications of the body cast a spell upon reason,

softening its fiber} we believe what is pleasant rather than

what is true, turning reason to the service of desire. Then there

is the weariness of the mind, which has too often failed in its

efforts to find the truth. Deceived repeatedly by argument, the

mind turns misologist, and distrusts all reason. In such a mind

there is a failure of nerve. In sum, the mind is confronted with

a double problem; recollection of what has been forgotten, and

preservation of what has been recollected. In the first it is in

hibited by pride; in the second, by weakness.

The next question is: why should the soul be ignorant, con

ceited, and weak, since it is good and sound by nature? To
answer this question, we must look to the forces outside the

soul. These are twofold, social and physical. (#) The actual

order of society (xardcraxtfic; Jtotatsiag) is responsible for the

turning away of the soul from the good. When society praises

and blames the wrong things, the individual acquires an incor

rect sense of values. The relevance of society to the individual is

via instruction, which includes not only deliberate teaching, but

the pervasive influence of social attitudes upon the individual.

The seed cannot grow unless implanted in proper soil, and the

individual cannot grow properly unless he is born into a well-

functioning society. The equipment with which the individual

is endowed innately remains imprisoned until it is released by
some external force. Society provides the release, a field of action

and a direction to the individual j it shapes his values.
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Plato makes the notable statement that vice and virtue issue

from the same qualities in the individual. A weak soul is in

capable of anything great, in respect either of virtue or of vice;

greatness of soul is requisite for vice no less than for virtue; in

fact vice arises from the perversion of great gifts. "The more

vigorous a seed is, the more it falls short of its proper perfection
when deprived of the season, the food, the place that suits it.

For evil is more opposed to the good than to the not-good."
So the best-endowed souls, when the conditions for nurture are

unsuitable, will become worse than the average souls. The great
man becomes the victim of his own qualities of his wealth,

beauty, and strength; even of his moral virtueshis courage
and temperance. Society flatters him and he becomes vain and

spoiled (Republic 49 ib) . Plato insists that the blame for wicked

ness should be laid at the door of society, not of the individual,

of "the begetter, not of the begotten" (Tim&us 87b).
Evil in the individual is the reflection, not only of contem

poraneous evil in the community, but also of evil long past.

"My good man, the evil force that now moves you and prompts

you to go temple-robbing is neither of human origin nor of

divine, but it is some impulse bred of old in men from ancient

wrongs unexpiated, which courses round, wreaking ruin" (Laws

854b). Thus, the individual is nothing by himself; he is con

stituted by the present order of society, and he also inherits the

past. His present state comes to him from his ancestors; he has

fallen because they have fallen. He and they are but one soul

throughout many incarnations. The true meaning of the doc

trine of transmigration is that life is continuous throughout
the divisions of time.

The character of the physical environment counts in the de

velopment of virtuous habits. For example, it is not good for a

city to be located near the sea. "For if the state was to be on

the seacoast, and to have fine harbors, ... in that case, it

would need a mighty savior and divine lawgivers, if, with such

a character, it was to avoid having a variety of luxurious and

depraved habits. As things are, however, there is consolation

in the fact of that eighty stades. Still, it lies unduly near the

sea, and the more so because, as you say, its harbors are good;
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that, however, we must make the best of. For the sea is, in very

truth,
ca right briny and bitter neighbor,' although there is

sweetness in its proximity for the uses of daily life} for by fill

ing the markets of the city with foreign merchandise and retail

trading, and breeding in men's souls knavish and tricky ways, it

renders the city faithless and loveless, not to itself only, but to

the rest of the world as well" (Laws 7O4d~7O5a). The sea is a

principle of unrest, destroying the self-contained character of

the city, introducing new ways and habits without discrimina

tion, and breeding petty interests in the citizens. This considera

tion leads us to our second point.

() To refer evil to the order of society, present or past, is

not to give an ultimate explanation of evil. This individual is

foolish because he has been instructed by a foolish teacher;

wickedness in the individual comes from wickedness in the

community. But we should like to know how evil arises in the

collectivity not in this or that soul, but in any soul. Plato's an

swer is that the cause of evil is to be found outside the soul in

the body.
It is agreed that excessive pleasures and pains are the greatest

of the soul's diseases, for they obstruct both the senses and the

reason, and thus inhibit correct opinion. Now, "whenever a

man's seed grows to abundant volume in his marrow (brain),

as it were a tree overladen beyond measure with fruit, he brings
on himself time after time many pangs and many pleasures . . .

and comes to be in a state of madness." Bodily humors and

vapors, when too confined, break into the soul and disturb the

regularity of its motions; penetrating into each of its three re

gions, they cause incontinence, rashness, and forgetfulness
(Tim&us SSc-Syb). Thus the condition of the body accounts

for evil in respect of appetite, spirit, and reason. But the trouble

begins earlier at birth, when the irregular motions of the body
and the inrush of sensations overpower the soul, disturb the

regularity of its motions, and set it off its course. Like a man
standing on his head, to whom what is to the left seems to be to

the right, the soul, when afflicted with a body, loses its bearings
and confuses the unreal with the real. Reason is replaced by
opinion, and the soul becomes irrational (Tim&us 43 ff.). The
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soul is sick mad or ignorant because its functioning is checked

by the body. The body is the gateway through which the world

of chance rushes in upon the soul. Evil, then, arises from the

impact of the soul with the world of circumstance, through the

intermediation of the body.
On the one hand, we have the soul in its primordial state, on

the other, the soul as with a body} the soul as perfect, and the

soul as fallen} the soul as it is by itself, and the soul as it is im
mersed in the sea of circumstance. The difference in the condi

tion of the soul before and after its fall accounts for the apparent

inconsistency of Plato's doctrine of human nature. The soul be

fore the fall is a relatively harmonious adjustment of parts} after

its fall, it is a stage for conflict between reason and the irra

tional soul. When Plato is thinking of the former, he talks of

the soul in optimistic terms} when of the latter, he is a pessimist.

Since the soul as it really is, is good, Plato is fundamentally an

optimist} since all we know is the soul as confined to a body,
Plato is consistently a pessimist.

After the fall of the soul into a human body, come other falls

to lower bodily structures. In a semi-humorous vein, Plato pro

pounds a theory of the origin of species by a process of degenera
tion from man. The various animals represent further stages in

the fall of man (Tim&us 9ie ff.} Phcedo 8ie-82a). The men
who were cowardly and spent their time in wrong-doing in this

life are punished by being transformed into women. Woman
is the first step in the fall from man's estate. Lower than women
are the birds. "The tribe of birds is derived by transformation,

growing feathers in place of hair, from men who are harmless

but light-mindedmen, too, who, being students of the worlds

above, suppose in their simplicity that the most solid proofs
about such matters are obtained by the sense of sight." Birds are

reincarnations of astronomers, for instance. Lower than the

birds are the wild beasts which are transformations of men who
have given no thought to the world above, but have followed

the lead of anger and passion. Since in this life such men have

turned their heads earthwards, they are transformed into four-

footed and many-footed wild animals, and are given elongated
heads "so that they might be dragged down still nearer to the
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earth." Those who have indulged in gluttony, violence and

drunkenness will probably pass into the bodies of asses, while

those who have chosen injustice, tyranny and robbery will pass

into the bodies of wolves, hawks and kites. The worst of this

kind are changed into worms that hug the earth. Fish are abso

lutely the lowest in the scale
j they come from those men who

were completely stupid and so wicked that they do not deserve

to breathe the pure air. So they are thrust into water, there to

respire its turgid depths in punishment for their extreme wit-

lessness. We do not know how seriously Plato intends the above

statements to be taken
j
but they contain one noteworthy point

of general doctrine, namely, that the barrier between the several

species is not irremovable, and that "both then and now, living

creatures keep passing into one another in all these ways, as they

undergo transformation by the loss or by the gain of reason and

unreason."

We have not come to the end of our story yet. Why should

the soul fall into the body in the first place? The soul falls be

cause it is the kind of soul which can fall
5

it mingles with the

body because it is attracted to it. Thus the soul acquires diseases

from the body because it is already infected. We are told in the

myth of the Phadrus that the soul in heaven partakes of an un

ruly and evil nature which "weighs it down and tends toward

the earth" (24yb). The soul innately has a downward tendency}
it feels the lure of earthly things. The causes of evil on this earth

must be looked for in heaven. While in heaven, the soul which

contains the unruly element "is unable to see the upper regions,

or, once having seen, it forgets and is filled with evil (248c).

Ignorance, forgetfulness, evil appear in the soul before the in

tervention of the body, and are the cause of such intervention.

We come back to the contribution of the receptacle. In its origi

nal composition in accordance with the divine plan, the soul

consists of the indivisible and the divisible} thus, disorder is

part of its nature. Ultimately, the fall which brought about evil

was caused by the soul's own inherent disorder; and the cause of

evil is internal to the soul. The receptacle as disclosed in the sur

rounding physical world finds its counterpart in the soul.

We are now led to a final question. Why did the demiourgos
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include the receptacle in the composition of the soul? The an

swer, suggested in the Timceus (41-2), is that the principle of

perfection,
construed as plenitude, requires the creation of crea

tures in all degrees of perfection. This does not mean that evil

is part of perfection; it does mean, however, that the mixture of

the divisible with the indivisible and thus, liability to evil is

part of the divine plan.

To recapitulate, evil is due to ignorance and madness; all

such evil in the individual arises from disorder in the city; dis

order in the soul, whether in the individual or in the city, arises

from the impact of the soul with the body, and, through the

body, with disorder in nature at large. The fall of the soul into

the bodily world comes about through the operation of the un

ruly horse the principle of disorder in the soul. Finally, the

presence of disorder in the soul follows from the principle of

perfection.

Our next point concerns the ways and means by which the

soul undoes the evils of the fall. After the fall comes the rise.

The mind is asleep and must be wakened; its knowledge is la

tent and must be rendered conscious. Recollection is Plato's term

for what Aristotle later referred to as the conversion of poten

tiality into actuality. The myth of the cave is the most femous

of alljPl^to's myths, if not the most famous in all philosophical

literature; its theme is the condition of the fallen soul and its

recovery. There is a subterranean cave in which men have been

chained from childhood by neck and legs, so that they cannot

move and can look in only one direction. When they look, they
see only shadows thrown by a fire itself "the shadow of light'

7

of objects which are artificial. And since the men cannot turn

around to look at one another, they see only shadows of them

selves, and they hear only echoes of voices resounding in the

cave. They live in a world of illusion, ignorant concerning both

themselves and the- world; and the chains which tie them down
to this world are those of appetite. Being chained, they are con

demned to immobility and inertia.

When the chains somehow break, Aejman stands up and

turns aroundj the old rigidity is gone, and his soul recovers its
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power of movement. This is a radical transformation, the turn

ing o the soul from darkness to light. After that, change is

gradual 5 but the first act is revolutionary, consisting as it does

in a complete break with the past, and a conversion into new
habits and valuations. Now, in order to turn the eyes around,
we must turn the whole body; so the turning around of the

organ of knowledge entails a revolution of the entire soul. The
conversion is not merely intellectual but moral, involving new
loves as well as new beliefs. Once outside the cave, man must go

up a steep hill} the re-education of the soul is an arduous and

painful task. There is a critical moment when the soul, first see

ing the light, is dazzled and confused. Having lived in the cave,

it can find its way more easily among shadows than among reali

ties. Some men recoil, refuse to go on, and turn back to the cave}

they are those who, having achieved an insight into the truth,

lack the courage to face it consistently, lack the energy to make
new habits, and prefer to go back to the old established con

ventional and comfortable ways. But a few persist, and gradu

ally become accustomed to their new surroundings. The process
of re-education is a delicate art} sudden transitions must be

avoided, and habituation must go slowly. After leaving the

shadows of the cave, the soul first proceeds to observe divine

shadows of real objects} then, real objects, and finally the good
itself. Also from the light of the fire, it moves into the light of

the night the reflected light of the moon and the stars until

finally it contemplates objects in the light of the sun. Thus,
there is a gradual ascent in respect both of level of 9bject and
level of intelligence. The advance of the soul consists both in an

intensification of the eros and a generalization of knowledge.
In the cave, men live private, enclosed lives, governed by bodily

appetite; outside the cave, men love not bodies but souls, not

individuals but cities, not actualities but ideals.

After the ascent comes the descent. The return to the cave

is as arduous and painful as the escape from it. There is the

crucial moment when the philosopher coming from light into

darkness is dazzled; he fumbles and gropes; he loses his way in

the darkness; he is laughed at, scorned, taken to be a fool by
those long in the cave. In short, the transition from theory to
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practice
is difficult, and the philosopher is apt to make a fool

of himself at the start, when he sets out to be king. If, obeying
his fear, the philosopher withdraws in order to settle per
manently among the sunlit regions, he then has made a deci

sion in favor of the monastic life. But we must carefully dis

tinguish the two crises of confusion, that of the caveman and
that of the philosopher ; in the first case, confusion comes from
the passage of the soul into light, in the second case, from its

passage into darkness. Also, the philosopher habituates himself

to the darkness, and from then on his knowledge is greater and

his character firmer than the corresponding condition of the in

mates of the cave. Naturally, the philosopher is loath to come
back to the cave, yet return he must, and those who linger out

side, absorbed in the contemplation of beauty, fail to do their

duty by common humanity. The philosopher must serve as a

guide to the benighted public, even if it be at the risk of being

put to death by those he would serve.

The point is important the ascent is to be followed by the

descent; the knowledge of the good is an end in itself, and it is

also a means for the illumination of perception and the ordering
of daily life. Thus the ideal is a union of the abstract with the

concrete vision. Or rather, the good life is not a condition but a

movement up and down, and then up again the rhythm of

theory and practice, of abstraction from affairs and of immersion

in them. Not the static vision of the good, but the passage to the

gaod and thence the descent in short, the movement itself be

tween the two extremes of the scale is the ideal for man.

What initiates the movement; what breaks the chains? Plato

is not definite on this point. He simply speaks of the chains be

ing broken. Is the internal force of the soul capable of overcom

ing the inertia imposed by the body? It would seem that ex

ternal aid is necessary. Man is awakened by two types of stim

uli. The first is Q3gpsri,$nce, the very perplexities and contradic

tions of sense arousing the mind to action. The other stimulus

is hum^p,; beyond the education offered by experience is that

provided by man to man. There is the intervention of the wise

man. Suppose we return to our figure of the soul as asleep. Now
you cannot wake up somebody by gentle means, especially if
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his sleep is deep} you must shock him into wakefulness. Plato

says that the individual stands up suddenly} thus, the change is

abrupt Education is by violence, so to speak. Inasmuch as the

soul is inhibited by self-satisfaction with its own ignorance, the

teacher must administer a blow to the pupil's pride. Initially,

education is moral} it is a catharsis of intellectual conceit. By
irony, by entangling them in contradictions, Socrates persistently

endeavored to break down his pupils' pride.

The release from the chains is the recovery by the soul of its

power of self-motion. Yet after the spell of pride is broken, the

way is still difficult. Plato says that the guide must use force, and

sometimes compel the soul to go up the steep hill. Recollection

is not automatic, but comes only from strenuous exertion} there

are the pangs of labor and the pains of learning} and always the

assistance of the teacher is indispensable. The importance of the

wise man in the emergence of reasonable individuals and civ

ilized communities cannot be too much emphasized. Salvation of

the individual is from without. But we seem committed to a

regress. The soul is aroused by the wise man, who, in turn, has

been awakened by another wise man, etc. The question is, what

wakes up man in general? Plato leaves the problem in darkness.

Probably he adheres to some doctrine of divine interposition,

since on repeated occasions he refers to an intervention by the

gods (Republic 49^a, 493a). There is God's love of man, and

the divine providence} there is the agency of the divine upon
the human whereby man becomes conscious of the divine in him.

We are now in a position to review the course of the argu
ment. The soul is created as a harmonious integration of reason

with spirit and desire} its fall into the body destroys the inte

gration and education is the effort to restore it. The problem

confronting the soul now is how, while on this earth, to achieve

its pristine perfection} how, in short, to be out of the body
while in it. The function of the eras and of dialectic is to enable

the soul to attain its divine condition while it is entangled in the

realm of anagke"to partake of immortality, as far as that is

possible to man" (Timatts 9oc). Philosophy is meditation upon
death while the soul is alive} it is the achievement of eternity
in time. Yet we must guard our statements properly. The soul
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aims to remove itself not so much from the body as from the

domination of the body, to become independent of the body,
but not to ignore it.

Finally, the recollection of our real selves achieved in this

transient life can be no more than an image of the reality. The

body is here to obstruct. Plato always guards his statements with

qualifications, saying, for instance, that we partake of immor

tality only so far as it is ^possible to man. Moreover, the vision

of the good, even if achieved, will be lost, since whatever is

bound to a body is unstable. Even the best of states will some
how deteriorate. There is no enduring progress only the cycle
of gain and loss.

The question may now be raised whether, according to Plato,

man has any freedom of choice. In tackling this problem we
must be clearly aware that our discussion does not properly be

long to an exposition of Plato's thought. Plato, in fact, did not

raise the problem because, presumably, he was not aware of the

issue. What we are therefore doing is to ask what Plato's doc

trine means to us today.
Evil is due to the fall of man into a body. That man remains

wicked is due to the present order of society and to further in

roads from the bodyj but he becomes enlightened and virtuous

if society provides him with enlightened teaching. Thus, whether

man now is virtuous or not depends on causes outside himself.

His character is the product of two determinants: his own past
and the present order of societyor, as we would say, heredity
and environment.

Yet the matter is not so simple. What society does is only to

inhibit or to release the powers of the individual. The individual

is what he is for himself} society only provides an occasion for

the exercise of his powers or for their obstruction. And in so

far as man's present condition is due to his fall, we must recall

that his fall is due to his own choice. The past which determines

him is, after all, his own past. His union with the body and, in

fact, his entanglement with the present order of society are re

sults brought about by the soul's own action. Let us distinguish

between the empirical and the metaphysical self, the self as a
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member of the world of opinion, and the self in its primordial

nature, as created by God. The empirical self is controlled by

empirical circumstances, it is true} but the very existence of an

empirical self and its exposure to empirical choices are results

requiring explanation, and leading to the question of the nature

of the metaphysical self. The soul, as created by God, fell. Was
it free to fall? Is it free at all? We will begin by discussing its

relation to God. Plato refers often to the human soul as a chat

tel, puppet, or property of the gods. Man is not free to commit

suicide j he belongs to the gods and it is for them to decide when
his life should end. God is a ruler over all creation, including
the soul. Nevertheless, there is a restricted province in which

the soul is self-determining. God appoints the general pattern

of the soul, but its specific pattern "he left to the wills of each

one of us men" (Laws 9C>4b). The myth of Er strikingly depicts

the position of the soul vis a vis God. Says the prophet to the

soul confronted with the problem of making the choice of a

life for this world: "Souls that live for a day, now is the begin

ning of another cycle of mortal generation where birth is the

beginning of death. No divinity shall cast lots for you, but you
shall choose your own demon. Let him to whom falls the first

lot first select a life to which he shall cleave of necessity. . . .

The blame is his who chooses: God is blameless" (Republic

The soul determines its fate, though, once the choice has been

made, its fate is binding upon it. In this life, we are what we
have chosen to be. After all, we have, in the above view, nothing
more than the familiar doctrine of the soul as self-moving.

Thus, the soul before its fall that is to say, the soul as it really
is is self-determining, independent of God, and, a fortiori, of

the body and of the order of society. But to deny that the soul

is externally determined is not necessarily to say that the soul is

free. The crux of the matter is the relation of the soul to its

own nature
j
if our choice is determined by our nature, if, being

the sort we are, we cannot help choosing what we do choose,
then we cannot be said to be free. Perhaps it is all a matter of

definition. If freedom be defined as self-determination (Spi
noza's sense), then the soul is free for Plato tooj but if freedom
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be defined as absence of any necessitation, then it is not. In re

turning to the passage just cited, we may notice that the souls

in drawing their lots decide according to the degree of their

knowledge and the kind of their appetites. One soul chooses

without sufficient examination, impelled by folly and greed; and

another, without philosophy, though in accordance with good
habits. Thus choice is a function of knowledge and appetite.

The soul is composed of reason and passion, and its choices are

determined by these, (a) The souPs acts are voluntary only in

the sense that they proceed from knowledge. Given the knowl

edge, the act follows; the soul is determined by its reason; it

cannot knowingly reject the good. But freedom which has any
moral significance must include the ability to see the good and

yet reject it. Moral philosophers have been concerned with

demonstrating the independence of the soul from material

forces. But the principle of the good may be no less necessitating

than anagke; there is mechanistic determinism, and there is

teleological determinism, according to which the soul by its very

nature is compelled to love the good.

() Secondly, our choices are determined by our irrational

nature. We partake of the factor of anagke in our very constitu

tion. The principle of confusion is no less a part of our nature

than the love of the good. Man is the confluence of the prin

ciple of perfection on the one hand, and of the receptacle on the

other. These two may or may not co-operate, and sometimes the

lure of the ideal is defeated by the love of pleasure. Human
actions are determined by the interplay of reason and passion.

Thus, the human soul is the seat of a dual determinism me
chanical and teleological and there is no freedom of choice.

More important still, action is devoid of moral significance.

Moral action consists in the choice between reason and desire;

but, according to Plato, the conflict between the two settles itself.

The root of the matter is that Plato has no doctrine of the self.

The motion of the soul follows from the motions of its parts;

its unity is a resultant unity. But for action to be moral, the

unity of the soul should be prior to its parts. A choice between

reason and desire is possible only when there exists a self in

dependent of both, and determining the relative place of each
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in conduct. In genuinely moral action, reason and desire are not

agents but data for the self as acting. Consequently if, fol

lowing Plato, Spinoza, and Kant, we identify the soul with

reason or desire or both, we reduce the soul to the objects of

choice and leave no place for an agent of choice. In concluding,
we must repeat that Plato did not definitely reject the notion

of freedom. It is one thing to face the problem and then reach

the conclusion that there is no freedom, and another thing to

be unaware of the issue itself.

From among the various components of Plato's theory of

human nature, it is that of the complexity of the soul which has

exerted the greatest influence on posterity. Human nature is

both divine and earthly. This doctrine, whose roots must be

ultimately religious, has made a profound impression on Chris

tian thought, where it has been incorporated in the form of the

conception of the duality of spirit and flesh in man. Yet Chris

tianity has transformed what it has incorporated 3 it recognizes
the possibility of sin in the sense of man's ability freely to reject

the good, whereas, for Plato, there is no essentially evil desire.

According to Plato and even more, for his master, Socrates-

reason is a controlling force in conduct. Virtue is knowledge.

Says Socrates, "Come, my good Protagoras, uncover some more
of your thoughts: how do you stand in regard to knowledge?
Do you share the view that most people take of this, or have

you some other? The opinion generally held of knowledge is

something of this sort that it is no strong or guiding or ruling

principle; it is not regarded as anything of that kind, but people
think that, while a man has often knowledge in him, he is not

governed by it but by something else now by spirit, now by
pleasure, now by pain, at times by love, and often by fear; they
think of knowledge as they do of a slave, that it may be dragged
about by any other force. Now do you agree with this view of

it, or do you believe that knowledge is something noble and

able to rule man, and that, if he learns what is good and what
is bad, he will never be swayed by anything to act otherwise

than as knowledge bids, and that knowledge is a sufficient aid

to mankind?" (Protagoras. 352b, c). As against the classical
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doctrine of the power of reason, we have the modern doctrine

of the impotence of reason. From Hume on, and even before,

various philosophers have declared reason to be the tool of

desire. On this point, however, Plato has anticipated later doc

trines. Reason, according to Plato, is powerful, but not omnip
otent. The orderly revolutions of reason may be disturbed by
the irregular motions of the body 5

reason may become feeble and

be overcome by desire. Thus Plato has laid the foundations for

the enduring doctrine that the springs of human action are both

rational and bodily.
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CHAPTER XVII

DEGENERATION IN THE INDIVIDUAL

AND IN SOCIETY

i EFORE we enter into the consideration of the ideal of

reason, we will cast a glance at the patterns of life actually

in operation among men. The eighth and ninth books of the

Republic are expositions of the various forms of government,

short of the perfect type. But to read them as political treatises

alone is to misswhat is most significant
in them. They are prima

rily accounts of ^patterns of conduct among societies of men. The

state is but the outward expression of the more intangible but

more important and pervading webs of value in a society. Not

the physical environment, not its economic condition, not its

form of government, but its valuations determine the nature

of the society. What men honor, that they practice (Republic

55ia). Given the pattern of values we have the type of institu

tion and also the type of individual that constitutes the society.

Society and the individual are reflections of each otherj

society is the individual writ large, and the individual is a

microscopic society. In the later part of the Reptblic, Plato

undertakes a sort of ethology, the reconstruction of types of

individuals} and the significance of the account lies chiefly in

its psychological insight and in the vivid evocation of character

in action. It is the picture of a progression or rather a retrogres

sionof the decline in human government, institutions, and

ideals. This decline is inevitable j
there is a fatal law of de

generation in human affairs. In the dramatic narrative of the

retreat of man from a mythical golden age, there are moments

of rest interrupted by movement. We are shown states of society

in which a certain order or disorder has been achieved and is

flourishing} and we are shown transitions and how they come

about There are four steps in the process of decline the timo-
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cratic, the oligarchical, the democratic, and the tyrannical states

and individuals, corresponding respectively to the four levels

of psychical life below that of reason, namely, the spirited part,
the utilitarian appetites, the harmless, and finally the destruc

tive pleasures. Plato does not claim to give an exhaustive ac

count of all the existing or even possible polities 5 he proposes
to set forth the main types and to ignore their subdivisions

(Republic 548d). In our description of the various levels of

life, we shall venture to indulge in a certain amount of free

interpretation which, we hope, will not be found inconsistent

with the spirit of Plato's statements, and we will make applica
tions to modern situations.

Plato was indeed fortunately placed 5 he was the citizen of

a great state which, at its best, exhibited a novel and wonderful

way of life to the world. Plato's philosophy, with its emphasis
on the values of intellectual curiosity, of harmony, of enthu

siasm and restraint at once, of hierarchical order and of organic

unity, may be regarded as an elaboration on the theme of

Athenian art, culture and life. The various strands of Greek

civilization are modified, interwoven and unified in Plato's

thought And by formulating it, Plato adds a new perfection

to Greek civilization. Athens and Greece in general were no

tably rich in the variety of their constitutional forms; they were

a political laboratory in which experiments were continually

being made. Plato had only to keep his eyes open in order to

obtain whatever data he needed; his political and social theories

sprang from immediate observation. He was at once the product
and the critic of a uniquely endowed city which had attained

grandeur and was now losing it. He knew its glories and sadly

noted its fall. It is his special merit that he was able to extract,

out of his observations of a particular city, principles which are

universal in their scope and valid to this day.

A timocratic community prizes honor and valor aoove all,

and cherishes the warlike virtues; it is comparable to a mili

taristic state. Essentially it represents a compromise between the

values of aristocracy and plutocracy, its rulers being simple-

minded and devoid of culture on the one hand, and yet ab-
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staining from the possession of wealth on the other. But a com

promise is apt to produce an unstable condition. Spirit (^nog),

when it has abandoned the guidance of reason, succumbs to the

calls of appetite; the high-minded timocrats are impelled by
an unacknowledged love of wealth, but not being allowed to

gratify it they amass treasures furtively. They are not sincere

with themselves} in appearance, they are ruled by the spirited

part, but the appetites pull the strings behind the scenes. Love

of power degenerates into love of office. The timocratic city is

a community of office-holders, in which merit is measured by

rank, and pride of place predominates. There is no strength in

them 5
in demeanor, they are haughty to their inferiors and

servile to their superiors in position.

The timocratic individual is educated by force, not persuasion;

he submits to the discipline of authority instead of reason. He

prefers athletics to music, and hunting to discussion. A self-

willed man, he is something of a barbarian, yet with a certain

respect for philosophy, feeling honored by the attention of phi

losophers and artists. No orator, he likes to listen; though lack

ing culture, he seeks the company of cultivated men. He is

impressed by reason and swept by desire. A society whose pur

pose is not clear easily falls prey to individuals who know what

they want j and the timocratic state succumbs to the oligarchical

polity.

The oligarchical state is founded on the principle of wealth;

its great men are the rich men. It is an economic society con

trolled by the acquisitive motive; the right to vote depends on

a property qualification. Since the economic motive is com

petitive, the oligarchic state is a divided body divided into

those who haveand those who have not; thus it is a class society.

Underneath the level of the privileged classes, there is the vast

floating underworld of the disfranchised masses ignored and

deprived of human consideration. Of this public, those who
are weak and timid become paupers, and the others who are

aggressive become criminals. Thus, the oligarchical state, by
virtue of the fact that its moral basis is rotten, breeds lawlessness

and criminality. The plutocratic state is without a social con

science; the paupers and the criminals become resentful and
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then the rulers try to suppress them. So the oligarchical state

is in a condition of civil warfare, afflicted with a sickness which

grows by the treatment administered to it.

The oligarchical individual is the type of the "self-made"

man. His father had belonged to the old order with old-fash

ioned ideas of honesty} "perhaps he has been a general, or has

held some other important office, and has then been dragged
into court by mischievous sycophants and put to death or

banished and has lost all his property" (553b). His son, by
contrast, is a "realist"} abandoning his father's ideals as im

practical he sets about to make money. He earns his money
little by little and so has to work hard} he is stingy. His values

are utilitarian and he prizes only that which can be measured
in monetary terms. His timocratic father did have a set of

values beyond those of private gain, but the oligarchical son

recognizes only the ideal of profit. Yet he has a code of a sort}

he attends to the utilitarian pleasures, that is to say, he believes

in work and thrift. With an eye on the main chance, he has an

inner integration which his father lacked. He is a sober, useful,

successful, and respected member of society.

But there is nothing admirable or magnanimous about him.

He has industriousness without humanity} he is mean and nar

row, occupied with small things in a petty manner, and harsh in

his judgment of human foibles and weaknesses. He achieves

internal unity through self-repression; his strength is based on

fear. For he is harsh toward himself too, sternly suppressing
all the playful impulses. He regards self-enjoyment as vanity;
he is a man starved. But these impulses, though repressed, do

not die. They "burn within him like fires"} they get intenser in

their subterranean fashion, until, in rebellion, they are liable

to overthrow the whole man. Though outwardly in peace, such

a man is really at war with himself} "the true virtue of a soul in

unison and harmony with itself escapes him and dwells afar"

(554e).
The oligarchical polity is based on the exploitation of the

public} ultimately the public will rise and bring down its rulers.

A community whose energies are concentrated on the acquisition

of wealth loses its warlike virtues and becomes soft; the disfran-
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chised masses discover this weakness and overthrow it. Thus
the oligarchical state is succeeded by the democratic state the

rule of the poor.
A democratic state prizes two things above all freedom and

equality* A democratic state cherishes freedom to the point of

anarchy} the citizen is free to serve in war or not, according as

he may choose; free to hold office or notj free to serve out his

term in prison or not. He confuses obedience to law with servi

tude. It may be urged that this is a caricature of democracy; or

that though it may be a true picture of Athenian democracy it

does not correspond to its modern form. Democracy for us is

not the absence of law, but the rule by the will of the whole, or

at any rate of the majority. But we must remind ourselves that

Plato is speaking of valuations and ideals rather than of govern

ments, of mores and institutions rather than of written rules.

Let us then concentrate our attention on the democratic society

and its values.

Democracy as a form of government may be lawful, but as a

form of society it is lawless, because it is without any fixed

standards. In a democratic society any and every pattern of

values is given free scope and is experimented upon. An impulse
is valid in its own right j

it does not have to justify itself before

the tribunal of fixed principle. So is an individual his own jus

tification; his work is valid in so far as it is the unfolding of his

unique nature. Sincerity is prized above rightness; a maa may
speak, not because he has something worth while to say, but be

cause he must express himself. We have the cult of individual

ism. Technique is decried as a check on spontaneity, and anyway
it is tiresome; attention to rules is condemned as fussiness; and

self-discipline is rejected as slavery to rules. Yet spontaneity
without technique leads to diffuseness; in the democratic man
there is a softening of fiber.

Without principles of criticism, there can be no selection; a

democratic society is based on a universal toleration of ideas and
movements. To Plato, toleration is a purely negative attitude;
ideas are right or wrong; and a society which is critical is neces

sarily intolerant. A democratic society is a garden in which weeds

grow alongside the flowers; full of fads and whims and vagaries.
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Or, to use Plato's figure, it is like a bazaar in which all varie

ties of goods are sold, or like a many-colored garment. Owing to

this very variety, a democratic community is charmingly pic

turesquebut this is a meretricious charm, which the unthinking
take as evidence of vitality, when it really arises from absence

of critical control.

Where there are standards, there is bound to be a hierarchy
of the true and the false, of the good, the lesser good, and the

least good. It is the absence of standards which gives rise to the

second tenet of democracy namely egalitarianism. Individuals

are, in fact, unequal in ability, doctrines are unequal in respect

of their merit, achievements are unequal. But if you abstract the

standards of measurement, you have no way of determining dif

ferences, and everything appears to be on the same level. The
vice of democracy is insolence the insolence of a man who pro
claims himself above standards; democracy lacks the quality of

reverence due to the higher by the lower. There is a general

levelling down of all things: teachers fawn on their pupils j the

old accommodate themselves to the young, "for fear they may be

thought disagreeable and authoritative." All real differences are

ignored and with them the values which come from contrast and

distance. Even horses and asses walk on the pavement, "bumping
into every one who meets them and who does not step aside."

So, in contemporary democracies, we find asses treated with the

same respect as sages.

Reflecting the democratic society is the democratic indi

vidual. How does the democratic individual arise? It is the

familiar story of puritanical father and prodigal son, the one

extreme breeding its opposite. The oligarchical man had been

industrious to the point of ignoring all play; as a father he had

been stern, and prohibited his son from indulging himself or

spending any money; by reaction, the boy, when once free, gives
himself over to a good time. As the son of a dominating father

the boy is weak; he has enthusiasms but no convictions. The
father was integrated; the son is completely disintegrated, the

prey of every chance impulse. He is ineffectual but not bad;
in fact, he is very attractive because of his enthusiasm and the

variety of his interests. He is friendly, good-natured, tolerant
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all too tolerant, lacking the strength to reject. His pattern of

life is sheer undisoiminating friendliness to all forms of impulse
and peoplej he is the receptacle in man. He is indeed democratic

in his tastes and no snob, treating every suggestion and every
man alike. Yet his virtues are negative and only apparent. He is

spontaneous and full of whimsies just because he will not con

centrate and will not work. He is democratic, not from respect

of others, but from absence of criteria of judgment.
The portrait of the democraticman is one of the most fascinat

ing in all the Platonic dialogues. It is, in a measure, the portrait

of every man: "day by day indulging the appetite of the day,
now wine-bibbing and abandoning himself to the lascivious

pleasure of the flute and again drinking only water and dieting j

and at one time exercising his body, and sometimes idling and

neglecting all things, and at another time seeming to occupy
himself with philosophy. And frequently he goes in for poli

tics and bounces up and says and does whatever enters his head.

And, if military men excite his emulation, thither he rushes, and

if moneyed men, to that he turns, and there is no order or com

pulsion in his existence, but he calls this life of his the life of

pleasure and freedom and happiness" (Republic 56 ic, d).

Democratic government i$ the formal expression of the demo
cratic pattern of living. In the oligarchical society, the few rule

over the manyj in the democratic society, the many control the

few. Thus there is simply a reversal, without a change in prin

ciple. Democracy is mob rule. Both states are divided and both

are selfish} the democratic government is a class society too, in

which the erstwhile poor have all the rights and the rich are

exploited. In every city there is possibly a small group of wise

men fit to rule} they are the vehicles of its social values and the

initiators of changes in its tradition. Without such an authorita

tive group, culture perishes and order as well. Democracy en

trusts power to the masses} by establishing a universal equality
of rights it violates the principle of the inherent hierarchy of

things and men. The masses in the city correspond to the many
desires within the individual soul} and desires are blind. Simi

larly, the public does not know what it wants and would not

know how to get it, if it did. Plato does not deny that self-gov-
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ernment is good, but he holds that scientific government that

is to say, government based on a comprehension of the good of

the state is even better. The one important consideration is

that government should promote the well-being of the state

whether with the willing consent of the citizens or without.

Democracy ignores the principle of qualification. If a man is

sick, he does not say, I am a free citizen of a free country} I

will diagnose my ill and write my prescription. No, he calls

in the expert namely the doctor and places his case in his

hands. Or if passengers on a ship are overtaken by a storm, they
do not insist on taking their turns at the wheel} they leave the

steering of the ship in the hands of 'the pilot. But when it comes

to government, everybody regards himself an expert, or rather

ignores the fact that government is an expert art. Perhaps this

is the crucial point in the whole dispute whether knowledge
of ends is a matter of expert knowledge as is knowledge of

means. The expert is a specialist who can tell us by what means

a certain end may be achieved} but is there such a person as an

expert concerning ends? Plato is convinced that there is} he is the

wise man, the philosopher-king who, alone, can diagnose the

sickness of society and prescribe for it.

As compared with some other polities, the merit of democ

racy is its inefficiency} it is incapable of achieving anything great
whether good or bad} it is too feeble to do important harm.

In any community, the extremes are represented only by a

minority} those who excel in wisdom are few, and so are those

who excel in rascality (Ph&do 90a, b). Democracy, as the con

trol by the many, lies in between} it is the rule of the average

men, among whom weakness of head is taken for kindness of

heart (Republic 4OOe). Government by the ignorant masses is

never democratic in the long run} the fools become the dupes
of the knaves. The public is like a great beast, led by selfish indi

viduals capable of humoring its moods and desires, who know
"how it is to be approached and touched, when and by what

things it is made most savage or gentle, yes, and the several

sounds it is wont to utter on the occasion of each, and again what

sounds uttered by another make it tame or fierce" (493a, b).

These demagogues are the sophists, whose views of political wis-
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dom rise no farther than the technique of managing the wild

beast. Yet the public cannot escape responsibility for its rulers j

the public itself is the great sophist bringing forth the little ones.

When the situation becomes desperate, a self-styled cham

pion of the masses appears from nowhere, hinting at reduction

of debts and the partition of lands } and the public, in their dis

tress, turn to him as their savior from their exploiters. He be

comes the leader of the movement to oust the politicians and all

others fattening on the public purse. Once in control, he does

not "withhold his hands from the shedding of tribal blood, but

by the usual unjust accusations brings a citizen into court and

assassinates him, blotting out a human life." Having tasted

blood, this protector of the honest public becomes transformed

"from a man into a wolf." Perhaps he is driven into exile and,

being restored in defiance of his enemies, returns a finished

tyrant. He is always stirring up a war, with a view of entrench

ing his position as a leader, or in order so to drain the people's

energies that they are unable to resist him, or in order to destroy

the few free spirits who will not suffer his domination, by ex

posing them to the enemy. At home, he purges the city of the

brave, the great-souled, the wise, and the rich. Unlike the doc

tor who destroys the worst in the body, leaving the best, the

tyrant destroys the best, leaving the worst. Thus does the an

archy of mob rule breed dictatorship. In exchange for its exces

sive liberty, the public has received the most bitter servitude.

The, tyrant has no friendsonly flatterers. Among these

are the poets and the tragedians 5 they hymn his praises, creating

the myth of the tyrant as hero. The tyrant rules by force, with

out law. Force breeds force, and the city is infested with petty

crimes. "They steal, break into houses, cut purses, strip men of

their garments, plunder temples and kidnap." Fear, hatred and

violence prevail} the tyrant cannot risk travelling outside the

boundaries of the city j and, within, he is the prisoner of his body

guard. The tyrant is, of all men, the least free.

For the ethos of the tyrannical society we must refer the

reader to the first book of the Republic and to the Gorgias, to the

views of such sophists as Thrasymachus and Callicles. Life finds

its fulfilment in utter self-assertion. The citizen is invited to re-
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turn to the state of nature in which the only right is might, to

a predatory life of battle and victory, in which the strongest

have all the spoils. In nature, not merely among animals but

among the races of men, it is right for the able to take advantage
of the weaker. Moralities are conventions (ffuv^hpa) with no

basis in "nature'' j the good life is one of complete freedom

from restraint, not only from written laws but even more from

unwritten rulescodes and standards. All checks, outer or inner,

must be removed and man must live his natural life fully. Man
should realize every one of his desires as intensively as possible.

The ideal is vividness of life. Not so much satisfaction of desire

as desire itself is the end. Final satisfaction would mean extinc

tion of both sorrow and joy; the natural man perpetually moves

from old desires to new.

In every society there is the battle between the strong and

the weak. Morality and law arise from the banding of the weak

to protect their interests against the strong. The many, being

impotent or too timid to follow the clue of desire, make of their

weakness a virtue and proclaim licentiousness as a disgrace;

when, in fact, restraint itself is disgraceful because it inhibits the

impetus of life. Similarly, the law of justice is an invention of

the weak to get for themselves an undeserved equality with the

strong. "It is with a view to themselves and their own interests

that they make their laws and distribute their praises and cen

sures; and to terrorize the stronger sort of folk who are able

to get an advantage over them, they tell them that such aggran
dizement is foul ... for I expect they are well content to

see themselves on an equality, when they are so inferior" (Gor-

gfas 483b). The effect of morality is to reduce the strong to the

level of the weak. "We mould the best and strongest of us, tak

ing them from their infancy like young lions, and utterly enthrall

them by our spells and witchcraft, telling them the while that

they must have but their equal share, and that this is what is fair

and just" (Gorgias 483e). A healthy community is one in which,

these restrictions being removed, free scope is given to the full

exercise of the pugnacious and predatory instincts, and the strong

are given dominion over the weak.

Let us now consider the tyrannical individual. In the first
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place, how does he arise? Any enthusiasm, no matter how well-

intentioned, if vague and ignorant, is liable to become the tool

o an evil but determined desire. It is in this way that the demo
cratic state plays into the hands of the tyrant. And so with the

democratic man. We have seen that he is the weak son of a

dominating father. He flits about from friend to friend until one

day he meets a determined man whose slave he then becomes.

From the one extreme of uncontrolled vivacity he settles down
to the other extreme of humble docility. But the change is pri

marily within himself. His very inability to control his desires

provides an opportunity for some violent impulse to establish

itself in power over all the other appetites, driving especially
the sober ones out.

And now the tyrannical man is born; he is the man with a

master passion around which all the other weaker appetites re

volve as satellites. Oligarchy is the rule of the few, democracy
of the many; in tyranny, power is concentrated in the hands of

one. The tyrannical man refuses to be led astray by chance dis

tractions, and he does not waste effort on anything outside his

main purpose. He is strong because unified. The philosopher
and the tyrant lie at opposite extremes, yet they are very much
alike. The tyrant is the tragic caricature of the philosopher. It

takes a great man to be a villain, and the tyrant is a great man,

strong like the philosopher, but with this difference that, whereas
in the soul of the latter it is the best which rules, in the soul of

the former it is the worst which is in charge. As we have seen
1

the very qualities that make up the philosophic nature in men are

the cause of its backsliding, when the environment and nature

are bad; and it is from such men, thus corrupted, that spring
those who do the greatest harm to communities and to them
selves (4953, b).

The tyrannical man is ruled by the savage, criminal passions
of human nature; he lives by day the life we all live in the night.
He is dominated by lust or drink or the love of power. The rela

tion of the tyrant to other human beings is that of master and

slave; he does not know the meaning of friendship, and is com

pletely isolated from the world. And withinihimself this despot
*P. 325.
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is a slave to his ruling passion. The average man, no matter how

wicked, has some code of decency; for the tyrant there is only
the law of self-assertion. He throws over all decencies, refrains

from no atrocity, dares anything; he knows no loyalty and is

capable of betraying his most intimate friends and relations when
it is to his interest. He has the strength of one who will go to the

limit, unrestrained by any norm. We have said that the tyran
nical man is integrated; but there is an important limitation.

He is ruled by passion, not reason; he has that coherence in his

conduct which we associate with insanity. In the democratic man
one appetite balances and moderates another; but in the tyrant's

soul, the ruling passion is limited by nothing and therefore

grows into a frenzy. The tyrant is a man obsessed and a maniac

a monomaniac capable of shrewd calculation but fundamen

tally mad, because he cannot detach himself from his passion.

Carrying all the Gadarene swine in creation within his soul, so to

speak, he is swept over the abyss and destroyed.
It is interesting to note that in Plato's account of the rise of

one polity from another, there is a certain alternation between

strong and weak. The philosopher is internally co-ordinated,

but the timocratic man lacks a definite bent; by reaction, his oli

garchical son is strong, but the democratic man is at loose ends;

finally, the tyrannical man is internally co-ordinated. The dis

tance between philosopher and tyrant can be measured and

formulated mathematically; "if one tries to express the extent

of the interval between the (philosopher) king and the tyrant

in respect of true pleasure, he will find on completion of the

multiplication that he lives 729 times as happily and that the

tyrant's life is more painful by the same distance" (Republic

5876). Thus speaks the inveterate mathematician*
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE IDEAL OF REASON

WE WILL now study the nature of the perfect polity, in

which philosophers are kings. Plato is careful to point
out that he is describing an ideal which cannot be realized on

the earth. "Perhaps there is a pattern of it laid up in heaven for

him who wishes to contemplate it and so beholding it to consti

tute himself its citizen. But it makes no difference whether it

exists now or ever will come into being" (Republic 592b). Why,
then, discuss the ideal state at all? The study of the ideal state

is part of the general investigation of the realm of forms. It is

not necessary for the painter, portraying the pattern of the per
fect man, to prove that it is actually possible for such a man to

exist. It is enough that he has revealed this pattern. But also,

Plato cherishes the insight into the ideal as supplying an impetus
for its realization. We can never completely realize the ideal,

but we can continually approach it. The ideal is a guide for ac

tion, forever beyond attainment, yet always moulding attain

ment. Thus, Plato proceeds to the practical question of how
"most probably and in what respect the ideal can be most nearly
realized." There is the first-best and the second-best 5 the ideal

and the human approximation to it.

But before we take up this problem we must discuss the ques
tion of origins. How does the good state arise? For a state to

become good, there must be a good leader. So we are led to a

second question: how does the good leader*.^, the philosopher
arise? The answer is, by being born and bred in a good state.

Thus the answer is circular. We will start with the second of the

two questions, namely concerning the origin of the philosopher.
Given the present order of society, it is hard to see how a phi-
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losopher could arise
j
or having arisen how he could survive;

or having survived how he could come into power. Society

prizes what is base and dishonorable, and corrupts the indi

vidual} the only hope of salvation lies in his isolation from the

community. A small remnant is saved in various ways. Some re

main uncontaminated through being exiled from the city, or

because, having been born in a small town, they stay aloof, scorn

ing its parochial affairs, or because, on account of sickness the

"bridle of Theages" they have been prevented from taking

part in public affairs. Thus they are saved by misfortune. The

philosopher grows in solitude not that solitude is an end in it

self but that it is necessary for the building up of principle.

Only after a period of isolation enforced or voluntary is the

philosopher ready to step into public affairs. Yet here he has the

problem of survival in a corrupt social order. There is nothing
sound in the actual city and there is no ally with whose aid the

just man might escape destruction. Like a man fallen among
wild beasts he would come to an untimely end without doing

any good to himself or to others. "For all these reasons I say the

philosopher remains quiet, minds his own affair, and, as it were,

standing aside under shelter of a wall in a storm and blast of

dust and sleet, ... is content if in any way he may keep him

self free from iniquity and unholy deeds through his life and

take his departure with fair hope, serene, and well content when
the end comes" (496d). The philosopher is useless, and he can

survive only by staying away from politics. Is Plato giving an

apology for his own practice with reference to Athenian politics?

There are, however, rare occasions when as by a miracle phi

losopher and public come together to constitute the perfect city.

Modern political theorists dwell in detail on the strategy of

bringing the good state about, on the technique of revolution, o

preparation for the revolution, and the like. The reader will

look in vain for similar information in Plato's writings. Plato is

concerned with ends and not with means. Politics is not the art

of seizing power, and in fact there is no such art. Speaking in a

parable Plato says: "The pilot must give his attention to the

time of the year, the seasons, the sky, the winds, the stars and all

that pertains to his art if he is to be a true ruler of his ship, reftts-
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mg to believe that there is any art or science of seizing the helm
with or without the consent of others, or any possibility of mas

tering this alleged art and the practice of it at the same time with

the science of navigation" {Republic 48 8d, e). The problem is

twofold: how to persuade the philosophers to rule (for they
would rather contemplate eternal verities) } and how to per
suade the public to obey. And Plato seems to think that the prob
lem is beyond human control. Yet it may be solved either (0)

by chance, or (3) by divine interposition. Chance may constrain

the philosophers to rule and the public to consent to their rule.

There is here the appeal to necessity anagke; Plato may pos

sibly mean that the city from very desperation may turn to the

philosophers as a last resort. Or, by some divine inspiration, a

genuine passion for philosophy may take hold of the actual

rulers or their sons. Chance and divine intervention are both fac

tors which are unpredictable and uncontrollable. Yet what is

beyond human control is not thereby to be considered improb
able. Plato makes it clear that he is speaking seriously and not

uttering day-dreams; what we are describing is difficult but not

at all impossible. After all, it may have taken place in remotest

times, or is actually transpiring in some unknown barbaric region.
And in one of those curious reversals of mood, so common in

Plato and yet so surprising, he proceeds to say sweet words about

the public. After having described it as a wild beast and as a

corrupter, he now says: "My dear fellow, do not thus always
condemn the multitude" as though it was not he who had con

demned it. Not the public, but its leaders are to be blamed. The

public is not fundamentally antagonistic to philosophy, but turns

against it because it is misled by the sophists, who are counter

feiters of philosophy. If we are patient with the public and ex

plain to it the true nature and purpose of philosophy, the public
will be persuaded. Plato once again insists that all this is not at

all impossible. How refreshing to find Plato for once striking
the note of hopefulness.

" 'Will any one contend that there is

10 chance that the offspring of kings and rulers should be born
with the philosophic nature?' 'Not one,' he said. 'And can any
:>ne prove that if so born they must necessarily be corrupted?
The difficulty of their salvation we -too concede} but that in all
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the course of time not one of all could be saved, will any one

maintain that?' 'How could he?' 'But surely,' said I, 'the occur

rence of one such is enough, if he has a state which obeys him,

to realize all that now seems incredible.' . . . 'Our present

opinion, then, about this legislation is that our plan would be

best if it could be realized and that this realization is difficult

yet not impossible'
"
(Republic 5O2,a).

The lawgiver should work out a comprehensive and consist

ent plan before he embarks on the task and details of execution

(Laws 746c). This will be his pattern, which, like a sculptor, he

will use in working on the plastic material of human nature. And

his method should be radical; he is no half-hearted reformer

but first wipes the slate clean. Sending all the inhabitants above

the age of ten into the fields, he will take over the children and

bring them up in the new customs and laws. The revolutionary

philosopher does not expect much from the older generation;

his hope lies in the new generation and in his system of educa

tion. "But this we must not forget, that in our former selection

we chose old men, but in this one that will not do. For we must

not take Solon's word for it that growing old a man is able to

learn many things. He is less able to do that than to run a race.

To the young belong all heavy and frequent labors" (Republic

53 6c). Plato is realist enough to admit that a minimum of con

cessions will have to be made to the public (Republic 493^) }
in

all other respects, the statesman will make a completely fresh

start and enforce an ideal polity. It is true that all great things

are precarious j the philosophic state will not be certain to remain,

once achieved, but the risk is worth taking.

ii

The new state will concentrate itself on the task of educating

the children, but it will make a special effort for the education

of its rulers, training them in philosophy. Not any child will be

chosen; only those with the proper endowments at birth, chil

dren who are keen and enterprising but also stable and stead

fast in their studies, for education is a laborious process. Instruc

tion should not be compulsory but by play. "Nothing learned

under compulsion stays in the mind"} moreover, compulsion is
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not appropriate to a free soul. The older people, must reverence

the young, teaching them not so much by admonition as by plain

ly practising in their own lives what they would advise for the

others (Laws 729c).
Plato is very sure and very keen about one point: that pre

mature introduction to philosophy is bad 5
and perhaps the in

tensity of his conviction is a reflection of his experience as a

teacher. Boys who get a taste of dialectic use it as a sport, becom

ing contentious, keener for victory in argument than for the

truth. The effect of too early a turning of the young to philoso

phy is moral unsettlement, disillusionment, and cynicism. From
the one extreme of conformity, the young simply move to the

other extreme of rebellion j they have abandoned the old virtues

which they learned from their parents before they are ready to

submit themselves to the discipline of reason. Thus the way of

education is long} it begins with gymnastics and music, gymnas
tics for the hardening of the body, and music that is to say,

literature and the fine arts in order to give the children an in

sight into the good through myth. Fundamentally, both gym
nastics and music are for the soul. Then the young will proceed
to study the empirical sciences and mathematics, and, at twenty,

they are introduced to the correlation of the various disciplines

of knowledge. At thirty there is a further selection, those who
survive it going on into dialectic for five years. At thirty-five

they are sent back to the cave, to command in war and to hold

offices, thus supplementing their intellectual instruction with

practical experience. After fifteen years of this, at fifty, they are

ready to gaze at the good, devoting themselves alternately to

philosophy and to kingship.

Education, which is the taming of the savage beast, cannot

be started too soon, because, owing to the force of habit, the

whole character of man is determined in infancy (Laws, 792e).
"Of all wild creatures the child is the most intractable

; for in

so far as it, above all others, possesses a fount of reason that is

as yet uncurbed, it is a treacherous, sly, and most insolent crea

ture. Wherefore the child must be strapped up, as it were, with

many bridles first, when he leaves the care of nurse and mother,
with tutors, to guide his childish ignorance, and after that with
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teachers of all sorts of subjects and lessons, treating him as be
comes a freeborn child" (Ibid. 8o8d). The function of'education
is primarily moral, namely the inculcation of virtuous habits,

though vocational education is not to be excluded. A man may
be uncommonly well-trained as a peddler or skipper, he may
even have considerable mental accomplishments and yet be un
educated

j
for the purpose of education is not to teach the stu

dent how to make money or to train him in a vocation, or to

make his body strong, but to make him a perfect citizen, under

standing how to rule and to be ruled rightly.
In the child, pleasure and pain are the chief motive forces,

and education is the proper direction of these into concord with
the right. The greatest ignorance is the discord of pleasure and

pain with right reason, and the child should be habituated to

take pleasure in the good and to be pained by evil. Virtuous
habits will be formed with the aid of praise and blame and pun
ishment, until what is administered from without gradually be
comes a law within the soul. Play is one of the most important
ways of teaching, and Plato is horrified thatas he says in

every state there should exist such complete ignorance about

games. We must teach the children by play what they will prac
tise when grown up. The man who is to make a good builder

must, as a child, play at building toy houses, and to make a good
farmer he must play at tilling land. "First and foremost, educa

tion, we say, consists in that right nurture which most strongly
draws the soul of the child when at play to a love for that pur
suit, of which, when he becomes a man, he must possess a perfect

mastery" (643d). And in order to secure a community with a
settled disposition, there should be fixed rules concerning games.
Since the children, while in play, are forming their future char

acters, alterations in games are not matters of play but are causes

of serious mischief. Children who innovate in their games grow
up into men different from their fathers and seek a different

mode of life. "For when the program of games is prescribed and
secures that the same children always play the same games and

delight in the same toys in the same way and under the same

conditions, it allows the real and serious laws also to remain

undisturbedj but when these games vary and suffer innovations,
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amongst other constant innovations the children are always

shifting their fancy from one game to another, so that neither

in respect of their own bodily gestures nor in respect of their

equipment have they any fixed and acknowledged standard of

propriety and impropriety" (797b). Tell me what kind of games

your children play, what music they enjoy, what dances they

dance, and I will tell you what kind of laws your state has thus

we might well imagine Plato speaking.

Character cannot be built up in a vacuum. One of the advan

tages of play is that it exposes the child to evil without serious

damage $ and for this reason Plato would extend the opportunity
to play into adolescence and adulthood. The development of

virtue entails an acquaintance with evil which is not an actual

practise of it, A doctor can and indeed should experience all dis

eases in himself in order to be well-educated in medicine. But it

is otherwise in matters moral to do evil is to distort the very
instrument of reason which discriminates between good and bad,
to destroy moral sensitiveness, and ultimately to render man de

praved. We must have knowledge of evil without habituating
ourselves to it. That is why Plato advises travel outside the con

fines of the good state,
ccfor a state that is without experience of

bad men and good would never be able (owing to its isolation)

to become fully civilized and perfect, nor would it be able to

safeguard its laws unless it grasped them, not by habit only, but

by conviction" (95ib).
But mere observation is not enough; the young must be tested

and disciplined by actual confrontation with temptation, trained

to become fearless by being drawn into fear, and to become fear

ful (of what they ought to fear) by being pitted against shame-

lessness and fighting against pleasure. "Or shall we say that,

whereas in the case of courage it is only by fighting and conquer

ing his innate cowardice that a man can become perfect . . .

in the case of temperance, on the other hand, a man may attain

perfection without a stubborn fight against hordes of pleasures
and lusts which entice towards shamelessness and wrong-doing,
and without conquering them by the aid of speech and act and

skill, alike in play and at work and, in fact, without undergoing
any of these experiences?" (64yd).
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Wine-drinking festivals are important educational factors

for adults. These convivial gatherings should be presided over

by a master of ceremonies who remains sober, and attended by

guests who get drunk. By learning how to win victory over the

wine-cup, how to keep their heads while drunk, they will be

trained to withstand the intoxicating effects of pleasure and glory
in real life. Wine-bibbing induces the moods of hopefulness,

power, and conceit, both excessive fearlessness and fear
j in fact,

it releases all the appetites which tempt man, such as anger, lust,

insolence, ignorance, covetousness, and extravagance, thus af

fording reason an inexpensive way of testing its strength and

training it for the actual uses of life.

in

What is the pattern of the ideal state? In answering this ques
tion we must not take the all too easy path of fitting Plato into

some conventional rubric. Is his state aristocratic? Considering
the fact that authority will reside in the select few the answer

might seem to be yes. But if aristocracy it be, it is of the benevo

lent kind. The rulers will not exploit the masses but will guide
them to the fullest realization of their possibilities. The state

will be democratic in that the energies of the state will be used

for the service of the interests, not of the few, but of all. There

will be both a discrimination of individuals from each other ac

cording to their capacities and also a recognition of the worth of

men as men; the principle of inequality in authority will be

maintained along with that of equality of consideration. And
in this sense, Plato's ideal state combines the features both of

aristocracy and of what we know as democracy.

Again, the ideal state will form an organic unity in which the

nature of the individual will depend on his place in the whole.

As every act of the individual must submit to the scrutiny, if not

the judgment, of the state, one might plausibly compare Plato's

ideal with the modern totalitarian state. Yet the unity of the

whole arises from the interplay of the parts; the individual re

flects the city in which he is born and bred, but it is no less true

that the character of the city is determined by that of its indi

vidual members, especially of its rulers (Republic 544<1). The
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state is not an absolute but a functional fact 5 its end is to promote
the interests of its members, and its authority resides in that func

tion. In Plato's ideal state the features of organism are combined
with those of individualism. But we must proceed from dog
matic assertion to an analytical account.

There are two principles of order in the state, the one hori

zontal and the other vertical. Society constitutes an organism
and a hierarchy; on the one hand it is a multiplicity of parts in

internal relation and, on the other, it is a graded and stratified

whole with higher and lower classes. We shall start with a con

sideration of the first. Two characteristics stand out in an or

ganism: the unity of the parts, the diversification of the parts.

Society consists of members each of whom performs a specific

function with reference to the whole. Plato compares the ideal

city to the human body; when a finger is injured, the whole body
suffers, and not the finger alone. In short, there is no such thing
as the pain in the finger alone. Similarly, in the ideal city, there

is no individualization of feeling; the city is held together by a

community of pleasure and pain whereby the citizens rejoice and

grieve together at the same things. The citizens feel as one.

There is nothing which is private in the lives of the rulers except
their bodies; all their activities are public functions invested

with the sanction of the public good. There is no private good,
no private institution. The family is a divisive factor, obstruct

ing the loyalty to the state, and must be abolished. In marrying,
man should aim to benefit the state, not to please himself. In

fact, marriage and along with it both the breeding and the rear

ing of children will be regulated by the state. Houses and meals

will be in common, and this common life will induce sexual

union, by the necessity "not of geometry but of love, which is

perhaps keener and more potent than the other." The women
should be common to all men, the children should be kept in

common, and no parent should know his offspring, nor any child

its parent. The state, and only the state, will be the common
parent to all the children. All children born in the period in

which their fathers and mothers were procreating will regard
one another as brothers and sisters.

Not the least important part of Plato's doctrine in this con-
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nection is his view that women should have all the rights and

duties of citizenship. There is the fact that all the activities of an

individual are of a public character} and there is also the fact

that every individual (barring the slaves) is a member of the

body politic. We grant the biological difference between the

sexes: women bear and men beget; but that is'no more relevant

to the question of citizenship than that one man is long-handed,
or another bald. In short, the differences between men and

women are no more significant than the differences between men
and men. Some men are physicians and other men are carpen

ters, and thus are diverse in nature; on the other hand, both a

woman and a man may be physicians and thus have the same

nature. The principle of diversification in the state is based on

nature, not sex. The same offices will be open to women as to

men, even that of being a philosopher-king; they will engage
in athletics during which they must strip, with virtue as their

only garment; they will engage in war, and in the other duties

of civic guardianship. "But in these very duties lighter duties

must be assigned to the women than to the men because of their

weakness as a class." Finally, women are rational beings, no less

than men. Inasmuch as the women will partake of the same tasks

as the men, education will be the same for both sexes. The fact

that it took over two thousand years for Plato's views on the

emancipation of women to be accepted and enforced should

prove encouraging to reformers whose doctrines elicit opposi
tion from the public.

There is no difference of kind between the two sexes, but there

is one of degree. Men can do everything that women can do-
save the bearing of children and can do it far better. I know
of nothing practised by mankind, says Plato, in which the mas

culine sex does not surpass the female. It is true that many
women are superior to many men, but, broadly speaking, the

masculine sex is superior to the feminine. But, he repeats, "the

natural capacities are distributed alike among both creatures and

women naturally share in all pursuits."

Plato would have the human race bred scientifically. Mating
should be controlled by reason, not sentiment; or rather, reason

should so control conditions that sentiment may develop at the
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right times between the right people. After all,- hunting-dogs,

pedigree-cocks, and horses are not bred indiscriminately but

selectively. So the best men should mate with the best women
on as many occasions as possible, and the worst with the worst,
as infrequently as possible. Plato is unsentimental, severe, or

perhaps simply scientific in the matter of the prolongation of

life. The fit should be allowed to survive, but the children of

unfit parents not. It is a question of maintaining and improving
the human stock, and the attitude of discrimination should be

extended not only to infants but to adults. For example, medi

cine should not aim to save everybody, but only those who give

promise of becoming useful to the city. Plato believes that the

Athenian public, and especially the rich, are getting soft, imagin

ing headaches and dizziness, fancying themselves sick and

spending their time doctoring themselves. A citizen has no lei

sure to be sick, for he has a task to perform. "A carpenter, when
he is sick, expects his physician to give him a drug which will

operate as an emetic on the disease, or to get rid of it by purging
or the use of cautery or the knife. But if any one prescribes for

him a long course of treatment with swathings about the head

and their accompaniments, he hastily says that he has no leisure

to be sick, and that such a life of preoccupation with illness and

neglect of the work that lies before him isn't worth living. And

thereupon he bids farewell to that kind of physician, enters

upon his customary way of life, regains his health, and lives at

tending to his affairs or, if his body is not equal to the strain,

he dies and is freed from all his troubles" (Republic 4o6d). The
value of a man's life depends on his ability to perform his work.

Plato invokes the example of Asclepius, the father of all doctors,

who, if a man were diseased throughout and so incapable of

living in the established round and order of life, did not attempt
to prolong his life but refused to give him treatment, since such

a man is of no use either to himself or to the state. Plato makes
the striking statement that the doctor should be a statesman.

Medicine is not a private relation between doctor and patient j

the doctor's obligation is to the state and not to the individual.

This severity of regimen is to be applied to the healthy as

well as to the sick. Athletes are apt to get pampered, nourishing
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themselves on a prescribed diet from which if they depart ever
so little, they are liable to fall into violent diseases. Yet we de
sire our youth to be fit for war, and therefore capable of under

going sudden changes in their diet and privation. The aim of

athletic training is not individual victory but the securing of

healthy citizens in the community. One of the worst manifesta
tions of slothfulness is excessive sleep. It is not only the pam
pered athletes who sleep away their lives, but people generally
who like to indulge themselves. Sleep is an enemy to thought 5

while asleep, we are not rational, we do not exist as human

beings. "That any citizen, indeed, should spend the whole of

any night in sleep, instead of setting an example to his house
hold by being himself always the first to awaken and rise such

a practice must be counted by all a shameful one, unworthy of a
free man, whether it be called a custom or a law. For when

asleep no man is worth anything, any more than if he were dead:

on the contrary, every one of us who cares most greatly for life

and thought keeps awake as long as possible, only reserving so

much time for sleep as his health requires and that is but little,

once the habit is well formed" (Laws 8o8a, b) . Those who suffer

from insomnia may derive some comfort from the reflection

that what they lose in sleep they gain in reason.

Thus, the state is operated according to the principles of or

ganic unity, of scientific management, and of purposiveness

throughout. The result seems to be one of extreme regimenta

tion, in which all free play of impulse is suppressed. The state

is governed by rational forethought. Those who rule it have

one single aim in life to which all their actions, public and

private, are directed the aim of the public good. The statesman,
seated at the helm of the city, steers the whole, commands the

whole, makes the whole useful (Euthydemws 29 id). True civic

art cares not for private interest 5 and it is to the benefit of both

public and private interests, when the public, rather than the

private, interest is enacted. Plato's city is not a laissez-faire state

in which the good of the whole is promoted by the interplay of

private interests. All workers are servants of the community.
Individual interest sets people against each other, establishing
the principle of competition in the city. But the functional atti-
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tude joins people together j the musician does not regard another

musician as his rival, qua musician. The shepherd serves the in

terests of his flock, and not his ownj the doctor of his patients
and ultimately of the community j

the statesman, of the public.

All workers, it is true, receive wages, but that is in so far as they
exercise a separate art, which is the art of earning wages. Thus,
all work, as far as possible, is to be conducted on the basis of

what today we regard as professional standards.

It is a curious fact and not easy to explain, that modern social

ism has made so much of Hegel and so little of Plato. In the

doctrine of socialism, we may distinguish principles from the

mechanism of their application. The principle of socialism that

no function is strictly private is a Platonic doctrine j and the

same may be said of the principle that social activity in all its

spheres should be rationally directed. For Plato, both art and
education are to be controlled by the state for public uses. As to

means, we have, in Plato, the doctrine of the abolition of private

property. The rulers should live and spend in common, having

nothing which they may call "mine" or "thine." True enough,
the abolition of private property is a principle to be applied only
to the ruling class, but the reason for this restriction does not

seem to be one of general doctrine but rather because Plato

thinks that the masses are not ready to accept it. There are, how
ever, certain important differences between Plato's ideal city and
the modern socialist state which may be noted j and whether
what Plato omits is fundamental to socialism we will leave it to

the reader to decide. In Plato, there is no doctrine of class-war
j

in the ideal city, all classes are friendly to each other. There is

no essential opposition between the rulers, the warriors, the

artisans, and husbandmen } the city is a single organism. Sec

ondly, government is to be in the hands not of the working-class
but of the philosophers. Since government is a science, it is the

scientists, i.e.y the wise men, who should rule. This point is more

important than might appear at first sight.

According to socialist doctrineat least of an important branch
of it the economic impulse dominates all other impulses and
determines the course of social history. According to Plato, social

activity is determined by social valuations} and in fact, the eco-
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nomic motive is determining only because the public happens to

value economic wealth above all. Thus, the ills of society can

be cured only by the application of a treatment which goes much

beyond a reconstruction of the economic order; the disease of

society is moral and the cure can come only from a change of

social values. It is assumed today by many reformers that when

poverty is abolished, when sickness is diminished, when wealth

has been equally distributed among all classes of people, when

production has been increased and comfort has been secured, the

problem of society will have been solved. For Plato, the ro6t of

the matter lies in the "inner city" and in the relationships of

human beings to each other. There is the problem of the rela

tion of reason to the passions, and human happiness depends on

the adequate adjustment of the two. The conflict of reason with

passion is eternal j whatever the economic form of society, what

ever the degree of its technological improvement, the passions

of jealousy, ambition, malice, pride, love and hatred will re

main to trouble man. Moreover, no institutions will serve their

purpose adequately or even survive, unless the passions are

tamed. Ignorance and the warlike propensities in man will ruin

any human contrivance no matter how perfect, while greed and

ambition will distract polities from their proper uses. And as

the passions are essentially intractable, the problem of their

control will never be finally solved. The warfare between the

gods and evil is undying, says Plato. Man's task on this earth of

conquering the inner city "mil never end. In saying all this, we
are not ignoring the other aspect of the matterthat the inner

city will not thrive unless the outer city is well-ordered.

At the time of Plato, Greece was divided into several inde

pendent cities, much as the Europe of today is divided into a

number of independent states. Plato affirms the unity of the

Greeks against the barbarians. While the Greeks and the bar

barians are mutual enemies by nature, the Greeks are friends

with the Greeks by nature. Whenever one Greek city is at war

with another, Hellas itself is sick. If Greeks quarrel among

themselves, it must be with a view to their eventual reconcilia

tion. Thus Plato carries the organic principle beyond the con

fines of the city so as to extend its application to the entire Greek
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race. And although he excludes the barbarians from the society

of men, it is no mean merit that he should have proclaimed the

unity of the civilized world of his day.

Nonetheless the hand of the state lies heavy on the indi

vidual. In the Laws Plato goes to ridiculous lengths in specify

ing statutes concerning the details of life. Thus, he states and

repeats (745C, 746d) that the city along with the surrounding

country must be divided into five thousand and forty allotments 5

also that the citizen must take as his share two dwellings, one

near the center of the city and one in the country. But Plato does

not always talk in this vein. Against such passages must be set

others in which Plato is emphatic that details must be left out of

legislation for example, concerning business-matters, transac

tions in the agora, actions for foul language and assault for "it

would not be fitting to legislate on such matters to good and

honorable men," He makes some very sound remarks concern-
'

ing all petty legislation. When the fundamental laws are wrong,
no detailed legislation will help. There are people who are sick

on account of intemperate habits and, because they are unwilling
to change their unwholesome regimen, have recourse to pallia

tives and panaceas, tinkering their systems with various drugs,
the truth being that "until they stop their drinking and gorging
and wenching and idling, neither drug, nor cautery, nor the

knife will be of any avail." And similarly with cities the more

resolutely they refuse to change their fundamental laws when
these are wrong, the more they multiply petty laws, which are

as useless as trying to cut off Hydra's heads. In fact, legislation
of this kind is useless both in an ill-governed and a well-gov
erned state in the first, because it is not fundamental enough,
in the second, because such matters are adjusted spontaneously.

Nevertheless, the fundamental laws remain and, with them,
the problem of freedom of the individual in the state. With
reference to the latter, the following considerations are relevant.

(a) The social system is a differentiated organism in which each

individual has a specific and unique function. There is a measure

of homogeneity in the state which, however, is never carried to

such a degree as to interfere with the diversification of the parts.

Justice, as the ruling virtue of the state, is the principle that no
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class and no individual is to meddle in another's function} jus
tice is the negative form of individuality. The virtue of the citi

zen is not to conform but to perform his specific function. Thus
the state will be rich with a variety of types of character, and its

strength will depend on the fact that it is a harmony of diversi

ties and contrasts.

() The nature of the individual is not exhausted by his in-

gredience in the social structure. The soul has a life apart from,
as well as a life with, the state. The dwelling-place of reason

is in the realm of the eternal forms j it is an alien in the world

of the body and of the circumstances of this world. Thus, by vir

tue of its affinity with the timeless and universal forms, the soul

is released from its bondage to the state j qua spectator of the

heavenly realities, the sold is constituted independently of its

membership in the city. We can therefore speak of the city as

derivative from the interrelations of the individuals. The nature

of the political constitution springs from the character of the

citizens j
the laws of the city can prevail only so long as the indi

viduals order their own individual lives according to reason.

"Unless private affairs are rightly managed it is vain to sup

pose that any stable code of laws can exist for public affairs"

(V) Thus, the state is not an end in itself, but is a means for

the promotion of the good life. Plato describes the state as origi

nating from the efforts of human beings to solve the problem of

the division of labor. But its final end is moral "designed for

all virtue." Plato's state is not authoritarian and is not absolute j

it derives its sanction from reason. Law is not valid as law but

because it is right. Laws are imitations of the truth} they are the

second-best, mind being the first-best. There is then something
above the state, namely the realm of fixed and universal stand

ards, from which the state derives its authority. Rational knowl

edge is "more powerful than any law"} there is the constant

need to test the actual laws by the ideal laws, and when the

former have outlived their usefulness, they must be changed

(PoUticw 299c, ff). Human beings have a habit of going to

extremes: either to the extreme of democracy, in which the

duty to obey law is denied, or to that of authoritarianism in
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which law is respected as law. The unity of society is a moral

unity, of which the state with its written laws is only an inade

quate image; society and the state are to be measured by their

conformity to the unwritten laws.

(d) Finally, there i$ a stage in which humanity dispenses
with all laws whatever. Society then becpmes an organism held

together only by the bond of consent, without any coercion.

Human beings will form a society, but not a state, if by state

is meant a body of written general rules along with the instru

mentalities of their enforcement. When they rise to this stage,

men will have thrown off the copy and achieved the very ideal

itself; which is the moral union of freely-consenting individ

uals. But more of this point below.

IV

We shall now consider the vertical type of order in a society.

The city should be a hierarchy of three classes in the following
order according to rank: rulers, warriors, workers, the first

symbolized by gold, the second by silver and the third by iron

and bronze; below the last, presumably, is the class of the

slaves. The city will be an aristocracy neither of wealth nor

of power, but of virtue. And each man's position will depend
on his ability and not on the family into which he is born. It

may happen that a golden father begets a silver son, or that

both the upper classes beget sons with an admixture of iron

and bronze j
in such an eventuality, there will be no pity, only

justice, and the sons will be thrust into the class to which

they belong. And conversely, the lower classes, whether bronze

or silver, may beget golden sons, who then will be honored
and assigned offices proportionate to their ability. Thus, rigidity
is to be avoided, and there will be constant movement from
above below, and from below above; ability will not be ignored

merely because it appears on a lower stratum, nor will incom

petence be cherished merely because it bears the name of a

great family. Every man will be treated strictly according to

his nature, and there will be equal opportunity for all oppor
tunity to ascend and opportunity to descend.

The salvation of our cities lies in the enthronement of the
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philosophers as kings, and in the union of the greatest power
with the greatest wisdom. Now, self-government is better than

government of one person by another} whenever possible, it

is better that a man should govern himself by the indwelling
principle of reason; but the fact is that in most people the best

part is naturally weak and unable to control the brood of beasts

within. And inasmuch as the paramount consideration is that

all should be governed by the divme ^rmd^ley the wise course

is for the average man to follow the lead of the philosophers
who, themselves, are governed by the divine principle. We do
not give children freedom until we have established a constitu

tional government within their souls
j only after fostering their

reason, and only then, do we let go the reins over them (Re-

public 59 1 a). But most men are destined never to rise beyond
the level of childhood. Thus, it is by virtue of its smallest class

and minutest part that a city becomes wise.

The class of philosopher-kings will be a group including

women; they will not all rule at once but in turn, each ruler

alternating between the occupation of contemplating the realm

of forms and governing the cave. Plato makes it a point that

the rulers will be unwilling to rule, submitting to the onerous

task of government as a necessary evil. Government, whenever
made attractive, draws demagogues seeking their own advan

tage; but the philosophers will be covetous neither of wealth

nor of honor. They will be constrained to take part in govern
ment by a compulsion which they themselves recognize, and

which consists in the fact that unless they take part in govern
ment, they will be governed by some one worse than they are.

The basis of the aristocratic state is justice, conceived not

as arithmetical equality but as proportion, whereby to each is

given his due according to his nature greater honors to those

greater in virtue and smaller honors and rank to those less

good. There will be no dead level of equality but the contrast

of higher and lower. This contrast must not be construed as

separateness; the rulers and ruled are held together by friend

liness; there will be, on the one hand, inequality of authority,

on the other, friendship among unequals. Friendship in the

aristocratic state has two poles; on behalf of those ruled it
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means reverence .(<xl8(&), toward the rulers, the respect due from

the lower to the higher, a respect ultimately due to standards.

The mistake of democracy lies in its rejection of respect as

inconsistent with self-respect, and the parade of insolence as a

virtue. The other pole of friendship is the concern of the rulers

for the ruled. Appetites are selfish} the oligarchical rulers ex

ploit the masses. But reason is a principle of self-giving. Just

as in the human body, the head, which leads, is a servant of

the whole organism, so will the philosophers work for the good
of the whole. The king fosters the life of his subjects} he pro
motes the interests of the good, and allows even the bad to

live, reconciling all together and securing permanent friend

liness among them (Laws 62ye). Here Plato anticipates Chris

tianity; he approaches, without quite reaching, the doctrine of .

the value of man through his essential humanity, arising from

the fact that in every man there is the latent possibility of the

divine.

Respect and concern join together to form the single virtue

of sobriety (tfrocpgotfuvrj), which holds the city in unison. Plato

does not propose to abolish slavery, but he insists that slaves

should be treated with consideration, "and that not only for

their sakes but still more for the sake of ourselves" (?77d).
No violence must be used toward slaves and they may be hurt

even less than equals. For the test of a man's sense of justice

is found in his dealings with people whom it is easy for him
to wrong.

Consider now the function of law- in the good state from the

viewpoint (a) of the ruler () of the ruled. (0) No human

being is capable of having irresponsible control over human
affairs without being filled with pride and injustice (7J3c).
Law is a necessary check upon the ruler, to prevent him from

degenerating into a tyrant; in the good state law is a lord over

the magistrates, and the magistrates are servants of the law

(7i5d). Law is a check on human appetite; further, it is a

corrective to human ignorance. Laws have been evolved after

consideration of all relevant details; they represent the mas
sive experience of humanity in its struggle with its environ

ment; they are superior to the ignorance of individual men.
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Once the state has established the right laws, it must stead

fastly oppose any change. Plato is a conservative, with no love

of change for its own sake, for there is nothing better than the

truth. Xenophon depicts Socrates as making fun of the sophists

who from their penchant for novelty never say the same thing

twice, one day maintaining that twice five is ten and another

day supplying a different answer (Memorabilia, Bk. IV, Chap.

IV). What is sound must seem correct not only a moment ago
but also now and hereafter (Meno Sgc). The sign of intel

ligence in any given operation is uniformity. The stars always
do the same thing, not changing their circuits from time im

memorial; and for most men this is a proof that they have no

soul, when in fact it shows that they are inhabited by divinity.

Intelligence acts always in the same respects, in the same way
and for the same reasons (Epnomis 9 8 ad, e). And in the Laws

(797d) Plato says: "Nothing, as we shall find, is more perilous

than change in respect of everything, save only what is bad

in respect of seasons, winds, bodily diet, mental disposition,

everything in short with the solitary exception, as I just said

now, of the bad. . . . For if there exist laws under which men
have been reared up and which (by the blessing of Heaven)
have remained unaltered for many centuries . . . then the whole

soul is forbidden by reverence and fear to alter any of the

things established of old."

(b) From the point of view of the subjects, laws are useful

in a double sense: for the instruction of the good and for the

correction of the bad. But force should be tempered with per

suasion, and punishment should be resorted to only when per

suasion has failed. Legislators should preface their laws with

preludes in which they take the trouble to explain their laws

and justify them. There are doctors for the'freeborn and doc-

tor's-assistants for the slaves. Not one of the latter gives any

account to the patient of his ailments but prescribes for each

on the basis of empirical knowledge. But the former kind ana

lyzes the disease and explains its nature to the patient, giving

no prescription until he has gained the patient's consent. Yet

since the important thing is the improvement of the patient's

health, if the latter is intractable, then the prescription must
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be enforced against his will. So should the rulers explain to

their subjects the nature of the laws imposed upon them. The
reason for this requirement is that government is a relation

of free rulers to free subjects "the natural rule of law with

out force over willing subjects" (Laws 6$oc, Politicks 2y6e) j

government is by consent, in which the rulers obtain their

authority through the good-will of their subjects (Laws 7^3a).
"Are we to conceive that the written laws in our states should

resemble persons moved by love and wisdom, such as a father

or a mother, or that they should order and threaten, like some

tyrant and despot, who writes his decree on the wall, and there

is an end to it?" {Ibid 85ga). The ruler is like the householder

of a large family, patient, loving, and persuasive. Thus, too,

does the divine demiourgos hold sway in the universe, per

suading the unruly forces of the receptacle to submit willingly
to order by holding before them the lure of the ideal.

In the final resort then, the ideal city is ruled without law,
and Plato's pattern comes close to being one of philosophical

anarchy. There are two marks of law, force and generality.
We have already seen that the good state will dispense with

the first, and we will now show how it will dispense with the

second. Written laws and, for that matter, custom too

are gross and simple, but human nature is complex and cir

cumstances vary. Laws are massive formulations, collective

regulations for everybody, but each citizen is different. Laws
are fixed, but circumstances alter with times. Laws are rigid,
unable to answer questions on specific matters. No intelligent
doctor would prescribe the same diet for all people, no science

would offer a single rule for all and for all times, yet that is

precisely what law undertakes to do. Laws are rules of opinion,
not of knowledge, and the ideal king of the ideal city decides

each case according to its merits, unhampered by general rules.

How, then, does the philosopher-king differ from the tyrant?
Plato says that the best thing is not that the laws should be
in power, but that the man who is wise and of kingly nature
be a ruler (Politicus 294%). There is no merit in merely having
laws, and the implication of the above passage seems to be that

government should be by man, not by law. But there is an
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important difference. Both philosopher and tyrant rule with

out law, but whereas tyranny is personal government, accord

ing to desire and from ignorance, aristocracy is the rule of

reason. For although the philosopher rules without law he
nevertheless rules according to principle. Justice, temperance
and the like are not uniform prescriptions but principles which

vary in their application according to individual cases, just as

the principles of diet, though fixed and objective, in their ap

plication entail different kinds of nourishment for different

people. And this is the sketch of Plato's heavenly city a society

of free persons freely co-operating for the interests of the

whole, unequal in rank and authority, but in which the kings
rule according to impersonal and fixed standards and the sub

jects consent through persuasion.

Such a city exists only in heaven. On this earth, at present,
there exist nowhere wise men, "except in small degree; where

fore we must choose what is second best, namely ordinance and

law, which see and discern the general principle, but are unable

to see every instance in detail" (Laws 875d). As the case

stands, no king is produced by our states who is, like the ruler

of the bees in their hives, pre-eminently fitted from the begin

ning in body and mind; no man is by nature both able to per
ceive the civic good, and perceiving it, is alike able and willing

to enforce it. Thus, our states must become organized as copes
of the ideal city, ordering themselves by written law and cus

tom. Where knowledge fails, right opinion must take its place,

and the experience crystallized in law is preferable to the un

certain reasoning of man as we find him. Thus, for the actual

states in this life, Plato prescribes government by law, force,

and custom. There are the two levels of good government;
the first-best, which we may term philosophical anarchy, and

the second-best, which is government by law (Laws 874d., Po-

liticus 3Oia-e).

In summing up Plato's ideal of reason in the state, we note

that he is against democracy conceived as the rule of free

dom through absolute negation of standards, that he is against

tyranny conceived as the rule of force, that, in eliminating the
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poets, he is against the rule of fanatical, ultimately ruthless

passion, that he is against oligarchy conceived as the rule of

wealth and selfish interest} and is in favor of the aristocratic

state, conceived as a socialized, rationalized graded state, based
on consent, in which the rulers are trustees of the public good.
We will now consider the ideal of reason as an ideal for the

individual.

In the first place, though we strive for the ideal we must
not expect more than man is capable of. Men have definite

limitations and the perfect philosopher is a rare growth among
human beings. Even more, it is doubtful whether any man has

the capacity to become a perfect philosopher in this life. In

setting forth the ideal of reason, Plato is not constructing a

practical program, but is depicting the ends which should guide
such a construction. Yet we must not think of Plato as some
Calvin before his time, preaching pre-destined damnation. If

human nature is not wholly good neither is it wholly bad. It

is true that Plato speaks of incurable wickedness, but he is

speaking there as a doctor might of a patient whose disease had

progressed to an extent which made cure hopeless. Men are not

incurably bad (or good) initially; but they may so corrupt their

souls in the course of time that the disease becomes ineradicable.

What is meant by reason? Certainly not just technical intel

lectual ability, quickness of grasp, tenacity of memory, clever

ness, though these are parts of reason. Essentially reason is

appreciation of values, the comprehension of the good. But
neither does comprehension of values as such constitute wisdom.

Rationality is a form of life, in which reason is harmoniously
adjusted with the passions j it is the penetration of true belief

into the whole of man} the application of knowledge to human
nature whereby sound habits are formed.

(a) The good comprehended by reason is superpersonal} it

is neither my good nor yours, but the good, and thus universal}
and being universal, it includes your good and mine} reason
aims both at public and at private good (Twnceus yia).

(3) The ideal of reason is one of wholeness. The philosopher
is a total man combining the virtue of intelligence with those
of magnanimity and temperance. Reason is comparable to a
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gardener tending his plants, cultivating the healthy ones and

checking or destroying the weeds. In the philosophic life; ap

petites find their best fruition and truest pleasures. Appetites
are hostile to each other j reason establishes friendship among
them. Appetites are witless

j reason guides them to their aim.

Left to themselves, appetites would be destroyed; reason saves

them. Thus, a philosopher is a man in whom the appetitive
life is fuller than in a merely appetitive man. Reason then is

not opposed to pleasure; in the rational man there is an excess

of joy and a deficiency of pain (Laws 733a).

(c} The ideal of reason is that of a union of opposites. Lazi

ness drives us to seek uniformity; but the ideal is richness of

character through contrast. We should aim at the difficult task

of achieving a combination in the same man of the intellectual

typequick, keen, enterprisingwith the spirited type, which

is steadfast and firm. Each requires each; the intellectual type
is apt to be nervous and changeable; the soldierly type, slug

gish and inert. We must combine firmness with adventurous-

ness. On the one hand, we have the values of self-restraint,

gentleness, and decorum; on the other the values of aggres
siveness and energy. The former make for the kind of man
who is retiring, minding his own business, and conservative.
<fWe are always saying 'How quiet!' and 'How restrained!'

when we are admiring the workings of the mind, and again
we speak of actions as slow and gentle, of the voice as smooth

and deep, and of every rhythmic motion and of music in general
as having appropriate slowness; and we apply to them all the

term which signifies, not courage, but decorum."2

On the other hand, we admire the values of initiative, bold

ness and acuteness. By educating the guardians "through both

music and gymnastic, we should try to foster both kinds of

value in our rulers. But we must take care to avoid excess in

our emphasis whether on music or on gymnastics. Music may
here be taken as equivalent to all cultural education. Too much
music has the effect of softening the fiber, making the high-

spirited man merely irritable, so that he is liable to be pro

voked by slight stimuli and to subside quickly. We have here

2Potiticus soyas cf. with Aristotle's portrait of the great-minded man.
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the portrait of the man, naturally of high spirits, who, because

he is repressed, becomes peevish and childish. In the end, he

loses his warlike quality, lapses into inertia, and becomes craven.

Too much gymnastics has the contrary effect. It overstimulates

high spirits, making man violent, brutish, graceless, turning
him into a troublemaker who, in the end, destroys himself and

his country. Perhaps Plato was thinking of Alcibiades in this

connection. There is thus a polarity between oppositesj gentle
ness isolated from its opposite, turns into sluggishness and stu-

pidity5 whereas boldness without its opposite turns into ruth-

lessness and frenzy. But, when joined, the two opposites have

a moderating effect upon each other.

It should be noted that the virtue of courage includes fear

along with bravery it is the combination of the greatest fear

lessness with the greatest fear. Courage is not to be confused

with brazenness; that man is strong who knows what to fear.

It is fear and shame which keep us from doing evil. A man
should be at once confident in his fight against evil, and fearful

of disgrace and cowardice. Plato does not regard fighting as

something good in itself. Victory is not among the highest
values

j
it is a necessary evil. Those who urge fighting evil as

a worthwhile activity for its own sake are as foolish as the man
who supposes that his body was best off when sick and purged
by physic, while never giving thought to the condition of a

body that is healthy and never needs any physic (Laws 629b).
Wrath is appropriate toward men who are completely perverse;
but it should be tempered with gentleness, because no man is

voluntarily wicked.

Secondly, it may be remarked that courage is fundamentally
a quality of the mind. The natural aggressiveness of beasts in

the field is not courage, nor are head-strongness and rashness

courage. Courage is rather the ability to use one's head in the

presence of danger. Thus courage is the effectiveness of reason

in action especially action within the "inner city." Man is

assailed by pain or the fear of it, but even more by the lure of

pleasure and desire "with their dangerous enticements which

melt men's hearts like wax even men most respected in their

own conceit" (Laws 633d). Courage is the self-maintenance
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of reason in the midst of appetite; it is the steady attachment

to true belief in the face of fear and pleasure. Plato had seen

too many young men, disciples of Socrates perhaps, who hav

ing been educated in philosophy, were tempted away from it

by the lures of office and power.

(d) The ideal of reason is one of moderation. There should

be proper symmetry between body and soul. Whenever an

inferior and weak type of body is the vehicle of a soul that is

strong, or whenever the converse is true, the result is anything
but fair. "A body which is too long in the legs, or otherwise

disproportioned owing to some excess, is not only ugly, but,

when joint effort is required, it is also the source of much

fatigue and many sprains and falls by reason of its clumsy

motion, whereby it causes itself countless evils. So likewise we
conceive of the compound of soul and body which we call the

'living creature.' Whenever the soul within it is stronger than

the body and is in a very passionate state, it shakes up the whole

body from within and fills it with maladies; and whenever the

soul ardently pursues some study or investigation, it wastes the

body; and again, when the soul engages, in public or in private,

in teachings and battles of words carried on with controversy

and contention, it makes the body inflamed and shakes it to

pieces, and induces catarrhs; and thereby it deceives the ma

jority of so-called physicians and makes them ascribe the malady
to the wrong cause" (Twnasus 8 ye). So, many ills of the body
have the mind as their source and must be treated through the

mind; also, the wise man cannot afford to neglect the care of

his body if he is to remain wise, and Plato advises the mathe

maticians to take plenty of exercise (88c).

Then there is moderation within the soul, with reference to

appetite. Reason neither gorges nor stints desire; so does the

good city shun excess both in wealth and in poverty. The tem

perate life consists in the enjoyment of gentle, mild pleasures,

and of desires without frenzy, whereas intemperance affords

violent and maddening pleasures. Excessively intense pleasures

are to be found only in diseased constitutions. In Plato we find

the doctrine of the mean. The right is the fit, the timely, the

just. Fitness is the mutual, concrescence of a variety of par-
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ticular factors under the mode of harmony j it is a particular

harmony of particular factors at a particular time and place.
In this connection, two points are worthy of special emphasis.

Among the appetites, even the savage and lawless instincts must
be somehow cherished, though this point is not wholly clear.

Plato sometimes speaks of taming the primitive passions, some
times of eliminating them, sometimes of indulging them in

moderation. But in any case he does not regard them as a source

of strength in human nature j they have to be cared for, if at

all, because they are there. Secondly, there is no room for ex

cess in Plato's scheme
5 and the reader may demur that no great

civilization can be attained without excess. Is not moderation

altogether a negative ideal? Yet we have already seen that

decorum is only one half of a whole whose other half is enter-

prisingness. Above all, we must remind ourselves that Plato,
in talking of mildness, gentleness and moderation, is referring
to what is proper for the life of appetite. It is another story
when we come to the life of contemplative reason, which Plato

describes as a state of frenzy with its own rapture and ecstasy.
There is the frenzy of appetite which is bad, and the frenzy
of reason which is good. In the Ph&drusy Plato not only pro
pounds the doctrine of divine madness, but also propounds it in

an inspired, frenzied fashion.

Several general considerations arise from our study of the
ideal of reason in the life of the individual. The rational life

is not the monastic life, though there is a monastic aspect to it,

which later schools tended to emphasize exclusively. The phi
losopher should be self-sufficient but not separate. He does not
live in detachment from affairs} he is a member of the or

ganism of society, with a peculiar social function to perform.
The question, however, remains whether the philosopher's con
cern with affairs arises from his philosophic nature, or merely
from the external pressure of the social organism upon him.
Pkto says that the philosopher takes on public office unwill

ingly. But that is as it should bej if the rulers were lovers of

rule, the city would be filled with rivalries and civil strife.

Only when we prefer the other life do we rule this one well.

The question is rather whether the philosopher enters the
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general life of the city willingly. We are told that he would

prefer to stay outside the cave} but we are also told that all

soul has the care of all that which is soulless. The soul is moved

by a concern for other things;
8 and there is something like a

divine providence. Ultimately the question is why God enters

the world and why he creates it, when he was complete in his

isolation. God, having no jealousy, wants everything to be as

good as possible j goodnes.s imparts itself. God works upon the

receptacle and co-operates with the wandering cause; and so,

we might suppose, the philosopher who lives in the imitation

of God abandons his isolation and participates in the activities

of the world. God's concern with the primordial chaos, the

philosopher's concern for the inchoate world of affairs, are both

expressions of the aboriginal polarity between the ideal and

the actual.

Reason has been wrongly construed as antithetical to desire.

Reason is itself a desire. Plato says that desire is a stronger
bond than compulsion in keeping a living being to one place,

and suggests that the strongest desire of all is the love of the

good (Cratylus 403c). Reason is the most powerful of desires,

integrating the weaker ones. Upon appetite reason imposes

measure, and by saving it from excess saves it from self-de

struction. Upon appetite reason imposes unity, doing away
with discord. Upon appetite reason imposes an order of rank,

seeing that each appetite obtains its proper satisfaction in its

proper place. The life of reason is of graded plenitude.

Reason does not "impose" anything upon desire. The mode
in which reason functions is persuasion, and not coercion. There

is the friendliness of reason with desire, a friendliness of un-

equals in which the higher principle governs, but a friendliness

nevertheless whereby reason explains and justifies its point of

view to desire, and whereby obedience is secured through the

consent of the lower principle. Reason is a gentle force. But

Plato does not believe that always all desires will consent to

reason. Persuasion is to be used as far as possible; but when

persuasion is impossible, reason must arm itself with force.

Reason and sophistry are utterly opposed to each other.

*See pp. 86 ff.
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Sophistry is disputation for the sake of victory and not of the

truth
j the sophist proves both sides of the question and thus

proves nothing. Part of the decline of the faith in reason in the

present day may be traced to the fact that the ordinary man,
unable to distinguish sophistry from reason, blames the latter

for the sins of the former, and gives up any hope of getting
at the truth through rational processes. But man cannot live

without conviction; and if he cannot secure it by the aid of

reason, he will look elsewhere to blind instinct perhaps, or to

mysticism. Plato offers reason as a source of conviction. To
those who object that reason sails without ever reaching port,
Plato's answer would be that the intellectual voyage must be

managed with a skill acquired from discipline and long years
of training. We fail because we want quick results and will not

submit to the rigors of discipline. The sophist makes the path
to truth look easy, but the wise man knows that it is hard. The
perception of absolute truth cannot be obtained at once, but

only after a thorough examination of alternatives, of com-,

parison of alternative with alternative, of transition from hy
pothesis to hypothesis, until the mind reaches the hypothesis
that is true. But after deliberation there is decision; movement
is followed by rest. There are those who would study one hy
pothesis after another, contemplating them all as equal pos
sibilities, without ever making a choice. They derive an esthetic

satisfaction from the mere entertainment of theories, much as

a person would, visiting a gallery and moving from one picture
to another. There is the sheer joy of intellectual pursuit. But
the final end of inquiry is belief.

In the present day, reason is construed by many and has in

fact operated as a disintegrating factor. The doctrine of the

Reformation which affirms the right of private judgment has

gradually changed into the view that each nation, each place,
each epoch, each individual, have their private truths. The
modern world is broken up into a multiplicity of sects. This is

not reason but the chaos in the receptacle. For Plato, the good
is super-individual and universal. By the free exercise of rea

son, individuals are led to a good which is the same for all and
for all times; and the multitude of men is integrated into a
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universal community whose purpose lies beyond mere existence.

Plato did not himself attain the vision of a universal com

munity} he excluded the barbarians and included the slaves.

Nevertheless, the ideal is implicit in his doctrine.
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CHAPTER XIX

PORTRAIT OF THE PHILOSOPHER

npHROUGHOUT the foregoing chapters we have tacitly

JL assumed that Plato's primary preoccupation is with knowl

edge and that his philosophy is an objective outlook upon the

world. But Plato is no less concerned with living 5 to know, but

also to be or rather to know in order to be. The investigation
of the universe is an end in itself, and also a phase in the de

velopment of the man conducting the investigation. The ines

capable fact for man is man himself and his function; how
to realize that function, how to bey genuinely and fully, is his

dominant concern. Reflection, whether upon nature or upon
man, is one aspect of human functioning and also an enhance

ment of all human functionings. We are apt to think of phi

losophy as a separate intellectual pursuit whose specialty is uni

versal problems. But for Plato a philosopher is a certain sort

of man, who is recognized not so much from the topics he dis

cusses as from the manner in which he discusses them: from
his complete unaffectedness in discussion, his leisureliness in

argument, the wholeheartedness of his attack,, his respect for

his opponent's point of view. It is not so much that he thinks

about truth as that he embodies it and is honest through and

through; not so much that he studies universals as that his

personal attitude is tinged with universality and is untainted

by pettiness. And philosophizing, as an intellectual activity,
is an unfolding of the whole man. Only a sound man can have
a sound philosophy; there must be a sympathy between the

thinker and what he is thinking about. Thought issues from
the man and also makes the man; philosophy is what a man
does with himself. The duty of inquiry is a moral duty; I will

do battle, says Socrates, for the view that inquiry after what
we do not know will make us braver and better and less help
less than if we gave up all hope of discovering what we do not

know (JMLeno> 86b, c).
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In a sense, we might even say that man as an actual entity
sets the problem for thought. Consider the relation of Plato

the thinker, to Socrates the man. Plato was a pupil of Socrates.

As a young man, Plato had unthinkingly entered into the con

ventional pursuits of his class; Socrates pulled him out of the

rut by directing him to philosophy and thus providing a con

scious purpose for his life. To Plato, then, Socrates was more
than a teacher; he was a noble friend, even a savior. Perhaps,
Socrates in his early days had a similar feeling about Par

menides, for he called the latter "father." And indeed, in the

dialogue by the same name, Parmenides' manner toward Soc

rates is gently paternal. "You are young," says Parmenides to

Socrates "and philosophy has not yet taken hold of you, as I

think it will later. Then you will not despise mean and ugly

things, but now you still are influenced by conventional atti

tudes, because of your youth." Parmenides himself did not

despise youth; he urges his pupils to take part in the argument

along with their elders because "the youngest is the most likely

to utter what he thinks." And in his modesty, Parmenides begs
to be excused from participating in the debate on account of

his old age; yet, in the end, he yields in words so gracious that

we must quote them in full. "I must perforce do as you ask,"

he says. "And yet I feel very much like the horse in the poem
of Ibycus an old race-horse who was entered for a chariot race

and was trembling with fear of what was before him because

he knew it by experience. ... So I am filled by terror when I

remember through what a fearful ocean of words I must swim,

old man that I am. However, I will do it, for I must be oblig

ing." When Socrates grew older, he felt compelled to oppose

his "father's" philosophy, though it took courage to do so; but

he continued to speak of him as one to be venerated and as awe-

inspiring.
1

But at the moment we are concerned with the personal rela

tionship of Plato to Socrates. In his own young life, Plato was

24.21; Parmenides 1300-6, I37a; The&Mus 1830. However, it is

the Eleatic stranger in the Sophist, and not Socrates, who refers to Parmenides as

his father.
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subjected to the tremendous impact of Socrates the man, Socrates

a physical fact, a psychical fact, primarily a moral fact, both in

his life and in his death. And Plato's entire philosophy may
be construed as an effort to explain and justify Socrates the

man. How is it possible for such a man to have come to such

an end, what stupid forces in the universe there must be to

thwart such a life, even more what limitless resources nature

must contain to be able to bring forth such a man these are

some of the questions with which Plato's thought must have

taken its start. It would not be straining the argument too

much to think of Plato's doctrine of absolute values as an elu

cidation of the upright personality of Socrates, of the concep
tion of the receptacle as brought in to account for the thwarting
of these absolute values, of the idea of the eros as a generalized

interpretation of Socrates' passionate devotion to ideals.'

The most important question we can ask about a man is

whether he be genuine or not. Is he authentic, does he ring
true? The function of thought in life is to impart truth of

character to man. Such terms as authentic, true, genuine, real,

are not vaguely eloquent for Plato
j they are definite and tech

nical terms. Let us recall our discussion of images from a pre
vious chapter.

2 Some images are likenesses and some are sem
blances. And so some people's lives are a sham, while others

make of themselves true images. The philosopher hates the

inner lie above everything else. The outer lie is the falsehood

in words, arising out of the inner lie, and is not an altogether
unmixed falsehood. But the inner is the veritable falsehood

entering into the most vital parts of the soulj it consists of

ignorance or rather the belief that we know when we do not.

Self-deceit is the greatest of sins, and the man who accepts the

inner lie wallows insensitively in the mud of ignorance like a

pig (Republic 53 5e). The philosopher is characterized not only
by inward candor but by reality as wellj he is a true image of
the really real. By consorting with true being he achieves a

real lifej he is sound, substantial and strong. Truth, by itself,

is not enough. Your average man take the democratic man
as an example is honest after his fashionj the trouble is that

2P. 204.
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what he imitates lacks substance j he reflects all the trivialities

of his social environment. And yet, in the last resort, candor

brings substance too. The democratic man lacks inner truth in

the fundamental sense that he is deceived about his personal
condition} remove conceit from a man and you have put him
on the road to imitating realities instead of shadows.

Philosophy is the cleansing of the inner parts of the soul,
the elimination of the inward lie, the achievement of genuine
ness in man. Thus, its object is moral, we might even say re

ligious. Purification comes under the genus of division, which
is the discrimination of species according to genera; but divi

sion, in its particular character as purification, is the effective

separation of the good from the bad in man. Philosophy is the

medicine of the soul, and words are its drugs. Now the treat

ment is not successful unless it reaches beyond the symptoms
to the cause of the disease. That is the point at which parents
so often go wrong; they press advice upon their children as if

the symptoms could be removed while the disease remained}

they even get angry with their children, as though wickedness

were involuntary. "Just as physicians know that the body can

not derive benefit from any food offered to it until all obstruc

tions are removed" so the wise man learns that the pupil cannot

be benefited until the obstruction of ignorance has been re

moved. Ignorance is a unique condition in that the prisoner is

the chief assistant in his own imprisonment} he remains in ig

norance because he is the prisoner of desirein this case of

selfish conceit.

The nature of the disease prescribes the course of the

treatment. Socrates* treatment was that of cross-examination,

whereby he reduced a man to shame (aloftlivTi). For Socrates,

debate was of course an attempt to solve a problem, but even

more, it was a way to bring a desired personal condition about.

He went about button-holing people in the marketplace, while

they were at work or at leisure, and putting questions to them.

The trouble with these people was that, because they knew
their jobs, they thought they were wise in all things. Socrates

would open by humbly asking a simple question; the other per

son, flattered by Socrates' manner, would thereupon proceed
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to answer in a patronizing way and at some length. Soon Soc

rates would interrupt begging that a certain point in the answer

be explained to him, while apologizing for his own stupidity

at not understanding it. The other man, unaware of the traps

laid all around him, would now rush headlong in his speech

tripping himself over contradictions, until he found himself

eventually lying flat on his back and begging for mercy. The
effect of the Socratic irony upon his partners in discourse was

devastating indeed. "I believe" says one of them "that you
are extremely like the torpedo fish

5
for it benumbs any one

who approaches and touches it, and you have done something
of the sort to me now. For in truth I feel my soul and my
tongue quite benumbed, and I am at a loss what answer to

give you" (Meno 8oa, b). Candor with oneself is based on

humility, and before learning can begin, pride has to be crushed.

The method of the teacher is to array together the unor

ganized opinions of the mind, putting them side by side so that

the person holding them may see how they contradict each

other. Bring a man's intellectual sins to the foreground of his

consciousness and you thereby cure him. The result is that now
the man is no longer scornful of the others } he is angry with

himself and gentle toward the public. The treatment he has

received at once affords the greatest pleasure to the onlookers

and the most enduring benefit to himself. It is understood, of

course, that reduction to perplexity is ineffective unless we may
presume in the man a desire to reach the truth (M.eno 84c).

Moreover, doubt is not enough. Along with doubt of oneself

there must be a faith in the soundness of reason. There is a

system of propositions which is true and sure and can be learned

(Phcedo 90c). Young men who are inexperienced in discussion

are apt to accept a doctrine uncritically and then to reject it

uncritically, tooj this may happen again and again until they
come to believe that there is nothing sound in any argument.

They become misologists haters of reason, holding that no
truth is stable for any length of time. Their scepticism is

founded on conceit; they think they know all about the limits

of reason; and in their conceit, they blame the method of rea

soning instead of being vexed with themselves, with their in-
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tellectual instability, their facile enthusiasms and disillusion-

ments (Ph&do gob-gia).
It may be remarked that what the individual is undergoing

during cross-examination is no less a personal than an intel

lectual experience. Intellectual inconsistency is a personal con

flict ; to resolve the contradiction is to establish a harmony in

the soul. By cross-examination, we test both the truth and our

selves (Protagoras 348a). In the Socratic method we encounter

a technique analogous to that of religious salvation; question

ing results in a conviction of intellectual sin and learning is self-

purification. Plato differs from Christianity by virtue of his

emphasis on knowledge. Pride is pride of intellect; sin is ig

norance; salvation is recollection.

Learning may also be described as a process of giving birth,

with the teacher functioning as a midwife. A midwife is old

and sterile; so is the teacher an old man, wise but sterile intel

lectually. The point of the analogy is that the teacher does not

convey any knowledge to the student; the less he teaches the

better a teacher he is. Socrates was a prophet with no message;
he only stimulated the student to think for himself and to

realize what was latent in his nature. Now, the prospective

mother is often unaware that she is pregnant; the midwife

diagnoses her pregnancy. So is a student often unaware that

he has an idea; a good teacher calls his attention to the fact,

rescuing the idea from the scrap-heap and restoring it to the

student. After the delivery, the teacher turns critic. The great

est and noblest part of the midwife's function is to distinguish

whether the mother's offspring is a wind-egg or a real child;

the task of the teacher is to distinguish whether the ideas of the

pupil are truths or eidola. Should the intellectual offspring

come under the latter category, the teacher quietly puts them

away. Of course, the student dislikes having his ideas de

molished and sometimes bites or slaps the midwife; but the

teacher is only performing his duty, which is to save what is

true and destroy what is false (The&tetus I49b-I5ie).
The relation of teacher to student is of a personal nature.

Unlike the orator, the philosopher addresses himself to a par

ticular man and not to a crowd; also, he uses speech and dis-
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peases with books. Books are addressed to nobody in particular j

they may be read by one who is unprepared for the truth as

well as by one who is. Books do not select their readers and
do not establish a contact of mind with mind. The question of

prestige comes in; the reader does not consider whether the

contents of the book are true but who the writer is and where

he comes from. And if he fixes his attention on the contents,

he finds, there, not thought but a caricature of it. Thought is

movement, but books are quiescent j they are silent, unable to

help themselves, and if reviled they need their fathers' help.

"Writing, Phsedrus, has this strange quality, and is very like

painting; for the creatures of painting stand like living beings,
but if one asks them a question, they preserve a solemn silence.

And so it is with written words; you might think they spoke
as if they had intelligence, but if you question them, wishing
to know about their sayings, they always say one and the same

thing" (Phadrus 275d). Nothing that is written can be ade

quate to the thought it purports to express; therefore nothing
that is written can be taken seriously. But writing is not for that

reason to be abandoned. Books have their place as pastimes,
"to treasure up reminders for oneself, when one comes to the

forgetfulness of old age, and for others who follow the same

path" (276d).
The true teacher selects his students carefully, teaching only

those who are fitted to learn, weeding out those who are lux

urious and incapable of enduring labor. He points out to the

pupil "what the subject is as a whole, and what its character,
and how many preliminary subjects it entails and how much
labor" (Epistles 340c). The student should not undertake the

study of philosophy unless he has been trained in the sciences

and has received the necessary mental discipline. Even more,
the student must have a personal affinity with philosophy; he
must be of a fine nature, like his subject; for if his nature be

bad, then nobody can make him see. Ability to think and

memory are of no avail if the state of the mind is alien to the

subject; for there is hardly a true doctrine which does not seem
absurd to the vulgar (Epistles 344a, 3i4a). The tools of the

teacher are spoken words, the "legitimate brothers of the bas-
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tard ones." They are able to defend themselves and their father,

knowing to whom to speak and before whom to remain silent.

The relation of teacher to pupil is founded on friendship-
it is a relation of lover to beloved. Conversation is engendered
by love leading toward the betterment of the beloved. There
must be a kinship of ideals between teacher and pupil. Every
man has his own god whom he worships; the lover seeks a

beloved whose nature accords with that of the god; and love

is born out of the discovery of the reflection of the god in the

beloved. Teaching is the effort of the lover to fashion the be
loved into the image of the god; and influence is exerted by
example as well as by words. The. teacher leads the beloved to

the nature of the god not only by means of persuasion but

through the fact that he imitates the god himself (Phcedrus

253b). The teacher not only gives; he also receives, in that he

gains a clearer insight into the god by seeing his image in the

pupil.

The direct contact of teacher with student through persua
sion is an exhibition of the universal character of dynamic inter-

relatedness among actual things. The teacher plants a seed in

the soul of the pupil which grows and sustains itself, producing
new seeds of its own for new soil. The pupil eventually becomes

his own teacher, proceeding on his path unassisted; once ma
ture, he too becomes a teacher of others. Thus, learning is a

thing which reproduces itself forever, and sustains itself from

generation to generation. Many students are only superficially

tinged by belief, like men whose bodies are sunburnt on the

surface (Epstles 34od) ;
but what has been really learned be

comes part of oneself. Memory is more than intellectual reten

tion; "there is no fear lest any one should forget the truth if

once he grasps it with his soul" (344e). The deficiencies of

writing become once more apparent. I have heard, says Soc

rates, that at Naucratis of Egypt dwelt one of the ancient gods
of the country, and his name was Theuth. He invented many

things, but his greatest invention by far was that of letters. So

he came to Thainus, the king of Egypt, with his invention

urging that it be imparted to his subjects; and he said: "This

invention will make the Egyptians wiser and will improve their
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memories." But Thamus replied: "Most ingenious Theuth, you
are very resourceful but you are a bad judge of the usefulness

of your invention. It will produce less and not greater wisdom.
The habit of writing will produce forgetfulness and people
will cease using their memory. By trusting writing produced

by characters which are no $art of themselves, people will learn

less. You have invented an elixir not of memory but of remind

ing } and you offer your pupils the appearance of wisdom, not

wisdom itself, for they will read many things without instruc

tion, and will therefore seem to know many things, when they
are for the most part ignorant" (Ph&drus 2740-275^.
"The unexamined life is not worth living." Man is a crea

ture of habit, mirroring the codes and practices of his cityj his

values are not his own. By the process of self-examination, man
sifts and tests these values, and then what he adopts is truly
his possession. As a creature of habit, man is mechanized} as

reflective he is self-moving. Reflection is self-searching and

restlessness; it is the inner force of growth. Knowledge is not
to be regarded as a separate mental state to be added alongside
the other states of the soul

5 rather it is a way in which the soul

possesses its states. Only after I have understood that I am and
what I am can I say that I really am. Insight is a quality in

fused throughout all the mental states, activities and passions,

heightening their tone and investing them with worth. "In man
all other things depend upon the soul while the things of the
soul herself depend upon wisdom, if they are to be good"
(Meno 88e). The activities of the soul are mere brute facts

which come alive and become significant only when infused with

intelligence. By understanding my special aptitude-for ex

ample, my ability to pky a particular musical instrument by
becoming conscious of the rules according to which I have been

proceeding, and especially by seeing its ultimate purpose, I

raise it to the human level and give it importance. That is true
not only of our enterprises and undergoings but of our so-called

goods as well. Goods, in themselves, have no value whatever}
unless knowledge shows the way, we derive no advantage from
the possession of such things as wealth, health or beauty. And
if a man lack wisdom, the more he has of these and the more
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he does with them, the more unhappiness he stores for him

self. By knowledge in this connection we mean knowledge not

of how to acquire but of how to use. Should I acquire immor

tality without the knowledge of how to use it, I would be no

better off than I was before. Now, the arts of acquisition are

separate from the arts of use. The ability to make a harp does

not entail the ability to play itj and the generals who have

captured a city must turn it over to the politicians for exploita

tion. Yet the common arts of use supply only technique and

no information about the uses of goods for the soul. Thus, wis

dom is different from the knowledge of the crafts } it is knowl

edge of final value; and the wise being knows nothing about

shoemaking or carpentry (Euthedymus 28ia-292e). The out

come of our discussion is to show that wisdom is not merely
the capacity to apprehend truth, but a quality pervading the

whole personality as well.

Virtues are not things to be taken over from one person and

given to another. Pericles gave his children an excellent train

ing in the subjects for which he found professional teachers,

but in those subjects of which he was a master, he neither

trained them himself nor did he commit them to another's

guidance j "and so they go about grazing at will like sacred

oxen, on the chance of their picking up excellence here or there

for themselves" (Protagoras 320a). Skills may be transmitted

but virtue may not. Take Themistocles; "have you never heard

how Themistocles had his son Cleophantus taught to be a good
horseman? Why, he could keep his balance standing upright
on horseback, and hurl the javelin while so standing, and per
form many other wonderful feats in which his father had had

him trained." And yet no one claims that the son had the same

moral excellence as the father (Meno 93d). Now, the sophists

arrogate to themselves the power of making others good; they
offer to teach virtue for a fee. But we often hear of sophists

who accuse their pupils of cheating them of their fees; and how
absurd the sophists are in doing so. They demand the fee be

cause they have made another man good; yet, since he cheats

them, he has remained wicked, while having been made good.
If a youth is taught running or riding by a trainer, we hope
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he will pay his trainer but it is not surprising if he does not.

The skill of running fast does not bring with it the virtue of

justice. But if a youth is taught justice by his teacher, then the

teacher should have no fear of being treated unjustly by his

pupil in return. The teaching of virtue is the only kind of

service which makes the one served desire to give service in

return. So if the sophists, teachers of virtue, accuse their pupils
of cheating, they are disclosing themselves as failures in their

job (Gorgias 5190-5206). Of course, the point that Plato is

really making is that virtue is a personal trait which cannot be

passed across the counter, so to speak, from salesman to con

sumer, and the sophists are therefore cheats themselves in pro

fessing to teach virtue.

The sophist is the foil to the philosopher, whose nature we
will understand all the better by juxtaposing him with the

sophist Plato defines the sophist as an artist who produces in

his own self the semblance of virtue, while knowing that he
is a humbug. And as a teacher, he is further an artist at pro

ducing semblances of virtue in his pupils. But there is no meet

ing of minds between sophist and pupil j discussion is a combat
in which the sophist fights all comers, resorting to all possible
holds in order to down his opponent. He employs tricks, par
ticularly the ambiguities of words, in order to trip up and over

turn the others, very much like "those who slyly pull stools

away from persons about to sit down, and then laugh when

they see one sprawling on one's back." Both the sophist and
the philosopher produce perplexity in the student, but the

sophist will confute an argument if it be true as readily as if

it be false. In the course of the discussion, the sophist is not
averse to contradicting what he has said before in order to win
his point} and if the listener protests, the sophist reproaches
him for being such a dotard as to linger over the past. He is

resourceful without scruple, "sending forth, like a Hydra,
many heads of argument in place of each one that was cut off."

The sophist claims to be a Jtdvoroqpog an all-knower, offer

ing to answer any question asked by any person on any subject.

But, in reality, the sophist's skill consists in dodging issues. On
being asked a question, he launches into a long harangue, beat-
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ing off the argument, laughing off the objections, going on at

such length that by the time he has finished, the listeners have

forgotten what the point to be answered was. Socrates implores

Protagoras to be brief in his replies. "I am a forgetful kind of

person, and if any one addresses me at any length, I forget the

subject on which he is talking. If I were deaf, you would think

fit to speak louder to me than to the restj so please remember
that I am forgetful and cut up your answers into shorter pieces"

(Protagoras 334C, d). If the sophist is the interlocutor, he can

not even then refrain from haranguing. "Are you asking a

question, or starting a speech?
" Socrates plaintively remarks

to the sophist, on one occasion (Gorgias 466b). But the sophist
is obliged to resort to long speeches in order to cloak his ig

norance. Like books, the orators are incapable of either answer

ing or putting a question of their own} or they are like the

poets who know not what they are saying. "If you question
even a small point of what has been said, just as brazen vessels

ring a long time after they have been struck and prolong the

note unless you put your hand on them, so these orators, too,

on being asked a little question, extend their speech over a full-

length course" (Protagoras 329a).
The sophist resorts to spells and incantations by which to

bewitch his audience. He is a magician in language, creating

an atmosphere by his eloquence and hypnotizing the audience

into agreement with him. But "if they (the sophists) are will

ing to stand their ground for a while and do not run away like

cowards, . . . their rhetoric withers away, so that they seem no

better than children" (Theostetus I7?b). Or the sophist resorts

to a show of force. Thrasymachus is represented as "gathering
himself like a wild beast and hurling himself upon us as if he

would tear us to pieces." The sophist uses invective, and takes

an objection as a personal affront motivated by jealousy.

Lengthiness of speech, ridicule of the opponent, the art of the

magician, violence these are the methods of the sophist in

argument. The root of the matter is that the sophist is con

cerned with himself, and self-display and conceit are his domi

nating motives. He is enclosed in himself, and has no personal

relation to any one else. At no $oint does he make any contact
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with anything^ whether with the point at issue or with the man

raising the question. He does not converse} he makes orations.

He is a monad, untouched by the dynamic interrelations o

actual life. He addresses the multitude, not particular indi

viduals. The external situation normally acts as a principle of

control} and the sophist, deprived of this control, expands in

definitely, and arrogates to himself the rank of a god. So he

spins out long speeches, letting out the sail before the breeze,

with the result that "he escapes into the ocean of speech, leav

ing the land nowhere in sight" (Protagoras 338a).

Two kinds of villain appear on the stage of Plato's works,

the tyrant and the sophist. In the obvious sense, the tyrant is

the man of greater effectiveness} he is in supreme charge over

the city, owning it? citizens for his nefarious purposes, even

hiring the sophists as his sycophants.
8 But the sophist is in

reality the one to be more feared} his power is over the inner

city. The tyrant operates by the use of force} he is ferocious

and brutal. The sophist is more subtle, insidious, and in the

long run more effective} his weapons are words and he attacks

characters and beliefs. The tyrant's rule is over the body, but

the sophist's is over the soul. The sophist is the greater villain

of the two.

While the sophist is an artist in semblances, the philosopher

makes true images of the good out of himself and of the per

sons of his pupils. And by virtue of the fact that he contemplates

the whole of time and the whole of essence, he has grandeur of

mind. Knowing how small man is in relation to the universe, the

philosopher is released from the fear of death. For his aim in

life embraces something greater than living; his purpose is not

to preserve himself in life as long as possible, but to pursue jus

tice; and he regards living ill as worse than not living at all.

Witness the bearing of Socrates in prison, where, on the very
eve of death, he spent his remaining hours discoursing on im

mortality.

In .speaking of the philosopher's grandeur of mind, we mean
not merely an intellectual attitude but magnanimity of spirit.

The philosopher respects his opponents and even their opinions,
sln Phadrus 2486, the sophist is ranked higher than the tyrant.
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in so far as they are genuine. His outlook includes the whole

of humanity, whose capacities, no matter how small, he regards
it his task to bring to fruition. But his respect for persons is

qualified by his respect for the truth; for truth is more to be

honored than man (R&public 595c). In his activity as a teacher,

the philosopher is without self-display. Glad to refute others

when they are wrong, he is no less glad to be refuted if he be

wrong. He does not force himself upon his listeners. "If any

man, young or old, wishes to hear me speak, I do not object j

I offer myself alike to rich or poor; I ask questions and who
ever wishes may answer and hear what I say" (Apology 33a).

He is completely unpretentious; and in questioning others, he

is questioning himself. It is not because he is certain that he

cross-examines others; he creates perplexities in the minds of

his hearers because he, more than all, is perplexed. "It is for

my own sake chiefly, that I ask questions," says Socrates; and

his power upon others comes from the fact that both his doubts

and beliefs are genuinely felt. Always he penetrates beneath

appearances to the core.

The philosopher is characterized by intensity, ardor, zeal;

he loves the truth with passion, pursuing the argument with a

scent as keen as a Laconian hound's. Ordinarily, those men
whose interests are universal are apt to spread themselves thin,

while those who have intensity are liable to suffer from a

limitation of outlook. The philosopher joins in his person in

tensity with magnanimity. Furthermore, people who are reso

lute in temper are often hardened in their convictions and lack

the power of self-criticism. In Socrates we find both toughness

of fiber and intellectual doubt, both breadth of outlook and

vividness of personality. In Plato, on the other hand, intensity

struggles with and sometimes overcomes the balanced quality

of mind. Plato is apt to be possessed by the insights which he

possesses; he is absorbed completely in the insight of the mo

ment, and then completely forgets it just when another insight

comes along to overwhelm him. There is coherence in Plato's

works, but more insight than coherence.

Intensity is not to be confused with nervousness. In the phi

losopher there is no haste; he pursues the argument whither-
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soever it leads him in a leisurely manner, and with many di

gressions} but the worldly man must hurry in his business, else

he will lose his profit. Haste is not simply a bodily habit
j it

is the manifestation of an intellectual outlook} it is the sign of

a man's slavery to time and to the things of time. The worldly
man becomes tense, stunted and bitter} the philosopher has

inner repose, for time means nothing to him.

Inner truth, magnificence, passion, hardihood, repose all

these traits of the philosopher are a gift from the gods. The

philosopher is not only an image of the gods} he is their com

panion. The philosopher is 8ai{A<yviog--demoniac, divinely pos

sessed} there is. something supernatural about him, bewitching,

shocking, and magnetizing the people about him. Like the

sophist, he, too, is a magician, but his magical power comes

from different sources and is utilized for different ends. Thus
the foundations of his character are religious. The philosopher
is imbued with the consciousness of the divine} Socrates, as we

know, heard a divine voice which commanded him what not

to do. Not only is it true that the philosopher has an intellectual

a$'prehen$ion of the divine, but there is actual comrmvnication

of divine energy, in turn transmitted by the philosopher to his

public. The philosopher confronts the world with a transcendent

spiritual authority} he is a force among men. It is true that

from a superficial point of view, the philosopher is impotent
in affairs} but in a real crisis he is undaunted. The environ

ment is essentially indeterminate and wayward, and he cannot

hope completely to bend it to his will. Nevertheless, he remains

firm and undefeated.

For our portrait of the philosopher we will quote what the

sophist says about him, what the philosopher, and lastly what
one who is neither sophist nor philosopher but an unspoiled
child of nature says about him. According to the sophist, the

philosopher escapes into abstractions because he cannot deal

with the realities of this world. The sophist believes that phi

losophy is a charming pastime for youth, but bound to ruin

man if made into a life-long avocation. Philosophy is unworld-
liness and innocence} the philosopher knows nothing of making
love, he is cheated in business transactions, and he is generally
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ignorant of the ways o the world and of whatever makes a

thorough gentleman. The philosopher is a babe in arms, who
would not know what to do if some one boxed him on the ear.

"If any one should seize you," says Callicles addressing him
self to Socrates, "and drag you off to prison accusing you of a

wrong you have never done, you would be at a loss and without

a word to say; and when you come up in court, though your
accuser might be ever so paltry a rascal, you would have to die

if he chose to demand death for your penalty" (Gorgias 485b-

486d).
With some exaggeration we might say that Socrates answers

by pleading guilty to the charges* The philosopher, he admits,

is impractical, unskilled with his hands, incapable of even tying

up his bed-clothes into a neat bundle. His clumsiness makes him

the laughing-stock of the multitude, and he becomes all the

more ridiculous because, in his innocence, he joins in their

laughter at himself. He cannot follow what the public is saying.

When they praise a nobleman for his seven wealthy ancestors,

he is puzzled, reflecting that every man must have had countless

ancestors, among them rich and poor, kings and slaves, bar

barians and Greeks. Nor can he understand why some one own

ing ten thousand acres should be regarded as amazingly rich,

accustomed as he is to thinking in terms of the whole earth of

which the man's possessions are so small a part.

The philosopher is maladroit and, given the values of this

world, he is clearly a fool. But if it be true that the values of the

world are false, then the philosopher's folly is wisdom. Shrewd

ness is the outlook of a narrow man who, while intent on means,

loses hold of the ends; the philosopher is unable to see what is

close at hand because he contemplates the universal, roaming
below the earth, or along its wide surfaces and even above the

sky. The philosopher turns the tables on the sophist as soon as

both are drawn to the investigation of universal matters. The

philosopher knows his way about the universe, though he may
lose his way in the streets; but the sophist wanders about aim

lessly and becomes ridiculous once he is taken into the province

of abstract things. Then his sharp, pettifogging mind gets dizzy

from the new experience of being suspended at such a height;
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and now it is the sophist who is clumsy, innocent, and incom

petent (The&tetus 1 720-1 y6a).
We must treat with some reserve the picture which Socrates

paints of the philosopher. The world is devious and deceitful}

and in order to emphasize the philosopher's forthrightness, Soc

rates represents him as unworldly. But there is a right way of

dealing with the world, which is not shrewdness; there is prac
tical wisdom which is the application of principles to particular

facts. The philosopher is versed in both worlds: the greater, and

the smaller too. In fact, the quality of the philosopher, like that

of God, is that he cares for the least as well as for the greatest,

that he is at home both with the noble and with the common

things. Socrates, the philosopher, intent on universal things,

was nonetheless fully aware of his place in and his duties to the

city which his body inhabited. He was a law-abiding citizen. He
had made a contract with the city in which he had promised
obedience to its laws in return for the security which the city

offered. This contract he was determined to execute no matter

what the laws of the state; and he refused to violate his contract

even when he had to pay for compliance with his life.

We will now consider the picture of the philosopher as

painted by Alcibiades, the natural man, the man of action, the

child of impulse. Alcibiades is unreflective and internally unco

ordinated, impetuous and quick-tempered, amorous and fond

of his wine. Utterly the creature of impulse, he is drawn to the

philosopher, the image of reason. Alcibiades is conscious of the

mysterious attraction of Socrates; he adores him and yet is

afraid of him. But of one thing he is quite sure that Socrates

is right. The confrontation of Alcibiades with Socrates in the

last part of the Symposium is one of the most vivid pieces of

writing in the whole Platonic literature. Socrates had been

spending the evening at a banquet with his friends; Alcibiades

breaks into this scene accompanied with a boisterous crowd. He
is drunk and is crowned with a wreath of ivy and violets; upon
seeing Socrates he is taken aback, not having expected to find

him there. After some banter, he launches into a rambling, inco

herent, but nevertheless honest, and revealing harangue.
This man, Socrates, is a mystery to me, says Alcibiades in so
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many words, and his hold on me is a mystery too. Of all men,
he alone can make me feel ashamed. I wish he would vanish

from the world} and yet, should this befall, I would be more
distressed than any one else. His words, like a snake, bite me to

the very heart. There he ismy conscience from which I would
like to run away, and yet without which I would not know what
to do. Others ravish the crowd with tunes and with musical in

struments j Socrates ravishes me with words of simple prose.
His speech is crude j he talks of pack-asses, smiths, cobblers, and

tanners. And yet when I hear him I become worse than a maniac.

I have listened to Pericles and to many other famous orators,

but their eloquent speeches are nothing to his common words.

"My heart leaps and tears run- out of my eyes at the sound of his

speech} and I see great numbers of other people having the same

experience."
He is really a hypocrite, appearing other than he is. [Note

the similarity to the sophist] He is like the ugly statues of

Silenus, which when their two halves are open are found to con

tain images of the gods. He too is homely looking (you cannot

deny that, Socrates) and his speech is common. But one day I

caught him in a serious moment and saw the images inside j

they were golden and divine, perfectly fair and wondrous. His

speeches seem so foolish "but when they are opened and you
obtain a fresh view of them by getting inside, first of all, you will

discover that they are the only speeches with any sense in them,
and secondly, that none are so divine, so rich in images of vir

tue." One feels the quality of divinity in this man.

You would be surprised to find what a man of action, what a

brave soldier this garrulous philosopher is. During the cam

paigns he surpassed all of us in the capacity to endure hardships}

whenever the army was cut off, compelled to go without food,

he was far ahead of us in endurance. In one of the battles, the

troops retreated in utter disorder. I was mounted but Socrates

was not} yet there he stepped along just as if he were in the

streets of Athens, calmly looking at friend and foe alike, and

giving everybody to understand that if he were attacked, he

would give a stout defence of himself. Yet even during the cam

paigns he indulged in his queer tantrums and trances. One day
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he got immersed in some problem at dawn and stood at the same

spot considering it} finding it difficult to solve, he stood there

trying. As the time drew on to midday, the troops began to no

tice. Toward evening, some of them, after they had supper,

brought out their mattresses and rugs and took their sleep in

the cool, waiting to see if he would go on standing all night as

well. True enough he stood till dawn came and the sun rose;

then he walked away, after offering a prayer to the sun.

No, I cannot make this man out homely and yet beautiful;

his nonsense is full of sense; a mystic who talks coherently; a

philosopher but also a fine soldier; mingling with men and yet
somehow apart from us all. Though disinclined to drink, if

overruled, he can outdrink us all; and most surprising of all,

no man has ever yet seen Socrates drunk.

And in fact, Plato recounts how after Alcibiades had finished

his speech the party went on far into the night. Some left while

others went on drinking and talking. This combination of high

thinking with high drinking continued until only a few remained

awake, drinking out of a large vessel, and arguing. The talk

was about the drama, with Socrates insisting that the same man
could write both tragedy and comedy well. The others listened

feebly and then began to nod, until they all fell asleep. "When
Socrates had seen them comfortable, he rose and went away
. . ,; on arriving at the Lyceum, he washed himself, and then

spent the day in his ordinary fashion; and so, when the day was

done, he went home for the evening and reposed"

Alcibiades, in his very incoherence, manages to convey the

complexity of the philosopher's nature: his common humanity,
his extraordinary divinity, his strength and his genuineness. It

would be wrong to regard the episode of the entry of Alcibiades

into the banquet-scene as a digression introduced in order to

afford relief. In fact, the episode continues the argument; what
had been first exhibited in speech is now displayed in action.

The topic of the Symposium is the nature of love; and the con
clusion is reached that the eros is an intermediary between the
mortal and the immortal, interpreting gods and men to each
other. By the dramatic episode which follows the argument,
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Plato exhibits the eros in actual operation, as the love of Al-

tibiades, earthly and inarticulate, for Socrates, the philosopher
concerned with eternal things j and as the love of Socrates for

Alcibiades.
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Self-sufficiency, 52, 58, 140 ff., 192

Sensation, 186, 188, 273 ff.; and

reason, 204

Shaw, G. B., 238

Shorey, Paul, 245 n.

Socialism, 361 ff.

Society and the Individual, 87, 305,

324, 333, 338, 357 #> 363, 370

Socrates, 23, 50, 66, 143, 265, 273,

280, 283, 33*> 336, 3$9> 375>

380 ff., 3*7> 39i> 393> 395 #

Solon, 225

Sophist, 158, 166, 228, 378, 390 ff.,
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Soul, 1 2, 1 1 2, Chapters IV, XVI, 143 ;

tripartite, 309 ff., 318; relation to

body, 88, 93, 163, 305, 319, 326,

375; relation to God, 97, 334;
irrational part, 37, 225, 312, 335

Space, 5, 31

Spinoza, 18, 56 n., 59, 67, 104, 120,

142, 294, 297, 299, 334, 336

State, the, 357 ff.

Stoics, 142
Substance, 1 8, 142, 169

Tec1me> 88, 174* 203,211, 216, 221,

241 ff.

Teleology, 12, 66, 78, 82, 85, 96,

102, 227

Thales, 225

Thrasymachus, 346, 391

Thucydides, 85

Time, n, 32, 38, 80, 84, 107, 115,
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Truth and falsehood, 205, 209, 266

ff.; truth of character, 213, 382;
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of pleasure and pain, 212, 313, 218, 233, 237, 245; courage, 323,

315 3735 justice, 162, 228, 246, 367;

Tyranny, 61, 162, 346 ff., 370, 392 theory and practice, 330, 376, 396$

temperance, 375
Universals. See Forms

Whitehead, A. N., 35 n., 119 n.

Virtue, as union of opposites, 54, 373; Woman, 309, 327, 339
in relation to knowledge, 72, 321, World (or Cosmos), 7, 56, ill, 247.

330, 336, 383; as a personal See also Nature

quality, 389; as imitation, 211,

3O3? 3925 in relation to beauty, Xenophon, 369
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